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PART TWO



CHAPTER 3

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL STRUCTURE OF PAKISTAN

Pakistan caine into being as a unique state on the

political map of the world. Geographically,it consisted of the two

wings separated by Indian territory over a width of a thousand

miles.	 The east wing, as a single province, containing 55.5 per

cent1 of the total population of Pakistan, was, with the possible

exception of Chittagong Hill tribes, ethnically and linguistically

homogeneous.	 But it had a sizeable segment of non-Muslim

population - 23.2 per cent according to the 1951 census. 2 The west

wing encompassed within its boundaries four provinces, 	 nine

princely states, and a tribal belt along the western border. With

97.1 per cent Muslim population, the west wing was religiously more

homog neous than the east wing. Nevertheless, it is heavily marked

by ethno-regional and linguistic cleavages. It contains four major

ethno-regional groups,	 i.e. Pahãns,	 Punjabls,	 Sindhis and

Baluchis.	 Their distribution is by no means strictly coincident

with the political boundaries of the four provinces of NWFP,

Punjab, Sind and Baluchistan.

The influx of large numbers of people after partition

added a new factor to the emerging ethno-linguistic configuration

of Pakistan.	 The muhäjirs (immigrants) constituted about seven

million, settled disproportionately between the two wings.	 A

majority of these, with the possible exception of those coming from

East Punjab, settled down in urban pockets in Sind and East Bengal

(subsequently re-Christened East Pakistan) 3 where they could find

governmental and industrial jobs, as well as have property allotted
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to them.	 Although, in 1951, the muhãjir element constituted only

11.2 per cent of the total population of Sind, 4 large numbers of

rnuhãjirs arrived after 1951.	 In 1970, after nearly 20 years,

muhájirs were estimated to amount to nearly 50 per cent of the

total population of Sind. 5	In East Pakistan,	 1.3 million

muhájirs, 6 mainly of Bihari origin, settled in Dacca and Chittagong

as well as in the northern districts of the Province.

The muhajirs (excluding those from East Punjab) were

largely from the Urdu-speaking regions of India (i.e., U.?.,

Hyderabad and Bihar).	 They had a sense of acute cultural

superiority over the local population, steeped as they were in the

tradition of political supremacy of North India under the Mughal

rulers (1526-1857).	 As a result, the muhäjirs have shown a marked

unwillingness to become a part of the local population.

Apart from these wide-ranging cleavages in Pakistan's

social structure, there are also barãdaris7 (kinship groups),

religious sects among the Muslims, and considerable variations in

the character and levels of education of different segments of

society, ranging from the modern educated to the 4iilamã

The role played by the 'ularnä'in Pakistan's politics is

the subject of this study.	 But it cannot be properly understood

without keeping in view the socio-economic, political and state

institutions which influenced the course of politics in Pakistan.
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3.1	 The Socio-Economic Structure of Pakistani Society

At the time of its inception, Pakistan's economy was

predominantly agricultural in character and a majority of its

population was rural. Even though it has since independence, been

in the throes of urbanisation, 71.7 per cent of the total

population still lives in villages. 8	The dominance of rural

society is even greater in NWFP (84.9 per cent) and Baluchistan

(84.4 per cent). 52.73 per cent of the total population, according

to the 1982-83 figures, was employed in the agricultural sector;

whilst the figure for the proportion of the rural population

employed in the agricultural sector was even higher (67.69 per

cent) .

The rural population, on the basis of occupational

status, can be broadly classified into four major groups:

(1) zamindãrs who own land and sublet it to the tenants,

either on the basis of contract for fixed periods

for fixed amounts, or on the basis of share-

cropping;

(2) tenants and agricultural labourers;

(3) craftsmen who either assist the agriculturalists

with their skills (e.g. blacksmithy and carpentry),

or provide services to the villagers-at-large (e.g.,

goldsmiths, shoemakers and weavers) - this group is

often named kamrnis (workers);
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(4) those who provide services but are not included in

the category of craftsmen (e.g., barbers, village

watchmen and the imãm of the mosque).

Classification on occupational grounds is but one facet

of social stratification.	 These groups are further divided on the

basis of barãdari linkages.	 The concept of barãdarl is based

either on a common ancestor (real or legendary) or on a common

profession.	 Thus, sayyids constitute a barãdari, being the

descendents of a single ancestor, namely the Prophet, whereas the

blacksmiths constitute a barãdari due to their common profession.

Furth rmore, some of the barädarls are considered socially superior

to others.	 Sayylds, Shaykhs (descendants of the Quraysh, the

Prophet's clan), Mughals and Pathãns (descendants of the Muslim

rulers in India) enjoy the superior status of ashräf (noble men).

The descendants of the indigenous converts to Islam are deemed to

be socially inferior.	 Therefore,	 despite interaction among

different barädarls, intermarriage between high Muslims and low

Muslims almost never occurs.

The occupational division and social status of certain

groups, sometimes do not coincide. Thus, an 'aiim is occupationally

at the lowest rung of stratification. 	 His education and personal

piety help him to gain respect in society; but, if he is ashrãf by

birth, then he may even challenge the landowners, who form the

foremost occupational group.

At the time of independence, zamindars, by virtue of

their hold on land, were dominant in the rural life of both wings
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of Pakistan.	 But they were relatively more powerful in West

Pakistan.

In East Pakistan, the Permanent Settlement, 1793 had

created a class of zamindãrs who had previously been revenue

collectors; the actual tillers of the land were classified as the

tenants of zamindärs.	 The rights of the tenants were recognised

in the Bengal Tenancy Act, 1885 as amended from time to time.

Though the Act, which guaranteed the rights of tenants, 'was seldom

implemented rigorously on behalf of weaker sections of the

cultivating peasantry' 10 a majority of these zamlndãrs were Hindus

who possessed 75 per cent of the total agricultural land in East

Pakistan.	 On account of the popularity of the nationalist and

sociali t movements in Bengal, 11 the peasantry was politically

conscious	 The M slim peasants saw in the struggle of AIML not

only the realisation of an 'Islamic State', but also liberty from

the grip of Hindu zamindirs.	 In 1947, the majority of these

zaraindärs migrated to India.

The East Pakistan government, with the support of the

middle classes, promulgated the East Bengal Ac quisition and Tenancy

Act, 1950 which, at a stroke, replaced the Ben gal Tenancy Act, 1885

and the Permanent Settlement. 	 It imposed a ceiling of 33 acres on

the amount of land that could be retained by a zarnind.r.	 Some 80

appeals against the passage of the Act, 1950 were filed in the

higher courts of the country.	 The courts upheld the Act; and

'East Pakistan, by 1956-57, came to be free from the feudal

grip' 12
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Despite demands for land reform,	 the provincial

governments in West Pakistan failed to introduce land reform of any

substance.	 According to data collected in 1958-59, about 6,000

landowners, representing 0.1 per cent of the total landowners,

owned 7.5 million acres of land in estates of 500 acres or more.

2.2 million persons, constituting 64.5 per cent of the landowning

population engaged in agriculture owned an average of five acres or

less per head; 13 whilst another 2.5 million peasants owned no land

at all.14

The long-awaited reform was adopted first in January 1959

and then in March 1972. 	 Neither set of reform contained radical

elements.	 Neither the principle of 'land to the tiller', nor of

fixation of ceiling close to the average holding was followed. 	 In

the former case, tenants would have become the owners of the land

that they tilled,	 and the system of landowning would have

disappeared.	 In the latter case, the system would not have been

eliminated completely, but the economic and political power of the

zamlndãrs could have been curtailed.

Land reform was seen more as a means of 'economic growth'

than as a step in the task of creating an egalitarian society. The

Land Reforms Commission for West Pakistan (1959) suggested 500

acres of irrigated and 1000 acres of unirrigated land, as the

ceiling for individual holding (with numerous exceptions!). 	 The

aim of the Commission was to promote farming as a 'sufficiently

lucrative' profession which could 'attract and engage suitable

talent on a whole-time basis'.15
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In March 1972, the ceiling on individual holdings was

reduced to 150 acres of irrigated and 300 acres of unirrigated

land.	 Zamindirs in possession of tractors and tube wells were

allowed to own 20 per cent of land over the normal ceiling.	 The

rationale of this ceiling scheme remained unaltered. 	 Its aim was

to ensure that agriculture would continue 'as an attractive and

profitable vocation for the enterprising and enlightened

farmers' 16

The task of enforcing reform was assigned to the civil

administration.	 The tillers of the land were not associated with

the process. Being unorganised, the peasantry could not look after

its own interests.	 The civil administration was not prepared to

act decisively to protect the rights of the peasants against the

machinations of influential zamindãrs.

Under the 1959 reform

only a very small amount of agricultural land -
probably less than five per cent - actually
changed hands and most of that was of a poor
quality. 17

The policy of Green Revolution pursued during the '60s

(i.e., the provision of tractors, new seed varieties, fertilizers,

pesticides and tube wells) favoured those who enjoyed political and

social privileges.	 The economic and political influence of

zamindirs remained intact despite the reform of 1959.	 'Alawi

concluded that

a small rural elite [the zarnindãrs], less than
five per cent of the rural population of
Pakistan, controls an overwhelming proportion
of land.	 It has profited most from the Green
Revolution.	 Within the rural elite,	 the
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biggest landowners continue to maintain a
dominant position in the control of economic
resources as well as political power.18

Since the 1959 reform, zamindir families transferred land

(often only for the sake of records) in anticipation of future

reform.	 Consequently, the 1972 reform did not lead to the opening

of new vistas of economic betterment for tillers of the soil.19

The influence of zamindàrs on Pakistan politics can be

gauged from their strength in CAP/National Assembly. 	 Table 3.1

shows their numbers in National Assembly from 1947 to 1969.

3.2	 Political Parties

During the Pakistan movement (1940-1947), all other

political parties in the regions that were assigned to Pakistan,

were completely overshadowed by AIML. 	 During the post-1947

period, it was expected that there would be defections from AIML

since AIML proved to be an umbrella for different shades of

political opinion.	 At the same time, the highly seasoned workers

of anti-AIML parties were not going to surrender easily to their

erstwhile opponents.	 They would hope to play an oppositional role

in the new state with their political stands altered to suit new

conditions.

With its ethnic, linguistic, religious and cultural

diversity, Pakistan was bound to be a multi-party state. Within a

few years (1947-1956), it proved to be so. A brief account of the

important parties - formed anew or as a result of splits,

defections and mergers involving existing political organisations,
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Table 3.1

The Number of Zam.indãrs in CAP/National Assembly,

Elected from West Pakistan

Tenure of Total Number of West	 Number of Percentage ratio
Assembly	 Pakistan members	 Zarnindãrs	 of Zam.indãrs to

(MNAs)	 MNAs

1947-1954	 35	 27	 77

1955-1958	 40	 28	 70

1962-1965	 75	 58	 77

1965-1969	 75	 34	 45

[Source:	 Ahmad, Mushtaq, Government and Politics in Pakistan
(Karachi: Space Publishers, 1970), p.89, p.106, p.,236 and p.247.]
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up to the coup d'etat of 1958 - is essential for an understanding

of the dynamic features of Pakistani politics.

3.2.1	 The Pakistan Muslim League (PML) and Its Fragmentation

From its inception to the historic Lahore Resolution

(March 1940),	 AIML had never been a mass movement.	 Whatever

popularity it enjoyed was confined to the Muslim minority provinces

of (British) India rather than to the areas that were assigned to

Pakistan at Partition (1947). During the period 1940 to 1947, it

absorbed the influential Muslim intelligentsia of Muslim majority

provinces.	 It was then solely concerned with one object, namely

the achievement of a separate homeland for Indian Muslims.	 The

charismatic personality of Muhammad Ali Jinnãh, 'The Great Leader',

was, for the man in the street, 	 the symbol of the Indian Muslim

nation.	 He was the undisputed leader at an all-India level.

Decision-making powers in AIML were, by and large, centralised in a

six-member 'Committee of Action' (chosen in 1943 from among the

members of the Working Committee) and the Great Leader. 20 Personal

conflicts, hardly involving differences on policy questions, were

rampant among the provincial leaders. 	 But the central leadership

of AIML was happy as long as the provincial leaders did not

challenge the topmost all-India leadership.21

When Pakistan was formed, the 'Council' of AIML decided

to bifurcate the party into two independent organisations - one for

Pakistan and the other for India.	 In respect of the future

structure of the party in Pakistan, there were discussions as to

whether the membership of the party should be open to non-Muslim

citizens of Pakistan. 	 Among the 300 councillors, 	 only 10
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(including Husayn Shahid Suhraward and Miyãi Iftikhr-ud-din) were

in favour of opening party membership to non-Muslim citizens.22

New rules, framed for the organisation of Pakistan Muslim

League (PML), debarred members of the Central and Provincial

cabinets from holding any office in the party. Chawdhari

Khaliq-uz-Zainãn was elected as the first President of PML. The new

party inherited two major characteristics of AIML. 	 First, it was

an umbrella organisation for 	 irit	 c3L o

Isla!aists	 (the traditional Islainists,	 modernist	 Islamists),

secularists, socialist secularists, socialist Islainists, secularist

capitalists, etc.	 Second, its existence was marked by numerous

personal conflicts. In the post-1947 period, when the main issue

faced by PML was how the new state and society of Pakistan should

be built, it proved impossible to hold together all the conflicting

ideological viewpoints. In other words, political squabbles soon

degenerated into questions relating to who should share the power

of the state and the control of the resources generated by it.

The first ideological issue confronting PML was whether

membership should be open to non-Muslim citizens of Pakistan.

Suhrawardi, who had been an undoubted leader of standing in Bengal

politics, voiced his view against the prevailing mood in PML.	 In

March 1948, while he was still staying on in India, he attended a

session of the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan (ciP) at which he

raised the demand of the 'Pakistan National League' instead of

'Pakistan Muslim League', with membership open to all Pakistanis

without regard to religion. He criticised the PML government for

tending 'in the direction of establishing a communal state'.23
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Suhrawardi's stand on the membership issue alienated him

from the PML high command. He lost his seat in CAP on the grounds

that he was not a citizen of Pakistan.	 Finally, on his return to

Pakistan in March 1949, he found the door of PML completely closed.

PML was faced with the task of constructing a programme

capable of solving the basic problems of the masses, of maintaining

contact with them, and of organising the party from grass-roots

level. But, in the event, the party could offer no such programme.

The party machinery, accustomed to the pre-1947 ways of agitational

politics, did not devote itself to the task of organising the party

through patient efforts aimed at educating the rank and file and

mobilising the masses.	 The 'Council' of the party was supposed to

be the principal policy-making and controlling organ.	 It was

expected the 'council' would meet at least twice a year; but, in

fact, its sessions were less frequent. 	 Only seven sessions had

been convened during the interval between 1948 and 1956.24	 PML

soon became a 'pocket organisation of the people in power'.25

In spite of its deplorable condition as a political party

organisation, PML claimed the exclusive right to build the new

state.	 This attitude was reflected in the speeches and statements

of Nawãbzädah Liyaqat 'All Khãn, the first Prime Minister of

Pakistan and PML's second President (8 October 1950 - 16 October

1951) 26

It is the duty of everyone of us to make
Pakistan strong and this can be done only by
making the Muslim League strong; for, a strong
league means strong Pakistan ... Damage to the
League is damage to the nation. . . the existence
of Pakistan depends on this [PML].27
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He vehemently denounced the critics of PHL as 'Abü Lahabs',28

'traitors, liars and hypocrites', and 'dogs of India'.

How legitimate was it for a political party in an

ostensibly democratic state to claim that membership of it or

loyalty to its leaders should serve as the standard for judging the

patriotism of the citizens; especially when that party 'represented

only a section of the opinion, on which the government, not the

state, subsisted' •29

A brief description of the parties which emerged as a

result of defections from PML is pertinent, since these parties set

the pace of politics during the early years of Pakistan's

existence.

3.2.1(a) 'Awãml (People's) Muslim Leaque (ANL)

Pir Mãnki Shadf (1923-1960) was the first Muslim League

leader to leave the old party (June 1948) in order to organise a

new one.	 He emphasised the new party's role by naming it 4wãmi

(People's) Muslim League (as opposed to the government party, PML).

The 4wãmi Muslim League's influence was limited to NWFP, and the

personal following of Pir Mãnk Sharif, its founder.

3.2.1(b) Azäd (Independent) Pakistan Party (APP)

Miyri Iftikhr-ud-din (1907-1962) was a Punjabi Muslim

Leaguer who leaned to the left side of the political spectrum. He

was a founder-member of the Congress Socialist Party (1934). 	 He

left INC in 1945 after belonging to it for 19 years, in order to
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join AINL. The 1946 election manifesto of the Punjab Muslim League

(written by Danyãl Latifi, a communist lawyer) bore the mark of

Iftikhr-ud-din' s influence.

Miyan Iftikhãr-ud-din formed APP 	 (November 1950)

incorporating lofty left-wing objectives	 in its lengthy

manifesto. 3 °	 The party revolved round the personality of its

founder.

3.2.1(c) Jinnh Muslim League (JNL)

Miyán Mumtz Muhammad Khãn Dawltãnah and Nawãb Iftikhãr

Husayn Khãn of Mamdot (1905-1969) were engaged in a personal feud

over who should control the Punjab Muslim League. 	 In April 1948,

Jinnãh summoned both of them (who were big zamindärs) to Karachi to

sort out the tangle but 'even he threw up his hands in disgust'.31

The conflict ended with Maindot leaving PML in order to form JML

(1950) as the true inheritor of the political legacy of Muhammad

Ali Jinnáh.

3.2.1(d) Muslim League (Khilãfat-i-Pakistãn Group)

'Abdus Sattãr Khãn Niyãzi (1915- 	 ) was a Muslim League

leader who was religiously inspired. 	 At a meeting of AIML Council

(Delhi, 1944), he moved a resolution urging members to practise

Sharah in their individual lives and to prepare themselves for its

complete enforcement.	 He called a meeting of like-minded persons,

including the 'ulamä', to discuss the question of endowing the

Pakistan state with an Islamic character when it would be formed
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(October 1944).	 Niyãzi published a book entitled Pakistan Key-a

Hay, Awr Kayse Bane Ga? (What's Pakistan and how will it be

formed?), in which he attempted to place Pakistan in the context

of the Khiläfat (i.e. the Caliphate). On the basis of this book, a

group of Niyãzi's personal followers launched a campaign for the

establishment of Khilãfat in Pakistan (1948).	 They brought out a

weekly KhilIfat-i-Pakistãn from Lahore, in order to mobilise

opinion in their direction.32

3.2.1(e) Khjlãfat-i-Rabbäni (Kingdom of God) Party

Abul Hãshim had been a General Secretary of undivided

Bengal Muslim League.	 In his 'Draft Manifesto of the Bengal

Provincial Muslim League' (1946),	 he had equated Pakistan with an

Islamic state.	 The manifesto had a touch of radicalism as well.

It spoke of equality, brotherhood, the rights of the poor, and the

evil of immorality in the circles of the vice-ridden.

Abul Hãshim was a key figure in the Khilãfat-i-Rabbãnl

Party (21 April 1952).	 It stood more or less for the same ideals

as those expressed in the Draft Manifesto of the Bengal Provincial

Muslim League. It campaigned for the provincial autonomy of East

Pakistan under the Lahore Resolution and for the adoption of

Bengali as a national language.

Its objective was Khilàfat-i-Rabhãni (Kingdom of God).

Its ideals could only be realised with the enforcement of the

social, political and economic principles of Islam.
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3.2.1(f) East Pakistan 'Awarni (People's) Muslim League (EPANL)

Before independence, the Bengal Muslim League was wracked

by the personality clash between Suhrawardl and Khawãjah

Nãzim-ud-din	 (1894-1964),	 its	 two main	 leaders. 34 	With

Suhrawardi's ousting from PML, the Nãzim-ud-din group won the

support of the PML high command, and the organisation of the East

Pakistan Muslim League (EPML) came under its control. 	 Supporters

of Suhrawardi were critical of EPML's organisational policy which

was aimed at excluding thent from party membership.	 The liscontent

among EPML's rank and file was given formal political expression by

MawlnäAbdul Hainid Khãn Bhâshni, who deserved much of the 'credit

for the rise of an opposition in East Pakistan'.35

Bhãshãni - prominent in Pakistan's radical politics and,

after 1971, in Bangladesh politics - first acquired fame during the

early '20s when he led a peasant agitation against the oppressive

policies of Hindu zamlndãrs in the districts of Mymensingh, Pabna

and Rajshahi (East Bengal). The Hindu zamindärs managed to get him

banished from the scene under the pretext of preserving communal

peace and tranquillity in Bengal. Báshãni went to 1ssam where he

busied himself with leading a similar agitation. 	 Thousands of

Bengali peasants, who had migrated to Assam in order to earn a

livelihood,	 were refused residential rights by the Assam

government.	 The agitation led by Báshãni led to the Assam

government amending its legislation, thus enabling 350,000 Bengali

peasants to settle in Assam. He became a folk-hero of the

oppressed Bengalis living in Assam.36
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It is interesting that he should prefix his name with

'Mawiãnã'. Moreover, he was no different from the Bengali 'u1am'in

general appearance.	 In fact, however, he had little formal

education and had no claim to being an 'aiim.	 In his daily life he

scrupulously performed religious practices and spoke in economic as

well as moral terms.	 Prior to 1947, Bhashãni joined AIML and

headed the Provincial Muslim League of Assani (23 March 1946 - 14

August 1947). He had had a long record of political imprisonment.

Bhãshãni was elected as an EPML candidate to the East

Pakistan Assembly in 1948 in a by-election.	 He secured EPML's

ticket through his role as a Muslim League leader of Assain before

1947.	 He was not affiliated to any particular faction of the

Bengal Muslim League. In the Assembly he turned out to be a critic

of the policies of the EPML government. He accused the EPML

leadership of turning the party into a pocket organisation. 	 He

lost his seat in the Assembly (March 1949) when the Election

Tribunal annulled the by-election he had won on the grounds that

certain irregularities had taken place. He was also debarred from

contesting any election to the East Pakistan Assembly for a period

of four years.

Members of EPMTJ who were dissatisfied with the leadership

met in a convention (Dacca: June 1949) which was presided over by

A.tá-ur-Rahmn. The moving spirit behind the convention was Mawlãnã

kbdu1 Hamid Khãn Bhãshãni.	 It was at this meeting that the East

Pakistan '4wàmi Muslim League (EPANL) emerged, with Bhãshãni as

President.
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3.2.1(g) All Pakistan Awàmi Muslim Leaque (APANL)

The splinter groups formed through defections from PML

retained the name of 'Muslim League' as a part of their names. But

they represented no threat to PML because of the minute following

that they enjoyed in the Assemblies as well as outside among the

people.	 All these dissident groups were confined to one or the

other region in Pakistan.

In the hope of widening the scope of the opposition, the

Khilãfat-i-Pakistãn group called a convention of political workers

(Lahore: February 1950). It was attended by a large number of PML

dissidents, including the Pir of Mãnki Sharif, and H.S. Suhrawardi.

These deliberations resulted in the formation of the All Pakistan

'Awami Muslim League (APANL), of which H.S. Suhrawardl and Mawlãná

'Abdus Sattr Khãn Niyãzi were elected President and General

Secretary respectively.

Contrary to his earlier professions, Suhrawardi did not

remove the word 'Muslim' from the name of the party. 	 Moreover,

membership was restricted to Muslims only. 	 Religiously-inspired

persons such as the Pir of Mánki Sharif and 'Abdus Sattãr Khãn

Niyãzi were not in favour of secularising the APMIL in any way.

Provincial elections were due to take place in the

Punjab.	 Iftikhär Husayn Khãn Maindot of JNL was trying his best to

present a credible challenge to PML.	 After prolonged negotiations

(lasting a month) between Mamdot and H.S. Suhrawardi, a merger

between JML and APANL was announced (January 1951) under the name

of 'All Pakistan Jinnah 4wàmi Muslim League' (APJANL). A section
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of Suhrawardi's friends from West Pakistan, under the leadership of

Mawlãnã Niyãzi, disagreed with the proposed merger and left the

party.

EPMIL merged with APJANL in December 1957. The fusion of

these splinter groups, with divergent interests and aspirations,

did not betoken any unity of programme or action. 	 Even members

elected to the Punjab Assembly on APJANL tickets did not hesitate

to join PML.	 A component of the APJANL (Maindot group) returned to

the PML fold in November 1953.	 After Mamdot's departure APJANL

dropped the word 'Jinnãh' from its name. It once again reverted to

its original appellation of APANL.

APANL professed to be more people-oriented than PML but

in 'structure [it] was not fundamentally different' 38 as it too had

membership restricted to Muslims only. 	 It became markedly

different from PML as well as some religious parties when its

Council amended the Constitution to open membership to non-Muslims

as well (23 October 1955). The amendment was reportedly supported

by 600 councillors (with only five against). The word 'Muslim' was

fully deleted from the name. After October 1955, the party came to

be known as the All Pakistan 4wámi League (APAL).

Before taking into account the developments that took

place within APAL, it would be appropriate to consider some aspects

of the politics of the so-called Left in Pakistan, because of the

divisive role that it came to play within APAL.
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3.2.2	 Left-Wing Parties

With the development of consciousness among the working

classes in India, and the revolutionaries' activities abroad during

the early years of the 20th century, socialist ideas caine into

vogue in India. In 1912, two biographies of Karl Marx (perhaps the

earliest to be brought out in India) were published. 	 One was in

English, written by Hardayãl, a respected revolutionary; it was

published as an article in Modern Review (Calcutta), the most

influential monthly of the period, under the title of 'Karl Marx:

A Modern Rishi'.	 Hardayãl did not accept the basic ideas of Marx,

but was very much impressed by the example of his dedication to the

revolutionary cause. He hailed Marx as a Modern Rishi' (sage), 'a

saint and seer....'.	 The other biography, in Malayalam, was

written by Ramakrishna Pillai.39

After the success of the Bolshevik revolution, communism

attracted the following of a section of the Indian people.

Communist ideology became a subject matter of vernacular

literature. Nanabendrã Nãth Roy played an important role in

establishing links between the Indian communists aw1 the world

communist movement. 40 The first Communist Party outside Russia was

organised by him in Mexico (1919). 	 He subsequently went to Russia

at Lenin's invitation.	 He remained active in Russia as editor of

the journal, Vanguard and the Masses.	 Roy's journal and other

publications such as India in Transition,	 and Aftermath of

Non-Co-operation were circulated in India.

The other stream which contributed to the early stage of

the Indian communist movement was the Hijrat movement. The Indian
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muhãjirs who went to Russia after being disappointed with the

Afghan authorities, were the first to form the Communist Party of

India (Tashkent: October 192O). 	 On Indian soil in 1925, the

Communist Party was formed and a constitution was adopted.

The nascent communist movement was faced with suppression

from the moment it made its appearance on the political scene.

Several cases against communist workers were framed. 	 The Kanpur

Communist Conspiracy Case (1924) and the I'leerut Communist

Conspiracy Case (1929-1932) were given great publicity.

After experiencing many vicissitudes, Roy returned to

India in 1930, and joined INC. The communist element of INC

organised itself as a part of the 'Congress Socialist Party' within

the nationalist movement (1934).

The Communist Party of India (CPI) and the Congress

Socialist Party (CSP; subsequently Socialist Party of India, sPi),

apart from a number of front organisations, were the two main left

parties in India prior to 1947. Bengal was the stronghold of these

parties.	 This region proved to be relatively more receptive to

socialist ideology for various reasons. First, Bengal had a more

prolonged and bitter experience of colonial suppression than other

regions.	 Second, the area, thickly populated and open to natural

disasters, was subject to the severe problems of famine, poverty

and ill-health to an even greater extent than other regions of

India. Third, the communists made the region their especial

target, because the conditions prevailing there were congenial to

the spread of communist following. Even today, Bengal continues to

be a bastion of leftist ideology. In West Bengal, the Communist
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Party of India (Marxist) has been in the saddle for the last 11

years.	 In East Bengal (East Pakistan, subsequently Bangladesh),

the leftists have always remained vocal.

Most of the members of CPI and SPI were non-Muslims. 	 As

large numbers of them saw their future in India rather than in

Pakistan, they left (especially West) Pakistan.

3.2.2(a) Pakistan Socialist Part y (PsP)

The remnants of the SPI organised themselves under the

'Pakistan Socialist Party' (PSP) at a convention (Rawalpindi:

November 1947). A constitution was adopted and a National

Executive elected at a subsequent convention (Karachi: 29-31

January 1948). PSP's national executive consisted of Munshi Ahinad

Dn (General Secretary), Muhammad Yüsuf Khân, Mubãrak Sãghar, Ràni

Mohan Sinh and Siddiq Lol.

PSP was still in its early stages when Munshi Ahinad Din

and Ram Mohan Sinhã, two of its National Executive members, left

for India;	 and another, Lodhi,	 resigned from the National

Executive.	 The Party could not gain much support from West

Pakistan.	 Its influence was confined to East Pakistan where its

following was mostly among Hindu members.

3.2.2(b) Communist Party of Pakistan (CPP)

During the first few months after independence, CPI

continued to control the activities of its cadres and followers in

Pakistan. At the Calcutta Congress of the Party (February-March
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1948), a decision was taken to organise the party in Pakistan on an

independent basis. Sajjãd Zahir, a member of the Central Committee

of CPI, was nominated as the first Secretary-General of the

Communist Party of Pakistan (CPP). He went to Pakistan where he

set himself to the task of organising the party.

CPP adopted a policy of carrying out a revolution in East

Pakistan forthwith.	 In December 1948, the districts of Rangpur,

Dinajpur, Mymensingh and Jessore witnessed revolutionary struggle.

CPP was, however, not strong enough for such a struggle. 	 It was

easily suppressed.

The membership of the party remained limited. According

to Tariq All, it 'had never been higher than two hundred ... or

probably a great deal less'.42

CPP was charged with involvement in the Rawalpindi

Conspiracy (March 1951) aimed at assassinating leading government

figures and at establishing military rule in Pakistan. 	 All the

important members of the CPP Central Committee were arrested and

sentenced to imprisonment.	 Sajjãd Zahir, the Secretary-General,

however, was released before the expiry of the sentence and sent

back to India.	 CPP suffered a serious setback.	 When the East

Pakistan government banned it (July 1954), CPP was in disarray.

The federal government also imposed a ban on it soon afterwards.

3.2.2(c) Ganãtantri Dal (Democratic Party) (GD)

Ganátantri Pal was formed (19 January 1953) by Hãji

Muhammad Danish, a legendary kisän (peasant) leader, who had been a
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member of CPI. It was a left front organisation.

3.2.2(d) Minor Parties close to the Parties of the Left

Some of the politicians, who had opposed AIML in its

struggle for Pakistan,	 decided to continue their political

activities after the creation of Pakistan. 	 They tried to set up

new parties, which either disappeared with the passage of time or

played a limited role. Even though they joined new parties, these

politicians continued to be identified by their old organisational

affiliations. This was partly because they had a strong commitment

to their past of which they were in no way ashamed; and also partly

due to PML's persistent propaganda against them as opponents and

ill-wishers of Pakistan.

Among Muslim politicians, prior to 1947, Khàn %bdul

Ghaffãr Khãn (the leader of the Khudã'l Khidmatgãr Party), tAbdus

Samad Achakzei of Anjuman-i-Watan, and G.M. Sayyid shared a common

antipathy towards AIML. Their influence was, however, limited to

NWFP, Baluchistan and Sind respectively.	 At a convention of

political workers (Karachi:	 8 May 1948), they announced the

establishment of the Pakistan People's Party (PPP). 	 Khãn bdul

Ghaffãr Khãn was elected President of the new party, and G.M.

Sayyid the General Secretary. 	 Membership was open to all

Pakistanis, irrespective of faith. It stood for complete autonomy

of 'linguistic groups', the realisation of Pakistan as a union of

socialist republics, and the establishment of cultural relations

with neighbouring states, particularly India.
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Within a month of PPP's launch, Khãn'Abdul Ghaffãr Khãn

was arrested.	 He remained in jail until January 1954.	 The party

soon disappeared.

Khãn 'Abdul Ghaffãr Khãn's associates did not like to

abandon the organisation of the Xhud'i Khidrnatgar Party which, in

the new order of things, was expected to fulfil the role of a

volunteer corps for the new party without losing its identity. 	 In

July 1948, the NWFP government banned it.

'Abdus Samad Achakzel founded a new party known as 'Wrore

Pashtün' (Pashtun Brotherhood). 	 It advocated the readjustment of

provincial boundaries along linguistic lines, and the creation of a

distinct unit of Pashto-speaking people to be known as

'Pashtunistan'.

G.M. Sayyid, the General Secretary of the disbanded PPP,

organised the 'Sind 4ami HaIiãz' (Sind People's Front) (SAN), which

was composed of nationalist and socialist elements in Sind.	 The

Sind Han (peasant) Committee, a front organisation of CPI, also

formed part of SAN.

SAN emphasised the distinct national character of Sind;

it asserted that provinces should be demarcated along linguistic

lines; it advocated maximum autonomy for the provinces, leaving

only defence,	 foreign affairs and currency to the Central

Government.

In East Pakistan, A.K. Fazl-ul-Hag continued to enjoy

considerable influence among the middle classes. He had moved the
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Lahore Resolution (1940) of AIML and supported AIML in its movement

for Pakistan for some time. Subsequently, he defied the AIML

leadership for which he was expelled from the party. He formed the

Krishak Sränük (peasants and labourers) Party (KSP) (27 July 1953).

In accordance with its nanie, KSP was supposed to work for the

interests of the working classes (i.e., peasants and labourers), in

fact however, it was but a replica of the Krishak Projã Party of

the pre-independence period, 	 and continued to represent the

interests of the middle classes.

KSP demanded maximum regional autonomy for East Pakistan,

on the basis of the Lahore Resolution, within a federal frairtework

which would give the Centre control over defence, foreign affairs

and currency.

KSP's greatest asset was the influence wielded by A.K.

Fazl-ul--Haq over the middle classes. It was essentially a regional

party even though a branch of the party was opened in West Pakistan

in 1955.

3.2.2(e) The National 4wãmi (People's) Party (NAP)

APAL had four groups within its fold. 	 The first

consisted of middle-class lawyers and was similar to its PML

counterpart in its aim and outlook. It had defected from PML in

search of new political pastures. The second group also catered

for the interests of the middle class, and it demanded maximum

regional autonomy for East Pakistan, with an eye to better

prospects for jobs in the services. The third group aligned itself

with the lower middle class and the poor; it was under the
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influence of Bhashni. The fourth group consisted of left elements

of various political persuasions. 	 It was strengthened by the

communists when they joined APAL after a ban was imposed on CPP.

The policy APAL sought was to reflect the aspirations of

these disparate groups. Maximum regional autonomy, independent

foreign policy and service of the people were the main points to

which the speeches and statements of the leaders were devoted.

In September 1956, APAL gained power at the Centre as

well as in East Pakistan.	 It coalesced with the Republican Party

(RP). 43	H.S. Suhrawardi became Prime Minister.	 Suhrawardl was

faced with a dilemma.	 He was compelled to soften his stand on

provincial autonomy and foreign policy as a result of strong

pressure exerted by those who cast themselves in the mould of

shareholders in the power structure. RP, the other partner in

Suhrawardi's coalition government, was not in agreement with

official policy of APAL. 	 At the same time, the army and the civil

bureaucracy, which were responsible for the pro-western foreign

policy of Pakistan, were keen that Pakistan should be kept in the

Western camp.	 In the event, not only did Suhrawardi defend the

existing foreign policy, but he also went to the extent of

supporting the Anglo-French-Israeli intervention against Egypt in

the Suez.

While Suhrawardi was supporting western intervention in

the Suez, Bhäshãni, the President of APAL, appealed to the public

to observe an 'Egypt Day' (9 November 1956).	 A rift within the

party's rank and file did occur. Matters came to a head at the
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Kagmari Conference (February 1957). Bhäshãni resigned from the

presidency of the party on 21 March 1957.

With the support of the governmental power structure,

Suhrawardi emerged victorious from the crisis in his party. 	 The

APAL Council gave its enthusiastic endorsement to his policies (30

June 1957).	 The middle-class groups, whose main interest lay in

securing for themselves employment opportunities and a share in

power politics, were powerfully drawn to Suhrawardl; whilst the

poor and illiterate peasants, along with the ideologically

left-inclined elements, gave their allegiance to Bhäshãni.

The split within APAL resulted in the formation of a new

party - viz., the National 4wàmi Party (NAP).	 The decision to

launch NAP was taken at the 'Democratic Workers Convention' (Dacca:

25 July 1957).	 Two groups in East Pakistan (the Bhshãni faction

of APAL, and GD), and four groups in West Pakistan (APP, SAN,

Khudã'i Khidmatgàr Party, Wrore Pashtün) fused together under the

umbrella provided by NAP.

NAP stood for the complete autonomy of East Pakistan, the

redivision of West Pakistan into the different provinces that had

existed before the 1955 merger, the nationalisation of basic

industries, the abolition of landlordism and the pursuit of an

independent (i.e. anti-imperialist and non-aligned) foreign policy.

The leftist element in the rank and file of NAP was not

specifically Marxist in its orientation. 	 Bäshãni himself was not

a Marxist although his 'ideas would bring him near to that

particular group'. 44 West Pakistan politicians and especially
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those representing the interests of the upper class of zamindãrs,

were among its leaders. Whatever support NAP secured was not due

to its radical stance or its commitment to the abolition of

landlordism, but on account of its stand on the question of

provincial autonomy.	 Ideologically speaking, NAP can be more or

less accurately described as the 'social democrat party' 45 of

Pakistan.

3.2.3	 The Parties of the 'Ularnã'

PML as well as the Khi1ãfat-i-Rabbni Party and

Khiläfat-i-Pak.istän group (which had defected from PML) stood for

the adoption of Islam as a political ideology; however, they

understood Islam within the framework given to it by the modernists

under Sayyid Ahinad Khn. They were the advocates of the 'spirit of

Islam' not essentially of the 'form' of Islam as it existed during

its early history. 	 In contrast to this view, the 'ulamã"s view of

the Islamic state was based strictly on the 'form' and 'spirit' of

Islam during its early history. Therefore the political parties of

the "u1amä entered the arena of politics with their own specific

point of view. We discuss below the more important among them.

3.2.3(a) The All-Pakistan Majlis-i-Ahrãr-i-Islärn (All-Pakistan

Society of Free People of Islam) (APMAI)

The part played by MAl, from its inception up to the

partition of India, is discussed in Chapter 2. 	 Soon after

partition, the Working Committee of MAI met (Khangarh, Nuzaffargarh

district:	 November 1947) to consider its future line of action.

However, the meeting did not result in any concrete decision. 	 The
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next meeting (Lahore:	 December 1947) was more fruitful.	 Three

possible options were discussed at length - viz., the dissolution

of the party; keeping the party politically active; and, giving up

'politics' in order to concentrate on purely religious activities.

The Working Committee favoured the third option. 	 It decided to

found the All Pakistan Majlis-i-Ahrãr-Isram (APMAI).	 Master

Tãj-ud-din Ansári was elected President of the new party.	 At the

first public meeting of the party (Lahore: 	 4 January 1948),

loyalty to Pakistan was affirmed. According to the President of

the new party,

[Before the partition of India] there were two
groups. Each of them held an opinion. We put
forward our viewpoint for the welfare of the
Muslim community; and the Muslim League was
successful in its efforts to get its viewpoint
crystalized before we did ... Pakistan caine
into being.	 It is a new state with a new
arena. It is our foremost duty to shed even
the last drop of our blood in defence of
Pakistan. 46

After the declaration of loyalty to Pakistan APMAI began

to drift towards the ruling party (PML). At an important gathering

named 'Ahrãr Defence of Pakistan Conference' (Lahore: 	 12-14

January 1949), it was resolved that

Najils Ahrãr Islam would confine itself to the
task of setting right beliefs and practices of
Muslims, while especially stressing the central
importance of the doctrine of khatm-i-Nabuwwat.
Members and well-wishers of the Majlis-i-Ahrär,
willing to serve the nation (politically] in
accordance with the norms of the day, may do so
through the platform of the [Pakistan] Muslim
League, with all their widely-recognised
sincerity and whole-heartedness.47

In another resolution, the Government of Pakistan and CAP

were requested to consider the demand raised by the late Sir

Muhammad Iqbál (during the colonial period) to the effect that
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Hirzà.s (Ahmadis) should be declared a minority separate from the

Muslim community.

APMAI adopted the policy of co-operation with PML.	 PML

reciprocated4 ° by excluding APMAI from the list of the 19

parties/groups which had hitherto been regarded as politically

hostile to the former.

APHAI started to hold its meetings under the banner of

tabligh (religious propagation) conferences, and a bitter campaign

was set in motion against the Ahmadis.	 The policies of PML and

APMAI concerning the Ahmadi issue were in sharp contrast with one

another, thus rendering their new-found alliance one based on

expediency rather than principle. PML wished to use the oratory of

APMAI speakers in order to win elections; the latter, for its part,

was interested in recouping its strength using PML as a stalking

horse. The alliance, however, favoured APMAI on balance because it

provided the auspices under which the new party could build a base

for itself.

3.2.3(b) Jamà'at-i-Islämi Pakistan (Jip)

The role of Jamà'at-i-Islàrni and Mawdüdi,	 its

founder-chief, during the pre-independence period is discussed in

Chapter 2. In April 1947, when partition had already begun to loom

on the political horizon of India, Mawdüdi (speaking at a party

convention (Madras)] said that Jama'at-i-Islãmi would have to be

split into an Indian and a Pakistani organisation, each working

within its respective political framework resulting from

partition.49
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At partition, Mawdüdi and his colleagues at the

headquarters of the Jamã'at (Pathankot:	 East Punjab) migrated to

Pakistan.	 Out of the 625 members of the Jarnàt, 385 either

happened to be in Pakistan, or migrated to it.° A network of the

Jam'at in West Pakistan was already in existence; therefore,

without any loss of time, Jarn'at's members organised themselves

into a new organisation [viz., JamS9t-i-Isiàm. Pakistan (JIP)].

JIP did not change the structural model of membership

that had obtained prior to independence. It has members, associate

members and sympathisers.	 JIP's policy-makers are its members who

expect others to follow their dictates.	 Though JIP is a staunch

critic of Marxist philosophy and has produced a considerable amount

of literature in refutation of Marxism, in its structure it

resembles the communist party of the Soviet Union.

In the beginning, JIP was a West Pakistan party. 	 Only

one of its members (Mawlãnã kbdur Rahim) was from East Pakistan.

It sent some of its capable cadres to East Pakistan for

organisational work (February 1953). Their efforts resulted in

strengthening JIP.	 As at December 1954, in East Pakistan JIP had

38 members,	 500 associate members and 44 fully functioning

associates' circles.51

However, JIP, as a whole, was slow to increase its

strength. As at December 1956, its membership rose to 1271 (with

associates numbering 23,724).52

The full-time workers of JIP are remunerated from party

funds in accordance with the living standard of an average
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lower-middle-class family. Full-time JIP workers are stationed in

headquarters and districts and sometimes at the local level.	 The

party owes its high reputation for good organisation and internal

cohesion53 largely to these full-time workers.

Until 1972 (except when he was interned), Mawthdi was the

anJr (President) of JIP. As its founder, Mawdüdi enjoyed a highly

authoritative position.	 His statements on varying occasions were

never questioned. 54 Those who disagreed with him on certain policy

matters could make no headway in JIP and often had to leave the

organisat ion.

As a party, JIP is keen to penetrate each and every

section of society; but, its appeal is confined to the urban middle

and lower-middle classes, as well as to rural religious sections of

society. Its front organisations Tanzim-i-Asãtizah (Teachers'

Organisation), Pakistan Kisãn (Peasant) Board, Pakistan Hazdar

Nahàz (Pakistan Labourers' Front) and IsThmi Jamyat-i-Ta1abah

(Students'	 Association of Islam) (IJT) work among teachers,

peasants, labourers and students respectively. The student wing of

JIP (founded at Lahore: 23 December 1947) is the strongest student

organisation in the country (especially in the Punjab and

Nuhãjir-dominated areas of Sind). 55 JIP's second generation

university-educated leadership has emerged from the ranks of IJT.

Qãz{ Husayn Ahmad, the present amir (1988), Professor Khurshld

Ahmad, the deputy-am.ir, and Munawwar Hasan, the General Secretary

(Karachi branch), are a few among the JIP leaders who started their

political career in IJT.
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JIP produced a spate of literature which had something to

say on almost every aspect of life.	 Mawdüdi himself wielded a

powerful pen and produced 'the most neatly-packaged arguments and

the most reasoned thinking on socio-religious subjects to be found

in Pakistan'.	 But it was and is 'basically scholastic thought',56

derived from the Qurãn and the Sunnah.	 It is appropriate to ask

the question: to what extent is JIP a party of the 'u1arn?

JIP is riot overwhelmingly a party of the 'u1am	 It has a

number of university-educated persons among its leaders, apart from

the rank and file. Mawdüdi, JIP's founder and chief ideologue, was

not accepted as an 'aiim by a section of his religious adversaries.

According to them, he had been a self-taught man, had not been

certificated by any religious madrasah, nor had he availed himself

of the opportunity of becoming a disciple of any scholarly

figure. 57 This viewpoint was not accepted by the 'uiamain general.

He was never neglected by the 'uiama'whenever there was a need to

put forward an opinion on behalf of the 'uiamä

Nawdüdi's JIP was conceived as to attract the 'uiamã' as

well as those with modern education. 	 Only the joint efforts of

such diverse segments with their different orientations could lead

to a truly Islamic solution of the problems facing the Muslim

ummah. The 'uiamã' had been in the forefront in the formation,

running and policy-making of JIP. For instance, 43 per cent of the

ma jiis-i-shür (Consultative Council) of JIP in 1951 were 'uiamã58

and it remained so in 1968-7O.

JIP gave 20-25 per cent of its election tickets to the

'uiamä	 Thus, in the election to the Punjab Legislative Assembly
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(1951), 13 out of the 53 candidates fielded by JIP were 'u1am; 6 ° in

the 1970 general election, JIP put forward 30 'ularnã' among a total

of 150 candidates that it fielded for the National Assembly. 61 No

other party filed nominations of so many 'ulamã' among its

candidates.

In the light of this discussion it would be reasonable to

regard JIP essentially as a party representing the 'ulamã

3.2.3(c)

The reorganisation of JUl (December 1947) took place

after Mawlãni Shabbir Ahmad'Usmãnj reached Karachi. Having backed

the demand for Pakistan before partition, JUl saw its role after

independence as one of advancing the cause of Pakistan turning

itself into a true Islamic state. 	 The 'ulamã' would have an
I--

important part to play in such a transformation. 	 Umani's aim was

to gather all the 'ulamä' (and especially those .Deobandis who had

previously been affiliated to JUH). The most outstanding figure

among JUH-affiliated 'ulamã' was Mawlànà Alimad 'All Lahorl

(1887_1962).62 He organised a party - Jam'iyat-i-Istihkäm-i-

Pakistan (Association for Stability of Pakistan) - as a political

platform for airing the views of his supporters and affiliates. In

spite of Shabbir AhmadJsmãn1's wishes, JUl failed to enlist the

wholehearted support of JIJH 'u1arn	 mainly because of bitter

memories of the years immediately preceding independence. The

diehards in JUl were equally averse to their erstwhile opponents

(who had suffered political defeat) taking their places as equals

in the new organisation.
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The JUl leadership remained in the hands of the

Deobandis. Mawlãnã Abul Hasanãt Qdiri (1896-1961), a renowned

Bareiwi tälim, joined JUl. After a short while, he left it to head

a rival organisation.	 Mawlãn Dãwüd Ghaznawi	 (1895-1963)

co-operated with the JUl leadership from the Ahl-i-Hadi_s.

After Shabbir Ahivad'Usmãni's death (13 December 1949),

JUl split into two factions. Zafar Ahmad'Umãni (1890-1974), the

new President, announced the reorganisation of JUl. His claim was

not accepted by Iitishäm-ul-Haq Thãnwi (1915-1980), the most vocal

personality among the JUl 'uiama; who led a faction. When the

conflict between Zafar Ahittad and Ihtishäm-ul-Haq was in progress,

Sayyid Sulaymãn Nadwi (1884-1953) caine to Pakistan (14 June 1950)

at the invitation of the Pakistan Government.

Sayyid Sulaymãn Nadwi was Shibli Niimãnl's 	 academic

successor.	 He was an exponent of pan-Islainism, and had been

articulate in Kh.ilãfat and in the Non-Co-operation movement. 	 He

had presided over JUH annual session (11-14 March 1926). Though he

was not a Deobandi, his attachment to Mawlãnä Ashraf 'All Tãnwi as

a disciple gave him respectability in the eyes of Deobandis of the

Thãnwj. group.

Sayyid Sulaymn Nadwi took charge of JUl as President

(1952), but died soon afterwards (22 November 1953). Upon Nadwi's

death, a split occurred in JUl once again.	 A number of factions

surfaced mainly due to lack of party discipline and the absence of

a stalwart leader to succeed men of the stature of Shabbir Ahinad

Usmani or Sayyid Sulayman Nadwi. 	 After much wrangling, Mufti
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Muhammad Hasan (1880-1961) was elected President (18 February

1955).

As a matter of fact, JUl lost its influence after the

death of Sayyid Sulaymãn Nadwi; the party had hardly any

organisation. 63 	Some of its prominent leaders [e.g.,	 Mufti

Muhammad Shaf 1' (1897-1976) and Zafar Ahmad 'Usmãni] devoted their

energies to administering and teaching in madrasahs.

3.2.3(d) Nizarn-i-Islam (The Order of Islam) Part y (NIP)

In March 1953, a faction of East Pakistan JUl defected

from the main body and organised itself under the new name of

Nizám-i-Isläm Party (NIP).	 Mawln Athar'Ali (1891-1976), the

former ainir of East Pakistan JUI, became the President of the new

party.	 Its objectives included making Pakistan 'a progressive,

democratic,	 welfare state', based on Islamic principles 'as

enunciated in the Holy Qurãn and Sunnah'.64

NIP was basically an East Pakistan party. 	 Its influence

extended to West Pakistan when Chawdhari Muhammad 'Ali joined it

(May 1958).	 Chawdhari Muhammad lI had resigned as Prime Minister
as well as his membership of PML, and criticized the economic

policies for which he had been responsible (initially as Finance

Minister, and later as Prime Minister). 	 In December 1957, he

formed a group known as Tahrik-i-Istihkãm-i-Pakistän (Movement for

the stability of Pakistan) which was merged with NIP soon

afterwards.
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3.2.3(e) Jam'i yat-ul4Jlamä-i-Pakistän (Association of the 'Ulama' of

Pakistan) (J'UP)

Jam'iyat-ul-'Ulamä-i-Pakistan (JUP) emerged from the

sectarian rivalry between the Barelw.is and the Deoband.s.	 After

1947, JUl tried to obtain the support of the Bareiwis and the

Ahl-i-Hadis. But the diehard Barelwi tdam'were averse to a merger

with the Deobandis. Sayyid Aimad Sa'id Kãzimi (1913-1985) wrote to

Abul Hasanãt Muhammad Ahmad Qãdiri as follows:

When they [the Deobandi 'ulamà') became sure that
Pakistan would definitely come into existence,
they surprisingly joined the Muslim League.
They acquired such a great influence that their
leader [Shabbir Ahmad 'Usmãni) exercised
complete sway over the [Constituent] Assembly
of Pakistan

Now they [Deobandi 'ulamã'] are receiving tribute
and applause from the public with their demand
for the enforcement of Shari'ah. Although the
demand is quite commendable in itself, in this
garb it stems from motives which are not only
against the interests of Ahl-i-Sunnat but also
detrimental to our very existence ... We are
facing a deplorable situation. We command no
distinction and respect from the Government of
Pakistan which emerged as a result of our
sacrifices.	 It	 is	 all	 due	 to	 our
disorganisation.65

Against such a background, a conference of the Bareiwi

'ularná' was called (Multan:	 26-28 March 1948), at which JUP was

formed with Abul Hasanãt Qãdiri as President and Ahmad Sá'id Kãzimi

as General Secretary. The pirs supporting JUP established the

Jam'iyat-ul-Mashã'ikh (7 May 1948).	 JUP could not spread its

organisation to cover the entire country.	 Its organisation

remained sketchy even in its founding province of the Punjab.
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3.2.3(f) Markazi Jam'iyat-i-Ahl-i-Hadis Haghr.ib.i Pakistan (West

Pakistan Central Association of Ahl-i-Hadis) (MJAHMP)

If the Deobandis and the Bareiwis could organise

themselves separately, so could the Ahl-i-Hadls. The latter formed

Markazi Jam'iyat-i-Ahl--i-Hadis Maghribi Pak.istãn (1955), with the

ostensible aim of propagating a religious mission.

3.2.4	 Parties of Religious Minorities

The All India Congress Committee adopted a new

Constitution (April 1948) for the party restricting INC activities

within the territorial boundaries of India after partition. 	 The

Hindu members of CAP elected on the ticket of INC, were no longer

attached to INC.	 With the collaboration of the left-oriented

element in Pakistan, some of them formed the Pakistan Ganã Samiti

(Pakistan People's Committee) (July 1948). A majority of the Hindu

members of INC, however, preferred to retain their memories of INC.

They organised The Pakistan National Congress (PNC) (August 1948).

PNC stood for the establishment of a Democratic Socialist Republic

in Pakistan.	 It remained the official opposition within CAP until

1954. It was opposed to Islam as a political ideology.

PNC claimed to represent the minorities' interests, but

in fact, its influence was largely confined to the Caste Hindu

community of East Pakistan. Nonetheless, it had the support of the

Scheduled Castes as well.	 The other organisation of the Hindu

community in East Pakistan was the Scheduled Castes Federation

(SCF).	 It was exclusively confined to the Scheduled Castes, but

not the sole representative of the Scheduled Castes. The Buddhists
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had several organisations; aittong them the Buddhist Kristi Pràchr

Sangh.ã	 (Buddhist Cultural Publicity Organisation) 	 enjoyed

substantial support. 	 The Christians, mainly concentrated in West

Pakistan,	 had a number of organisations. 	 The All Pakistan

Christian League was considered to be representative in character,

though it was fraught with factionalism, mainly on the basis of

denominational tussles between Protestants and Catholics.

3.2.5	 Political Parties in Pakistan - An Overall View

The political parties of Pakistan which are discussed

above fall into the following four major categories:

1)	 PML and the parties formed as a consequence of

splits and mergers involving it;

2) Parties of the Left and 'close to the left';

3) Parties of the 'u1amä and

4) Parties of the religious minorities.

This categorisation helps to demonstrate how the parties

emerged over a period of time. But they overlap in respect of the

ideological principles motivating them. If Islam versus Secularism

were taken as a criterion for the classification of parties, then

PML and its factions would stand close to the parties of the u1amã

The parties adopting a truly secularist approach were CPP, PS? and

those representing the religious minorities. NAP, the party of the

so-called left, could not detach itself from Islam; at certain

times, it even emphasised its economic programme as having an

Islamic character.	 But, how far can the parties advocating Islam

be placed in a single group, when their specific approaches to
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Islam in fact separate them.	 PML is Islam-oriented and led by

those with their eyes fixed on Western models of society. 	 PML's

understanding of Islam is quite different from that of the 'ularnã';

at the same time, the 'ularnã's viewpoint on the nature of Islamic

economy was in conflict with that of PML. 	 The former, taking a

radical stand on land reform and the taxation system, were not far

from the parties of the left.

Apart from their division on the basis of ideological

principle, the parties were and are not different in the class of

people to which their main appeal was directed. All the parties in

Pakistan were and continue to be rooted in the middle classes. The

party leadership generally remained in the hands of big zamindãrs

and barãdar.i leaders, because West Pakistan (and after 1971,

Pakistan) is dominated by this class. 	 Exceptions to such class

leadership are provided by the parties of the 'izlamã' and of the

religious minorities. 	 All the parties were regional in character,

confined to one or the other region of the country. 	 After the

first provincial election (1954) in East Pakistan, there was not a

single party which was in control of the legislatures of both East

and West Pakistan; and, the election to CAP (1955) showed the

inability of a single party to form a cabinet at the centre.

None of the parties, with the possible exception of the

strictly doctrine-based parties (CPP, PSP and 31?), was interested

in the organisational aspect of its development, whilst the

doctrine-based parties showed little interest in enlisting the

support of the masses, let alone mobilising them for political

struggles.	 Party offices were located in major cities. They were

usually inert and inactive. 	 The activities of the party leaders
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were restricted either to taking part in debates in the

legislatures or to issuing statements in the press.

General elections, which are usually thought to

contribute towards a strengthening of the party system, were never

held during the period 1947-1958; though provincial elections were

held, they were no more than 'a farce, a mockery and a fraud upon

the electorate' •66

3.3	 The Civil Administration

The (British) Indian Civil Service (ICS), the so-called

steel frame, was designed to perpetuate colonial rule.	 It was

vested with absolute powers for the maintenance of law and order,

to collect taxes, and to render the will of colonial rulers

effective. The upper echelons of the Service hierarchy always were

dominated by British personnel.	 On the eve of independence, more

than 50 per cent of the ICS officers (608 out of 1157) were still

British. 67	By virtue of	 their orientation,	 the	 civil

administrators were 'servants' of the British Crown and patrons of

'uncivilized' masses.

Out of 101 Muslim ICS officers, 83 opted to serve the

Government of Pakistan. 68 None of them had reached the rank of

secretary.	 Only one had been a joint-secretary, and five or seven

were deputy secretaries 69 before independence.	 The ICS officers

opting to Pakistan constituted the backbone of the Civil Service of

Pakistan (CSP).	 Of the 83 officers opting for Pakistan, only one

was from East Bengal.'° About one third of them were Punjabis

(mainly from East Punjab), the remainder being from the Muslim
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minority provinces of (British) India (notably the U.P.). Due to a

paucity of high ranking officers to head various departments of the

Federal Government and the four provincial governments, junior

officers were rapidly promoted.	 A number of British officers were

also retained in the belief that their experience would be of help

to the administration.

The PML leadership had very little experience of

administering democratic institutions. During its pre-independence

phase, AIML was not able to accumulate any experience. Its failure

to win the 1937 election meant that it could not take power even in

a single province. The AIML political leadership's only experience

was derived from its brief participation in the Interim Government

(October 1946 - August 1947) and in the provincial government of

Bengal (1946-1947).	 Against such a background, three British ICS

officers were appointed as Governors of three out of four provinces

in Pakistan at independence.	 The overall lack of experience

which AIML suffered was evident from the fact that

of 116 leaders who served as ministers in the
Central and provincial governments during the
period 1947-58, only 31 had had previous
experience as ministers; of 900 persons who
served in various provincial and national
legislatures during that period, approximately
180 (about 20 per cent) had had previous
experience as legislators.72

Without a sound infrastructure of the ruling party and

'committed colleagues', 73 Governor-General Jinnáh and Prime

Minister Liyãqat 'Ali Khãn relied 'very heavily on the civil

servants', 74 especially those from the upper echelons of the

Accounts and Audit Service. 75 Their heavy reliance on civil

administrators was partly due to Jinnàh's poor opinion of his party
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men; he even directed the Governors and the civil administrators to

keep the activities of the politicians under some sort of

surveillance. 76

The upper echelons of the administrative hierarchy

consisting of CSP officers, continued to enjoy absolute power free

from popular control.	 Their aloofness 'from the public was even

more acute than the British rulers'. 77 They developed a strong

sense of their administrative competence which they regarded as

their exclusive preserve. 	 This was partly justified on account of

the crucial role that they played in Pakistan's political life

during the initial years of its formation when the federal

government at the centre as well as the provincial government of

East Pakistan had to be built from scratch.

The PML politicians, who were men of no particular

distinction, were unable to keep the civil administration under

control.	 Vital decisions were usually made by the administrators

because the ministers were, by and large, incompetent. The absence

of any coherent policy of the ruling party, PML, did not help

either.	 The CSP officers, who had enjoyed unchecked political

power in the garb of being public 'servants of Pakistan',78

effectively became the leaders of the ruling party.

The domination of the civil administrators over the PML

leadership found its echo in CAP. 79 The PML cabinet was described

as early as March 1950 as 'one of the most official-ridden cabinets

of the world'. 80 After the assassination of Liyãqat 'Au Khân,

profound changes occurred in the relations between PML and the

civil servants in the federal government (with Ghulãm Muhammad as
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Governor-General).	 The politicians became completely subservient

to civil administrators-turned-politicians. Ghulin Muhammad was

replaced by Major-General Iskandar Mirzã, who had been a civil

administrator for 28 years before assuming the office of Interior

Minister (October 1954) under his predecessor. 	 Mirzã chose

Chawdhari Muhainmad 'Ali, another fellow civil administrator, as his

first Prime Minister.	 These developments prompted members of CAP

to coin the phrase 'officerocracy' 81 to describe the political

system of Pakistan.

Under the Government of India Act, 1935 (which was

adopted as the provisional Constitution for Pakistan at

independence), the federal government was endowed with the power to

control the provinces. The Governor-General exercised control over

the selection and dismissal of the provincial governments. Through

the newly inserted Section 92-A, the Governor-General was empowered

to place any provincial administration under the Governor's

authority.	 These powers of the Governor-General were, of course,

meant to be exercised only in exceptional circumstances. 	 But

Governor's Rule was frequently declared in one or other of the

provinces; 82 and Governor's Rule undoubtedly meant rule by civil

administrators, unchecked by democratic institutions.

With the coup d'etat led by Muhammad Ayüb Khãn (October

1958), democratic institutions were liquidated, and the power of

the civil administrators reached its apogee. 	 The Martial Law

authorities had no option but to depend on the civil

administration.83
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The Martial Law authorities, posing as eradicators of

corruption, set up screening committees (1959) to look into the

past conduct of the civil administrators. 	 The long process of

investigation ended in the dismissal or compulsory retirement of a

number of junior officials. 	 Only 13 of the top cadre officials

were affected. 84 It was, by and large, an eyewash operation which

left the original bureaucratic power structure intact. 	 The civil

administrators acquired even greater powers under the Martial Law,

for the reason that public reaction, if any, would be directed

against the military and not against the civil administration.

According to a survey conducted in Peshawar District (1962) ;85

[i]t has not yet reached the stage where the
officers have overcome the bureaucratic
tendencies and have begun to reckon themselves
as public servants ... Collectively they act in
much the same way today as they did during the
British days.

3.4	 The Armed Forces

The British Indian Army, like the Indian Civil Service,

was trained to promote colonial interests including the maintenance

of internal security.	 The officer ranks were manned by British

personnel until three decades before the end of the Raj. 	 With the

onset of World War I, the need to recruit 'natives' became somewhat

acute. As a result, a few Indians mostly belonging to the

privileged landed class, were recruited to the officer ranks. 	 The

overall policy of recruitment to the British Indian Army was based

on the myth of the martial races. The colonial government excluded

those belonging to provinces where nationalist feelings ran strong
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(e.g., Bengal, Sind and large parts of the U.P.) under the pretext

that they belonged to non-martial races.

The Pakistan Army resulted from the division of the

British Indian Army.	 Although reliable statistical figures on the

ethnic composition of the army are not available, it can be safely

assumed that approximately 70 per cent of its ranks were recruited

from the Punjab (and especially from the districts of Attack,

Rawalpindi, Jehlam, Chakwal, Gujrat, Mianwa].i and Sargadha). 	 At

the time of independence, a majority of the officers were either

British or non-Muslims, and thus were unavailable for service in

Pakistan.	 According to Khãlid B. Sayeed, only 100 Muslim officers

of the rank of captain and above in the British Indian Army opted

to move to Pakistan, and none of them was above the rank of

Colonel. 86 	In order to manage the Pakistan Army, 464 British

officers were retained, 87 two of whom served as successive

Commanders-in-Chief.	 By January 1951, the officer ranks were

completely nationalised.	 Officers holding senior positions had

initially been trained at Sandhurst and other similar military

academies in the sub-continent. 	 General Muhammad Ayüb Khán became

the first Pakistani Commander-in-Chief.

Even though the Pakistan Army inherited the tradition of

keeping aloof from politics, it soon indulged in the political game

because of

1) its involvement in government decisions; and

2) the personal ambition of the Commander-in-Chief.
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In 1950, when Muhammad Ayiib Khán was still Deputy

Commander-in-Chief and an aspirant of the position of

Commander-in-Chief, he believed that the army had a much more

important role to play than was generally appreciated.	 In his

view, the Commander-in-Chief was, in the political situation then

prevailing in Pakistan,	 far more important than the Prime

Minister. 88	In 1954, he wrote a memorandum89 on the problems

facing Pakistan which was circulated among senior army personnel.

He had played a part in the governmental decision-making process

by being 'associated closely with the government since 1951'.90

The dissolution of the CAP by Ghulám Muhammad could not have taken

place without the unequivocal support of Muhammad Ayüb Khãn. The

army was also centrally involved in Pakistan's decision to accept

US military aid and to join the South East Asian Treaty

Organisation (SEATO) and the Baghdad Pact (later Central Treaty

Organisation - CENTO).	 As early as 1951, Muhammad Ayüb Khãn had

become convinced that Pakistan must have 'a strong and reliable

friend' 91 in order that its defence might be strengthened.

Muhammad Ayiib Khán took part in the negotiations that led to the

signing of these regional collective security treaties.

Such an involvement on the part of the armed forces in

the decision-making process culminated in the seizure of state

power by the military (October 1958).

3.5	 Conclusion

The demand for Pakistan was won by AIML, an umbrella

organisation which mobilised Muslims in India under the banner of

Indian Muslim nationalism.	 During the years of the Pakistan
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movement, appeal to a common religion overshadowed the ethnic,

linguistic and cultural differences that prevailed among the Muslim

masses.	 The demand for a separate homeland for Indian Muslims,

namely Pakistan, was made solely on the basis of Islam, without

spelling out political, economic and social system that would be

established in the new nation.	 The call of Islam was sufficiently

strong to rally a majority of ordinary Muslims. 	 Soon after the

birth of Pakistan, AIML (which became PML in the new environment)

split into factions, firstly on the basis of personality clashes

between its leaders at the provincial level in the Punjab and NWFP,

and subsequently on the all important question of the role of Islam

in politics.

In the changed political milieu after 1947, political

parties which had not supported AIML in its struggle for Pakistan

or had been in opposition to it reorganised themselves. Whilst the

'ulama' belonging to APMAI and JUl supported PML in its post-1947

politics, JIP gradually emerged as the most articulate voice of

organised 'ularnä	 The phenomenon of new parties coming into

existence and merging together and splitting among themselves

constituted an indication of a lack of connection between the

various parties in Pakistan and the masses. 	 In the provincial

elections in West Pakistan, however, parties enjoying the support

of big za.mindirs and baridari leaders were able to perform

relatively well.	 Election of candidates to legislatures in West

Pakistan was dependent more on their personal influence, and less

on their affiliation to a specific party. 	 At the same time, the

parties remained unorganised, whether in power or in opposition

within or outside the legislatures.
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The inherent weakness of the political parties in general

and the PML leadership's habitual distrust of its own lower

echelons gradually resulted in the politicisation of the civil

administration.	 In the event, civil servants-turned-politicians

replaced the old guard of PML. Civil servants took pride in the

fact that they were more accomplished in the art of wielding power

than their erstwhile political masters. 	 They soon became 'public

servants' in name but the principal force in political government

in fact.	 The dismissal of Khawájah Nazim-ud-din 1 s cabinet and the

dissolution of CAP by Ghulãm Muhammad, the Governor-General, in the

early '50s, represented a serious setback to the political process.

Muhammad Ayüb Khãn, the Commander-in-Chief of the Army, thus became

directly involved in political affairs. 	 Ghul.m Muhammad was

succeeded by Major-General Iskandar Mirzã, another civil servant,

who invited the politically ambitious Commander-in-Chief to lead

the 1958 coup d'etat.

The political leadership of the country, in power and in

opposition alike, was generally drawn from the big zamindãrs and

barãdarl leaders, who established close links with the civil

administration in order to obtain favours. They became willing

tools in the hands of the civil administration.	 Thus, the

power-structure in Pakistan was constituted by the big zam.indärs,

the civil administration and the military.

The iz1amä' were organised in political parties which were

essentially sectarian in character. They, however, enjoyed a

greater degree of direct contact with ordinary people than other

parties.	 But, the parties of the 'izlamâ'failed in their efforts to

enlist the support of the big zamlndãrs and barädari leaders.	 In
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spite of the effectiveness of their appeal, their chances of

mustering a considerable number of seats through the election

process in the legislatures (in the baradari-ridden and

zamindàz'-dominated society of West Pakistan) were slim.
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CHAPTER 4

THE PROCESS OF CONSTITUTION-MAKING

The sections of the u1amã'which supported AIML in its

struggle for Pakistan were motivated by religious zeal.	 The

leaders of AIML (later of PML) consistently laid stress on religion

as the basis of the new state.	 Nawãbzãdah Liyãqat 'Ali Khãn's

statement quoted below, is but one of numerous examples of the

justifications given for the establishment of Pakistan.

Pakistan was founded because the Muslims of
this subcontinent wanted to build up their
lives in accordance with the teaching and
traditions of Islam, because they wanted to
demonstrate to the world that Islam provides a
panacea to the many diseases which have crept
into the life of humanity today.1

From such a generally accepted perspective, the basic

questions confronting CAP were:

1) What would be the role of Islam in a modern state?

2) Who would exercise the authority to interpret the

injunctions of Islam in a given concrete situation?

3) What are the principles on which interpretations of

Islamic injunctions would be made?

Differences of opinion between the 'u1am' and the

modern-educated section of society on these questions were

naturally to be expected under the circumstances that prevailed

upon the formation of the new state. 	 It was the modern-educated

section which controlled the ruling political parties, the civil

administration, the military and, of course, CAP. 2	Though the
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voice of the 'ulamã'was very feeble in these institutions, it was

much stronger on public platforms, since

the ordinary man felt that the sacrifices he
had made in 1947 were for the faith, and
consequently that his efforts would have been
in vain if Islam were not enshrined in the
fabric of the new Constitution'.3

By and large, the modern-educated section of society was bound to

view Pakistan as a state moulded according to Islamic teachings,

but in harmony with Western concepts. 	 The ulamã in contrast,

stood for the practice of Shari'ah, in which they saw the blessings

of God in worldly life and in the life hereafter.

The conflict between the two sides persisted throughout

the period during which the constitution was discussed (1947-1956).

The 'u1amä proved to be a formidable force with which the

modern-educated rulers of Pakistan were confronted.

In this chapter we shall examine the dynamics of this

conflict which was eventually followed by a convergence of

contrasting views as reflected in the form assumed by the 1956

Constitution.

4.1	 PML versus the 'Ulamã'

PML was a party based on religious identification which

was controlled by Muslims with modern education.	 Only Muslims

could belong to it. 	 It persistently invoked the Islamic idiom.

There was no place in PML for those advocated a secular approach.

PML stood for the moulding of Pakistan's policy in accordance with

Islamic teachings.	 But its approach towards Islam significantly
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differed from that of the 'ulamã The PML leadership was steeped in

Western education. It had inherited the legacy of Sir Sayyid Ahmad

Khãn, and was committed to a 'modernist' interpretation of Islam.

The 'ulamã from the lifetime of Sayyid Ahinad Khãn to the present

day, resisted the 'modernist' approach. At the time of

independence, they found themselves pitted against the 'modernist'

forces which were in control of political power.

The PML leadership was, however, inclined to show respect

to the 1amä'without sharing power. At an official ceremony held

in Karachi (14 August 1947) on the eve of independence, Mawlãná

Shabbir Ahinad 'üsmãni unfurled the Pakistan flag. Another 'aiim,

Mawlãnã Zafar Ahmad ¶Jsmãni, performed a similar ceremony in Dacca.

Shabbir Ahinad 'Usmãni was elected as a member of CAP for the Sylhet

constituency with PML's support.

On 13 January 1948, JUl demanded, through a resolution,

the appointment of a leading 'aiim as the Shaykh-ui-IsiIrn with

appropriate ministerial powers. His role would be to regulate the

judicial system throughout the country in accordance with Islamic

traditions. 4 The PML government soon accepted the first part of

the demand; I4awlãnâ Shabbir Ahinad 'U5mãni was declared the

Shaykh-ui-Isiain - the first and the last in Pakistan's history. It

was a purely nominal office, carrying no political weight. No heed

was paid to the second part of the demand. 	 By its refusal to give

the Shaykh-ui-Isiârn an effective role, PML alienated the 'uiamä	 A

clash soon emerged on the issue of Shari'ah and its exposition.

In the meantime, the Muslim Personal Law (Shar.ih)

Application Bill (originally introduced in 1937) was revived in the
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Punjab Assembly.	 It would have had the effect of bestowing upon

Muslim women the right to inherit agricultural land.	 The Punjab

Government under PML declared its intention to enforce Shari sh.

The Lahore branch of JUl held a public meeting (18 January 1948) to

-'Iput forward the ularna s viewpoint.	 It was attended by ulama'drawn

from the Deobandi, Barelwi and Ahl-i-Hadis schools. 5 They made the

following declaration:

This [Bill] is drafted by people who have no
knowledge whatsoever of Islamic Shari'ah, and
their ignorance is clear in each and every
article of the Bill. It is not a 'Shari'ah
Bill' as such, but constitutes a mere signal to
Muslims to act upon their personal law. Such
'important [Islamic] enactment' of laws had
already taken place in some of the provinces
during the colonial period, before any Muslim
government came to power.6

It was resolved that Islam in its totality must be

enforced. 7

The Muslim Personal Law (SharThh) Application Bill was

enacted (29 January 1948). But the ularna were not appeased. They

stepped up their activities aimed at making Pakistan a Sharih

(Islamic) state.

4.2	 What is Sharzah?

The word Sharih, Sharit or Shara'literally means 'the

road to the watering place', the clear path to be followed.8

Technically it stands for

the detailed code of conduct or the canons
comprising ways and modes of worship, standards
of morals and life and laws that allow and
proscribe, that judge between right and wrong.9
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The Qurän and the Hadis together provide the subject

matter of SharThh. The Qurãn is divine revelation while the Hadis

is a record of the Prophet's Sunnah (conduct and behaviour).	 The

authority of the Prophet's conduct flows from several verses in the

Qurãn which are explicit on the subject.'O

4.2.1	 Figh and its Principles

As Muslim society expanded, the need for rulings

according to the Sharih intensified. During the first half of the

second century A.H./eighth century A.D., systematic efforts were

directed towards the laying of the foundations of a science of the

fiqh, Islamic jurisprudence.

The term fiqh refers to the human understanding of

Sharih in any given situation. It is

a process rather than a consolidate body of
knowledge and it was personal, free and
somewhat subjective rather than an objective
discipline. 11

Among the mainstream Muslims (i.e. the Sunnis), several juristic

schools of thought emerged.	 Four of these became popular and well

established. 12

Muslim jurists worked out a number of principles on the

basis of which fiqh met the changing needs of each generation,

polity and geographical region.

1. Tä'wil (Interpretation)

Many of the injunctions found in the Qurn and the Hadis
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are open to different valid interpretations; therefore,

probing the intent of these injunctions became the first

and foremost principle of ficjh.	 Interpretation (Tà'w1)

also enables the determination of the extent of

applicability or otherwise of a certain injunction in a

specific case.

2. Qiyãs (Analogical Reasoning)

The principle of qiyãs would be applied to problems

relating to which no specific injunctions could be found

in Sharih.	 'Qiyäs' literally means 'measuring and

comparing'.	 According to Muslim jurists, it refers to

the application, to a new problem, of a principle

embodied in a precedent of Sharih.

3. Ij tihãd (Juristic Judgment)

Problems which cannot be resolved by the application of

the principle of qiyäs because no suitable precedent is

available,	 would be subject to resolution by the

application of ijtihäd (by Muslim Jurists).	 Ijtihäd

literally means 'striving hard'.	 As a technical term it

means 'to exert maximum effort with a view to forming an

independent judgment on a legal issue, within the

framework of broad principles laid down in the Sharih'.

4. Istihsãn ('Preference for the better')

Istihsãn means 'to prefer' or 'to consider a thing

commendable'. This principle applies to the formation of

rules in respect of matters not prohibited by the

Sharl'ah. In applying .istihsãn, some authorities admitted
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the use of notions of al-Maslahah (public interest) and

urf or 'ãdah (customs and usages) as the genuine sources

of fiqh.

The concept of Ijmã"(consensus) took root from the principles of

f.iqh outlined above. If the majority of the jurists had agreed to

a certain t'wi1 of injunction, qiyãs or ijtihãd, then it is ijmà'

which would be binding for the community. In general, the jurists

accepted the authority of ijmä They, however, differed over the

matter concerning whether a particular issue was supported by ijm

4.2.2	 The Stalemate in Juristic Activity

After the crystallization of the four classical schools

of fiqh,	 independent inquiry among Muslim jurists gradually

declined.	 A doctrine of taqild (strict or rigid adherence)

prevailed among classical jurists. It was contrary to the attitude

of the founders of these juristic schools of thought.	 This trend,

which became apparent from about the fifth century A.H./eleventh

century A.D., was partly due to a fear of analytic thought, lest it

should jeopardise the solidarity of the community.	 It was further

reinforced by the large-scale destruction and political instability

that swept through the Muslim lands during the following two

centuries.

Consequently, the compendia and manuals, embodying the

decisions of the classical jurists were compiled.	 These were used

by the judiciary in arriving at decisions on concrete issues.

Islamic jurisprudence became static. 	 It did not develop in

accordance with the needs of the times. 	 Some stray attempts were,
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however, made by stalwarts such as Ibn-i-Taymiyyah (1263-1328) who

rebelled against the stalemate to which the doctrine of taqlid had

given rise.	 They tended to re-assert ijtihäd. Their efforts fell

far short of their aim of re-orientating juristic activity in

accordance with changing social conditions.

In the context of more recent developments in South Asia,

however,	 some attempts were made to reconstruct Islamic

jurisprudence. A controversy, intellectual in character, was being

carried on for some time prior to the creation of Pakistan. 	 The

establishment of an Islamic state gave fresh impetus to the issue

of reconstruction of Islamic jurisprudence.

4.3.	 The Sharih (Islamic) State

Islam is religious-political in structure. 	 During the

last ten years of his life, the Prophet headed a state which was

brought into being on his immigration to Madinah. 	 It was the

result of a contract (commonly known as the Constitution of

Madinah) 13 between him and the people of Madinah. As a Head of

State, the Prophet took decisions of a political nature, instructed

subordinates in day-to-day matters of the state, led the army into

battle, experienced victory (at Badr, 623 A.D.), as well as defeat

(at'Uhad, 624 A.D.), and signed a peace treaty (at Hudaybiyah, 630

A.D.).

The origins of the basic principles of the Islamic polity

go back to the lifetime of the Prophet. They came into being

either through revelation or through traditions and practices

imprimatur of the Prophet. These principles were general in nature.
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The details of their application in practice have been left to the

urnrnah to formulate.	 In carrying out this task, the umrnah was

expected to take into consideration the concrete social conditions

prevailing at a given time in a particular place without

compromising the five basic principles.

1) Sovereignty of God

The most important principle which differentiates the

Islamic state from others is the concept of sovereignty.

According to the teachings of Islam, God is the Creator

of the Universe, including all the people and the things

they use in their life.	 There is no one in the Universe

except the Creator who should be obeyed.	 He is

omniscient,	 omnipotent and omnipresent.	 In this

perspective,	 God is the sovereign.	 Through his

messengers (the Prophets), God has instructed human

beings as to how they shall live in the Universe.

Muhammad is the last of the Prophets, and the message

conveyed through him is embodied in Sharih.

By accepting the sovereignty of God, the human being is

no longer sovereign himself. 	 The human being is the

vicegerent of God, and he is bound to exercise his

powers within the limits prescribed by God.

2) Shürà (Consultation)

Shürà is a principle governing the life of a Muslim

community whether it lives as a group within a

non-Islamic state or an established Islamic state.

Muslims who conducted their affairs by mutual
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consultation were praised (even before the establishment

of Islamic state in Madinah). 14 Another verse of the

Qurän15 makes mutual consultation mandatory, even for the

Prophet.

There are many examples of the Prophet counselling with

his companions. On a number of occasions he accepted the

dominant opinion against his own view - for instance, on

the question of whether Muslims should stay inside

Nadinah or whether they should combat the invading forces

at 'Uhad, the Prophet acquiesced in the opinion of his

companions. There are repeated instances recorded in the

hadis literature of the companions of the Prophet

politely asking him to clarify whether he was giving a

certain opinion in his personal capacity or as a

directive in his capacity as Prophet and leader of the

uramah.

3) Justice

Many verses of the Qurän enjoin justice upon the Muslims

in all human affairs - as individuals or as members of a

community.	 Justice is so important that it should be

imposed upon people even by force where necessary.

Indeed, We sent Our Messengers with the
clear signs, and We sent down with them
the Book and the Balance so that men
might uphold justice.16

Oppression is condemned and forbidden. 	 'A painful

chastisement' awaits 'those who do wrong to the people,

and are insolent in earth wrongfully'. 17 In a number of
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places, the Quran deals with the question of the ultimate

fate of oppressors in this world and in the world

hereafter.	 The Prophet warned against all forms of

oppression when he said, 'Stay clear of oppression, for

oppression is darkness on the Day of Judgment'.18

4) Equality

All individuals, irrespective of their origin, language,

race or colour, comprising the umznah, are equal in rights

and liberties. There is no special group or family with

special rights above others.

5) Accountability of the ruler

Obedience to the ruler is emphasised.

O believers, obey God and obey the
Messenger and those in authority among
you.19

At the same time, it is also emphasised that people may

have different and conflicting opinions from the rulers;

and differences of opinion must be settled in accordance

with the Qurän and the Sunnah.

In a number of his sayings, the Prophet stipulated that

it was permissible to call the head of state to account for acts,

performed in the course of his duties, that do not conform to

Islamic injunctions.	 In observance of this spirit, Abü Bakr, the

first JChallfah, is reported to have said, after taking charge of

the Khiläfah:
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I have been given authority over you, but I am
not the best amongst you. If I do right, help
me, and if I do wrong, then put me right.

4.3.1	 Characteristics of the Islamic State

From a perspective of the basic principles of the Islamic

state adumbrated above, it would appear that Islam envisages a

government representative and responsive in character. There is no

place in Islam for a hereditary monarchical or dynastic system such

as that prevailing in Muslim history for several centuries. 	 The

concept of shun endows the people with the right to choose their

ruler.	 During the Kh.iläfat-i-Rãshidah, the ideal period of the

Islamic state, shürà was practised even though no systematic method

of conducting it was devised.	 Khuläfä-i-Rãshidln were installed

with the consent of the people, but no standard procedure was

evolved for the election of the Khalifah. Thus, the four Khalifahs

were chosen by different methods.

In short, the people have the right to elect persons

responsible for running the government. 	 The persons elected are

accountable to the people for their conduct.	 It was understood

that the Muslim community had the right to recall a ruler who

defied the injunctions of Shanih.

The representative and responsive character of the

Islamic state gives it a democratic aspect, but, the basic

difference between the Islamic state and a democratic state lies in

the interpretation of the concept of sovereignty. 	 In a democracy,

the will of the people, reflected through parliament, is sovereign.

Parliament has the authority to legislate on behalf of the people.
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Sovereignty in the Islamic state is vested in God. The injunctions

of the Qurin and the Sunnah are final, as they constitute the will

of the sovereign.

Shiirà' is not applicable to questions on which the Qur.n

and the Sunnah have clear-cut injunctions that are binding on the

Muslim community.	 In this sense, the Islamic state is theocratic

rather than democratic.	 At the same time, it must be noted that

the Islamic state is not theocratic as understood in the West.

Islam does not recognise a class of priests responsible for running

the government.	 In short, the Islamic state is unique in

character.	 It is neither thoroughly democratic nor totally

theocratic.	 It partakes of certain qualities of both kinds of

state.	 Mawlnà Mawdüdi. coined the phrase 'theo-democracy' for the

Islamic state.20

The 'Islamicity' of the state rests in its obedience to

all aspects of the injunctions of the Qurãn and the Sunnah.	 The

public as well as private life of the people must be moulded in

accordance with SharThh. Therefore, the Islamic state is a Sharfah

state by definition.

4.3.2	 The Conflict between the Modernists and the U1amã over

the Nature of the Islamic State

There is no serious conflict between the 'ulamä' and the

modernists concerning the broad basic principles that should guide

an Islamic polity.21 Conflicts of opinion arise when concrete

situations arise which require the application of the Qurän and the

Sunnah.	 The 'ularnã' insist on a literal implementation of the
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injunctions of SharThh, but this goes against the grain of the

modernists' approach. For instance, on the punishment to be meted

out to thieves the Qurãn categorically enjoins that: 'And the

thief, male and female: cut off the hands of both, as a recompense

for what they have earned'. 22 The 'u1am' and the modernists also

differ over issues relating to the status of women, the legality or

otherwise of bank interest, and the punishment of flogging for

fornication and stoning to death for adultery.

From the outset, the crux of the issue of enforcement of

Shari ah in the case of Pakistan lay in the matter concerning whose

exposition of Shari'ah should be regarded as valid. The 'ulamä'

claimed the exclusive right to interpret Shar.ih on the basis of

the argument that they had acquired the requisite proficiency by

going through a long process of religious education in madrasahs.

On the other hand, the modernists, fully in line with the political

leadership of the country which had access to modern secular

education in Western institutions of higher learning, believed that

the 'iilainã'were ignorant, narrow-minded and unaware of the needs of

the age.	 The political leaders of Pakistan argued that the

priesthood had no place in Islam, and that every Muslim had the

right to interpret the sources of Sharih.

Both the 'ulainä' and the modernists agreed upon the

necessity of ijtihãd, but they perceived the scope of .ijtihãd

differently.	 As far as the 'ulamã'were concerned, no independent

judgment can be formed where an explicit injunction of Sharih

existed.	 Moreover, they interpreted the injunctions of Sharih

literally as these had been taken by the companions of the Prophet.

An examination of the juristic writings of the u1amã'under imperial
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rule (1857-1.947) would point to the fact that the 'ulamã'often felt

uncomfortable in carrying out the task of practising ijtihãd.	 In

spite of their acceptance of the principle of .ijtihäd, the dynamic

Deobandj 'ulamä' dared not undertake a critical study of Islamic

jurisprudence. Even though they made hadiz a part of the religious

curriculum, and wrote commentaries on the texts embodying hadis,

their main intention in doing so was to gain further support for

the practices of Hanafi Sunnis. The Ahl-i-Hadis 'u1am' did not

adhere to the Hanafi juristic school of thought.	 They ignored

social issues and committed their energies to polemical discussions

relating to the form of daily obligatory prayers. 	 Such was the

attitude of even the comparatively progressive 'ulamä	 The

conservative Bareiwis simply did not bother about ijtihäd.	 For

them, law was there to be mechanically implemented.23

At the beginning of his academic career, Mawlàn Mawdüdi

raised his voice boldly against the stagnation of Islamic

jurisprudence.	 He vigorously suggested the exercise of ijtihãd.

In his earlier writings he often deviated from the established

rulings of the jurists on several questions.	 But this zeal

evaporated as political expediency drove him into the arms of

fellow 'ulamä	 Mawdüdi's transformation into a politician led him

to abandon his independent academic interest in Islamic

jurisprudence.24

From this perspective, the 'ulamã'merely paid lip service

to ijtihad. They were content to interpret Shari'ah without paying

any attention to changed political, economic, cultural, social and

international conditions.
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The modern-educated leaders in control of political power

accused the 'ulamã'of being unresponsive to social change; but they

were not able to oppose the 'ulamã' on theological grounds.

'Modernists' were encouraged to study Islamic theology in order to

rebut the reasoning of the 'u1amã' not only on secular but also on

theological grounds.	 Research institutes were set up with the aim

of building a strong opposition against the 1ulamã'as well as of

airing modernist approaches to Islam. 	 The Institute of Islamic

Culture (Lahore), under the chairmanship of Dr. Khalifah 'Abdul

Hakim (d.i.959), was an important centre of such study.

While the 'u1amã' tried to assert themselves as the sole

interpreters of the Sharih the modernists, accusing them of being

too conservative, carried out vociferous propaganda aimed at the

exclusion of the former from legislative power. The modernists

deployed the concept of ijmi'to achieve their political aim of

countering the 'ulamã

4.3.3	 Ijmà'(Consensus)25

According to the 'uiamã the term jima' refers to an

agreement of the jurists on a given point at issue. 	 Ijmá' is

considered to be binding on the community since the Prophet once

remarked that the Muslim community would never agree upon an

error. 26 The 'modernist' concept of consensus is institutionalised

in the political framework of parliamentary democracy which the

politicians have always been reluctant to submit to the 'ulamã' for

discussion. Ijmä' is presented as the right of the people to a

'national Muslim state' within the u.mmah, reflected through an
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elected legislative body.	 This concept was first put forward by

Muhammad Iqbl (1877-1938).

Ijmã'... is, in my opinion, perhaps the most
important legal notion in Islam. It is,
however, strange that this important notion,
while invoking great academic discussions in
early Islam, remained practically a mere idea,
and rarely assumed the form of a permanent
institution in any Mohammedan country ... It
is, however, extremely satisfactory to note
that the pressure of new world forces and the
political experience of European nations are
impressing on the mind of modern Islam the
value and possibilities of the idea of ijrnã
The growth of [the] republican spirit, and the
gradual formation of legislative assemblies in
Muslim lands constitutes a great step in
advance. The transfer of the power of .ijtihád
from individual representatives of schools to a
Muslim legislative assembly which, in view of
the growth of opposing sects, is the only
possible form ijmã'can take in modern times,
will secure contributions to legal discussion
from laymen who happen to possess a keen
insight into affairs.27

But to what extent can the members of an elected assembly

be scholars of Sharih in the absence of Islamic learning not being

made a part of the qualification of membership of a democratically

elected legislative assembly of the state? The Sharih point of

view can only be presented by the 'ulamã	 Iqbàl did not ignore

them. He asserted that

[t]he 'u1amã should form a vital part of a
Muslim legislative assembly, helping and
guiding free discussion on questions relating
to law. The only effective remedy for the
possibilities of erroneous interpretations is
to reform the present system of legal education
in Mohammedan countries, to extend its spheres
and to combine it with an intelligent study of
modern jurisprudence.28

MLzhammad Iqbal believed that the 'ulamã' should be

politically represented. At the same time, the authority to

legislate rested with the elected assembly. 	 The 'ularaã' could
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present their point of view, but they would have no power of veto

on legislation.	 Understandably, Iqbal's rendition of the concept

of ijma'was unpalatable to the 1u1aniä They were more interested in

exercising power in a concrete fashion. 	 A precedent in the

Constitution of Iran (promulgated in 1906), envisaging a committee

of the i1amã'with the power to supervise the legislative activity

of the legislature was cited.	 Though Muhammad Iqbãl considered

this arrangement 'not free from danger', he did suggest that it be

tried out albeit 'only as a temporary measure in Sunni

countries' 29

The ulama' liked to have such a body working independently

or in collaboration with the judiciary. In this way the 'ulamä' were

satisfied to assert their power in the legislative process.

4.4	 'Muhammad 'All Jinnãh and the Islamic State

From historical accounts it would appear that, when the

struggle for Pakistan was in full swing, no serious thought was

given by the upper echelons of the AIML leadership to the question

of the character that the new state should assume. 	 It was

considered sufficient to declare that

the Constitution and the Government [of
'would-be' Pakistan] will be what the people
will decide.3°

Nevertheless, stray attempts were in fact made by the

ula.ma to elaborate the nature of Islamic state. 	 A few books and

tracts were written in Urdu on the subject during the period of the

Pakistan Movement (1940_1947). 31 An A'Insaz Hajlis_ul!Ulamãl

(Committee of the J1amã'for Constitution-framing) was set up in
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Lahore (1945) to draft a constitution for Pakistan, the would-be

Islamic state. 32	Mawlãnã Shabbir Ahinad'Usmãni agreed to be its

patron, but nothing is known about its achievements.

AIML raised the battle cry during the Pakistan movement

that the Indian Muslims formed a nation, and that they needed a

homeland where they would rule according to the requirements of

their culture, traditions and of the Islamic laws. 33	After

Pakistan was created, those who never really believed AIML's

Islamic pronouncements, started to highlight the viewpoint

according to which the party should put itself to the only test

that would prove its bona fides by making Pakistan an Islamic

state.34

While the 'ulamã' expected Pakistan as a state to exercise

Sharih, Jinnãh, in his inaugural address to CAP (11 August 1947),

enunciated the concept of a 'Pakistani nation' based on secularism.

He urged the 'Pakistanis' to

work together in a spirit that every one of
you, no matter to what community he belongs
no matter what is his colour, caste or creed,
is first, second and last a citizen of this
state with equal rights, 	 privileges and
obligations ... I cannot emphasise it too much.
We should begin to work in that spirit and in
course of time all these angularities of the
majority and minority communities ... will
vanish ... You may belong to any religion or
caste or creed - that has nothing to do with
the business of the State ... We are starting
with this fundamental principle that we are all
citizens, and equal citizens of one State
You will find that in course of time Hindus
would cease to be Hindus and Muslims would
cease to be Muslims; not in the religious
sense, because that is the personal faith of
each individual; but in the political sense as
citizens of the State.35
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Jinnah's concept of a national secular state was not in

conformity with his own as well as his party's pre-partition

posture; 36 it was quite unpalatable to the 'u1amã though there was

a small section of intelligentsia which dared to support a complete

separation between religion and politics. The idea of 'secularism'

in the early days of Pakistan was so unpopular among the masses

that PML did not like to voice Jinnãh's view on the subject; and,

Jinnâh himself never reiterated it again. At the same time, he

never failed to mention Islamic values whenever he spoke about the

Constitution of Pakistan. 37	In an explicit statement, Jinnãh

redefined his position on the Constitution:

I cannot understand why this feeling of
nervousness that future constitution of
Pakistan is going to be in conflict with
Shari at laws. There is one section of the
people who keep on impressing on everybody that
the future constitution of the Pakistan should
be based on the Sharfat. The other section
deliberately wants to create mischief and
agitate that the shari'at laws must be
implemented. 38

4.5	 The Demand for the Enforcement of Sharih

JIP spearheaded the struggle to make Pakistan a Sharih

(Islamic) state.	 Mawlnã Mawdüdi delivered a speech on 'The

Islamic Law' (Law College, Lahore: 	 6 January 1948) in which he

delineated the nature of Islamic law - its objectives, spirit and

sjructure.	 In his view the introduction of Islamic law and an

Islamic Constitution was the logical goal for the new state of

Pakistan.

If instead of Islamic, a secular and Godless
Constitution was to be introduced, and if
instead of the Islamic Shari'ah, the British
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Civil and Criminal Procedure Codes had to be
enforced, what was the sense in all this
struggle for a separate Muslim homeland? We
could have had them without that.39

In a second lecture (19 February 1948),	 Mawdüdi

elaborated on how Islamic law should be introduced in Pakistan.

According to him, the enforcement of Shari'ah would not be possible

in a single stroke. 	 The Prophet, whose life is an example to all

Muslims, advocated gradual social change. 	 To begin with, he

inculcated faith in the people. Those who accepted the faith were

trained in the Islamic way of life. Subsequently, an Islamic state

was established with the object of making a gradual and systematic

but all-out change in society.

More recently,	 British rule in South Asia also

constituted an example of gradual change.	 The colonial power did

not seek to replace Shari'ah in an abrupt manner with a legal code

imported from abroad. It took them nearly a century to bring their

own code of law into force.

In the situation prevailing in colonial India, with the

entire mode of living of the people de-Islamised, and Shari'ah not

having been in force for a century or so, there was a need for

strenuous efforts to Islamise the entire system of life in the

newly emergent Pakistan, to reorientate education, and to bring

Islamic law to such a level that it could be expected to meet the

challenge of the modern age.	 All this would need a well

thought-out plan that could be gradually put into effect.

As a first step in the introduction of Sharih, CAP ought

to declare unequivocally
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1) that the sovereignty of Pakistan belongs to God

Almighty alone and that the Government of Pakistan

would bind itself to administer the country as his

agent;

2) that the basic law of the land would be the Islamic

Sharih which has come to the people through our

Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him);

3) that all the existing laws which might be in

conflict with the Shari'ah would in due course be

repealed or brought into conformity with the basic

law; and, that no law which may be in any way

repugnant to Sharih would be enacted in the

future; and

4) that the state, in exercising its powers, would

have no competence whatsoever to transgress the

limits laid down by Islam.4°

Mawdüdi got the chance to present his views to the public

at large when he was invited to give a series of five talks on

Radio Pakistan (Lahore: January-March 1948).41

CAP was in session from March 1948 onwards. 	 JIP workers

met CAP members to present their viewpoint, but the attitude of the

latter was so cold that the former had to turn to the public.

Mawdüdi and his colleagues toured the country with the aim of

building up public pressure in favour of JIP's demands. 	 He

categorically stated the reasons for approaching the public

directly.

the persons to whom we had handed over the
reins of power ... had been talking	 in
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contradictory terms for a long time... They do
not accept anything unless there is [public)
pressure behind jt.42

In its 'campaign for the demand of Islamic Order'

(March-May 1948), 	 JIP further requested CAP to declare the

objectives of the state at the very beginning of its deliberations

on the Constitution.	 He cited the example of the Constituent

Assembly of India which declared the objectives of the Indian state

at the very beginning of its constitutional debate.43

4.6	 Jinnah's Death

JIP's campaign attracted much public attention in the

press and on public platforms on questions relating to the

characteristics of an Islamic state. The issue of a Sharih-based

state was widely debated when Jinnãh, the first Governor-General of

Pakistan, President of CAP and the founder of Pakistan died (11

September 1948).	 He was a legal and constitutional expert of the

Western tradition but 'he left no accepted declaration of political

faith'

Khawãjah Nazim-ud-din, the then Chief Minister of East

Pakistan whose party had 'a precarious majority of four in the

[provincial] Assembly' 45 resigned his post in order to become the

second Governor-General.

The political changes following Jinnãh's death proved

detrimental to JIP's fortunes. Along with two of his senior

colleagues, Mawlãnã Amin Ahsan Islãhi and Miyan Tufayl Muhammad,

Mawdüdi was interned under the Pun j ab Public Safety Act (4 October
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1948).	 The ostensible reason for the detention was his stand on

the participation of Pakistan in the Kashinir Conflict (1948). 46 	 A

ban was imposed on the publication of JIP's two papers, Tasnim and

Ka wsar.

The detention of Mawdüdi was a setback to JIP's cairipaign

for an Islanüc Constitution. Mawlãnã Shabbir Ahinad'Usmäni, the JUl

leader,	 criticised the government's action against the JIP

leadership.	 In the course of a tour of East Pakistan in February

1949, 'Usmãni deplored PML's attitude towards the promulgation of an

Islamic constitution in Pakistan. A two-day conference was

organised at the end of his tour (9-10 February 1949) at which a

resolution was passed supporting the 'early establishirient of an

Islamic state in Pakistan, 	 and the introduction of Quranic

principles for administrative purposes and the adoption of a

Constitution based strictly on Shari'at laws'. 47 In his

presidential address, Mawlãrfa'TJsmãni urged the 'ulamã'to work hand

in hand for the good of Islam and for the Muslim world.

4.7	 The Objectives Resolution (12 March 1949)

The campaign unleashed by JIP and JUl was so successful

that the PML government could no longer postpone a decision on

issues related to Shari'ah and an Islamic Constitution for Pakistan,

without risking isolation from popular aspirations. On 6 March

1949, Nawâbzãdah Liyäqat 'All Khãn moved the Objectives Resolution,

'embodying the main principles on which the Constitution of

Pakistan was to be based'. 48 . The outline of the Objectives

Resolution was drafted by Shabbir Abmad 'Umãni and his trusted

colleague Mufti Muhammad Shafi '.	 It was sent to Mawdüdi in his
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prison cell.	 Mawdüdi suggested some changes and gave his

approval. 50 	 I.H. Qurayshl gave the resolution its final shape

before it was moved in CAP. 51	 The Objectives Resolution was

unanimously passed by CAP (12 March 1949) after a debate lasting

six days during which Hindu members boycotted the session.

Among the Muslim members of CAP, a group consisting of

Firoz Khãn Nin, Miyan Mumtãz Muhammad Khän Dawltãnah, and Beguiu

Jahanara Shàh Nawãz, were critical of the Resolution, but they

followed party discipline and kept silent. 52 Of them, Dawltãnah

did say openly that the Resolution was intended to please Mawlãnã

Shabbir Ahman 'Usmãni.

The Ob j ectives Resolution represented a complete negation

of a secular state. It reaffirmed the concept of God's sovereignty

over the entire universe, and laid down that the authority bestowed

by Him on the people of Pakistan should only be exercised within

the limits prescribed by Him.	 It also stressed the objectives of

democracy - freedom, equality, tolerance and social justice - as

enunciated by Islam. It expressed the resolve to enable Muslims to

practise Islamic teachings, while permitting complete freedom to

religious minorities to profess their religions and develop their

own cultures.

The £ilarnã'gave the Ob j ectives Resolution high sounding

acclamation. Mawlãn Ahmad kli viewed it as the 'voice from his

heart'. 54 Mawlãnã Ahmad Sid Käzimi, a JUP leader, considered it a

further confirmation of the pledge that PML had made with the

people from the very first day of Pakistan's creation. 55 	The
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Advisory Council of JIP welcomed the Resolution in the following

words:

In this [Ob j ectives] Resolution, our
Constituent Assembly has fulfilled the minimum
requirements of an Islamic state.

JIP further suggested that

such 'ularnà' and thinkers as possess the
capability to apply Islamic injunctions
according to the needs of the age and deep
religious insight must be taken on committee or
committees constituted for the purpose of the
framing of the Constitution.56

The Ob j ectives Resolution, considered to be the first

major step towards Constitution-making, represented a compromise

between the ¶ilamã'and the Western-educated PML leadership. 	 The

principles underlying the 'four point' demand of JIP and the

resolution of the Dacca Conference of JUl (February 1949) were

incorporated in it, but the modernist approach was by no means

abandoned.	 The Resolution stated that the state would 'enable',

not compel the Muslims to order their lives in accordance with the

Quran and the Sunnah.	 On the whole, it strengthened the position

of the 'ularná but the real issue of the precise character the state

of Pakistan ought to assume was yet to be discussed.

4.8	 The Basic Principles Committee (BPC)

After the passage of the Ob j ectives Resolution, CAP

immediately constituted a 'Basic Principles Committee' (BPC). 	 Its

remit was to recommend 'Basic Principles' of the Constitution in

consonance with the declared objectives of the state. BPC, with a

membership of 25 (or about one third of the total strength of CAP)
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was empowered to co-opt up to a maximum of 10 persons who were not

required to be members of CAP. Tanuiz-ud-dln, the President of CAP,

headed BPC.

BPC met for the first time in April 1949.

after a prolonged discussion it was decided
to set up a Board of experts consisting of

reputed scholars well versed in Ta'limat-i-
Islamia to advise on matters arising out of the
Ob j ectives Resolution and on such other matters
as may be referred to them.57

4.8.1	 The Board of Talimät-i-Islàrni yyah (BTI)

The Board of Talimãt-i-Islãiniyyah (BTI) was formed in

response to the demand of the 'ularnã	 It was nt endowed with any

real power. It was advisory in character and its remit was derived

solely from matters which might be referred to it.	 The following

members of the 'ulamã' were nominated as members of BTI:

1. Sayyid Sulaymãn Nadwi (President);

2. Shabbir Ahmad'TJsmãni;

3. Mufti Muhammad Shafi

4. Dr. Muhammad Hamidullãh;

5. Mufti Jafar Husayn;

6. Professor 'Abdul KhMiq; and

7. Zafar Abmad Ansàri (Secretary).

It is interesting to note that BTI was headed by Sayyid

Sulaymn Nadwi, instead of Shabbir Abinad 'Usmãni, Pakistan's own

Shaykh-ul-Isläzn.	 Though the latter's inclusion in BTI as a mere

member rather than as President was explained on the grounds of his

failing health, the real reason would appear to have stemmed from
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'Usmánl's public criticism of the ruling party.	 Sayyid Sulaymn

Nadwi was not a Deobandi by orientation, but was an outstanding

murld (disciple in sufism) of Mawlãnä Ashraf li Thnwi, and was

therefore close to JUl's Deobandis.

Five out of the seven members of BTI were renowned 'ulamã

Four of them (i.e. Sayyid Sulaymn Nadwi, Shabbir Ahinad 'IJsmãni,

Mufti Muhwrtmad Shaf 1' and Dr. Mul:iammad Handul1ãh) were Sunnis. The

fifth, Mufti Ja'far Husayn, was a Sh.ih mujtahid, who represented

his sect on constitutional and legal issues.

Professor ¶Abdul Khãliq was an independent member of the

East Pakistan Legislative Assembly, but not an 'aiim.	 He was

appointed to give representation to the East wing of the country.

Zafar Ahmad Ansãri was a lawyer by profession and had held the post

of office secretary to AIML.	 He had worked in 'uiamã' circles on

behalf of AIML during the pre-1947 period. 	 He happened to be the

most appropriate person who could be entrusted with the task of

liaising between the ruling PML and the 'uiamä:	 His political

background and educational orientation suited such a delicate task.

He was nominated as the secretary of BTI.

4.8.2.	 BPC's Interim Report

With the appointment of BPC, the Constitution of Pakistan

was naturally expected to be ready at a reasonably early

opportunity.	 By the end of 1949 India had already passed its

Constitution which took effect in January 1950. 	 This development

in fact acted as a stimulus to BPC which presented an Interim

Report (7 September 1950) to CAP. The BPC members were too busy
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with their governmental activities to find the time needed to

settle problems of a constitutional nature.

The Interim Report, produced in 18 months, was not

comprehensive enough to cover all the constitutional aspects.

Thus, it was silent about the distribution of seats in the lower

house of Central Legislature. 	 The 'ulamã'were under the impression

that BPC would draft its Report along the lines recommended in the

Ob j ectives Resolution. Nawãbzãdah LiyãqatAii Khãn, the Prime

Minister, constantly repeated that the Constitution 'would be based

on Islamic principles and traditions'.58

In the event, however, the Interim Re port caine as a shock

to the 'u1amã	 Few of the provisions contained in it could be said

to be particularly Islamic in character.	 The Report and its

authors were severely attacked by the 'u1amä	 The Government tried

to defend itself on the grounds that the Re port followed the

recommendations of BTI. 59 The outspoken 'ularnã', for their part, did

not spare even their own representatives on BTI in their critical

wrath.6°

Mufti Muhammad Shaf 1',	 one of the members of BTI,

expressed the view that the final Re port had nothing to do with the

recommendations of BTI.	 He demanded that BTI's recommendations

should be published so that the public could make up its own mind

about the extent to which the Re port was in conformity with them.61

In many public meetings held in the country, the 'ularnI'

condemned the Re port as un-Islamic in character and called for its
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rejection.	 The President of BTI resigned; and, Dr. Muhammad

Haniidullãh, a member, refused to work on BTI.

4.9	 The Basic Princi ples of an Islamic State

Nawbzãdah Liyãqat 'Au Ehãn was forced to surrender in

the face of strong criticism. BPC's Interim Re port was postponed

in order to allow members of the public to come forward with

suggestions. Liyqat .kli Khän stated that

It is an invitation and an opportunity to those
people [who criticise the Re port] to make
concrete and definite suggestions with regard
to the Report as to which of its provisions are
not in conformity with the Objectives
Resolution and what are the reasons for their
saying so.62

From this standpoint Mawlãriã Ihtishin-ul-Haq convened a

conference of the 'ulamä'(21-24 January 1951) with the aim of laying

down the basic principles of an Islamic state. 	 31 'u1ainã

representing all schools of thought in Pakistan, formulated 22

points as the basic principles of an Islamic state. Of these, six

belonged to East Pakistan, 10 to Sind, nine to the Punjab, two to

the NWFP, two to Baluchistan, one to Bahawalpur, and one to

Khairpur. All of them were invited in their individual capacity;

therefore, their affiliation to specific political parties/groups

was not mentioned.	 Nevertheless, some of them who held offices in

certain organisations, preferred to identify themselves as such.

The uiamã active in JIP, JUI, JUP, MJAHMP and APMAI, were

represented at the conference. The conference was representative

of the different schools of thought among the 'uiamã	 Two of them

were Shia'h rnujtahids. 	 The remaining 29 Sunnis divided into three
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Ahl-i-Hadis, 19 Deobandis, three Barelwis and four who were not

strictly affiliated to any of the three mainstream sub-sects.63

4.9.1	 BTI's Views on the Islamic State

It is appropriate to consider the 1 views' presented by

BT1 64 to BPC for two main reasons. First, Mawln Sayyid Sulaymn

Nadwi,	 the BTI President,	 took the chair at the 31-ulama

conference.	 Second, five out of the seven members of BTI were

present at the conference [Mawlãnä Shabbir Ahmad Usmãni having

died; and Dr. Muhammad Iamidullah having gone to Paris].

BTI defined the Islamic state as

a state ruled in accordance with the tenets of
Islam, or, more correctly, a state where the
Divine Order, as contained in the Holy Qurân
and Sunnah, reigns supreme and the entire
government business in its various spheres is
conducted with a view to executing the will of
Allah as laid down in Sharit.

The functions of the state included

the consolidation and glory of Islam,
implementation of its scheme of life in all its
fullness, eradication of vices, propagation of
virtues, creation and maintenance of healthy
moral atmosphere, ensuring procurement of
necessities of life and dispensation of full
justice to all the people inhabiting the
territory irrespective of their religion, race
or colour, etc., preservation of human dignity
as enunciated by Islam, diffusion of knowledge
and learning, maintenance of peace and order
inside the territory, enforcement of
punishments and penalties prescribed by
SharTht, control and disbursement of public
money in an equitable manner as laid down by
Islam, maintenance and consolidation of armed
forces to avoid ana meet all possible danger
from any quarter whatsoever, protection, as a
Divine trust, of the legitimate interests of
non-Muslims living within the territory and the
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general well-being and prosperity of the
masses.

In an Islamic state

all the places wherefrom the policies of the
government emanate must necessarily be in the
charge of such persons only as not only believe
in the fundamental principles underlying that
particular ideology but also conform to the
minimum standard of conduct necessary to ensure
sincere execution of the code promulgated under
that particular ideology. . .The Musalmàns elect
the wisest and most God-fearing person from
amongst themselves as their Head.. .without any
specification of the form of his office.

Nevertheless, the head of state could be removed from office 'in

accordance with the principles of the Sharit' by 'the very body

which is entitled to elect the Head of the State'. 	 The federal

legislature,	 including the 'Federal Committee of Experts on

Sharih' ought to be vested with the power to elect the Head of the

State.

The Head of State would discharge his responsibilities

'in consultation with pious and sagacious members of the Hillat

(Muslim community) enjoying their confidence'. 	 The Head of State

would exercise executive powers with the assistance of a number of

advisory councils - e.g., the Legislative Council, the Executive

Council, the Cultural Council, and the Judicial Council.

In an Islamic state, legislation would be a limited

activity, as the primary duty of the state is 'to execute whatever

has been ordained by Allah'. But, the 'legislation which does not

militate against the injunctions and requirements of Islam and is

not detrimental or prejudicial to the aims and objects of an
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Islamic state is permissible'.	 The legislators are required to be

'thoroughly conversant with the injunctions and requirements of

Islam'. Non-Muslims can be taken into the Legislature not only to

put forward and represent the interests and feelings of their

community, but also to give their opinion in regard to problems of

general interest to the country'. 'Women who have attained the age

of 50 years and observe purdah [covering of head and face from all

men with whom marriage is permissible) are eligible for membership

of the Legislature'.

The 'Conunittee of Experts of Sharit' would decide

whether or not a particular law or bill or
ordinance or a section thereof _militates
against the requirements of Shari 'at; and
members of the Committee of Experts on Shari 'at
would be ex-officio members of the Upper House
of a bi-cameral legislature.

BTI did not hold the Parliamentary system of the

government altogether unacceptable, but it did suggest a system

that seemed to be similar to the Presidential form of Government.

In BTI's view, throughout the history of Islam

it has always been an individual and not a
group of persons who has held the reins of
ultimate authority and has been considered as
accountable before the Millat and such [an]
individual has always enjoyed effective power.

4.9.2	 The Basic Principles of an Islamic State: An Overall View

The 22 basic principles of an Islamic state, 65 suggested

I	 -,
by the conference of the ularna, incorporated the views of BTI and
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those contained in the Ob j ectives Resolution. 	 Point 9 and Points

19-21 were included in addition to the views expressed earlier.

Point 9 runs as follows:

The recognised Muslim schools of thought shall
have, within the limits of the law, complete
religious freedom. They shall have the right
to impart religious instruction to their
adherents and the freedom to propagate their
views. Matters coming under the purview of
Personal Law shall be administered in
accordance with their respective codes of
jurisprudence (f.iqh), and, it will be desirable
to make provision for the administration of
such matters by judges belonging to their
respective schools of thought.

Under Point 9, the Shi'ah mujtahids were able to exercise freedom to

propagate their religious beliefs, and to practise their own

personal law.	 Points 19-21 - emphasising the separation of the

judiciary from the executive, prohibition of 'views and ideologies'

undermining the ideals of the Islamic State, and belittling ethnic

and linguistic differences - were added on under the influence of

Mawlánã Mawdüdi.

4.10	 From BPC's Interim Re port to its Final Report

A special sub-committee, under the Chairmanship of Sardär

thdur Rab Nishtar (1899-1958), 	 was appointed to deal with

suggestions from the public. 'Abdur Rab Nishtar's nomination as

Chairman of the Suggestions Sub-committee was in itself calculated

to satisfy the ziamã because he happened to be a PML leader who

was on the same wavelength as the 'ulamä	 Consequently, the

sub-committee of BPC received suggestions, and even 'proposed

constitutions' from different quarters.
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The general tenor of the suggestions was quite clear. It

was unequivocally urged, though in slightly varying terms, that the

Constitution should be made more explicitly Islamic. 	 In the mood

that prevailed, BPC felt that it would be appropriate to co-opt

Mawlãnã Sayyid Sulaymãn Nadwi as a full member of the Suggestions

Sub-committee.	 As President of the conference of the z1amä'(21-24

January 1951), he had come to be regarded as the undisputed

spokesman of the 'ulamã

Whilst the Suggestions Sub-Committee was receiving the

views of the public, Prime Minister Nawàbzãdah Liyäqat li Khãn was

assassinated (16 October 1951). Khawãjah Nazim-ud-dln stepped down

from the titular post of Governor-General to become the Prime

Minister of Pakistan in succession to the Nawãbzãdah; and, Ghuläm

Muhammad, the Finance Minister, became Governor-General. In these

shuffles, neither the Working Committee of PML was called, nor the

PML Assembly Party was consulted. 66 	Democratic processes were

deliberately neglected with a view to preventing Sardãr Abdur Rab

Nishtar assuming a politically important post. 	 He 'was considered

to be the legitimate heir of Liaquat by most of the Muslim

Leaguers'. 67 Had'Abdur Rab Nishtar succeeded Nawãbzãdah Liyãqat 'All

Khãn, the interests of Ghulãm Muhammad would have suffered.	 If

'Abdur Rab Nishtar had become Prime Minister, Nãzim-ud-din could not

have left the office of Governor-General in order to enable GhuThm

Muhammad to become the Head of State. Apart from such personal

considerations, 'bdur Rab Nishtar's appointment as Prime Minister

would have resulted in a strengthening of the 'ulama:

Though the iz1amã' could not see a person like 'Abdur Rab

Nishtar as Prime Minister, even Nãzim-ud-din was preferable to
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Liyqat Ali Khãn from a religious point of view.

The Suggestions Sub-committee had a series of sittings

with BTI. Its report was completed in July 1952. After thorough

deliberation, BPC introduced the revised and final version of its

Report in CAP (22 December 1952).68

JIP continued a painphleteering campaign following the

presentation of the Interim Re port.	 It observed a 'Constitution

Week' throughout the country (November 1952), during which demands

were raised for the adoption of a Constitution based on the 22

points of the 'u1amã

The final Report did not 'receive much better welcome'

than the previous one. 	 Now, it was not so much the exclusion of

Islamic provisions but rather the 'awkwardness of their insertion

into the Constitution that aroused criticism'. 69 It was accepted

that the Head of State would be a Muslim; and he as well as Muslim

members of the Legislatures and heads of the federating units of

the country would be required to take an oath that they would

observe in their personal and public life the obligations and

duties enjoined by the Quran and the Sunnah. The role of the 'ulamä'

was recognised in institutional terms with the formation of a

'Board of 'Ulamã' which was entrusted with the authority to review

all Legislative Bills under consideration in various legislatures

in the light of the Qurãn and the Sunnah, in order that all

legislation repugnant to the Qurän and the Sunnah could be

prevented from entering the statute book.
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Evidently, the Report contained concessions to the 'ularnã'

with which they were not entirely satisfied.	 The 'ularnã' who had

formulated the 22 basic principles of the Islamic state, met again

(Karachi:	 11-18 January 1953) and reviewed the Report, clause by

clause. The 'ulamã' demanded the revision of the Report in the light

of their 'amendments', in order that it might be given a genuinely

Islamic character.

The 'ulamä'thus successfully increased their influence on

the politics surrounding the framing of the Constitution. It is

somewhat surprising that, in spite of their theological differences

and mutual animosities, the 'u1am'as a whole were willing to

accommodate one another and to reach agreement on a large number of

constitutional issues sometimes dramatic in opposition to the

'modernist' national leadership.

4.11	 The Qädi yani [Ahmadi] Question

The 'ularnä' suggested a significant amendment to the Report

according to which one out of the 88 seats in the Lower House of

the Central Legislature, reserved for Muslims from the Punjab,

should go to the Qàdiyinls. A Qädiyäni was defined as a 'person

who professes [belief I in Mirzä Ghuläin Ahinad of Qadiari as his

religious leader'. 71 The 'ulamã asserted as under:

This is a very important amendment upon which
we insist with all the emphasis at our command.
It is in no manner proper for the
constitution-makers of our country to be
oblivious of the peculiar conditions obtaining
in the country and the social problems of a
peculiar nature confronting us ... they must
not be unaware of how delicate and tense the
situation has become in areas where a
considerable number of Qadianis are living
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along with Muslims. They should not behave
like our erstwhile rulers who did not care to
take cognizance of the Hindu-Muslim problem
until the four corners of undivided India had
become blood-stained on account of the
Hindu-Muslim disturbances. For our
constitution makers, ... it would be a tragic
blunder that they should refuse to realise the
existence of a Qadiani-Muslim problem which
needs an urgent solution until such time as
they find it has grown into a wild fire ... the
remedy even today lies in declaring them a
minority altogether separate from the Muslims
as had been proposed by the late Allaina Iqbal
twenty years back.72

Mirzã Ghulãin Ahmad (1836-1908) of Qadian 	 (District

Gurdaspur, Punjab) was the founder of this sect. He named his

followers 'Ahmadis', but the majority of Muslims used the terms

'Qädiyänis' and 'Nirzä'is' in a pejorative manner to refer to the

town to which their leader belonged and to Ghulain Ahmad's caste

name (i.e., 'frfirz').

Mirz Ghulãm Ahmad belonged to a notable family with good

connections - first, with Sikh rulers of the Punjab; 	 and,

afterwards,	 with the newly established colonial British

administration.	 He started his career in the office of Deputy

Commissioner of Sialkot, on a humble salary. 	 He developed a keen

interest in religious polemics and resigned from the job after four

years	 of service (1868) in order to pursue his	 religious

activities.

The last quarter of the 19th century was a period marred

by religious polemics.	 Christian missionaries and Aryä Samãj

leaders severely criticised Islam. Muslim writers, who took on the

challenges of the critics were treated with considerable respect by

those belonging to Muslim religious circles. In 1879, Mirzã Ghulãm
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Ahmad	 started	 to write his	 first	 well-known	 book

Bzihin-i-Ahmadi yyah (The Proofs of Ahmad). His aim was to prove

that no other religion could equal Islam. 	 He undertook

correspondence with learned Muslim contemporaries. 	 He requested

them to provide him with written statements containing their views

which would form the basis of his book. 	 Mawlawl Chirãgh 'All, a
/	 ,

noted author and modernist colleague of Sir Sayyid Ahmnad Khan,

assisted him in the writing of the book.	 The first two parts of

the book, published in 1880, were received favourably by Muslims.

In the third part, published in 1882, the author claimed

to have been appointed by God as a great reformer of Islam in the

14th century A.H.	 The fourth part of the book was published in

1885.	 In 1889, Ghulãmn Ahinad announced that he would accept as

personal followers all those who would like to accept him as the

leader.	 This was the beginning of the Ahmadi sect. The fifth and

the last part of Barähl'n-i-1V2madiyyah saw tbe 1igbt of day ID i905

almost 20 years after the publication of the previous part.

This voluminous book is so highly esteemed by the Ahmadis

that, according to Bashir-ud-din Mahmnüd Alynad, the third head of

the Ahmadls, its 'like is not to be found in any other human

publication'. 73	Though it is not elegantly written, many were

'impressed by [its] author's prolificity, perseverance and

diligence. 74 This book brought its author 'out of anonymity and

put him on the stage of public renown and appreciation, and

countless eyes were turned towards him'.75

He continued to write polemics against Aryã Sarnäj and

Christianity.	 On the Muslim side, he began to drift from one
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divinely directed claim to another. 	 In 1891, he laid claim to

being mash-i-Naslh ( Replica of Jesus) and Nasih-i-Maw'üd (The

Promised Jesus).	 The return of Jesus,	 before the day of

resurrection is an article of the Islamic creed.	 As Mirz Ghuläm

Ahmad could not, by any stretch of the imagination, pass for the

son of Mary the Virgin, he tried to prove that Jesus died in

Kashmir after leading a normal life, 76 and that the person whose

reappearance the Muslims awaited would not be Jesus in propria

persona but rather a replica of Jesus. In 1901, he proclaimed his

prophethood, claiming that he had experienced revelation through

the grace of Muhammad.	 This was the year when the census was due

to be taken.	 He instructed his followers to have themselves

recorded in the census as 'Ahmadi Mussalmans'.77

Mirzã GhuTh.m Ahmad looked upon the (British) Indian

government as the protector of his followers and of himself. 	 He

was opposed to the concept of armed struggle against the British.

He was aggressive and unscrupulous in his condemnation of his

ideological and theological opponents and even employed foul

language against them.78

Mirzä Ghulm Ahmad's claims were generally unacceptable

to Muslims.	 Muhammad is believed to be the last of the Prophets;

therefore, it was not surprising that Mirz Ghulãm Aimad was

sharply criticised by the 'ulamã who declared him kifir as early as

1890.	 The hostility and antagonism directed against	 the

'Ahraadis' by Muslims turned them into a tightly-knit group.

After the demise of the founder of the sect, Hakim

Nür-ud-dln (d.1914) became its leader. As the closest friend of
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the founder and the most learned person in the community,

Thir-ud-din commanded complete authority among the Abinad.i community.

At his death, the community split into two groups. The major

group, with its headquarters at Qadian, was led by Bashir-ud-din

Mahmid Ahmad80 (1889-1965), the son of the founder.	 It firmly

adhered to the doctrines of the sect. A dissident group repudiated

the concept of the founder's prophethood, and sought to highlight

his 'revivalist' character. It made Lahore its headquarters, and

was led by MuhaInmadAli, 81 the well-known translator of the Qurãn

into the English language.

In a memorandum to the Punjab Boundary Commission

(appointed to demarcate the boundary between West and East Punjab),

at the time of partition, the Qadian group pleaded that Qadian

should be included in West Punjab (Pakistan). Having failed to win

this demand, the Qadian group shifted its headquarters to Rabwa

(Punjab) in Pakistan. In 1947, the Aiimadis constituted a 'very

small community', but 'more than two hundred Abmadis [had] attained

the King's Commission' 82 in the armed forces. The Ahrnadis who were

relatively more educated than any other Muslim group were

represented out of proportion to their numbers in the civil

administration as well.

The Ahmad.is displayed a great propensity to propagate

their faith at home and abroad. In order to run an effective

organisation and to carry on missionary work, the head of the

community imposes heavy taxes on the followers. Every adult member

with a job is expected to donate at least one tenth of his or her

monthly income.	 Ardent followers are persuaded to endow one third
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of their property for the benefit of the Ahmad.i community and for

the propagation of missionary activity.

Muslims use a set of terms to refer to those who were

linked to Muhammad, the Prophet. For instance, urnm-ul--mo'rn.inin

(mother of the Muslims) is the term used to refer to any of the

Prophet's wives; and the term sahäbah (the companions) refers to

those who witnessed the Prophet. 	 Ahmadis use these terms to refer

to those who they believe were similarly linked to Mirzã Ghuläm

Ahmad.

In spite of the proclamation of prophethood, Mirzá Ghulm

A1-imad did not initiate any changes in the daily religious life of

Ahmadis as distinct from the Sunnis of South Asia.	 Ahrn.dis follow

jurisprudence as embodied in the work of the Hanafi jurists.	 But

for their belief in the prophethood of Mirzã Ghulãm Ahmad, Ahmadis

are indistinguishable from Sunni Muslims.	 But, sociologically

speaking, A1imadis constitute an exclusive social group living

within a Muslim society. They do not intermarry with Muslims; they

do not join the Muslims in their daily obligatory prayers; and,

they even abstain from joining Muslim funerals.	 An acute sense of

exclusiveness is thus cultivated by the Ahinadls.	 Their group

identity is so strong, that Ahinadis would far rather help one

another than those belonging to other groups.

Their aggressive propagation of the Ahrnadi faith, their

social exclusiveness, and their readiness to pursue the interests

of their own community at the expense of the larger interest of

Muslims as a whole, lay at the root of the antagonism which the

Muslim people felt towards the Ahmadis.
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MA1 83 was a bitter critic of the Ahmadi faith.	 Before

1947,	 it had contributed a considerable amount of polemic

literature to the denunciation of Mirzã Ghulm Ahmad's claims. The

government proscribed some of the polemical publications of MAI in

the larger interests of society. 84 After independence, Ahmad.is

believed that Pakistan might prove to be a more fertile ground for

missionary work.	 The PML leadership was not hostile towards them.

Muiammad Zafarullãh Khn (1893-1985), a staunch AJ)raadl, had been

the AIML President for the year 1931. 	 He was appointed the first

Foreign Minister of Pakistan in December 1947.

APMAI (as MAI re-Christened itself after Pakistan was

established) decided to confine its activities to religious

matters, of which the 'most attractive', in the light of its past

career, was the Ah.madi issue. APMAI publicly demanded (14 January

1949) that Ahinadis should be declared a non-Muslim minority.

The social antagonism against Ai.m7adis already felt among

the Muslim public enabled APMAI to tap public support for its

propaganda. Ahinadls, on the other hand, felt confident of their

future on the strength of their powerful presence in the upper

echelons of the PML government, as well as the armed forces and the

civil administration of the country.

APMAI continued its powerfully motivated campaign against

Ahmadis which received fresh impetus when the latter held a public

meeting (Karachi:	 18 May 1952) addressed by Muhammad Zafarullãh

Khän.	 The meeting signalled the resolve of the A).imadis not to be

intimidated by the campaign against them by APMAI and the sections

of the izlamã'allied to it; the Ahmadis were determined to propagate
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their beliefs, and to this effect they were prepared to exercise

their democratic right of religious freedom. 	 At an All-Pakistan

Muslim Parties Convention (2 June 1952) called by the 'ulamä' and

presided over by Mawlãnã Sayyid Sulaymän Nadwi, the following

demands were raised:

1. AI1madis must be declared a non-Muslim minority; and

2. Muhaimad Zafarulläh Khãn be removed from his

position in the cabinet along with all other Ahmadis

occupying important posts.

JIP, which was in complete agreement with the 'ularnä' on

the question of the status of the A)imadis, was in favour of

postponing a sustained campaign on the issue, and concentrating

instead on 'getting an Islamic constitution'. 85 Mawdüdi, however,

wrote in a pamphlet entitled The Qadiani Problem that the

'constitution-makers should appreciate the weight of the logic

behind [the] demand'.86

The majority of the Ahz'nad.i population (as well as its

headquarters) was in the Punjab. The intensity of the anti-Ahmadi

agitation was therefore the greatest in the Punjab. The PML Punjab

government, under Miyan Mumtãz Muhammad Khn Dawltãnah, encouraged

the agitation with the aim of embarrassing the Central Government

under Khawãjah Nazim-ud-din and thus scoring points in the

factional rifts in which PML abounded.

For its part,	 JIP was more interested in CAP's

proclamation declaring the supremacy of Shariah.	 Reconciling this

with the specific demands of the 'u1amã JIP included the demand (13
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August 1952), that Ahmadis be declared non-Muslims,	 in the

constitutional campaign in which it took part.87

The anti-Aimadi agitation gathered pace from May 1952

onwards. The PML government, however, did not publish its reasons

for not accepting the demands of the 'u1amä	 The final version of

BPC's Report completely ignored the issue.	 The 'ulamä' met to

consider it (Karachi:	 11-18 January 1953).	 JUP and APMAI also

held a convention (15-17 January 1953) to coincide with the meeting

of the 'u1amã at which a Central Committee of Action (CCA) was

constituted with the aim of evolving a programme for the resolution

of the A.(imadi issue.	 This CCA fell into the hands of APMAI 'ulamã

The 'ularnã', throughout the country and especially in the Punjab,

continued to use agitational tactics in order to put pressure on

the government.	 This eventually resulted in the outbreak of

disturbances, especially in the Punjab.

In the light of his own religious convictions, Khawãjah

Nãzim-ud-din was prepared to accept some of the demands of the

'ulamã' that were contained in the BPC Report. He was against a

policy of ruthless suppression of the 'ularnë but the civil

administration's thinking was clear from the letter written by

Iskandar Mirzã (then the Secretary to the Ministry of Defence) to

the 'Hon'ble Alhj Khawãja Nãzim_ud_d±n!. In it, he asserted that:

[t]he problems created by your personal enemies
including mullahs, if not dealt with firmly and
now will destroy the administration and the
country...

Though I am not a very religious man, I have
the greatest respect for your religious beliefs
and realise your hesitation and dislike for
vigorous action against those persons who are
working against you in the garb of religion.
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But is it religion to destroy the very
foundation of the administration of the premier
Muslim State.

Don't think for a moment that you have no
friends. There are people who will stand by
you till the last. I guarantee the Armed
Forces will carry out any directive you may
choose to give. For God's sake become a
courageous leader and take decisive action.
Once you do this, the whole country with the
exception of rascals will rally round you and
the prestige of Pakistan will go up.	 The
country will be saved.88

This suggestion was heeded to, and Martial Law was

declared in Lahore (6 March 1953). The agitation of the 'u1am' was

quelled in a ruthless manner.

4.11.1	 The Aftermath of the Anti-Ahmadi Agitation

The imposition of Martial Law was intended to impress

upon the public that Islam should not be played up too much because

it tended to aggravate intolerance and fanaticism. Hundreds of the

Sjlamä' and their affiliates were tried in courts. A large number of

them were sentenced to imprisonment.	 Mawlãnã Mawdidi, the most

outstanding figure responsible for mobilising the masses for an

Islamic state, was sentenced to death (11 May 1953) on the charge

that he 'promoted feelings of enmity or hatred between different

classes in Pakistan' 89 by writing a pamphlet entitled 'Qad.iani

Masalah' (The Qadiani Problem). The death sentence was, however,

commuted to a sentence of 14 years' imprisonment.90

The anti-Ahmadi agitation gave the government the

opportunity to persuade the general public that the 'u1arn'

constituted an undesirable political element in Pakistan.
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According to a report published by JIP, a group of writers was

hired 'whose services were liberally paid for out of the public

revenues' .

A special Court of Inquiry was set up (19 June 1953) to

enquire into

1. the circumstances leading to the declaration of

Martial Law in Lahore on 6 March, 1953;

2. the question of fixing responsibility for	 the

disturbances; and

3. the adequacy or otherwise of the measures taken by

the provincial civil authorities to prevent, and

subsequently to deal with, the disturbances.

The Court of Inquiry was presided over by Mr. Justice

Muhammad Munir, the then Chief Justice of the Lahore High Court.

The other member of the Court was Mr. Justice M.R. Kayani, then a

puisne judge of the Lahore High Court.

After eight months (July 1953 - February 1954), the Court

of Enquiry produced a 387-page Re port92 (known as the Munir Report)

which was made public on 23 April 1954. 	 The Court of Enquiry

conducted its proceedings in a broader perspective than that

strictly covered by the terms of reference; apart from analysing

the causes of the disturbances, it also dealt with the concept of

an Islamic State in Pakistan. The Re port ridiculed the 'u1amã who

were presented as a body of narrow-minded and ignorant fanatics.

According to the Munir Report, they were so incompetent and
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internally split that they could not even agree on the definition

of a Muslim.94

The Report in effect presented the case for Pakistan as a

secular state.	 It constituted the first attempt in Pakistan's

history to present the secular point of view with zeal and fervour.

'Prior to this nobody had dared to express these ideas' 95 in such

an elegant manner. The Re port attracted a mixed response. 	 It was

regarded as a	 'mine of valuable and accurately stated

information' 96 by a number of persons both within the country and

outside.	 On the other hand, both the modernists and the 'ulama'

criticised it from different standpoints. In one of its analyses,

JIP characterised it as 'deceptive, misleading and mischievous'.97

According to Javed Iqbal, son of Dr. Muhammad Iqbal and a modernist

[t]he judges of our courts of law are trained
in the British legal system and they have no
knowledge of, and are obviously unconcerned
with the intricacies and refinements of Islamic
theology and jurisprudence. They therefore
never claimed to hold an inquiry in the
capacity of [ q]azis and [m]uft.is and yet felt
obliged to express opinion on matters of
Islamic theology and jurisprudence over which
they had no jurisdiction.98

Ghulãm Muhammad,	 the Governor-General, had been

dissatisfied with the Islamic overtones of the final version of the

BPC Report which made concessions to the 'u1amã	 He had been

equally critical of Khawãjah Nãzim-ud--din's attitude towards the

'ula.mã' during the anti-Ahmad.i agitation. 	 Taking advantage of the

food crisis then prevailing and of the poor economy of the

country," he dismissed Názim-ud-din's ministry (18 April 1953).

Muhammad Pil1 Bogra, an East Pakistani and Pakistan's Ambassador to

the USA. was invited to form a new government.
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4.12	 The Proposal for an Interim Constitution

Muhammad 4Aii Bogra turned to the task of Constitution-

making; by mid-1953 it leaked to the press that an Interim

Constitution, then under preparation, would be placed before CAP.

In the midst of the campaign against the ru1amã following the

failure of anti-Aimadi agitation, Muhammad li abolished BTI. The

contents of the Interim Constitution which he wished to present to

CAP were not disclosed, but anti-iiiamä views expressed by those who

belonged to the ruling group were sufficient to alert the 'ulamã.

JUl took the lead by opposing the idea of an Interim

Constitution which would almost certainly be devoid of an Islamic

character. In a joint statement, the President of JUI, the amir of

JIP, and ex-members of BTI, expressed the view that the idea of an

Interim Constitution represented a 'clear deviation from the

Islamic Constitution'.	 At a meeting organised by JUI, a proper

Constitution based on the Qurän and the Sunnah was demanded.

The idea of the Interim Constitution was eventually

dropped in the face of the stiff opposition mounted by the ulama.

4.13	 The Dissolution of CAP

A Constituent Assembly, envisaged in the Cabinet Mission

Plan (May 1944),	 was indirectly elected by the Provincial

Legislatures of the (British) Indian Provinces (1947). 	 It was

given the task of framing a constitution for a free and united

India. After partition was accepted, however, two separate

Constituent Assemblies had to be set up - one for Pakistan, and the
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other for India. In actual fact the Constituent Assembly which was

already in existence at the time of partition was split into two.

CAP which was thoroughly dominated by PML assumed a dual

capacity - as the Federal Legislature of independent Pakistan, and

as the Constituent Assembly of the new nation. 	 The Act of

Independence, 1947 did not specify a time limit within which CAP

would be required to complete its job before being dissolved.

Nobody questioned its representative character in the beginning.

It was the constitutional principles and reports that CAP

propounded that provoked individuals and parties to raise the

question of its representative character.

When the Ob j ectives Resolution was under discussion, PSP,

which was committed to scientific socialism, demanded the

dissolution of CAP. 10 ° JIP asserted that the sitting members of

CAP represented a political left-over from the colonial period.

Persons who had the qualities needed to frame a Constitution for

Pakistan on IslanUc grounds could only be brought together through

fresh elections to CAP. 101 The dissidents within PML eventually

joined forces with those demanding a newly elected CAP.	 PML, the

ruling partly, paid no heed to such demands.	 The provincial

elections in the provinces of West Pakistan (1951-1953) gave PML a

substantial margin of victory, thus indicating that were new

elections to CAP to take place, PML would in all probability

re-emerge as a victorious political force. In fact, however, the

crushing defeat suffered by PML in the East Pakistan election

(March 1954) 102 really provided the basis for the demand that CAP

should be dissolved and a new CAP should be constituted through

election.
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Muhammad 'Au	 Bogra set himself the task	 of

Constitution-making against such a developing political background.

The campaign for an Islamic Constitution outside CAP continued. On

2 August 1954, JIP's daily 'Tasnim' (Lahore) brought out a special

issue on the Constitution.	 Its struggle and the importance of an

Islamic Constitution for the religious and cultural life of the

Pakistani Muslims were highlighted. The editor received messages

from the 'ii1am'and pro-'ulamã'members of CAP. Tainz-ud-din Khãn,

the President of CAP, told the paper that

[t]he Constituent Assembly is struggling hard
to complete its long drawn task and the end is
now clearly in sight.

He further added that

the state, envisaged under the coming
constitution, will be an Islamic state and at
the same time a fully democratic state of the
federal and republican type . . .

The BPC Report was adopted (21 September 1954) with

amendments. A federal formula aimed at giving representation in

the Central Legislature to all the federal units and princely

states was duly agreed.	 Under it, parity between the two wings of

the country was secured in a joint session of the two houses of the

Central Legislature.	 East Pakistan was given 165 seats out of a

total of 300 in the lower house of Pakistan's bicameral Central

Legislature. A draft Constitution was ready to be presented to CAP

on 27 October 1954.

As the tangled issue of the Constitution progressed

towards a solution, Muhammad 'Au set in motion measures to curtail

the powers of the Governor-General. 104 CAP repealed the Public and
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Representative Offices (Dis qualification) Act, 1949 (PRODA) on the

grounds that it lent itself to use as a political weapon for

debarring from office politicians who were unwilling to toe the

line of the ruling groups.	 On 20 September 1954, a bill to amend

Sections 9 and 10 of the Government of India Act, 1935 was brought

before CAP.	 Its aim was to do away with the power of the

Governor-General to dismiss a ministry while it continued to enjoy

the confidence of the Legislature.

£	 -,
The ulama were pleased that most of their demands had

been incorporated in the Draft Constitution. 	 Muhammad 'Au, the

Prime Minister, was hopeful that the Constitution would be formally

proclaimed on 25 December 1954, the birthday of Q'id-i-Aam

Muhammad li Jinnah.

Ghuläm	 Muhammad,	 the	 politically	 ambitious

Governor-General, was secularist in his general orientation.	 He

was opposed not only to the Islamic character of the Draft

Constitution,	 but also to the reduced status of the

Governor-General.	 He enlisted the support of Husayn Shahid

Suhrawardi, the secular-minded leader oE APAL, who had been

demanding the dissolution Qf CAP. Z.A. Suleri, an unofficial

emissary of the Governor-General, obtained a statement from

Suhrawardi on his sick-bed in Zurich in which the latter urged the

Governor-General to dissolve CAP, and replace it with a new body

elected through the existing Provincial Legislatures (6 October

1954).

The 'i1amã'belonging to JUl and JIP opposed the move to

dissolve CAP which they described as 'mischievous', 'condemnable'
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and an 'ingenious device to destroy the Islamic character of the

proposed constitution to whatever extent it is'; it was an 'attempt

to play with the future of Pakistan' and 'to keep the country under

the yoke of the Government of India Act, 1935'. In the view of the

i1ama; the

direct consequences of dissolution would be
confusion, chaos and disruption which might
either undo partition or pave the way for a
secular and communist way of life.105

The 'Islamic Constitution Day' was observed (22 October)

in response to a call issued by Mufti Muhammad Shaf i', the JUl

leader.	 Meetings were held in big cities in which demands were

raised for the enforcement of the Constitution with immediate

effect.

In the event, the efforts made by JUI, JIP and a number

of PML politicians to prevent the dissolution of CAP proved to be

ineffective. The Governor-General dissolved CAP (24 October 1954)

under the pretext that it had 'lost the confidence of the people'

and could 'no longer function'. 106 Thus, it was not a failure on

its part to produce a Constitution, but its failure to produce a

Constitution acceptable to the secularist civil administrator-

turned-politicians that led to the dissolution of CAP.

Tamiz-ud-din Khãn, the President of CAP, stated that the

Governor-General did not have the power to dissolve CAP. 	 He led a

number of CAP members into the Assembly Building (Karachi) in order

to convene a meeting according to schedule (27 October 1954). 	 The

CAP members were forcibly prevented from holding it. 	 Tainiz-ud-din

Khan	 subsequently challenged the proclamation	 of	 the
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Governor-General in the Sind Chief Court (8 November 1954).

Tamiz-ud-din Khn Was helped morally and financially by JIP in the

ensuing litigation.107

The Full Bench of the Sind Chief Court upheld the

position adopted by Tandz-ud-djn Khan.	 The Federal Government

appealed to the Federal Court, which (except for one dissenting

voice - Mr. Justice J. Cornelius) struck out the Chief Court's

judgment without calling upon counsel for the appellant to reply to

the arguments of the respondent. The former Chief Justice Muhammad

Munir (author of the Re port of the Court of In quiry ... to Enquire

into the Punjab Disturbances of 1953) later admitted that 'he was

constrained to uphold' the dissolution of CAP, 'though he felt it

was unconstitutional' 108

4.14	 The Second CAP

With the dissolution of CAP, the first chapter of the

exercise of Constitution-framing was brought to an end, and the

whole process had to begin anew in the changed political

circumstances that then prevailed.	 Muhammad 'All Bogra was again

invited to form a new cabinet. 	 In the re-constituted cabinet,

commonly	 known as	 the 'cabinet of	 talents',	 the	 civil

administration and the armed forces were on the political

ascendent.	 Major-General Iskandar Mirzã, Chawdharl Muhammad Alj

(formerly aides to the Government), and Muhammad Ayb Khãn,

Commander-in-Chief of the Army, were powerful members of the

Cabinet. They held the portfolios of Interior, Finance and Defence

respectively.
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Ghulãin Muhammad was in no mood to allow the framing a

Constitution through a duly elected body.	 He became involved in

the preparation of a draft Constitution which he hoped would be

approved by a Constituent Convention assembled for the purpose.

The Constituent Convention was to be composed of nominees from the

existing Provincial Assemblies.	 It was summoned to meet on 10 May

1955. The Governor-General issued a proclamation, under which he

assumed such powers as were necessary to validate and enforce the

laws that would be necessary for the smooth functioning of the

government (16 April 1955).

The arbitrary power assumed by a Governor-General openly

committed to secularist ideas would result in frustrating the dream

of an Islamic Constitution harboured by the 'ulamã	 In a joint

statement, the religious parties - JUI, JIP, JUP and MPJAH -

condemned those who had sabotaged the efforts that had been made

for the framing of an Islamic Constitution. The confusion

resulting from the dissolution of CAP gave the Governor-General the

opportunity to act in an arbitrary manner.	 But, he did make a

special reference to the Federal Court of Pakistan, ostensibly to

seek its advice and in the hope of securing its imprimatur for his

actions.	 The Federal Court, however, ruled that the Constitution

should be framed through CAP; and that the Governor-General was

duty-bound to bring such a representative body into existence.109

The second CAP, like its predecessor, was indirectly

elected by the members of the provincial legislatures. 	 It was

inaugurated in July 1955. 	 The members of the second CAP belonaed

to eight political parties, none of which enjoyed an absolute
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majority.	 Nevertheless, PML continued to be the largest party in

the new CAP.

4.15	 Towards the 1956 Constitution

In August 1955, Ghuln Muhammad gave up all his official

duties on account of a long illness.	 Iskandar Mirzã rose to the

position of acting Governor-General. Muhammad 'All Bogr, the Prime

Minister,	 resigned after losing the support of the PML

parliamentary party. Chawdharl Muhammad 'All was selected to

succeed Mubamniad 'All Bogrã.	 He formed a new government in August

1955.

4.15.1	 The Promulgation of the One-Unit Scheme

The first CAP had decided that there should be parity in

representation between the two wings of Pakistan. 	 To that effect,

it had chalked out a formula in the draft Constitution of 1954.

The second CAP dealt with the same issue in a different way. 	 It

consolidated the four provinces and some princely states of West

Pakistan into a single Province, with one executive and a

legislature exercising authority over the entire area (3 October

1955). The decision to unify the various territories into

'One-Unit' (i.e. West Pakistan) was put into practice in the face

of strong opposition from the former provinces of Sind, NWFP and

Baluchistan. The issue of 'One-Unit' scheme remained controversial

until its abolition in November 1969.
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4.16	 The 1956 Constitution

Profiting from the work of the first CAP, the Prime

Minister presented a draft Constitution (January 1956) to the

second CAP, which was finally adopted on 29 February 1956. 	 With

the assent of the Governor-General, it came into force on the 23

March 1956.	 The 1956 Constitution represented a viable compromise

between the 'izlamI'and the modernists.

The 'The Islamic Republic of Pakistan' was thus brought

into existence. The Objectives Resolution, with minor changes, was

included as the preamble. It lays down the ideological position of

the state as follows:

Whereas sovereignty over the entire universe
belongs to Allah Almighty alone, and the
authority to be exercised by the people of
Pakistan within the limits prescribed by Him is
a sacred trust;	 whereas the Founder of
Pakistan, Qua.id-i-Azam Mahomed Au Jinnah,
declared that Pakistan would be a democratic
State based on Islamic principles of social
justice;

Wherein the principles of democracy,
freedom, equality, tolerance and social justice
as enunciated by Islam, should be fully
observed;

Wherein the Muslims of Pakistan should be
enabled individually and collectively to order
their lives in accordance with the teachings
and requirements of Islam, as set out in the
Holy Quran and Sunnah

The Directive Principles of State Policy (Articles 23-31) make

particular mention of the obligation of the state to implement the

Islamic injunctions.	 The pledge in the Preamble that 'the Muslims

of Pakistan should be enabled ...' was elaborated in the following

manner:
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The State shall endeavour, as respects the
Muslims of Pakistan -

(a) to provide facilities whereby they may be
enabled to understand the meaning of life
according to the Holy Quran and Sunnah;

(b) to make the teaching of the Holy Quran
compulsory;

(c) to promote unity and the observance of
Islamic moral standards; and

(d) to secure the proper organisation of zakat,
wakfs and mosques.111

The prohibition of prostitution,	 gambling,	 and

consumption of alcoholic drinks by Muslims was considered the

responsibility of the state.	 On the economic question, the

concentration of wealth and of the means of production in the hands

of a few was seen as detrimental to the interests of the common

man.	 The concept of social security was emphasised, an early

elimination of ribà (commercial interest) was promised.	 The

Constitution contained a pledge to bring about an equitable

adjustment of rights between zamindãrs and tenants.

Under Article 32(2) of the Constitution, no person shall

'be qualified for election as President unless he is a Muslim'.112

Apart from the Preamble and the Directive Principles of

State Policy, Articles 197-198 are presented under the caption of

'Islamic Provisions'. 113 Under Article 197, the President was

given the task of establishing an organisation for the promotion of

Islamic research and instruction in advanced
studies to assist in the reconstruction of
Muslim society on a truly Islamic basis.
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The Federal Legislature was given the right to enact legislation

under which a special tax would be imposed 'upon Muslims for

defraying expenses of the organisation'.

Article 198 provided that

no law shall be enacted which is repugnant to
the Injunctions of Islam as laid down in the
Holy Quran and the Sunnah.

Existing laws would be brought into alignment with the Holy Qurän

and Sunnah. Under one of its provisions, a Commission would be

appointed by the President (within one year of the proclamation of

the Constitution) which would be given the task of making

recommendations in respect of

1. measures	 for bringing existing laws	 into

conformity with the Injunctions of Islam;

2. the stages through which these measures should be

put into effect;

3. the compilation of those Injunctions of Islam, in a

suitable form for the guidance of Federal and

Provincial Legislatures, as be given legislative

effect.

The Commission was given a time limit of five years for

the submission of its final report which would be placed before the

Federal Legislature (National Assembly) for legislative action.

Provisions referring to Islamic principles were phrased

in such general terms (e.g. democracy, equality and freedom) that

they would be susceptible to different interpretations by the
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u1amä', modernists and secularists.	 For the 'ul&nã democracy was

synonymous with shürà.	 To modernists, it stood for the ultimate

authority of the Legislature, elected through direct adult

franchise.	 The 'ulamã'were satisfied with the incorporation of the

condition that the Head of State should be a Muslim; but the

secularists tried to satisfy non-Muslim minorities by suggesting

that the Head of State would be a nominal and symbolic head, with

real power being vested in the Cabinet to which non-Muslims could

in theory be appointed.114

Articles 197-198, ('Islamic Provisions') were no more

than promises.	 It was not certain who would control the proposed

research organisation and the Commission for the Islamisation of

Law	 Whether these institutions would be in a position to

contribute something positive remained a matter for speculation.

Much would depend upon those entrusted with the task of working the

Constitution.

4.17	 The 'U1am'and Their Parties on the 1956 Constitution

The 1956 Constitution was accepted by the 'i1amã'and their

parties,	 albeit with certain reservations. 	 The 'ulamä' were

generally happy that, after a long struggle lasting nearly a

decade, they had succeeded in securing a Constitution which paid

heed to the Islamic aspirations of the people. 	 They pointed out

the lacunae in the Constitution, their intention being to render it

more Islamic.	 A few of them went so far as to say that the

Constitution was 'Islamic'.115
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In a statement, 116 J p commented that 'the struggle

between the Islamic and anti-Islamic trends' had been 'finally and

unequivocally settled' in favour of the former.

After nearly 200 years of domination of 'Kuf.z-'
(infidelity) this is the first time that the
sovereignty of Almighty God _and the legal
supremacy of High Faith (Din) has been
acknowledged in our Constitution.. . since the
reign of Khulafä-i-Rashidin ended in 561 A.D.,
it is the first time ... that the governmental
authority of an Islamic State has passed into
the hands of the conunon people instead of royal
families.

JIP, however, deplored that the methods available to

enforce the Islamic provisions of the Constitution were 'not

commensurate with their grandeur'. JIP leaders strongly believed

that such features of the Constitution as preventive detention,

complete suspension of basic rights during an emergency, unlimited

powers of the President to promulgate Martial Law, and absolute

powers of the President to grant pardon were objectionable. 	 Under

the provisions of the Constitution, a person would be disqualified

from being a candidate in the election of the legislative bodies

for a period of five years if he had been sentenced to a term of

imprisonment of two years or more. The period of five years was to

be counted from the date of release. JIP objected to the clause as

several of its supporters were prevented from contesting the

election that was due to take place, even though they were

imprisoned on political charges, arising out of the anti-Ahmadi

riots.

The JIP statement, however, emphasised that

[a]ll these and other defects cannot constitute
sufficient or valid grounds for rejecting the
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Constitution especially as the method provided
for amending the Constitution is quite easy.

At the same time, it was made clear to the general public

that

the Constitution would produce no useful
results unless and until our entire social
set-up, with all its various components, is
morally prepared to see that the Constitution
does work as a successful Islamic Constitution
and unless our masses develop the ability to
elect the right type of persons translating it
into action.

A schism among the Deoband.i ¶jlamã' followed the adoption

of the 1956 Constitution. 	 The Deobandi 'ulamã'of JUl could not

absorb the politically effective and strong element of the

Deobandis which had been previously affiliated to JUH.	 Now that

the election was due in the near future, 200 'ulamä' of JUH

orientation held a 'West Pakistan 'Ulamä' Convention' (ultan:	 7-9

October 1956) to chalk out their political programme.	 The letter

of invitation, signed by Mawlãnã Ahmnad 'All Lahori and Mufti Mahmüd,

referred to the 1956 Constitution in the following manner:

The Constituent Assembly of Pakistan, due to
the praiseworthy efforts of the Muslim masses
in general and of the S.m1am'in particular, has
decided that no legislative body will have the
authority to enact a law repugnant to the Qurän
and the Sunnah. It is a great victory,
achieved by the religious section of society,
combating the enormous influence of rnulhi din
(the unreligious).117

The convenors of the 'West Pakistan 'Ularnä' Convention'

held the view that the modernist and secularist rulers of Pakistan

were determined to enforce secularism in the name of the Qurin and

the Sunnab.	 The coming election would be crucial for determining
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whether Pakistani society was going to be reformed on the basis of

the principles of Islam or on the Western pattern.

A new Deobandi political party 'Harkazi Jam'iyat-ul-

'Ulamä-i-Islãm Naghrabi Pakistan' (14JUIMP) was formed at the 'West

Pakistan 'Ulama Convention'. The newly formed MJUIMP drew attention

to the un-Islamic aspects of the 1956 Constitution.

In the Constitution, the non-Muslim and the
apostate have been given the right to occupy
all key posts including the post of Prime
Minister. The right of every non-Muslim or
apostate to appointment to important offices in
the judicial system - from sub-judge to the
Chief Justice -	 is enshrined in the
Constitution.	 Every Pakistani Muslim has been
permitted to be an apostate as well as to
induce others to become apostates. It is not
explicitly stated that a Qãdiyãni could not
become President.118

4.18	 The 1956 Constitution in Practice

With the promulgation of the Constitution, Iskandar

Mirzã,	 the Governor-General, was supposed to act as the

'constitutional' President of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan.

But this change did not affect his style of government. The

National Assembly (with the promulgation of the Constitution, the

existing CAP was named as such) consisted of a medley of parties,

none of which enjoyed an absolute majority. Coalition governments,

between such parties which shared no common ideological programme,

were expected to be feeble and short-lived. During the lifetime of

the 1956 Constitution (March 1956 - October 1958), four Prime

Ministers headed coalition governments. One of the ministries, led

by 1.1. Chundrigar, lasted only 55 days.	 Such an unstable
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political situation strengthened the hand of Iskandar Mirza who was

in a position to make and unmake ministries.

After the promulgation of the Constitution, the 'ulama set

their sights on the forthcoming election. 	 The West Pakistan 'Ulamã'

Convention (Multan:	 7-9 October 1956) was motivated by the single

aim of chalking out a programme for the election. JIP and NIP were

similarly negotiating with a view to forming an election alliance.

But the immediate interest of the 'u1am' lay in getting the Law

Commission (envisaged in the Constitution) established, and to

campaign for the enactment of a system of separate electorate based

on the principle of communal representation.

4.18.1	 The Law Commission

No concrete measures were initiated for more than a year

to bring into being the Law Commission as envisaged in the 1956

Constitution. JIP demanded that the Commission should be appointed

without delay and expressed some apprehension that the right

persons would be chosen.	 It appealed to the parties of the 'ulamä'

that they should take the initiative by appointing such a body

independent of the government. It would be expected to recommend

reform of the existing laws and to compile an authentic collection

of Islamic provisions in order to facilitate legislation in the

future. 119

Even though JIP's appeal bore no fruit, the pressure

generated by it led to the appointment of an 11-member Law

Commission (17 August 1957). 	 Its members included Nawlãnã Zafar
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Ahind 'iJsmãni, Mawlãnã Rãghib Ahsan, Mawlãriä Ghulãin Murshid, Mawlãnã

Amin Ahsan Islhi, and Ghulãm Ahniad Parvez.

The Government appeared to make some effort to appoint

members of the 'u1am'as well as modernists to the Law Commission.

But, in fact, it took scrupulous care to select from among the

'ulamã'those who were not bitter critics of the government, the only

exception being Mawlãnã Amin Ahsan Islhi. Though he was second

only to Mawlãn Mawdtidi in the organisation of JIP, he had parted

company with JIP (February 1957) because of his conviction that it

should not involve itself in political activities. From this

perspective, even Mawlnä Islähi could not be considered as

inimical to the government.

Both JIP and the newly formed MJUIMP were none too happy

with the composition of the Commission. How could a unanimous

report be expected from a body made up of a heterogeneous group of

'ulamä' and modernists of varying shades? No one from the ranks of

JIP, NIP and MJUIMP was appointed to the Commission. 	 The

representation of the 'ulamã four out of 11, was also considered

insufficient.	 Moreover, the inclusion of Ghulãm Abmad Parvez was

deemed to be detrimental to the interest of Islamic laws. 	 MJUIMP

put Mawlãnã Islàhi on a par with Ghulin Ahniad Parvez.t20

Ghulàm Abmad Parvez was a civil servant with AIML

leanings.	 Before partition, he worked for the ideals of AIML

through the journal Tulü1 i-Islärn (Delhi).	 Upon his retirement in

1955,	 he devoted his energies almost entirely to scholarly

pursuits.	 After experiencing various vicissitudes, he developed a

unique modernist approach to Islam which emphasised the importance
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of enforcing Quranic teachings whilst at the same time discarding

the Sunnah of the Prophet.	 He was close to the ruling elite, and

especially to the Ghul.m Muhammad, the Governor-General. 	 His

liberal approach to Islam was appreciated in a limited circle of

modern-educated people, but bitterly criticised by the 'ulamã

Ghulãm Ahinad Parvez was a prolific writer but his approach did not

manifest itself in a movement of any importance at the level of the

mass of the people.

4.18.2	 The Issue of Separate Electorate

The other issue which absorbed the attention of the 'ulamä'

was the issue of electorate.	 The electorate issue had been a

subject of controversy since long before independence.	 From the

very day of its inception, AIML stood for a separate electorate for

the Muslims; this was the main tool with which AIML was able to

forge Pakistan.	 Except during a brief spell, INC was always

opposed to the system of a separate electorate for the Muslims, but

it was compelled to reconcile itself to the constitutional reforms

enacted in 1909, 1919 and 1935. All these Acts envisaged a

separate electorate for the Muslims.121

The electorate issue remained unsolved even with the

partition of India. 	 The non-Muslim minorities in Pakistan made up

14.1 per cent of the total population. 	 In West Pakistan, the

non-Muslim minority consisted of only 2.9 per cent [1.3 per cent

Christians and 1.6 per cent Hindus (0.5 per cent Caste Hindus and

1.1 per cent Scheduled Castes)). In East Pakistan, non-Muslim

minorities constituted a sizeable segment [23.2 per cent of the

population, 22 per cent Hindus (10 per cent Caste Hindus and 12 per
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cent Scheduled Castes), and the remaining 1.2 per cent included

Christians, Buddhists and others].122

The system of separate electorate was brought into being

in Pakistan under the 1935 Act which was adopted as the

Constitution pending the promulgation of a new Constitution. 	 PNC

demanded a joint electorate in conformity with the pre-independence

policy of INC. This demand was built on a foundation of a single

undivided territorial (Pakistani) nationhood; but it cut no ice in

Pakistan because SCF favoured a separate electorate.' 23 In April

1952, CAP adopted an electoral law under which a fresh election in

East Pakistan could take place on the basis of separate electorate.

In a similar vein, the Final Report of BPC confirmed the existing

system.	 Nevertheless, during the provincial election in East

Pakistan, some parties (viz., GD and EPAL) echoed the views of PNC.

SAN of West Pakistan, was most vocal in voicing a demand for a

joint electorate. 124 The issue became a subject of major public

debate.

PML and the parties of the tulaniã'(viz., JIP, NIP, JUl and

JUP) favoured a separate electorate for Muslims. 	 PML maintained

its pre-independence stand, based on the two-nation theory. Its

representatives maintained loudly within CAP as well as on the

public platform the view that

[w]hatever the Muslims had asked for themselves
when they were in minority, they should give to
the minorities when they are in power
themselves.125

Apart from the press statements made by the 'ulamã

Mawlãnã Mawdüdi expressed himself in a well-argued article entitled
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Makhlüt Intikhãb126 ('Joint Electorate').	 He fiercely criticised

those proponents of a joint electorate who had once worked under

Jinnah' s leadership.

The protagonists of joint electorate can
say ... that the system of joint electorate was
wrong and unacceptable to Muslims in undivided
India because they were a minority vis-à-vis
the Hindus who were in an overwhelming
majority, and thus they were bound to suffer if
the system of joint electorate was introduced.
But now Muslims are in a majority in Pakistan
and the non-Muslims are a minority and thus the
system of joint electorate will be to the
advantage of the Muslims.

The protagonists of the joint electorate cannot
defend it on any other basis. This means that
they hold sheer expediency as the criterion of
right and wrong.

A thing was wrong yesterday merely because it
was detrimental to Muslim interests, just
because it was inexpedient. But today they are
prepared, nay, they insist, on adopting it
because it is consistent with their alleged
national interests!127

In Mawthidi's view, the fundamental factor that separated

various sections of Pakistani society was religion, which was

responsible for the partition of India; and, it was religion alone

which brought East and West Pakistan within the boundaries of a

single country even though they were widely separated from one

another in a geographical sense. The adoption of a joint

electorate system would weaken the religious spirit and foment the

intensification of Bengali nationalism in East Pakistan. The

electorate issue was to him, therefore, not a matter of choosing

between two systems of election but 'a matter of life and death for

the State of Pakistan'.128

During the period when the 1956 Constitution was being

drafted, the Centre was ruled by a coalition of PML and United
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Front under Chawdhari Muhammad 'Au, the Prime Minister.' 29 Whilst

the United Front depended on the support of the Hindu members of

East Pakistan Assembly in order to maintain itself in power in East

Pakistan, PML was committed to a separate electorate even though

EPAL (a component of the United Front) was opposed to it.	 That

was why the electoral issue was avoided, and it was left to the

National Assembly to decide on it 'after ascertaining the views of

Provincial Assemblies' ,130

Mawddi published another article 131 which was a

continuation of his earlier essay. His analysis suggested that the

joint electorate system would result in a setback to the

ideological integrity of the state. The parties of the Muslim

majority in East Pakistan were divided, each of them bent on

acquiring power with the support of Hindu members.	 PNC and SCF

were unanimous in their opposition to the idea of an Islamic state.

Furthermore, a joint electorate would help 'irreligious' Muslims to

enter the assemblies.

The Muslims who are irreligious and who have no
character or conscience, but whose Muslim names
can easily deceive the people, and who can be
trusted to serve the cause of Hindus more
efficiently than the Hindus themselves.
Obviously under the system of separate
electorate such like Muslims can never dream of
being elected from Muslim constituencies. But
under the system of joint electorate if even a
limited number of votes could be purchased the
remaining deficiency may be very easily filled
up by the Hindu votes, and then after being
elected to the assemblies through this method,
they would display such boldness in uprooting
the very foundations of Islam and Pakistan that
the Muslims would be horror stricken.132

Two years later JIP issued a White Paper on the Problem

of Electorates133 which tried to prove that under a	 joint
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electorate system Hindus would get 142 seats out of 310 in East

Pakistan 'either for themselves or for their nominees', as a result

of the way they were demographically distributed in the province.

The separate electorate system, by contrast, would give them only

70 seats according to their ratio in the total population.

The Provincial Assemblies of both East and West Pakistan

debated the electorate issue, as stipulated in the Constitution.

The West Pakistan Assembly recommended a separate electorate (4

August 1956).	 PML and Republican party voted for the resolution

(122 votes), with SAN and the Hindu members voting against it (10

votes). The decision of the East Pakistan Assembly was in contrast

to that of the West Pakistan Assembly. 159 members voted in favour

of joint electorate against a single vote for the opposite side,

with 84 abstentions (1 October 1956)!

It was left to the National Assembly to enact a law.

H.S. Suhrawardi had become Prime Minister (12 September 1956) of a

coalition between APAL and the Republican Party.	 A compromise

formula, endorsing the recommendations of both the West and East

Pakistan Assemblies - i.e., separate electorate for West Pakistan

and joint electorate for East Pakistan - was finally evolved and

accepted by the National Assembly by 48 votes to 19 (12 October

1956).

The 'ularnã' criticised the decision of the National

Assembly.	 JIP demanded a referendum. After a few months, H.S.

Suhrawardi succeeded in persuading the Republican Party, his

partner in power, to change its position on a separate electorate
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for West Pakistan. 	 Finally, the system of a joint electorate was

brought into force in both wings of Pakistan.

4.19	 Conclusion

In spite of internal theological differences, the 'ulamã'

behaved as one body vis-à-vis the modernists and secularists in

power throughout the process of Constitution-making. The scene was

dominated by the Sunni 'ularnã and among them by the Deohandis in

general and Mawlãn Mawdüdi of JIP in particular. There is no

doubt that the Barelwl and Ahl-i-Hadis 'ulamã' did take part, but

their role remained insignificant. 	 The participation of the Shi'ah

'ularnã' was marginal even though they stood by the Sunni 'ulamã' in

supporting the basic principles of an Islamic state. 	 Their

passivity is understandable first, due to their meagre strength in

population; and, second, due to their commitment to the

traditionally established notion of Shi'ah theology according to

which the true Islamic state would be possible only when the

Im.rn-i -Ghà'.ib reappeared.

The Sunni Deobandi concept of Shari'ah was basically legal

in character, and this concept had its roots deep in the Muslim

rule in South Asia in the past. 	 Whenever an opportunity presented

I	 -,itself for enforcing Shar.zah, the uiama were primarily concerned to

have the application of personal law according to the practice

prescribed under Shari'ah.	 They did not challenge the rules on

which the power structure of the country functioned. There is no

mention of 'ularnã's activities in the historical annals, nor is

there any specific reference to any role they may have played in

the effective enforcement of shffrá', or the reform of the feudal
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structure of the land tenure system, or the economic welfare of the

impoverished tenants, or an overall moral reformation of society.

Their concept of Sharih was so detached from the power structure

at the top that JUH, in 1920, put forward a scheme for the

enforcement of Sharih within [British) India, a secular state.

The crux of the scheme consisted of the selection by JUH of a

person, named as Amir-i-Shari'at, from the 'ulamä	 And,	 the

Amir-.i-Shari$t was to

enforce the mandates of Sharih, to establish
courts under qazis (Muslim judges) and to enjoy
powers of appointment and dismissal over the
officers, to appoint superintendents to manage
pious endowments (awqf).134

JUl's demand for the creation of a Ministry of Religious

Affairs under the Shaykh-ul-IsTh.m was no more than an echo of the

scheme adumbrated by JUH.

It was Mawlná Mawdüdi who favoured the concept of

Shari'ah, as a comprehensive model and as a way of life. 	 He had

contributed ideas on issues such as the political, economic and

social structure of Islam prior to partition. With the help of

JIP's well-knit organisation, Mawl.nà Mawdüdi was able to propagate

his views so skilfully that the 'u1amá, irrespective of their

attitude to him as a person, were influenced. 	 The entire gamut of

the constitutional schemes and responses of the 'ulamà' bear the

unmistakable imprint of Mawdiidi's thinking.

In a sense, the 'ulami'were not directly involved in the

process of Constitution-making, for the simple reason that the task

of framing the Constitution was not entrusted to them. 	 By dint of

their learning and scholarship in Islainics, they claimed their
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right	 not to be neglected.	 During the period	 of

Constitution-making (1947-56), the influence that they exercised

over the Constitution-makers, CAP and the political leadership, had

its ups and downs.	 During the period 1947-54 the 'ulamä' were

considerably more influential than during the subsequent two

years.	 These were the seven years when PML exercised complete

political control at the Centre. 	 Under its regime, the 'ulamä' of

JUl who had been its allies during the struggle for Pakistan

enjoyed considerable respect even though PML's attitude towards an

Islamic state had a distinctively cosmetic side to it. 	 The

adoption of the Objectives Resolution, 1949, the formation of BTI,

the postponement of the Interim Re port of BPC, and the draft

Constitution of 1954, represented aspects of Pakistan politics that

bore the influence of the 'u1amä The direct involvement of the

civil administration and the military in the 'Cabinet of Talents'

marked the beginning of the decline of the 'ulamã"s influence.	 The

secularist voice had become powerful, even though the balance

continued to remain in the hands of the modernists who were largely

drawn from the leadership of PML. 	 The 1956 Constitution, which

largely	 embodied the modernist approach, 	 carried	 due

acknowledgement of the aspirations of the 1amã'.

The 1956 Constitution would, inevitably, be put to its

final real test in the general election that was expected to follow

its promulgation. It severely limited the powers of the President,

the Head of State.	 This was not to the liking of Iskandar Mirzã,

the then President. The election, due to take place under the new

Constitution was, in the event, repeatedly postponed mainly because

the President was not confident that he would continue to remain in

power after a general election.	 Iskandar Mirzã,	 therefore,
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invented a new form of democracy, which he termed a 'controlled

democracy', under the rule of 'one good strong man'.135

The antagonism between the rival political parties

provided the excuse that Iskandar Mirzä needed to wind up the

constitutional structure.	 On 7 October 1958, he declared Martial

Law.	 Whatever had been achieved by the 'ularnã'in the form of the

1956 Constitution was thus wrecked by a single stroke of the pen of

the secularist administrator-turned-politician who was the Head of

State of Pakistan at a crucial juncture in its history.
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CHAPTER 5

THE ROLE OF ISLAMIC MODERNISM

General Muhammad Ayüb Khãn 1 seized power through a coup

d'etat, much publicised as a revolution, and ruled Pakistan for

little more than ten years. 	 The general approach to politics of

Muhammad Ayüb Khãn's authoritarian paternalistic regime differed

markedly from those of the preceding 11 years of parliamentary rule

(1947-1958).	 The regime seemed to be mainly concerned with the

maintenance of political stability which was deemed to be essential

for economic growth and for the realisation of its ideology.

Elections to the legislatures on the basis of adult franchise were

discontinued. Muiammad Ayüb Khãn obtained a vote of confidence

from an easily manoeuvrable electoral college under the Martial

Law.	 A Constitution embodying a presidential form of government

was brought into force in 1962. 	 Political stability was

constitutionally assured in the person of the President, who was to

be	 elected by an electoral college for a fixed term. 	 With his

enormous powers, the President was now in a position to rule as he

deemed fit, invoking his commitment to the uplift of the nation.

The coup d'ótat was justified on the grounds that the

political condition of the country had reached its nadir under the

previous regime.	 Iskandar Mirzã justified the proclamation of

Martial Law in order to end the

ruthless struggle for power, corruption and
shameful exploitation of ... masses, the lack
of decorum and the prostitution of Islam for
political ends2
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by the politicians, who, in the eyes of the Chief Martial Law

Administrator (CMLA) were 'self-seekers' bent upon 'barter[ing]'

the country away for their 'personal gains'.3

Muhammad Ayüb Khan had developed a dislike for

politicians during his attachment in an advisory capacity to the

Punjab Boundary Force (1-29 August 1947) on behalf of Pakistan.4

He could not satisfy the politicians, some of whom even went so far

as to demand his removal or dismissal.5

Muhammad Ayüb Khãn also disliked those among the 'u1am'

'who were openly engaged in politics'. He firmly believed that the

role of the 'ularnä'was to 'serve the community by teaching the Quran

and propagating the message of Islam in a selfless, humble and

devoted manner'. 6 Muhammad Ayüb Khãn's understanding of the

message of Islam was reflected in his speeches and statements.

Addressing the convocation ceremony of Dãr-ul-4Jlüm-ul-Islämiyyah

(Tando Allah Yar, Sind:	 3 May 1959), which was well attended by

the leading Deobandi 'u1amã', he stated that Islam was originally 'a

dynamic and progressive movement' which reshaped the entire pattern

of life. But

with the passage of time, the Muslims at large
sought to concentrate more on the dogmatic
aspects of Islam and less on its inherent
greatness as a movement ... Gradually those who
looked forward to progress and advancement came
to be regarded as disbelievers and those who
looked backward were considered devout Muslims

It is a great injustice to both life and
religion to impose on twentieth-century man the
condition that he must go back several
centuries in order to prove his bonafides as a
true Muslim.8
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The views expressed by Sayyid Abinad Khãn's spiritual

disciple contained an indication of what the state had in store for

the 'ulamã'under the new regime. Throughout his address, Muhammad

Ayub Khãn spoke about the ideals of Islam without mentioning the

words Qurn and Sunnah!

Muhammad Ayüb Khãn's regime attempted to enforce a form

of Islam in conformity with his cherished ideals. This was clearly

in conflict with the 'ulamä's understanding of Islam. The 'ulamã'

persistently attacked the regime from their vantage point as

traditional clergy.	 The regime responded with measures calculated

to curtail their power base and influence on the masses.

Apart from the contrast in approach between the regime

and the ¶1ainã'on a general level, the specific issues dividing the

two sides which surfaced during MuhalTunad Ayüb Khàn's regime

constitute the subject matter of this chapter.

5.1	 Pre-emptive Strike Against Politicians and the '(llama'

Muhammad Ayüb Khn adopted a policy of keeping

politicians and the 'ulama' out of the political arena. Under the

Public Offices (Dis qualification) Order (PODO) and the kcted

Bodies (Disqualification) Order (EBDO), promulgated in March and

August 1959 respectively, all the prominent politicians of the

parliamentary era, with a few exceptions, were thrown out of

political arena.9

Unlike the politicians, the ilamã' had never held public

offices nor had they been members of elected bodies.	 Their power
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rested in the religious institutions - mosques, madrasahs and

shrines.	 The 'z1am.'from West Pakistan were more articulate than

their counterparts in East Pakistan; they were thus in a stronger

position to air their views against the political establishment

during the parliamentary era.	 The Martial Law regime issued the

West Pakistan WagE Properties Ordinance, 1959 with the aim of

undercutting the political influence of the plrs and the 'ulamã

Under the provision of the Ordinance, the government took over the

control and management of mosques, shrines and other properties

whose original endowment had been exclusively in the cause of

religion.	 The underlying motives of the Ordinance can be gauged

from the book Ideology of Pakistan. 10 Muhammad Ayub Rhan

contributed a Preface to the book. 	 The author suggested the

establishment of a Ministry of Awqãf (Endowments) as

the remedy for the paralysing influence of the
Nulla and the Fir over the rural and urban
masses of Islam. Unless and until the Mulla
and the Fir are excluded from our religious
life, there is no likelihood of the successful
dissemination of enlightenment, liberalism and
a meaningful and vital faith among the people
of Pakistan.11

The West Pakistan WagE Properties Ordinance, 1959 was

then superseded by a similar Ordinance in 1961 under which the

Awqaf Department of the West Pakistan Government became more

effective.	 The resources of the Awqãf Department were channelled

into propagating the image of Mubammad Ayüb Khn as the great

servant of Islam. A special academy was established with the aim

of training the 'ulaniä'who were affiliated to the mosques under the

management of the Awqäf Department. The 'UlamãAcademy (Lahore) was

given the remit of modernising the outlook of the 'ulamã' so that

they could become effective propagandists of the government's
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religious policies. Jãmih 'Abbäsiyyah (Bahawaipur	 a religious

seminary, was converted into Jàmiah Izlãatyyah (9 October 19d3 and

placed under the Awqif Department. Its ob)ective was to train

scholars of Islam who could

prove the everlasting and true principles of
Islam, as such, by applying them to the needs
and requirements of the present day.12

Other than the 'Ulamã' Academy and Jä-iniah Islaiiyyah 499

shrines, mosques and other properties were managed by the Aqaf

Department as at 1968.13

5.2	 Nizjn-u1-'U1amá'(Order of the 'U1am	 (NTJ)

Political parties were banned under the Martial Law.

Nevertheless, the ularna organised themselves under the cover f

purely religious organisations. They continued to use th ir

religious institutions in the usual manner. The Deobandi'ulamã of

MJUIMP established the Nizãin-ul1Ilamã'(Multan: May 1959) with

Nawlãnä Ahinad 'Ali as its amir. NU soon started to raise demands

for the enforcement of Shari'ah.14

The Deoband.i 'ularnä' formed a federation of .Deoba.ndi

madrasahs in order to counter the threat of their madrasahs being

absorbed in the Awqaf Department. Though such a threat did

persist, the Awqäf Department was in no position to manage hundr ds

of madrasahs all over the country. In spite of the tempting

stipends that it provided and the recognition that its degre

enjoyed [i.e., equivalent to NA] Jämi tah IsTh.miyyah (Bahawalpur)

could not rival the topmost madrasahs of Karachi.
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5.3	 Basic Democracies and the Vote of Confidence for C}ILA

After taking the necessary steps for weeding out

potential opponents, Muhammad Ayüb Khn turned to building a

support base for his regime that was separate from the military. A

scheme of local governments, known as 'Basic Democracies' 1 was

introduced (27 October 1959). It was designed as an effective tool

of economic growth and modernisation under the guidance of the

civil administration. 15 80,000 members of the hierarchy of Basic

Democracies (i.e., the Basic Democrats) (BDs), equally dIvided

between East and West Pakistan, were to be elected through adult

franchise up a vertical scale from the grassroots.

No indication was given at the time the new Scheme was

introduced that BDs would also perform the role of members of an

electoral college, responsible for the election of the President

and members of the legislatures.' 6 According to him

[t]here is no set pattern of democracy that can
be applied to every country without
modification. 17

In his view, some modification was required in the case

of Pakistan.	 '[Al college of people' should be elected on the

basis of adult franchise, and the college would 'in turn elect

members of the Provincial and Central Legislatures'.'8

Even though the coup d'etat of 7 October 1958 had been

legitimised (26 October 1958) by a majority judgment of the Supreme

Court of Pakistan [State v. Dosso],19 Muhammad Ayüb Khän was

interested in having a political stamp as well.	 He (as CHLA)
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removed President Iskandar Mirzä from office (27 October 1958), and

made himself President.

With the completion of the election to Basic Democracies

(January 1960)	 conducted under the aegis of the civil

administration and without the participation of political parties,

a vote of confidence was sought from the newly elected BD5 in the

form of a response to the following direct question:

Have you confidence in the President, Field
Marshal Muhammad Ayüb Khãn HPK HJ?2°

95.6 per cent of the votes were in the affirmative. 21 Three days

later (17 February 1960), Nuliammad Ayüb Khãn was sworn in as the

elected President of Pakistan.

5.4	 The Constitution Commission of 1960

On the day Muhammad Ayüb Khãn took the oath as elected

President,	 he announced the appointment of a Constitution

Commission, headed by Muhammad Shahãb-ud-din (1895-1971), a retired

Chief Justice of Pakistan.	 The Constitution Commission was

expected

1. 'to examine the progressive failure of parliamentary

government in Pakistan. . . and to determine the causes

and the nature of failure';

2. 'to consider how best the said or like causes may be

identified and their recurrence prevented';

3. 'to submit constitutional proposals in the form of a

report' for democratic institutions that would be
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adaptable to 'changing circumstances and based on

Islamic principles', 	 and would contribute	 to

'national unity and a firm and stable system of

government' 22

The Constitution Commission did not include a single 'aiim

amongst its members. 	 In a joint statement, the leaders of NU

criticised the composition of the Commission, questioning the

credibility of its members with respect to their commitment to the

Qurän and the Sunnah. 23 	 NU suggested the inclusion of four

Deobandi 'uiamä! (Mawlaira Shams-ul-Haq Afghani, Mawlãna Muhammad

Yüsuf Binnawri, Mawlna Ihtishãm-ul-Haq Thnwi, and Mufti Muhammad

Shaf I") in the Constitution Commission.	 But its proposal was

ignored by the government.

The Constitution Commission started its work on 19 March

1960, with the circulation of a 41-item questionnaire among

prominent individuals and various non-political organisations.

5.4.1	 The Views of the 'Ulama'on Constitutional Issues

19 'uianra24 who had been previously associated with one or

other of the political parties of the 'uiamá' met to consider the

questionnaire issued by the Constitution Commission (Lahore: 5-6

May 1960). They unanimously took the view that

[e]ver since the creation of Pakistan the
parliamentary pattern of government has never
been established in this country. Therefore
the question of its failure or otherwise does
not arise at all. Parliamentary democracy does
not merely mean governing a country through
ministries; its essence lies in the fact that
the people should possess and exercise real
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power; they should elect and change their
representatives as they like; and the elected
representatives of the people should run the
governmental machinery. 	 In Pakistan the power

has not till this day reached the people of
the country. Neither have they ever been
allowed to elect their representatives for the
exercise of such power, nor have they even for
a single day had the opportunity ... to make
and change a government of their own free will.

The General Elections which were going to be
held in February 1959, must take place, in a
free and impartial manner ... The task of
making a Constitution, if considered necessary,
should be left to the elected representatives
of the people.

• . . Both the presidential form of the government
and the parliamentary pattern are lawful in
Islam. The question as to which form out of
the two we should adopt depends on which one of
them is more suitable to our circumstances.

• . .Whatever political training our people have
had, has been in accordance with ... the
parliamentary pattern of the government. 	 On
the other hand,	 the presidential form of
democracy is entirely new to this country.

For the stability of a democratic system of
government in this country, three things are
necessary: firstly, free and impartial
elections; secondly, democracy being given a
chance of free development by experience; and
thirdly the Services fully realising that
neither is this nation a minor nor have they
been appointed its guardians.

Of	 all	 possible forms	 of	 suffrage,
comparatively the best one with minimum defects
is the adult suffrage •.. the method of
indirect elections and electoral colleges is
the worst possible method under conditions
prevailing in our country; the reason being
that it is much easier to win over a limited
number of votes by bribery, undue influence or
intimidation as compared with thousands of
votes spread over a large constituency.

The principle of joint electorates is in
conflict with the fundamental ideology of
Pakistan and has the effect of poison for the
country.

The	 Preamble and Directive 	 Principles
incorporated in the late Constitution are
extremely necessary.	 No change therein can be
accepted.
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The legislature should be formed according to
the provisions of the late Constitution.

What they [the people of Pakistan] desire is to
make Pakistan a full-fledged Islamic State and
for this purpose the minimum that can satisfy
them is that clauses 24 to 26, 28 to 30, 32(2)
197 and 198 should be kept intact as they were
incorporated in the late Constitution.

It is not enough merely to provide in the
Constitution that no law shall be enacted which
is repugnant to the injunctions of Islam as
laid down in the Holy Qurän and Sunnah. It
should be positively provided that the primary
and chief source of the law of the country
would be the Holy Qurn and the Sunna.25

NU dissociated itself from the meeting of the 19 'u1amã

even though the Deoband.i 'ulamä' were prominent among the

participants (constituting about 1/3 of the total number). 	 NU

prepared its own response to the questionnaire of the Constitution

Commission. The gist of the views expressed by NU was as follows:

Corrupt leadership in power was responsible for
the failure of democracy in the country. Both
the parliamentary and presidential forms of
democracy must be rejected. An Islamic form of
government,	 consisting of a Najlis-i-shürà
(Advisory Council),	 headed by an inir is
required. The Amir is accountable to the shura
for his actions. 	 The Am.ir is entrusted with
wide powers to exercise. 	 The Federal
structure, constitution of the Election
Commission and such other important issues are
to be decided by the 34m1r with consultation of
shüra'.

Women and non-Muslims should not be entrusted
judicial functions. The religious non-Muslim
minorities be given the rights as enjoined by
the SharThh. Qad.iyãnis be declared a
non-Muslim minority. The observance of 'äshUrah
(anniversary of the martyrdom of Husayn) by
Sh.ihs be confined to the precincts of
.imãmbarahs (places meant for functions
connected with 'äshürah) and the Christian
missionaries' propaganda be prohibited.26
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5.4.2	 Rift among the 'Ularnã

The dissociation of MU from the 19 'u1am' represented a

significant development. It had been caused mainly by the

hostility of the Deobandi faction towards JIP, under the influence

of Mawlãn Husayn Ahxnad Madanl. Dozens of books and tracts of a

polemical nature were published by the Deobandi 'ularnaT refuting

Nawdüdi's theological thought.

The 19 'ularnä' were clear in their response to the

questionnaire of the Constitution Coimuission. They pleaded for the

continuation of the parliamentary form of government; they insisted

that the Islamic provisions, incorporated into the 1956

Constitution in response to their demands, should be retained. 	 By

contrast, NU's response was not strictly confined to the issues

raised by the Constitution Commission. Under the garb of a

rhetoric in favour of a pure Islamic form of government, Nil

advocated what was in effect a presidential form. Nil, representing

as it did the religious concerns of the Sunnis, demanded

restrictions on the observance of 'ãshurah by the Shi'ahs, and a ban

on the activities of Christian missionaries.

5.5	 The Muslim Family Laws Ordinance (MFLO)

Whilst the Constitution was still in the process of being

formulated, an important development took place which brought the

'ulamaT'into direct confrontation with the regime, viz., the Muslim

Family Laws Ordinance (MFLO) (announced on 2 March 1961), followed

by its promulgation on 15 July 1961.
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MFLO was based on the recommendations of a Commission on

Marriage and Family Laws, appointed during the regime of Prime

Minister Muhammad 'All Bogra (4 August 1955) in response to an

agitation launched by the All-Pakistan Women's Association (APWA)27

against his second marriage in the presence of his first wife.

5.5.1	 The 'Report of the Commission on Marriage and Family

Laws'

The Commission on Marriage and Family Laws consisted of

six modern educated members and one 'aiim (Mawlãnã Iitishâm-ul-Haq).

Its terms of reference were as follows:

Do the existing laws governing marriage,
divorce, maintenance and other ancillary
matters among Muslims require modification in
order to give women their proper place in
society according to the fundamentals of
Is lam?28

After long deliberation, the Commission recommended

certain measures aimed at discouraging polygamy, tightening up the

divorce procedure, acknowledging the wife's right to divorce,

registering all the marriages and divorces with local government

institutions, and fixing the girl's age of consent at a minimum of

16 years.

These recommendations, however solid, did not rest upon

the injunctions of the Qurän and the Sunnah.	 The Report of the

Commission appeared to be a summing up of the modernist approach to

a vital aspect of Islam.	 The compilers of the Report were no

different from general moderniats who, in Fazl-ur-Rahmãn's view,
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concocted 'novel interpretations of the Qurãn which often conflict

with both history and Arabic grammar'.29

Mawlãnã Itish.m-ul-Haq wrote a note of dissent.

According to him, the selection of the members of the Commission

was

most disappointing and surprising ... [They
had] neither the detailed knowledge of Islamic
teachings and injunctions nor [were] they
versed in the interpretation and application of
those laws.30

But with such poor background, each member of the Commission with

the sole exception of the Mawlán himself, 'assumed the position of

an expert authority on SharThh'.31

Mawlánã	 Ihtishm-ul-Hag dismissed	 the	 Report's

interpretation of	 injunctions of Islam as	 'childish and

ridiculous'. After discussing the whole report, point by point, he

concluded that

[t]his Report,... from every point of view,
religious or intellectual, deserves complete
rejection. 32

When the Report was finally published, it was strongly

condemned by the 'u1am'belonging to all schools of thought in

Pakistan. 33	The government was compelled to shelve it.

APWA believed that Muhammad Ayüb Khân was a modernist

under whom laws which could not be passed due to religious affront

could be enacted.	 No resistance to any law, unacceptable to the

'ulamä', was expected as long as Martial Law prevailed.
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5.5.2	 MFLO: Its Political Impact

MPLO contained four major provisions: 	 succession

compulsory registration of marriages; restriction on polygamy and

regulation of divorce procedures.

MFLO provided a share for orphan grandchildr n fro the

inheritance of their grandfather, equal to the share their father

or mother would have received if he had. been alive. 34 It was

against the ijmãof Shi.h and Sunni jurists alike. According to

them, if a grandfather dies, the inheritance will be distributed

among his living sons and daughters; the children of any of his

deceased ons or daughters will have nothing from his inheritanc

According to the basic principle on which the inheritance law is

based,

A nearer in kinship excludes the remoter from
the inheritance.35

The registration of marriages, solemnised under Islamic

practice, was made compulsory under MFLO. Whoever contrav ned the

provision was liable to punishment.

A lengthy procedure for a second polygamous marriage was

laid down. A man wishing to undergo a second marriage was supposed

to submit an application to this effect to the Chairman of the

Union Council/Union Committee. 36 	In it he was expected to state

the reason for the second marriage. After receiving such an

application, the Chairman of the Union Council/Union Committee

would ask the present wife or each of the present wives to nominate

her/their representative(s). 	 The Chairman of the Union Council!
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Union Committee would then be the Chairman of an Arbitration

Council consisting of the representative(s) of the present

wife/wives and the applicant.	 The Arbitration Council had the

powers to decide whether the proposed marriage was just and

necessary; and it would record the reasons for arriving at its

decision.	 Either of the parties, i.e. the applicant or present

wife/wives, had the right to appeal against the decision of the

Arbitration Council to the Collector.

The 'izlamà'held that HFLO envisaged polygamy as something

obnoxious in itself, which could be allowed only in exceptional

cases. Islam does not accept this notion which is totally alien to

it.	 Islam allows polygamy and it has been practised since the

lifetime of the Prophet. There are no grounds in the Qurãn and the

Sunnah to support the procedure prescribed in MFLO. 	 It is up to

the individual to decide whether polygamous marriage is a necessity

for him or not.

MFLO regulated the procedure of divorce.	 A person who

wanted to divorce his wife must, as early as possible after the

pronouncement of talãq (divorce), give the Chairman of his Union

Council/Union Committee notice in writing of his having done so.

The talãq would not be effective until the expiry of 90 days from

the day on which notice of it was delivered to the Chairman of the

Union Council/Union Committee. 	 The Chairman, upon receipt of the

notice, would constitute an Arbitration Council aimed at bringing

about a reconciliation between the parties. If a reconciliation

was effected, the pronouncement of talaq by the husband would

automatically become ineffective.
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The process of talñq was prescribed in view of the

practice that divorce was unilaterally exercised by the man in

Muslim society.	 Its aim was to minimise the number of broken

families.

The 'ulamã' held that the procedure supported by MFLO

regarding talãq was repugnant to the QuraTh and the Sunnah.

MFLO was promptly attacked by the 1ama A day after its

announcement, Mawlãn Mawdüdi was asked, at the end of one of his

religious talks at a public meeting, to give his views on the

Islamicity of MFLO. The questioner reminded him of the saying of

the Prophet that 'the greatest form of jihãd is to express truth

before a tyrant ruler'.

Mawlnã Mawdüdi told the gathering that

power sometimes makes people corrupt. A person
who has usurped power may consider himself an
authority on each and everything, 	 He may
assume himself to be a mujtahid.	 MFLO
constitutes an open refutation of the Islamic
injunctions. Some people may think that
Martial Law is the best time to implement such
Ordinances, since no one would dare to speak
against it. I assure you that I would raise my
voice and use all the resources at my disposal
against

Mawlànã MawthHi's pen was his major weapon of attack.

He wrote a critique of MFLO which he invited the 'izlarnâ'to discuss.

50 'u1am'from East and West Pakistan met (Lahore: 13 March 1961)

and approved Mawdüdl's critique of MFLO with minor amendments.

Similar critiques were issued by a total of another 209 'u1aa.
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NU in a separate meeting (Lahore: 24-25 April 1961) also

declared MFLO against Sharish.	 Similarly Hufti Muhammad Shaf I'
requested Muhammad Ay'üb Khan not to promulgate MFLO due to its

repugnance to the injunctions of Sharih.40

In spite of the 'u1arnä's concerted opposition, Mutiammad

Ayb Khãn promulgated MFLO. Undoubtedly, he took a bold step in a

crusading spirit. He had a sense of pride when he replied to Nufti

Muhammad Shaf that previous governments could not take action on

the Report of the Commission on Marriage and Family Laws 'on

account of narrow political expediencies t , but

so far as I am concerned, I do not place
temporary expediencies over and above the needs
of basic reforms.41

Due to the criticism of the iziamã the effectiveness of

MFLO in the countryside is patchy. People know that though defying

it may constitute a breach of the law of the land, it is not a sin.

5.6	 The 1962 Constitution

Muhammad Ayüb Khãn had strong views on specific aspects

of the Constitution.	 He was eager to put them into practice.

Apart from his 1954 memorandum to which reference has already been

made, he also issued a Presidential Directive to the governors of

the provinces and ministers entitled Outline of Our Future

Constitution (15 March 1959).42 He was frankly opposed to a future

Constitution advocating the parliamentary system of government.

Against a background of Muhammad Ayüb Khãn's preference

for a presidential system, a debate ensued on the virtues of the
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Merican political and conStitutional syt in wic oimter

politicians and the uiaaà.' al&ke advocated a parliamentary system

for the reason that it was Coparatively 'easily understandable

simple and less expensive'.43

The Constitution Commission, however,	 gest	 a

presidential form of government, with an appropj	 syst	 of

checks and balances to safeguard the executive agay autocratic

abuse of power. Not all the different points of the Report of the

Constitution Commission were equally acceptable t Mhammad Ayüb

Khãn. Be appointed two special committees - one chaired by LA.

Farüqi, the Cabinet Secretary, and the other by Manziir Qãdir, the

Foreign Minister. Mutiammad Ayüb Khãn made detailed comments on the

Report for the 'guidance of the committee(s)'. 44 Be claimed that

if there is anyone who should have an overall
view of the conditions and problems of Pakistan
it was me.45

The deliberations of neither committee were made public

though they contributed to the final shaping of the Constitution.

What emerged from this process was widely at variance with the

spirit underlying the Report of the Constitution Commission.46

The Constitution which was promulgated with effect from

1. March 1962, bore the stamp of Muhammad Ayiib Khãn's personal

views. He referred to the 1962 Constitution as 'his' constitution,

based on his

wide study, deep and prolonged thought and a
burning desire to help the people in building
the country into a sound, vigorous, progressive
and a powerful state.47
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The 1962 Constitution was neither presidential nor

parliamentary in form, 	 and neither federal nor unitary in

character.	 It projected a President who was all-powerful, a

one-house National Assembly rather weak and without any political

party being present in it, and a Supreme Court with its powers

severely curtailed. 	 Chawdari Muhammad 'Au	 described the

government enshrined in the 1962 Constitution as 'a government of

the President, by the President, and for the President'.48

The Islamic provisions of the 1962 Constitution were

included in the form of a preamble setting out the Objectives

Resolution (1949) with but slight changes.	 A set of 21 Policy

Principles was laid down.	 It was expected that 'each organ and

authority of the State' and 'each person performing functions on

behalf of an organ or authority of the State' 49 should follow the

Policy Principles. 	 However, any law in force, not in keeping with

these principles, was not open to question.5°

The first Policy Principle ran thus:

The Muslims of Pakistan should be enabled,
individually and collectively, to order their
lives in accordance with the fundamental
principles and basic concepts of Islam, and
should be provided with facilities whereby they
may be enabled to understand the meaning of
life according to those principles and
concepts. 51

The strengthening and preservation of bonds of unity with

Muslim countries, the elimination of riM from the economy, and the

discouragement of the consumption of alcohol were guaranteed.
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The 1962 Constitution envisaged the establishment of two

Islamic institutions,	 viz., the Advisory Council of Islamic

Ideology (ACII) and the Islamic Research Institute (IRI).

ACI1's remit was to

make recommendations to the Central Government
and the Provincial Governments as to means of
enabling and encouraging the Muslims of
Pakistan to order their lives in all respects
in accordance with the principles and concepts
of Islam.52

IRI's remit was to

undertake Islamic Research and instruction in
Islam for the purpose of assisting in the
reconstruction of Muslim society on a truly
Islamic basis.53

The official name of the country was changed from 'The

Islamic Republic of Pakistan'	 (as suggested in the	 1956

Constitution) to the 'Republic of Pakistan'. 	 In another deviation

from the 1956 Constitution, the Repugnancy Clause was reworded.54

The 1962 Constitution simply provided that

[nb law should be repugnant to Islam.55

5.6.1	 Criticism of the 1962 Constitution b y the rUlamä,

The 'ulamã' described the 1962 Constitution	 as

disappointing and unsatisfactory from the standpoint of democracy

and Islam. 56	The exclusion of fundamental rights from the

operative section of the 1962 Constitution, the concentration of

power in the hands of the President, the provisions relating to the

indirect election of the President and the legislatures, the system
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of joint electorate, and the non-permissibility of political

parties were singled out as the main objectionable features of the

Constitution.

With reference to provisions of a specially Islamic

nature, the change in the official name of the State and the

wording of the Islamic clauses, were criticised. The qualifying

phrase of Islam (i.e. the Quran and the Sunnah) was no longer a

part of the Repugnancy Clause. In the view of the 'ulamã the legal

authority of the Sunnah would be adversely affected and the

modernists' ijtihãd, neglecting the Sunnah, would shatter the

established form of Sharih.

The 1956 Constitution had provided that gambling,

consumption of alcohol, and prostitution would be forbidden or

'prevented'. But in the 1962 Constitution, the word 'prevent' was

replaced by the much less strong word 'discourage'. Similarly in

the Repugnancy Clause, 'shall' was replaced by 'should', which

lacked force.

The 'u1am' believed that the usefulness of ACII was in

direct proportion to the extent to which the correct method of

selection of members was followed. They expressed the view that

reputed 'ularnä' should be taken on ACII.

When	 the 'ularaã' raised their voice	 against	 the

undemocratic and un-Islamic character of the 1962 Constitution, the

regime carried out propaganda to the effect that people from all

walks of life, including the 'ula.mã had warmly accepted the 1962

Constitution.	 A deputation of the 'z1am.'stage-managed a visit to
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the President. Thl came a cropper with Mawlãnã Ghulmullãh Rhn

the outstanding 'aiim of the deputation, saying a few days later at

an 'Id Congregation (8 March 1962) that in fact he bad not

congratulated the President on his Constitution, which in his

opinion was not up to the mark from an Islamic point of view.57

5.7	 The Revival of Political Parties

The promulgation of the 1962 Constitution was followed by

election to National and Provincial Assemblies (April-}lay 1962).

Though the election was held in the absence of political parties,

the composition of the National Assembly was not very different

from that of CAPs of the parliamentary era. Important zamindãrs

occupied 70 seats in a house of 156. Their relative strength was

even greater in the West Pakistan Provincial Assembly (76 out of a

total of 155 members). The ban on political activity had, in a

way, helped the important zamindärs to appeal to Bbs on the basis

of barãdari linkages; and, of course 1 money also figured

prominently in the winning of election.

Soon after the election, groups began to emerge among the

members of the National Assembly (MNAs). On 8 June 1962 the

National Assembly met; the Martial Law was lifted. Nuliammad Ayüb

Khn, the President, in a speech to the National Assembly,

expressed his dislike of political parties; but, he desired to have

a 'group of determined and patriotic men' inspired by his 'aims and

ideas', in the National Assembly. And he did not face

disappointment. The overwhelming majority of KNAs readily accepted

him as their political guide.
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5.7.1	 Passage of The Political Parties Act (PPA) 1962

Members of the National Assembly who had been elected

under the scheme of basic democracies convinced Muhammad Ayüb Khãn

that he should change his views on the role of political parties.

They argued that they would be able to support him more effectively

if they formally belonged to a party led by him. 	 It was in such a

perspective that the Political Parties Act (PPA) was enacted (15

July 1962).

5.7.2	 Reorganisation of Political Parties

With the passage of PPA, the political parties of the

pre-1958 coup d'etat era resumed their activities.	 JIP was the

first among these to reorganise itself (17 July 1962). 	 Its

organisation or leadership had not suffered during the period of

Martial Law (8 October 1958 - 8 June 1962). An announcement by

Mawlanã Mawdüd[,	 its amir, set the party on its path to

fully-fledged activity.

NIP was revived (6 August 1962) soon after JIP reswLed

its political existence. It held an All-Pakistan Convention

(Dacca: 12-13 January 1963) at Which Chawjxj Muha=aad Au was

elected President and Farid Ahxnad, the former General secretary

was confirmed in the same office.

The Veohandi izlamã' had had two organisations - Jflfl am

MJUIHP - prior to the 1958 coup d'etat, The leaders of the former

did not reorganise. MJUIMP, however, reaumd its çolitical lif_ 4

August 1962) under the chairmanship of Kavlánà .u11 Itarä zt
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Mawlnã Ahinad'Ali, the erstwhile amlr, had died before PPA was

enacted. Mawlãnã Ghuläin Ghaws Hazãrwi continued to function as the

General Secretary of the party.

MJUIMP resolved to extend its activities to East

Pakistan.	 The party was accordingly renamed (from Markaz

Ja.rniyat-u1-'U1amä-i-Is1am	 Ma ghri hi	 Pakistan	 (MJUIMP)
	

to

Jamyat-u1-'U1ana-i-Is.Zärn Pakistan (JUIP)] •58

JUP had been inactive even before the 1958 coup d'etat.

The death of Mawlãnã Sayyid Abul Hasanat, its amir (1961), caine as

an additional blow to its activities. Mawlânã 'Abdul H.inid

Badãyuni, its other prominent figure, joined ACII as a salaried

member.	 After the passage of PPA, JUP was revived; but, it

continued to be on the periphery of political activity.

RP, PML, APAL and NAP were the parties which had come

together in short-lived coalition governments during the

parliamentary era.	 RP, which had been formed on the initiative of

Iskandar Mirz who was subsequently removed from the political

scene, simply faded away. PML split into two factions.	 The

supporters of Muhammad Ayüb Kha.n in the legislatures were generally

affiliated to PML, and wished to make it the ruling party.	 The

constitution of PML, in force prior to the coup d'etat, was

explicit on the matter of the 'Council' of the party being the only

authoritative organ responsible for making policy decisions. A

piquant situation developed in the aftermath of the election when

the supporters of Muhammad AyUb Khn in the National Assembly made

unsuccessful overtures to the members of the Council of PML (which

had passed into temporary legal oblivion under the Martial Law) to
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bring the party as a whole under the leadership of Muhammad Ayüb

Khãn.	 Subsequently the supporters of Muhammad Ayüb Khãn held a

convention of Muslim League workers (Karachi: 4-5 September 1962).

Though the convention was 'not representative' of PML opinion, a

number of speeches were made at it and a new constitution of PML

was passed.	 The party was thus given artificial political

respiration.

The opponents of the Karachi convention held a meeting of

the party's councillors (Dacca: 27 October 1962).	 Measured in

terms of the persons who attended, this convention was more

representative of PML opinion than the Karachi convention, at the

conclusion of which the party was revived with Khawjah

Názim-ud-din as its President.	 Between the Karachi convention and

the Dacca convention, two PLMS emerged - the new-f angled PML

(Convention) and the resurgent PML (Councillors).

Both factions claimed to be the legitimate successors of

the League which had once been led in its undivided form by

Qã'id-i-dzam Muhammad li Jinnãh. The social composition of the two

factions was practically identical.

Contrary to his statements, Muhammad Ayüb Khãn joined PML

as a 'two-nn member' and accepted the invitation to become the

head of the party (24 December 1963).

Husayn Shahid Suhrawardi, the leader of APAL, was against

the idea of reorganising the party. He was interested in enlisting

broader support of individuals and parties for the democratisation

of the 1962 Constitution.	 He formed the National Democratic Front
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(NDF) (4 October 1962). Some of the PML old guards (East Pakistan)

led by Nür-ul-Amin, joined NDF. 	 Eminent politicians of West

Pakistan such as Mawlãnã Mawdüdi, Miyan Mumtãz Muhammad Khãn

Dawltänah, Sardãr Bandur Khãn and many others supported NDF.

During the lifetime of Suhrawardi (d. 5 December 1963), NDF

constituted a real force in East Pakistan.

Suhrawardi's death was followed by a change in the

political attitude of his lieutenants.	 The erstwhile Working

Committee of the West Pakistan 'Awämi League favoured the revival

of the party. Its leaders in East Pakistan were, however, divided.

'Atãur Rahmãn, the former East Pakistan Chief Minister, stuck to

NDF's position, while Shaykh Mujibur Rahinan, the former Secretary

of APAL, announced its reorganisation (25 January 1965).

MawThnã 'Abdul Hainid Khãn Bhäshni, the chief of NAP,

joined NDF and worked with Suhrawardi to mobilise support for the

democratisation of the 1962 Constitution. 	 After Suhrawardj's

death, Bhashãni preferred to revive NAP (29 February 1964).

5.7.3	 Party Position in the National Assembly after the

Enactment of PPA

With the enactment of PPA and the reorganisation of the

political parties, MNAs joined the parties of their choice. The

overwhelming majority of them went to PML (Convention). 49 of them

(39 from East Pakistan and ten from West Pakistan) chose to sit on

the opposition benches. They were grouped as under:
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Pakistan People's Group: 25 led by Farid Aunad of NIP;

Pakistan Muslim League (Councillors): 10;

Islanüc Democratic Front: 6 led by Qamar-ul-Ahsan from
East Pakistan;

Independent Group: 2; 	 and

Independents: 6.

The parties of the '.i1amã'did not enjoy much support in

the National Assembly; but, they voiced their views through their

affiliates.	 Mufti Mahmüd was JUIP's spokesperson; Akhtar-ud-din

Ahmad (from East Pakistan) was an associate of JIP; and Farid

Al-unad, the Secretary-General of NIP, was the leader of the Pakistan

People's Group.

5.8	 The First Two Amendments to the 1962 Constitution

All the reorganised parties, with the exception of PML

(Convention), were dissatisfied with the 1962 Constitution. 	 NDF,

secular in character, was opposed to it mainly because of its

undemocratic provisions.	 But the religious-political parties -

JIP, NIP, and JUIP - wanted to make it not only democratic but also

Islamic.	 PML (Councillors) was also in line with the latter

parties.

Mufti Mahniüd,	 as an MNA, vowed to have the 1962

Constitution amended, when he took the oath in the National

Assembly in conformity with the Qurän and the Sunnah, and the

democratic traditions embodied therein."

The Constitution (First Amendment) Act, 1963 (originally

placed before the National Assembly in November 1962), restored not
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only the name of the State to 'Islamic Republic of Pakistan' but

also all the Islamic features of the 1956 Constitution.	 The

amendment was considered by the 'u1amã'as an achievement to their

credit.	 But, PML (Convention) regarded it as no more than an act

of expediency.	 For it prevented the 'ulamã'forging a plank for

agitation.

The regime felt a desperate need for the Constitution

(Second Amendment) Act,	 1964.	 The tenure of the sitting

legislatures was due to end in 1965 after the completion of three

years.	 The term of office of the President was similarly due to

come to an end two months after the expiry of the term of the

legislatures. This meant that the election to the legislatures

would be held in advance of the presidential election.

Under the 1962 Constitution, the sitting President (in

this case, Muhammad Ayiib Khãn) was required to vacate his office in

favour of the Speaker of the National Assembly four months prior to

the election.

Both these provisions were considered to be opposed to

the interests of the regime. 	 The Constitution (Second Amendment)

Act, 1964 was meant to concentrate all power in the hands of the

executive. This amendment resulted in the incorporation of Article

173, as well as in the subsequent alterations to the ten Articles.

The passage of the amendment immensely strengthened the hands of

Muhammad Ayüb Khãn.

1)	 The sitting President,	 notwithstanding	 the

expiration of his term, would hold office until his
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successor was elected;

2) The election of President would be held prior to the

election to the legislatures;

3) The date of election would be advanced by limiting

the term of the First President (under the 1962

Constitution) that would expire on 22 March 1965.

A 2/3rds majority of the total number of MNAs was needed

to push any constitutional amendment through. Nine MNAs from the

Opposition benches defected to vote with PML (Convention), the

ruling party. Two of them - Mufti Mahinüd and Muhammad Afzal Chimah

- were vocal on the Islamic Democratic Front; and their defection

'at least displayed greatest want of good faith'. 6 °	 Their

defection constituted a heavy blow to the Opposition in general,

and to the Islamic Democratic Front in particular. 	 Both were

subsequently expelled from the Islamic Democratic Front.61

Muft Mahmüd's vote in favour of the regime rendered the

gulf between JUIP and the other parties of the Opposition

unbridgeable. Mufti Mahinid acted upon the advice of JUIP, which

justified its stand from the standpoint of religious commitment.

The Speaker of the National Assembly, unlike the President, was not

required to be a Muslim. Therefore, an amendment was favoured

which closed the way for the Speaker to act as president prior to

the presidential election. 62 But this plea did not satisfy the

other Opposition • parties because the Speaker was not totally

debarred from assuming the position of acting President. The

amendment was specifically for the period during which the

presidential election was under way.
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It would appear that persons like Mawlánã Ghul.m Ghaws

Hazrwi, who were sympathetic to Muhammad Ayüb Khãn, prevailed.

Mawlãnã Hazãrwi belonged to the same district (Hazara) as the

President and had good relations with him. 	 He was not totally

opposed to the political philosophy of Muhammad Ayiib Khàn. 	 He had

in fact supported the Basic Democracies and their political

functions.63

5.9	 JIP versus the Regime: A Trial of Strength

JIP started out in opposition to the undemocratic

Constitution and the allegedly un-Islamic policies of the regime;

it extended wholehearted support to NDF. 	 Two leaders of JIP -

Miya Tufayl Muhammad and Chawdhari Ghulm Muhammad - were among

the ten politicians who were arrested on sedition charges at the

NDF convention (Karachi: 28 January 1963) which had met to agree a

joint strategy for the restoration of democracy in Pakistan.6'

JIP workers incurred the wrath of the regime of which

they were critical. Although they experienced intimidation at the

hands of the government all over Pakistan, the most deplorable

situation prevailed in the princely state of Swat. 	 In a public

speech (Rawalpindi: 28 June 1962), Maw1nã Mawdüdi demanded the

merger of Swat and other princely states such as Dir and Chitral

with West Pakistan in the same manner in which the princely states

of Bahawalpur, Qalat and Khairpur had been integrated in 1955.65

By-elections to the National Assembly were held in

September-October 1963 in Hyderabad and Rawalpindi. 	 JIP gave

strong support to Opposition candidates who won both seats. 	 The
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circles of the ruling party, PML (Convention), became increasingly

uneasy as the criticism levelled by JIP against it increased in

intensity.	 Mawlinã Mawdildi went so far as to say that JIP would

support even a poor candidate of the Opposition against even the

most righteous PML (Convention) candidate. Even an angel, put up

by PML (Convention), would not receive JIP support in the election

that was due to take place. 66 Mawlänã Mawdüdi was approached on

behalf of the regime to withdraw his remarks but he refused.67

It was in such an atmosphere of political hostility that

JIP decided to hold an All-Pakistan Conference. 	 Wary of JIP's

criticism, the regime, however, placed obstacles in the way of JIP

with the aim of preventing it demonstrating the true extent of its

popular appeal through the conference. 	 First, the government

refused to allow JIP to convene its conference in a venue of its

choice.	 Second, the use of loudspeakers in the Conference was not

allowed, even though thousands of people were expected to attend.

A disparaging campaign against JIP in general and Mawlãnâ

Hawdüdi in particular was mounted in the press. 	 Habibullah Khãn,

the Home Minister of Pakistan, made the accusation that the

activities of j p were inspired and financed by foreign agencies.

JIP refuted the charges and challenged the Home Minister to

institute legal proceedings against it if he had any proof in

support of his charges.

On the first day of the Conference (Lahore: 25-27 October

1963), ten minutes after Mawlnã Nawdüdi began to read his

inaugural speech, shots were fired from a revolver, killing a JIP

worker (Allah Bakhsh from Gojra).
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Mawlãnâ Mawdüdi publicly expressed the view that the

government had dispatched agents provocateurs to disrupt the

convention and cause commotion. He also said that

even though we have the necessary evidence, we
believe that a demand for a public enquiry will
be useless. Where the hedge itself is eating
the crop, it is no use requesting the hedge to
protect the crop.68

JIP resolved to hold another conference in East Pakistan

(Dacca, 28-29 February, 1 March 1964).	 A country-wide signature

campaign was launched, demanding direct elections on the basis of

adult franchise and the restoration of fundamental rights under

judicial scrutiny. A nine-mile long scroll of signatures was

submitted to the National Assembly as a first instalment; by the

end of December 1963, the scroll had lengthened to about 15

miles.69

The response of the regime to JIP activities consisted of

a campaign of vilification and defamation 7 ° which reached its

climax on 6 January 1964 when the provincial governments of East

and West Pakistan declared JIP an unlawful organisation under the

Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1908 (as amended by Ordinance XXXI,

1960).	 Mawlãnã MawdUdi and 61 other leaders belonging to JIP were

arrested. JIP's party funds were frozen and its offices throughout

the country were sealed.

The charges against JIP were as follows:

In undivided India it demonstrated open
hostility to the concept of Pakistan. Even
after the establishment of Pakistan the
attitude of the Ja.maat did not undergo any
radical	 change.	 It started a vicious
propaganda against Government and preached
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disaffection and disloyalty to it alleging that
the country was not being ruled according to
the Shariat ... The activities of the party
pose a threat to peace and tranquillity.
Infiltration into the services and disruption
of the administrative machinery from within are
being continuously attempted.71

The ban on JIP was challenged in the High Courts of both

West and East Pakistan.	 JIP lost the case in the West Pakistan

High Court, but won in the East Pakistan High Court (July 1964).

Eventually, two sets of appeals were taken to the Supreme Court -

one by JIP against the decision of the West Pakistan High Court,

and the other by the East Pakistan Government against the East

Pakistan High Court's decision.	 Both appeals were disposed of by

the Supreme Court in favour of JIP (25 September 1964), and JIP was

allowed to function as a lawful organisation.

5.10	 The Presidential Election (1965)

The Constitution (Second Amendment) Act, 1964 represented

a victory for the regime. Influential zarnindärs had joined PML

(Convention).	 The civil administration was quite happy with the

policies of the regime which had bestowed much importance on it.

The emerging class of 'robber barons' saw their future in the

economic policies of the regime. As a candidate of this three-part

alliance, Muhammad Ayüb Khãn entered the election ring.	 At the

same time, no opposition party in Pakistan was in a position to

contest the presidential election singly, on its own financial as

well as organisational resources.
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5.10.1 Combined Opposition Parties (COP)

Khawãjah Nãzim-ud-din, the chief of PML (Councillors),

took the initiative to forge a common platform embracing various

opposition parties.	 Representatives of five parties - viz., PML

(Councillors),	 APAL,	 NAP,	 NIP and JIP - met at Khawãjah

Názim-ud-din's residence (Dacca: 21-24 July 1964). After four days

of deliberation, 	 the Combined Opposition Parties (COP), 	 an

opposition alliance, was formed.	 Even though JIP had been banned

by the regime, its ideology continued to enjoy popular support, and

its representatives were invited to COP's foundation meeting.

COP issued a nine-point manifesto, couched in general

terms.	 The secular parties, APAL and NAP, had to accept the

Islamic provisions of the manifesto, which promised the

(i]mplementation of Islamic provisions of the
Constitution and establishment of a true
Islamic society. Amendment of the Family Laws
Ordinance so as to bring it in accord with
Shar.iat.72

The religious political parties, NIP and JIP, had to make

an alliance with the secular parties.

5.10.2	 Miss Fatimah Jinnah, the COP Candidate

COP chose Q'id-i-A'zam Muhammad kli Jinnäh's sister as its

presidential candidate.	 Even though she had been a critic of the

regime and commanded the respect of the masses, her candidature was

flawed in some fundamental respects. According to a saying of the

Prophet
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Never will succeed such a nation as makes a
woman their [sic,] ruler.73

In the light of this hadis, the 'iz1am' would be against a

woman becoming the head of an Islamic state; 	 therefore,

anticipating the objections of the 'uiamã Mawlänä Mawdüdi was

approached in the gaol before Miss Jinnah's name was decided upon.

He gave tacit support to Miss Jinnãi's candidature, purely on

political consideration. 74 The tieatnent to ni.t'n	 'na 'xeen

subjected under the current regime had left it with little choice

but to support the political forces opposed to Muliammad Ayüb Khãn.

5.10.3	 'U1am' and the Candidature of a Woman as President

As a constituent of COP, JIP gave strong support to the

candidature of Miss Jinnâh.	 Kawsar Niyãzi, the then amir of the

JIP Lahore branch, appealed to the 'iiiamà'to regard the issue as

involving a choice between autocracy and democracy. 	 Support for

Miss Jinnãh meant 'democracy', and the future of Islam would be in

the hands of a democratic state. it was pointed out that women

had led the Muslim umrnah at critical points in its history, and

that the 'ulamã'had duly approved their role on such occasions.75

After the Supreme Court of Pakistan gave its judgment,

the ban on JIP was lifted. In his first speech after release,

Mawlãn Mawdüdl justified JIP's decision to support a woman

candidate for the office of Head of State in the following words:

This is an established principle of Islam that
political and administrative affairs of the
state come generally in the domain of man only.
There is to be a functional distribution in the
society. Women are entrusted with onerous
responsibilities at home and ordinarily they
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are not required to shoulder a double
responsibility by entering this domain as well.
I have stated this principle on many
occasions 76 and I am still a firm believer in
it. But, at the moment, the issues involved
are not that much simple, and the Shariah
itself requires that we apply our minds and see
things in their proper perspective. We are
confronted with a given situation and the
Shariah wants us to keep our eyes wide open.
Just see what is actually happening:

- The country is groaning under the yoke of
merciless tyranny and totalitarianism, posing a
real threat to our basic moral and cultural
values, our cherished religious concepts and
ethical standards, our entire socio-economic
and political life.

- We are presented with the God-sent
opportunity in the shape of these elections, to
get out of this quagmire and, through peaceful
and constitutional means, set up a new order of
which we have long been dreaming.

- There is no personality in the country
whatsoever, except that of Hohtarama
[respected] Fatimah Jinnah, who commands such
immense love and respect of all sections of the
people and who ... can rescue the country from
the forces of corruption and chaos, of cruelty
and tyranny.

To oppose Fatimah Jinnah or to remain
neutral from the great struggle the country has
plunged itself into, will go to strengthen the
hands of Mr. Ayub Khan and will result in the
perpetuation of his unholy despotic rule.

This being the situation the real issue
involved at the moment is whether the
leadership of a woman in Shariah is so
undesirable that in comparison to it we should
prefer the continuation of the present much
abhorred - rather, extremely hated regime. I
think whoever possessed even little erudition
in the Islamic Shariah can never say that of
the above stated alternatives the leadership of
woman will be rejected and despotic rule will
be preferred.77

Mufti Muhammad Shafi, a leading Deohandi 'aiim, also

favoured Miss Fatimah Jinnah's candidature. 78	But the Bareiwl

'uiamã,' by and large, supported Muhammad Ayüb Kh'an. 	 They held an

All-Pakistan Sunni Conference (Lahore: December 1964) at which 650
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'ulamà'declared the candidature of Miss Fãtimah Jinriäh for election

to the office of Head of State as contravention of the injunctions

of Shar.ih.

The Fir Sãh.ib of Dewal Sharif reorganised Jarnyat-u1-

Nashá'ikh to muster support for Muhammad Ayüb Khãn. Several posters

and tracts were issued favouring the candidature of Muhammad Ayiib

Khãn by the Bareiwi i1am'and pirs.

Even though JUIP had hoped to put up Mawlãnã CUbaydullah

Anwar as its presidential candidate, in the event it failed to

submit the nomination papers within the prescribed time limit.

COP, however, did not go out of its way to enlist JUIP's support.

It could not forget the defection of Mufti Mahmiid from the

Opposition benches at the time of the passage of the Constitution

(Second Amendment) Act 1964. The mutual antagonism of JIJIP and SIP

towards each other was another factor that inhibited COP

approaching the former for support. For its part, JUIP was opposed

to a woman becoming the head of an Islamic state; its supporters

were urged to vote for Muhammad Ayüb Khn.

5.10.4	 The Result of the Presidential Election

Miss Jinnãh was, in a sense, a national figure of far

greater stature than Muhammad Ayiib Khän. She attracted big crowds

wherever she went. Her speeches exposed the nature of Muhammad

Ayüb Khãn's authoritarian rule. But it was not up to the masses to

elect the President!	 This right was vested in BDs, who were

largely under the thumb of the civil administration.
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Muhammad Ayüb Khãn's most persuasive argument with BDs

rested on the grounds that COP's commitment to direct elections

would undermine their own future if Miss Jinnãh was elected

President.

The results of the election (2 January 1965) were 49,951

(63.31 per cent) votes in favour of Muhammad AyUb Khãn, against

Miss Jinnãh's 28,691 (36.36 per cent). 79 Though Muhammad Ayüb Khãn

won, Miss Jinnãh's impact, even on the BDs, had proved to be

considerable.	 18,434 (almost 47 per cent) in East Pakistan voted

for her; and, even in West Pakistan, the home of the influential

zamindãrs, 10,257 (26.07 per cent) votes were cast in her favour.

Many people, including Miss Jinnah, accused Muhammad Ayüb

Khn of winning the election with the help of the governmental

apparatus; 8 ° he dismissed these allegations with the remark that

'the country had chosen stability against chaos, security against

disintegration, progress against stagnation'.81

5.11	 Election to National and Provincial Assemblies and the

Fate of COP

After the presidential election the BDs again went to the

polls to elect the National and Provincial Assemblies. 	 Not

surprisingly the President's party [i.e. PML (Convention)] won a

landslide victory.	 It secured 120 general seats in the National

Assembly out of a total of 150. 	 COP won only ten seats, the

remaining 20 going to NDF (5) and the Independents (15). This

result so disturbed COP that it decided not to contest the election

to the Provincial Assemblies.
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Among the members of the newly elected 	 National

Assembly, there was not a single 'aiim. 	 The 'uia.mã who contested

either on COP tickets or as independents could not turn to the

National Assembly.	 Whatever influence the Siiamã' enjoyed was among

the masses; they were of no account in an administration-controlled

BDs.

COP was an alliance formed with the sole aim of defeating

Mutiammad Ayüb Khn in the presidential election. 	 After the

election, it rapidly disintegrated. The process of disintegration

was exacerbated by the outbreak of armed clashes between India and

Pakistan in the Rann of Kutch (April 1965) which was followed by

an all-out war (September 1965). All political parties backed the

regime during the Indo-Pakistan War.

5.12	 The September 1965 War and its Aftermath

Despite his election victory over Miss Fátimah Jinnãh,

Muhammed Ay13.b Khãn's image was considerably undermined. Pakistan's

better performance in the Rann of Kutch, 82 the analysis of the

Indian situation put forward by Zulfiqr li Bhutto, the then

foreign Minister, convinced Muhammad Ayüb Khän that Pakistan ought

to revive the Kashmir issue and declare all-out war against

India. 83 Pakistan's victory in such a war could then be presented

as a spectacular achievement, which would enhance Muiammad Ayüb

Khãn's image as a great leader.

The September war ended, at best, in a stalemate.

Pakistan failed to liberate Kashmir and India failed to subdue

Pakistan. Both sides claimed victory.
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The stalemate was broken when both India and Pakistan

agreed to the Soviet offer of good offices to mediate between the

two protagonists. Muhammad AyiTh Khän and Lal Bahãdur Shãstri, the

Indian Prime Minister, met at Tashkent (January 1966), where a

nine-point declaration was signed. Under the Tashkent Declaration,

the two countries agreed

1) to withdraw their armies to their former positions;

2) to restore diplomatic relations and consider

measures for economic and trade relations;

3) to stop propaganda against each other; and

4) to try to settle their disputes through negotiation.

The Pakistan regime believed that the Tashkent

Declaration represented the best outcome in view of the fact that

'its army was in no position to dislodge the Indians from the areas

they had occupied inside Pakistan'.84

Muhammad Ayüb Khãn's main interest lay in restoring the

status quo after the end of the September War. 	 But the attention

of the general public was focused on the Tashkent negotiations as a

platform for the resolution of the Kashmir dispute.	 In actual

fact, however, the declaration, which stipulated that disputes

should be settled through peaceful means, confined itself to

requiring	 'each of the sides to set forth its respective

posit jon' 85 on the Kashmir issue.

The Tashkent Declaration was not welcomed in West

Pakistan.	 Spontaneous demonstrations were arranged against it in

major cities; but, the biggest demonstrations which turned into
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violent disturbances took place in Lahore.	 Students were in the

forefront.	 More than 200 of them were arrested.	 The regime

suppressed the agitation in a ruthless manner.

Mawlänã GhuThin Murshid, once the leader of JUI, sent a

long telegram to Muhammad Aytth Khãn, protesting against the

Tashkent Declaration and the coercive policy of the regime against

the demonstrators. Mawlãnã Ghulãm Murshid had not been active in

the political arena since independence and was a salaried Jhatlb of

the government-managed historical Shahi mosque of Lahore. Although

he was dismissed86 from service after he sent the telegram, the

courageous step that it represented added impetus to the

demonstrations.

5.12.1	 The All-Pakistan National Conference (APNC)

The 'ulamã'and their parties took opposing stands on the

Tashkent Declaration.	 JIP, in collaboration with three other

parties - namely NIP, PML (Councillors) and APAL - convened the

All-Pakistan National Conference (APNC) (Lahore: 5-6 February

1966).	 APNC denounced the Tashkent Declaration.	 The resolutions

passed by APNC were ignored by the press which was under the tight

control of the regime. But, APNC did make the headlines on account

of the Six-Point formula advanced on the occasion by Shaykh Mujibur

Rahinãn.

JUIP did not participate in APNC. 	 Radio Pakistan,

however, broadcast a statement purported to be from the JUIP

leadership in praise of Tashkent Declaration. The JUIP leaders

promptly disowned it.87
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APNC was called into meeting on 6 February 1966. 	 On the

following day, the advisory council of JUIP met at Lahore and

passed a few resolutions on the religious and political situation88

prevailing in Pakistan. 	 It analysed the reasons underlying public

unrest over the Tashkent Declaration.	 However it refrained from

condemning the accord outright.	 In a separate resolution, JUIP

paid tribute to the armed forces for their valour and sacrifice in

defence of the country.

A resolution condemning Mawlãnã Mawdüdi's critical

analysis of the role played by'Usmãn B. Affãn, Mu'ãwiyah, 'Amar B.

alAs and Mughirah (all of whom were the Prophet's companions) in

Islamic history.89

That the JUIP leadership was sympathetic to the regime

was further corroborated by the fact that the four organisations -

viz., JUIP, APMAI, Tanzim-i-Ahl-1-Sunnat, and Anjurnan-i-Tahaffuz-i-

Pakistan (Society for Safeguard of Pakistan) - joined together to

form an alliance, Mutahiddah IsThmi Mahãz (United Islamic Front)

(HIM).

After the 1953 anti-Ahmadi disturbances, APMAI was

virtually in a state of oblivion.	 Tanzim-i-Ahl-i-Sunnat was a

purely religious organisation propagating Sunni doctrines in

opposition to the work of Shi'ah missionaries.	 Anjurnan-i-

Tahaffuz-i-Pakistàn was practically a one-man show spawned by

Kawsar Niyäzj after he left JIP. JUIP was the only organisation in

HIM which carried any real political clout. Mawlãnã Ghulãm Ghaws

Hazãrwi, the Secretary-General of JUIP, was also the General

Secretary of HIM.
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The MIM leaders congratulated Muhammad Ayiib Khn on his

heroic role in the September War (1965). 9 ° As if to minimise the

impact of the criticism levelled against the regime by JIP, they

praised his achievement as a command performance.

5.13	 Shaykh Mujibur Rahmãn's Six-Point Formula

APNC, which was attended by 746 delegates, had an

'All-Pakistan' character. 21 delegates, representing East

Pakistan, were led by Shaykh Mujibur Rahmán.

Shaykh Mujibur Rahmn appeared more concerned with the

issue of autonomy for East Pakistan than with the Tashkent

Declaration as such. His proposals for East Pakistan's autonomy,

as envisaged in a Six-Point Formula, were waved aside on the weak

ground that the sole purpose of APNC was to review the

repercussions of the Tashkent Declaration. As a matter of fact,

APNC deviated from this 'sole purpose' when it passed a resolution

on the need to democratise the 1962 Constitution.91

Shaykh Mujibur RaIimn, sensing the indifference of APNC

to East Pakistan's autonomy, withdrew from it and rushed back to

East Pakistan where he publicly announced his support for the

Tashkent Declaration. His stand was mainly based on the reason

that Kashinir ought to be regarded as affecting West Pakistan and

was far too remote from the eastern wing of the country for it to

become too exercised.

Mujibur Rahmãn's Six-Point Formula read as follows:
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1. The Constitution should provide for a
Federation of Pakistan in the true sense on
the basis of the Lahore Resolution, and for a
parliamentary form of government based on the
supremacy of a directly elected Legislature on
the basis of universal adult franchise.

2. The Federal Government shall deal with only two
subjects - defence and foreign affairs with all
residuary subjects vested in the federating
states.

3. There shall be either two separate freely
convertible currencies for the two wings or one
currency with two separate reserve banks to
prevent inter-wing flight of capital.

4. The power of taxation and revenue collection
shall be vested in the federating units. The
Federal government will receive a share to meet
its financial obligations.

5. Economic disparities between the two wings
shall disappear through a series of economic,
fiscal and legal reforms.

6. A militia or paramilitary force must be created
in East Pakistan which at present has no
defence of its own.92

Shaykh Mujibur Rai?lnãn claimed that the Six-Point Formula

provided the 'basic principles of a firm solution of the country's

inter-wing political and economic problems' and 'truly reflected

the mind and correctly represented the demands of fifty five

million East Pakistanis of their right to live'. 93	But the

constituents of APNC - viz., JIP, NIP, PML (Councillors), as well

as a faction of APAL led by Nawãbzãdah Nasrullãh Khãn - held the

view that the Six-Point Formula had been given to Shaykh Mujibur

Rahinãn by the Ayüb Khãn regime 94 with the aim of driving a wedge

into the rank and file of the Opposition parties.	 This could well

have been the real reason for APNC's unwillingness to discuss the

East Pakistan leader's formula.
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The Six-Point Formula remained an issue of heated debate

from the time it was first announced to the moment of declaration

of Bangladesh as an independent state by Shaykh Mujibur Ratimãn

(March 1971).

5.14	 The Pakistan Democratic Movement (PDM)

APNC ended its deliberation with the resolution calling

for the launching of a country-wide campaign against Muhammad Ayüb

Khãn's autocracy.	 Some sort of alliance of like-minded parties

such as APNC was a sine qua non for successful translation of the

resolution into action.	 But Shaykh Mujibur Rahmn's challenge to

APNC was another immediate pressing factor in the formation of an

alliance.

On his return from Lahore, Shaykh Mujibur Rahmn called a

meeting of the council of the provincial branch of APAL to consider

his Six-Point Formula.	 The Formula was duly approved and he was

elected President of APAL, later to be known as APAL (Mujib group).

Nawbzädah Nasrullàh Khãn, the erstwhile APAL chief, completely

lost the support of East Pakistan which he had enjoyed in the past

by courtesy of Shaykh Mujibur Rahmän. Even so, a weak faction of

APAL continued to exist under Nawbzãdah Nasrullãh Khãn's

leadership.

Within APNC, Nawãbzãdah Nasrulläh Khãn felt particularly

embarrassed by the fact that it was his party's erstwhile General

Secretary who had challenged the West Pakistan leadership in

general and himself in particular.	 In the aftermath of such an

unforeseen development, he was anxious to enlist greater support
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from East Pakistan for any future alliance.	 Nür-ul-Ainin, the NDF

leader, was persuaded to join such an alliance.

At a meeting of their leaders (Dacca: 30 April 1967),

APNC's four partners struck an alliance with NDF under the banner

of the Pakistan Democratic Movement (PDM).

PDM adopted an eight-point programme which included the

re-introduction of parliamentary democracy; full regional autonomy;

the restriction of central subjects to defence, foreign affairs,

purrency, and inter-wing communication and trade; the achievement

of parity in services between the two wings; the removal of

economic disparity between East and West Pakistan; 	 the

establishment of a military academy and ordinance factories in East

Pakistan; and, the shift of naval headquarters from Karachi to

Dacca. 95 On the whole, PDM tried to provide an alternative to the

1962 Constitution on the one hand and to the increasingly popular

Six-Point Formula of Shaykh Mujibur Rahmãn on the other.

The constituent parties of PDI! pledged that the alliance

would be run on 'well-known democratic lines' and would not resort

to 'methods repugnant to the Holy Qurn and the Sunnah'.96

In its resolutions, PDM demanded the restoration of the

1956 Constitution, the withdrawal of the emergency (imposed during

the September War of 1965), the release of political detainees, the

adoption of nonaligned foreign policy, and free and fair election

on the basis of adult franchise.
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5.15	 The Response of the Regime to the Six-Point Formula

The Six-Point Formula proposed a confederation between

East and West Pakistan, rather than a federation. 	 This was

unacceptable both to PDM and to the ruling party [PML

(Convention)].	 PDM sought to provide an alternative in its

eight-point programme.	 Each individual party within PDM condemned

the Six-Point Formula within its own organisation. 	 At the same

time, all the members of PDM joined together to condemn it under

the combined auspices of the coalition.

While PDM and its constituent parties were committed to

countering the Six-Point Formula on a political level, the regime

responded to the challenge by unleashing the forces of

intimidation. Shaykh Mujibur Rahinän was arrested (April 1966) on

the basis of an allegation that he had given a speech that was

prejudicial to national security. Several cases were filed against

him under various pretexts. 	 Finally, Shaykh Mujibur Rahmn was

implicated in the Acrartala Conspiracy Case (December 1971), and

accused of plotting with some ex-army officers and two CSP

officials to detach East Pakistan from the federation of Pakistan.

5.16	 The Pakistan People's Party (PPP)

The formation of the Pakistan People's Party (PPP)

constituted a development of considerable political significance.

Affiliations to the new party were woven round the personality of

Zulfiqãr 'All Bhutto.
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Bhutto entered the political arena as a nominated

minister in the first cabinet to be appointed after the 1958 coup

d'etat.	 Iskandar Mirzã [whose wife was a relative of Nusrut

Bhutto, Bhutto's second wife] had inducted Bhutto into political

life. At the same time, it is also worth noting that Mirzã was a

Shiah and preferred a Shih like jiutto to any other Sindhi in the

cabinet.

In the power conflict that ensued between Muhammad Ayiib

Khn and Iskandar Mirzã, the latter had to quit.	 But, Bhutto was

the 'only minister' in the previous cabinet to be taken into

Muhammad Ayüb Khãn's government. 	 Articulate and intelligent,

Berkeley and Oxford-educated, Mutto showed such loyalty to

Muainmad AyiTh Khãn 98 that the latter 'treated him like a family

member'. 99	He was not only an important minister in his cabinet,

but also a leading figure in his own right as General Secretary of

PML (Convention).	 After a few years, the two men diverged on the

ostensible grounds that they disagreed on the 'secret clauses' in

the Tashkent Declaration.	 In reality, however, the reason for

their split lay in Butto's personal involvement in the decision to

adopt a strategy of commando operations inside Kashniir. 	 The

stalemate in which the September War (1965) ended was sufficient to

bring about his downfall. 	 Soon after the ceasef ire between India

and Pakistan was signed, Zulfiqãr 'All utto told 5.!'!. Zafar, his

fellow cabinet member, that 'he could not continue to stay in the

government'. 100	In any case, he chose an appropriate moment to

quit the government when popular unrest against Muhammad Ayiib Khn

started to gather momentum.
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During the September War, ulfiqar'Ali Bhutto did acquire

a certain measure of popularity mainly due to his fiery speeches.

After leaving the government, he stayed silent for some time. 	 As

dissatisfaction with the policies of the regime intensified, he

launched the PPP with the aim of crystallising political support

for his leadership on a national scale. The convention (Lahore: 30

November, 1 December 1967) inaugurating PPP was attended by about

200 political workers from West Pakistan. 	 East Pakistan remained

completely unrepresented. 101 During a two-day business session,

ten party documents (including the constitution) were given formal

approval.	 PPP's launch was formally announced. 	 Zulfiqãr 'Au

Bhutto was elected unopposed as Chairman of the new party.

Apart from Bhutto's fellow travellers in	 PML

(Convention), socialists and Marxists of various tints remained

dominant at the inaugural convention of PPP. The party documents

were mainly written by J.A. Rahim, a Marxist, who became the first

General Secretary of PPP.	 PPP's general outlook was adumbrated in

the following language:

The ideology of Pakistan is indisputably rooted
in the religion of Islam

The aim of the party is the transformation of
Pakistan into a socialist society in conformity
with the aspirations of the people.

The party takes as Guiding Principles for its
policy and activities:

(a) egalitarianism,	 democracy,	 that	 is
classless society, and

(b) the application of socialist ideas to
realise economic and social justice.1o2
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The party documents were couched in Marxist language with

a smattering of Islam thrown in here and there. 	 But the

intellectual framework guiding the new party's functioning was

shallow and unconvincing. 	 The question of how a semi-capitalist

society could be transformed into a classless society remained

unanswered. PPP's ethos was summed up in the following terms:

Islam is our faith;

Democracy is our polity;

Socialism is our economy;

All power to the people.

Considerable doubt was widely expressed about the

credibility of a Sindhl zarnindãr's scion [ulfiqar All utto] as a

socialist leader.	 Labour leaders as well as those who had genuine

socialist convictions refrained from joining PPP. 	 But,

comparatively younger socialist activists (e.g., Miãj Muhammad

Khãn and Ahmad Razã Qasüri), disillusioned with the leadership of

the Left; and Muslim Leaguers belonging to the Forward Bloc who

failed to get absorbed in the parties of the Left, rallied to PPP

in the hope that it might hold the key to the realisation of their

goals.

5.17	 The JUIP Conference

With the formation of PDM and PPP, the major activity at

the level of political parties centred round the All-Pakistan

Conference of jijI p (Lahore: 3-5 May 1968). 	 This was attended by

more than 5,000 'ulamã'and madrasah students.	 The Conference

roundly condemned the Ayüb Khãn regime for its allegedly
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anti-Islamic policies.	 MFLO, the modernist pronouncements of IRI,

the anomalies in Awqäf Department, and the propagation of music and

dance in the name of culture, were but a few of the myriad

anti-Islamic activities of the regime that were enumerated in the

Conference. 103

Demands were made for the restoration of fundamental

rights, the lifting of the emergency, and the holding of elections

on the basis of adult franchise.

At this Conference, Mufti Mahmüd was elected General

Secretary of JUIP in the place of Mawlãnã Ghulãm Ghaw Hazãrwi.

5.18	 'A Decade of Development and Reform' [1958-19681

Muhammad Ayüb Khãn's position rapidly weakened in the

aftermath of the Tashkent Declaration.	 This, however, did not

prevent his advisors planning the presidential election which was

due in the autumn of 1969. A year-long publicity campaign was

mounted under the rubric of 'Decade of Development and Reform' (27

October 1967 - 26 October 1968).	 Opposition parties, secular and

religious alike, demanded direct elections on the basis of adult

franchise. They were completely ignored and the number of BDs was

increased from 80,000 to 1,20,000.

Altäf Gawhar, reputed to be the originator of the idea of

Decade of Development celebrations, eulogised the regime for three

achievements, viz., economic growth, a 'realistic foreign policy',

and a rational understanding of Islam.104
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5.18.1.	 Economic Growth at the Expense of the Poor

There is enough evidence to show that Pakistan did

experience economic growth under the aegis of an unbridled system

of capitalism brought into play within a tightly controlled

democracy (1958-1968).	 Pakistan's GNP in real terms increased

during Ayüb Khãn's regime, at an average rate of 5.5 per cent per

annum. As a crude figure this compares favourably with the average

growth rate of 2.3 per cent per annum for the decade

1949/50-1958/59.	 Per capita income had increased by 28.5 per cent

during the interval between 1958-59 and 1967-68 against a nil

increase during the preceding decade.105

However,	 these glittering figures concealed gross

inequalities in the pattern of distribution of wealth. The

increase in GNP and per capita income tell nothing about the

benefits accruing to the ordinary citizen. As a matter of fact the

living standard of the vast majority remained static or even

suffered a further decline.

In this saga of economic growth, foreign assistance in

general and the Harvard University Development Advisory Service

played a significant role.	 Foreign credits and loans financed

about 35 per cent of total development expenditure and 48 per cent

of total imports during the decade between 1959-60 and 1967_68.106

The Harvard advisers, through the Planning Commission of Pakistan,

formulated a policy of providing encouragement to 	 'Private

Enterprise'. The consequent concentration of wealth in the hands

of a small number of business houses 107 was justified on the basis

of the philosophy of 'social utility of greed'.
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The problem of inequality exists, but its
importance must be put in perspective. First
of all, the inequality in income contribute to
the growth of the economy, which makes possible
a real improvement for the lower income groups.
The concentration of income in industry
facilitates the high savings which finance
development ... In turn growth of the economy
means cheaper cloth, cheaper food, and more
adequate supplies for the bulk of the
population. Great inequalities were necessary
in order to create industry and industrialists,
but to maintain industrial growth after the
first five to ten years does not require the
same high rate of profit and therefore does not
imply the same inequities.108

The first phase of the establishment of 'industries and

industrialists' was over, but the second phase of equity was a will

o' the wisp, beyond the ken of the mass of the people who were

forced to bear the awful burden of foreign debts.

5.19	 The Ulamã'and the so-called 'Rational Understandin g of

Is lam'

Muhammad Ayüb Khán's regime	 was committed to

modernisation, but it failed to win the support of the 'ulamI' for

its approach to Islam. 	 It sought to resolve the hiatus in the

relationship between the 'ulamã' and the state by establishing a

Central Institute of Islamic Research (CuR) (10 March 1960). 	 It

was expected that this institute would impart legitimacy to the

regime and its policies from the Islamic point of view. 	 The

declared objectives of the institute included, among others,

1) to define Islam in terms of its fundamentals in a

rational and liberal manner and to emphasise, among

others,	 the basic Islamic ideals of universal

brotherhood, tolerance and social justice; and
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2)	 to interpret the teachings of Islam in such a way as

to bring out its dynamic character in the context of

the intellectual and scientific progress of the

modern world.109

5.19.1	 The Islamic Research Institute (IRI)

Under the 1962 Constitution, CuR was renamed Islamic

Research Institute (IRI). 11 °	 Dr. Ishtiaq Husayn Qurayshi was

appointed its first Director.	 He took some initial steps to

organise the body.	 But IRI really started to function under Dr.

Falur Rahmãn (1919-1988), its second Director, who was appointed

to the post in 1962.

Dr. Fazlur Rahmn, a known modernist, obtained his

doctorate in Islamics from Oxford. 	 He had once been on the staff

of the University of Durham and subsequently at the Institute of

Islamic Studies, McGill University Montreal.

Dr. Rahinãn published a paper in favour of commercial

interest. Thereupon he became a target of criticism of the 'ularnà'

who adamantly held the view that all forms of interest were illegal

and went against the explicit injunctions of Sharih.

Dr. Rahmän tried to appease the 'ulama'by inviting them to

address IRI scholars and to participate in IRI's academic projects.

Mawlãná Muhammad Yüsuf Binnawri, a leading Deobandi 1im, visited

IRI to exchange views with its director and scholars. The staff

which IRI had recruited was wholly unsatisfactory from the
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viewpoint of the 'uiam.	 They regarded the scholars of IRI

including the Director mainly as products of Western education.

Against the background of such a perspective, Mawlãnä

Muhammad Yüsuf Binnawri floated the idea that the uiamã' should seek

their own solution of the newly arisen juristic problems, and that

they should consult amongst themselves within a proper

institutional framework before disclosing their viewpoint to the

public.	 He believed that the existing literature on Islamic

jurisprudence was of such a high quality that new problems could be

answered by drawing upon its riches; and that the 'uiaznã'would not

need to practice ijtihäd. And if there was any need of ijtihäd, it

would only be on some problems of a peripheral nature.

Mawlãnã Muhammad Yüsuf Binnawri deplored the government's

feckless policy of spending vast quantities of money on

institutions such as IRI which contained not even a single aiim or

specialist in Islamics.	 Instead of contributing something good,

the research activities of the IRI scholars had proved to be a

severe menace to the Islamic faith.111

The idea floated by Mawlãnä Binnawri, was put into

practice (1965) with the establishment of Hajiis-i-Da'wat-w-Isiãh

(Council for Preaching and Reform) under the direction of Mufti

Muhammad Shafi t	The main object of the majlis was to put forward

the well thought-out consensus of the Siiamã'on the main juristic

issues facing the umznah. 112 The Hajiis-i-Da1wat-w-Isiãh was in a

way meant to counter the modernist viewpoint of IRI.
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While the 'u1am'were busy refuting Dr. Rahmãn's views on

banking interest, he came out with another idea, equally repulsive

to them, to the effect that the rate of zakt (obligatory alms or

tax) should be increased to meet the expenditure of government

development projects. 113	He was critical of the 'ulamä' for not

taking the compulsions of the modern age into account and

mechanically sticking to the view that the rate of zakät was for

ever to be as two and a half per cent in accordance with the

injunctions of the Prophet during his lifetime.

It was not the first time that changes were suggested by

Dr. Rahinãn in the system of zakät, as elaborated in juristic

manuals.	 The modernists had already voiced similar ideas on

numerous occasions. 	 For instance, the Sunni jurists exempted

jewels, diamonds and precious metals other than gold and silver,

from zakãt.	 The modernists suggested that zakt be imposed on

diamonds and jewellery in the same way as it was already being

levied on gold and silver. 114 But the 'u1aznä'were provoked by Dr.

Rahmãn's more radical suggestions.

The 'u1ara' held that payment of zakãt was an act of

worship sanctioned by explicit instructions contained in the

Sunnah. No ijtihd was permissible which interfered with the

fixation of the rate of zakt.

The Silamã'were so furious that they denounced Dr. Faziur

Rahxnán in strongly-worded statements and demanded his dismissal

from the Directorship of IRI. 	 Some of the 'u1amà went to the

extreme of saying that Dr. Rahmãn should be prosecuted for his

sacrilegious ideas. 115
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On every occasion when the 'ularnã' criticised him, Dr.

Faziur Rahiuãn defended himself by saying that he was only

expressing a personal view, and that what he said did not reflect

IRI's official policy. Moreover, he pointed out that the 'ulamã'

were free to present their views through IRI, if they so chose.

They readily accepted IRI's invitation to present research papers

at an International Islaiüc Conference (Rawalpindi: February 1968),

held under IRI's auspices. After presentation of a few papers, the

proceedings of the Conference turned into a running dialogue

between the modernists and the ru1amãin which the latter ridiculed

the scholars of modern Islam as being incapable of even reading the

Qurãn properly. Within a few years of its creation, the final act

in the prolonged contretemps between the 'iilamä'and the regime had

to await the publication of Dr. Fazlur Rahinãn's book entitled

Islam, even though IRI had been completely discredited.

Mawlawl Farid Ahinad, General Secretary of NIP, had been a

member of the National Assembly (1962-1969). He used to call

on the Pir Sähib of Goira Sharif wheae'er he hapened to 'isit

Islainabad,	 in connection with the sessions of the National

Assembly. On one such visit, the Pir Sahib of Golra Sharif asked

Mawlawi Farid Ahmad whether he could raise a question in the

Assembly on the book Islam, wherein the author, Dr. Faziur Rahmãn,

had cast doubt on the basic beliefs of Islam. 116 The Fir Sâhib of

Golra Sharif provided him with a copy of the book. Mawlawi Farid

Ahrnad did raise the matter in the National Assembly (June 1968) in

accordance with the Fir Sãhib's wishes.

Dr. Faziur Rahinãn's book in question was one of the

volumes in a 'History of Religion Series', under the general
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editorship of E.O. James. It appeared in 1966. In it, Dr. Rahmãn

refuted the commonly accepted Muslim understanding of 	 Wah.i

(Revelation), Mi'rãj (Ascension of the Prophet) and the number of

obligatory daily prayers.	 These concepts were understood by the

'ulamä' in the light of the jadis literature which had been

challenged by the modernists from the time of Sayyid Ahmad Khãn

onwards.

Dr. Rahinan espoused the view that the true nature of

Revelation should be gleaned from a perspective focusing on the

inner self of the Prophet and which contradicted the externality of

the Angel.

A great deal of Hadith ... came into existence
portraying the Prophet talking to the Angel in
public and graphically describing the
appearance of the latter. Despite the fact it
is contradicted by the Quran . . .

On mi'rãj he commented that

The doctrine of a locomotive miraj or
'Ascension' developed by the orthodox (chiefly
on the pattern of the Ascension of Jesus) and
backed by Hadith is no more than a historical
fiction whose materials come from various
sources.118

In response to the question, 'What was the number of daily

obligatory prayers?', Dr. Rahmán made the following assertion:

The five daily prayers are not all mentioned in
the Quran, but must be taken to represent the
later usage of the Prophet himself, since it
would be historically impossible to support the
view that the Muslims themselves added two new
prayers to the three mentioned in the Quran.
In the Quran itself the two morning and evening
prayers are mentioned, and later on at Madina
the middle prayer at noon was added. But it
appears that during the later part of the
Prophet's life the prayer from the declension
of the sun unto the thick darkness of the night
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(XVII,78) was split into two and similarly the
noon prayer and thus the number five was
reached.

The fact, however, that the prayers were
fundamentally three is evidenced by the fact
that the Prophet is reported to have combined
these four prayers into two, even without there
being any reason.119

The question raised in the National Assembly on this book

gave rise to a series of protests throughout the country.

Resolutions were passed, and religious political ±aurzzals deize.nded

the dismissal of Dr. Rahmãn in their editorial columns. Mosques

became centres of agitation against Dr. Rahniãn, and indirectly

against the regime which had brought Dr. Ratuuãn in with a remit to

'modernise' Islam.	 The agitation was taken by the religious

political parties [viz., JIP, NIP and JUIP] into the political

arena.

NIP launched a movement against the anti-Islamic

activities of the regime, focusing its rhetoric on the dangers

posed by the book Islam to the faith. Mawlawi Farid Ahmad alone

addressed dozens of meetings of Bar Associations, religious

gatherings in mosques and madrasahs in East Pakistan

(July-September 1968) •120

The regime tried in vain to dissociate itself from the

book on the blatantly flimsy grounds that it was written by Dr.

Rahmãn 'when he was not the Director of IRI'. 121 The title of the

book, as the 'iilainã' rightly pointed out, clearly referred to its

author as 'Director Islamic Research Institute, Karachi'. And, in

the preface, the author acknowledged the 'valuable suggestions and
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criticism'	 which his colleagues at Karachi and McGill had

provided. 122

The agitation against the book reached uncontrollable

proportions in August 1968. The regime was compelled to demand Dr.

Rahmãn's resignation (5 September 1968).	 Fearing that outspoken

Friday sermons from the pulpits would incite popular fury, the

regime made sure that the ¶.ilamã'were informed of Dr. Rabmn's

resignation before daybreak on the following day. 	 The inhabitants

of the twin cities of Islainabad and Rawalpindi heard the

announcement of Dr. Rahmãn's resignation on loudspeakers fitted to

taxis. 123

The resignation of Dr. Rahniãn represented a significant

achievement of the ru1amà in their protracted struggle against a

'modernist' regime.

5.20	 The Downfall of Muhammad Ayüb Khãn

A month after the resignation of Dr. Fazlur Rahsnãn, a

clash took place (7 November 1968) between customs officials and a

few students of Gordon College, Rawalpindi, who were returning from

Landi Kotal (a town near the Pakistan-Afghanistan border), the

fountainhead of smuggled foreign goods.

The aggrieved students took out a procession in protest

against the harsh behaviour of the customs officials.	 They were

able to mobjljse support for their demonstration from the students

of the other colleges in the city through a network of students'
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organisations.	 In one of the demonstrations, one student was

mortally injured as a result of police firing.

The death of a student brought the whole of the Punjab to

simmering point. In a matter of weeks the students, who constitute

a large proportion of the intelligentsia in Pakistan [as in any

other country of the 'Third World'), were on the streets.

It would be reasonable to ask whether such an isolated

episode could constitute the sole reason for a country-wide

upsurge? The answer must be in the negative because the youth was

angered by what they witnessed happening in the society of which

they were an integral part.

The 'izlama'characterised the regime of Muhammad Ayüb Khn

as the 'black era in Pakistan's history'. A Deobandi journal,

commenting on the agitation, wrote as follows:

The era, much publicised as the golden epoch of
development and stability, can rightly be named
as the worst possible black era, in view of the
destruction of Islamic culture and its
values.124

On Jum'at-ul-widä' (the last Friday in the month of

fasting, 20 December 1968), JUIP decided to join the mounting

protest that was spreading throughout the country.	 The police

baton-charged the procession in Lahore.	 A banner with the

inscription of Kalimah-i-Tayyibah (Muslim attestation of faith in

the oneness of God and in Muhammad's prophethood) fell down and was

trampled upon by the police while dispersing the crowd. Mawlán

'iJbaydullah Anwar was reported to have received serious injuries on

being beaten by the Superintendent of Police.
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JUIP appealed to the people to offer the congregational

prayer on the following Friday at the place where Mawlãnã

'.Jbaydu1läh Anwar was beaten. 	 The 'ulamà the leaders of PDM, and

adherents of JUIP, attended the prayer.	 A special procession was

taken out to protest against the mishap on the previous Friday.l25

Muaxnmad Ayüb Khãn took serious notice of the 'i1amä'

processions.	 He called upon the 'ula,ná' to draft a detailed

blueprint of Islamic laws, acceptable to all Muslim sects. He

promised that he would take pride in endorsing a legislation

embodying it and in piloting it through the National Assembly.126

He mentioned the 'ulamã"s procession once again in his

first-of-the-month broadcast (1 January 1969). He apologised for

the incident relating to the trampling of the banner which had

'hurt the feelings of the 'ulamã'. He also gave the assurance that

[t]he government holds every religious scholar
in esteem and respects his sentiments. The
traditional relations based upon mutual respect
will be re-established between the government
and the ulama.127

For the first time, JUIP stood in a face-to-face

confrontation against Muhammad Ayib Khãn. In the past, although it

had raised its voice against MFLO and the modernist views of Dr.

Fazlur Rahmãn, in conjunction with the 'ularnä'as a whole, its main

energies were devoted to opposing JIP. The change in JUIP's

attitude was in part due to the removal of Mawlnã Ghuläin Ghaws

Hazãrwl from the office of General Secretary.

JUIP refused to be taken in by the President's vague

promises. In his attacks against the regime, Mufti Mahnuiid demanded

to know why a regime which claimed to be loyal to the stand of the
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i1amã'failed to take the 22 points of Islamic state (as proposed by

the u1amã') into account at the time of the framing of the

Constitution of Pakistan. 	 He reminded the regime that the

unanimous report of a sub-committee of the National Assembly

embodying amendments to MFLO had been shelved. The promises made

by the President during the 1965 election campaign to enforce

Islamic order, had remained unfulfilled.

As the agitation intensified,	 JIJP's executive body

decided to sack Mawlänã 'Abdul Hjnid Badayuni (January 1969). 	 The

new leadership, under Mawlãnã bdul Ghafür Hazärwi decided that on

10 January JUP would formally unite its voice with that of the

'ula.mä' belonging to JUIP. Its affiliates demanded the adoption of

Islamic laws, the repeal of un-Islamic ones, and the winding up the

Awqãf Department which had failed to serve the purpose of promoting

the cause of religion.'28

5.20.1	 The Formation of the Democratic Action Committee (DAC)

Even though JUIP remained outside of the fold of PDM, the

sympathy shown by PDM leaders after the baton-charge of its

procession brought the two sides closer together. 	 JUIP's

majlis-i-shüra' (Advisory Council) resolved (Dacca: 4-5 January

1969) to co-operate with the other parties of the Opposition in the

struggle against the autocratic regime of I1uhammad Ayb Khän

provided that such co-operation did not overshadow its basic aims.

Eager to gather all the opposition parties together under

a single banner of resistance to the regime, PDI1 invited the JUIP

leaders (along with NAP (Wall Khãn group)' 29 and APAL (Mujib
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group)] to attend its meeting (Dacca: 7 January 1969). 	 A meeting

of eight parties resulted in a larger alliance which was given the

name of 'Democratic Action Committee' (DAC); its basic objective

being the demand for full and complete democracy. 	 No specific

interests of the component parties were embodied in its manifesto,

nor was anything said about the ideological stand of any of the

members.	 DAC gathered almost all the important political parties,

except PPP and NAP (Bhashãn group), under its umbrella.

5.20.2	 The Round Table Conference (RTC)

Violent demonstrations were staged from 8 November 1968

onwards.	 Continuous use of police/armed force had failed to quell

the agitation.	 The Opposition parties appeared to become more

integrated than ever before.

Muhammad Ayüb Khãn decided to enter a dialogue with DAC.

Nawãbzãdah Nasrullãh Khãn, the convener of DAC, was formally

invited to a meeting. DAC expressed its willingness to come to the

conference table on certain conditions. 	 The state of emergency

should be lifted, the Defence of Pakistan Rules should be repealed,

Political detainees ought to be released, Section 144 of the

Criminal Procedure Code should be lifted.	 The Press and

Publications Ordinance, 1960 must be withdrawn.	 Baton-charging of

students by the police should be discontinued.

Even though DAC accepted Mutiammad Ayüb Khãn's invitation

to negotiate, it also continued to build up pressure. It called a

country-wide strike (14 February 1969) which turned out to be

'completely spontaneous, nothing like it before'.130
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The regime did accept some of DAC's demands.	 The state

of emergency was lifted. Z.A. Bhutto and Khãn 'Abdul Wall Khãn were

released.	 The Agartala Conspiracy Case was eventually withdrawn,

and Shaykh Mujibur Rahmán (with 34 others) was set free (22

February 1969).

A Round Table Conference (RTC) was arranged by the regime

with DAC leaders and some of the independent politicians (26

February; 10-13 March 1969).	 Nawábzádah Nasrullâh Khán, the

convenor of DAC, presented two major demands which had been agreed

amongst all the different constituents. They were:

1) The restoration of the federal parliamentary form of

government with appropriate regional autonomy; and

2) Election on the basis of adult franchise.

Nevertheless, DAC did not confine itself to these two

demands.	 Its representation spoke on issues which carried appeal

in their constituencies,	 perhaps in anticipation of public

criticism in the event of their failure to raise important issues

at such a high level RTC.131

Muhammad Ayüb Khãn, who had already unilaterally

announced that he would not seek re-election (21 February 1969),

agreed to DAC's two basic demands. All the other issues would be

left to the new National Assembly to settle. A special two-man

Committee consisting of Manzür Qädir (who had been a most

articulate voice in the drafting of the 1962 Constitution), and

Akhtar-ud-djn Ahinad [who had joined PML (Convention)] was formed to

recast the 1962 Constitution in the light of DAC's demands.
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On the concluding day of RTC, DAC broke up with the

completion of its role; each of its constituents desired to contest

the election on its own strength. Nevertheless, PDM, an alliance

of five parties, continued in existence for some time.

5.20.3	 The Failure of the 'Institutions' to Su pport the Regime

Muhammad Ayüb Khn was given very high marks by scholars

such as Huntington and Karl von Vorys for his institution-building

efforts. 132	The most talked-about of Mubammad Ayüb Khãn's

institutions was the Basic Democracies, which were later woven into

Pakistan's	 constitutional	 set-up.	 The 1962	 Constitution

represented another attempt to evolve the 'required' political

climate.	 But, unfortunately, both the Basic Democracies and the

1962 Constitution did not stand the test of time.

The Basic Democracies utterly failed to satisfy the

aspirations of the masses. Most 'basic democrats', particularly in

West Pakistan, lacked formal education and political experience.

Consequently,	 they could not discharge their functions.

Furthermore, the hold exercised by the civil administration over

the Basic Democracies was so strong that the resulting

ineffectiveness of BDs gave rise to the pun 'Bekas (helpless)

Democracies'.	 BDs failed to deliver a popular base to the regime.

During the 1969 agitation, they became very unpopular, and the very

term 'BD' was used as a synonym for ridicule in common parlance.

BDs,	 themselves, were hardly in a position to endure this

situation. A large number of 'basic democrats' (particularly in

East Pakistan) simply resigned in response to appeals from the

Opposition parties.
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The 1962 Constitution, which provided no space for

political parties, had been predoomed to failure without drastic

amendment.	 Mulianunad Ayüb Khãn was compelled to accept the

leadership of a political party. The National Assembly, under the

1962 Constitution,	 largely proved to be ineffective due to

insufficient financial powers and to the domination of the ruling

party.	 The President himself preferred to broadcast his

government's policies at large rather than submit them for

discussion in the National Assembly.

The spirit necessary for running the administration in

accordance with the provisions of the Constitution was lacking

within the ruling party.	 The Speaker of the National Assembly was

not allowed to act as President during the early months of 1968

when Muhammad Ayub Khan was too ill to work.

The institutions of 'conscious political thinking' were

overshadowed by the institution adopted by way of expediency -

viz., the political party led by the President. 	 PML (Convention)

proved to be so helpless that it could not organise a single public

meeting or even a procession counter to the agitation against its

President.

There were a number of reasons for the incapacity of PML

(Convention).	 Z.A. Suleri, a journalist close to Muhammad Ayüb

Khn, commented that PML (Convention) was a 'fissiparous body' and

'most of its adherents' were 'rank opportunists' who had 'a

lifetime habit of becoming hangers-on of the powers that be'.133
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People with such a background could not be expected to

organise themselves into a disciplined political party. 	 Important

organs of the party, such as the Working Committee, the Finance

Committee and the Central Parliamentary Board, were filled by

nominations made by the President. 134 Lists of party members,

running into millions were proved to be bogus, even though

membership fees were deposited into the accounts of the party; and,

the money involved was extracted from the pockets of the

beneficiaries of the regime's economic policies.

Mul?ammad Ayüb Khãn could not completely set aside his

deep dislike of politicians. He preferred to rule the country with

the help of civil administrators and did not relish the thought of

reposing trust in party politicians. As a result, the 'party was

nowhere to be seen' 135 during a period critical to the survival of

the regime.

5.20.4	 The Final Step

Except for the fact that the 1962 Constitution acted as a

convenient fig leaf, Muhammad Ayüb Khãn maintained his links with

the military even after his retirement, and hung on to his rank as

Field Marshal.	 He persistently cultivated the image of a soldier

in preference to that of a politician. 	 The generals in the armed

forces knew that he relied on them. 	 When he fell seriously ill,

General Muhammad Yahya Khãn, the Commander-in-Chief of the army,

set up a command post in the President's House in order to stay in

touch with day-to-day developments. Under his instructions, all

contacts between the ailing President and his civilian aides were

terminated. 136
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Muhammad Ayüb Khãn unexpectedly recovered from his

illness and the Commander-in-Chief had to return to the barracks.

Even though the Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces was not

supposed to assume a political mantle, in practice this principle

was breached.' 37	Shaykh Mujibur Rahinãn was involved in the

so-called Agartala Conspiracy Case at the insistence of General

Muhammad Yahy Khán though preliminary investigation did not show

any clue to his involvement.	 The generals in the military were

unhappy with Muhammad Ayüb Khãn's decision to withdraw the Agartala

Conspiracy Case.	 All the accused were in military custody and the

evidence of the prosecution in respect of the case was largely

collected by military intelligence agencies.

The exaggerated reports of disorder in East Pakistan,

especially in the Western media, enabled the military to exert

pressure on Muhammad Ayüb Khãn to wind up his political scheme and

step down from office.	 Subsequently, the 1962 Constitution was

abrogated and Martial Law was imposed (25 March 1969).

5.21	 Conclusion

The imposition of Martial Law by Mul)ammad Yahya' Khn

brought the chapter of committed modernism in the history of

Pakistan to an end. Muhammad Ayüb Khãn was well aware of the

influence of the 'ulamä' and the pirs on the Muslim masses in

general, and on some highly placed persons in particular. His own

personal experience was no less impressive. He was due to retire

from the army in 1958. Ayiib Khuro, the Defence Minister, was not

happy with him.	 But Muhammad Ayüb Khãri was interested in having

his service extended.
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Prime Minister Feroz Khan Nun's family revered the Fir

Sähi.b of Dewal Sharif who interceded with the Prime Minister on his

behalf.	 The latter issued an announcement (9 June 1.959) extending

Muhammad Ayüb Khãn's tenure as Commander-in-Chief.138

Muhammad Ayüb Khãn became a mur.id of the Fir Sähib of

Dewal Sharif against his view that sufism was responsible for

promotion of 'an escapist mentality' and the confinement of 'life

to the premises of tombs and monasteries'. 139 The Fir Sähib of

Dewal Sharif was satisfied to see one of his rnurids as President of

Pakistan, irrespective of the policies which he pursued. 	 The

pir-murld relationship served the interests of both sides.

Muhammad Ayüb Khãn got the support of the Bareiwi plrs and the

'ulami' through the Fir Sähib of Dewal Sharif; and, by the same

token, the Fir Sãhi.b enjoyed access to the upper echelons of

government.

Under the able guidance of Mawlnã Mawdidi, JIP had

emerged as a force capable of exerting influence not only on the

'ulamã' but also on Pakistan's constitution-makers during the

parliamentary era (1947-1958). 	 The secularists and Islamic

modernists alike experienced in their minds a fundamental conflict

between the idea of a modern state on the one hand, and on the

other, the political ideology propagated by Mawlna Mawdüdi and

generally accepted by almost all sections of the 'u1ami.	 It was

within the parameters signified by such a perspective that Muhammad

Ayüb Khãn's regime came to regard JIP as its main enemy and sought

to curtail its influence.
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The cleavage between JUIP and JIP brought them into

conflict with each other. The regime gave tacit support to JUIP in

the hope that the latter would be able to keep JIP at bay. 	 At the

same time, its opposition to socialism made JIP also a target of

the left forces.	 Ironically, an undercurrent of collaboration

between the autocratic regime and the left elements developed even

though the policies of Muhammad Ayiib Khn's regime were injurious

to the interests of the leftist forces.

During much of Muhammad Ayüb Khãn's regime, the different

tendencies among the 'ulamã'proved incapable of coming together on a

single platform, even though there was an unanimity of view among

them on such issues as MFLO, and the role of such organisations as

ACII and IRI.

The efforts of the regime to modernise society from

above completely failed. In contrast to the religious approach of

the 'ula,nã the government's policies failed to win popular support.

The mosques and the madrasahs were the centres of popular agitation

against the regime. The Awqãf Department of West Pakistan managed

only one per cent of the total number of mosques in the

province, 140 and could not even discipline its 'salaried' khatibs.

The 'u1ajn.' played a vital role in discrediting the regime in the

eyes of the masses.	 Most of the interviewees in a survey,

conducted by Kallm Sjddiqi during the turbulent days of the regime

stated that the 'ulamä's role was an important factor in turning the

people against the regime, 141 and that the whispering campaign

against the President and his family's corruption drew mounting

public anger upon them.
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Muiammad Ayüb Khãn's downfall had the effect of making

the 'u1am'feel overconfident. Each group claimed exclusive credit

for bringing down the regime. The divisions among the 'u1am'

resurfaced with a vengeance.

The major internal contradiction of Pakistani politics

consisted of the fact that while the ruling class, committed to

Islamic modernism, systematically discredited itself in the eyes of

the masses, paradoxically, it was also able to retain power in its

hands by simply changing its external manifestation. In other

words, the political achievement of the 'i1amä'was confined to the

dismantling of Ayüb Khãn's regime. The izlamã'had to their credit

no positive contribution of a political nature because Ayüb Khãn's

regime was replaced by another identical in character led by

Muhammad Yahyá Khn.
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CHAPTER 6

THE 1970 ELECTION: A WATERSHED IN PAKISTAN'S HISTORY

Muhammad Yahy Khãn and his military advisors knew that

the people had experienced autocratic military rule and that they

had had to struggle hard to get rid of it. The probability that

popular resentment might well raise its head again could not be

ruled out if the impression were to gain ground that the new

Martial Law administration merely represented a continuation of the

previous regime.	 In this context, Muhammad Yahyâ Khãn spelled out

his intentions as follows:

I wish to make it absolutely clear to you that
I have no ambition other than the creation of
conditions conducive to the establishment of a
constitutional government.	 It is my firm

belief that a sound,	 clean and hones
administration is a pre-requisite for sane an
constructive political life and for smooth
transfer of power to the representatives of the
people elected freely and impartially on the
basis of adult franchise.	 It will be the task
of these elected representatives to give the
country a workable constitution and find a
solution of all other political, economic and
social problems that have been agitating the
minds of the people.1

Political parties were not banned	 (though their

activities were subject to restriction). The new government put

itself forward as a caretaker administration bent on handing over

power to the elected representatives of the people without delay.

As soon as restrictions on their political activities were removed,

political parties vigorously debated the issues facing the country,

and staked their respective claims to the people's votes in the

election that was due to take place.
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In this chapter, we shall consider the issues on which

the u1a,nâ'based their campaign, their achievement in the polls, and

the role that they played on the national political scene in the

aftermath of the 1970 election.

6.1	 Election Issues

The two main issues which dominated the political debate

were:

1) The choice of economic system;

2) The steps that would have to be taken to remove the

economic disparity between East and West Pakistan.

Both these issues directly stemmed from the economic

policies that had been pursued by successive governments since

1947.	 Enormous differences between the rich and the poor led to

more and more demands for economic justice. 	 The growing disparity

between East and West Pakistan aggravated feelings of East

Pakistani nationalism and separatism.

In the sphere of economic policy, the debate in Pakistan

revolved round the three economic models of Islam, socialism and

Islamic socialism respectively. 	 In his Six-Point Formula, Shaykh

Mujibur Rahmâin focused on the economic disparity between East and

West Pakistan.

6.1.1.	 Islam, Socialism and Islamic Socialism

Before entering into a discussion of Socialism and

Islamic Socialism within the context of intellectual development in
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contemporary South Asia, it would be appropriate for us to turn our

attention to the basic teachings of Islam in respect of economic

activity.

Islam, as a religion, does not encourage a retreat from

worldly occupations.	 Neither celibacy, nor a glorification of

physical suffering or of vows of poverty, has a distinctive place

in the social framework of Islam.	 The Prophet, Muhammad, had

himself been connected with commercial activity. 	 The cradle of

Islam, Makkah, during and before the Prophet's lifetime, was a

centre of trade as well as a religious focus for the Arabs.

Muslims are permitted to seek their livelihood in legitimate

trading in the course of !ajj2 (pilgrimage to Makkah). Muslims are

likewise enjoined to hasten to their Friday prayer before going

back to their business activities. 3 With such an emphasis on

economic activity, the Qurn has explicitly stipulated a set of

basic principles for the regulation of the economy of any Islamic

state and society.	 These principles are further elaborated in the

Sunnah of the Prophet. They are as follows:

1. Hal (wealth) in all its forms is created by God, and

therefore is His property. 4 People hold wealth as a

gift from God.5

2. Man has a right to private property. 6	But this

right is not absolute or unconditional.	 Ownership

of private property without restraint is bound to

cause fasäd fil arz (i.e., disorder on the earth).

3. Wealth should not be concentrated in the hands of a

few people. 7	Its circulation,	 at the widest

possible range, is assured through a system of zakãt
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and 'ushr, 8	 laws of inheritance and general

exhortations to spend money on the poor and the

needy, and for the collective welfare of the urizmah.9

4.	 Interest	 in	 all its	 forms	 is	 forbidden.10

Similarly, risk-taking and speculative enterprises

such as gambling and marketing of crops, before

harvesting, are prohibited.

Contrary to the spirit of these teachings, a feudal

system continued to prevail in the Muslim world when the Russian

Revolution (October 1917) posed an ideological challenge to the

world.

The early South Asian Muslims who became acquainted with

socialist theory saw something close to Islam in it. 	 Thus, for

example, Mushir Husayn Qidwâ'i, attempted to prove, in his own

words,

I have taken the quotations from authentic
Muslim books and the holy Quran itself ... I
thought that by citing original authorities I
might succeed in conveying to my readers the
fact that the idea of Socialism in Islam is no
less than thirteen centuries old and cannot be
attributed to European influence.11

Along with this modern educated Muslim, Mawlana

'Ubaydulläh Sindh, a Deohandi ¶1im, also advocated a socialist

economy for India's plural society. 12	Barkatul1h Bhopâli

(1859-1927), another 'aiim who came into contact with the Soviet

leaders in 1917, saw in the October Revolution 'the dawn of human

freedom ... with Lenin as the shining sun'. 	 He appealed to the
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Muslims of the world to 'understand the noble principles of Russian

socialism and to embrace it seriously and enthusiastically'.13

All the three aforementioned persons denied being

socialists. 14 They claimed that they were earnest followers of the

tenets of Islam.	 To them, whatever was commendable in socialism

also formed part of Islamic teachings (i.e., eradication of social

injustices and cruelties from society).

Muhammad Iqbal was the most outstanding among the South

Asian Muslim intellectuals who forthrightly admired the October

Revolution.	 In his poems 'God's Command to the Angels' and 'Lenin

before God' 1 15 he praised the Russian Revolution.	 He described

Karl Marx in the following couplet:

Wuh Kalim-i-be-Tajjalll, Wuh Nasil-i-be-a1ib,
N.ist Payghambar Wiekan Dar Baghal Därad Kitâb.

(He, the unenlightened Moses, He, the
uncrucif led Christ, though he was not the
messenger of God yet had a book in his clasp.)

Because of his admiration for the October Revolution, he

was widely regarded as a socialist; but, he promptly repudiated

Bolshevism as ku.fr because it was based solely on materialism.16

-'
Since both Mawlãna Ubaydullãh Sindhi and Iqbl admired

the October Revolution and socialism for their similarities with

the egalitarian concept of Islam, they sowed the seeds of a kind

of socialism - Islamic socialism - in their writings.	 Mawlãn

¶Jbaydullah Sindhi was widely believed to be a 'radical religious

leader' who 'developed radical theories of Islamic socialism'.17

The two poems of Iqbl cited above were considered to 'represent
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the beginning of the modern Indo-Muslim theory of Islamic

socialism' 18

As a matter of fact, however, neither Mawlänä Sindii nor

Iqbal can be said to have offered a theory of Islamic socialism.

Their writings and speeches echoed the need for social reform, but

these were not elaborated in any systematic manner. 	 It is

noteworthy that they did not use the term 'Islamic Socialism' in

their writings.	 They simply emphasised some of the positive

aspects of socialism as they saw them, whilst playing down their

objections to its philosophical basis, opposition to religion, and

belief in class struggle.

After independence was achieved, the political leadership

of Pakistan had to grapple with the question of which pattern of

economy should be adopted.	 The term 'Islamic Socialism' had

already gained wide currency in Muslim countries prior to 1947.19

Nawãbzãdah Liyãqatli Khãn, mentioned 'the principles of Islam',

'Islamic Socialism' and 'Islamism' on three separate occasions,2°

when he addressed the question of economic policy. 	 His 'Islamic

Socialism' was no more than 'the economic programme drawn up 1,350

years back' which he held up before the public as 'the best

economic programme' for Pakistan.

r	 (
On an intellectual level, Dr. Khalifah Abdul Hakim took

up the issue of 'Islamic Socialism' in his work Islam and Communism

(1951). He rejected both capitalism and communism as representing

two extremes, and elaborated the Islamic pattern of economy as a

middle way between them. 	 He suggested that Muslim countries stood

in need of 'socialistic reforms' in the framework of 'socialism of
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the Islamic pattern with a background of spiritual values'.21

Hakim's book left the reader with the impression that he was

issuing a veiled warning to Pakistan's rulers to the effect that a

failure on their part to introduce essential economic reform could

well drive the Muslim masses to experiment with communism as a

remedy for social injustices.	 Dr. Khalifah bdul Hakim was among

the first modernist intellectuals in Pakistan to write extensively

on the socialist aspects of the Islamic economy.

After a spell of about 25 years since the inception of

Pakistan, Muhammad Ayüb Khãn, in his introduction to the Third

Five-Year Plan, announced that 'Islamic Socialism' was the goal he

had set himself.22

Can the economic policies pursued from the time of

Liyaqat 1i Khn to that of Muhammad Ayüb Khãn be characterised as

'Islamic Socialist' or as stemming from socialist aspects of

Islamic teachings? The answer must be a resounding 'No'. 	 The

model of economic development remained essentially capitalistic in

character.	 Free enterprise, unchecked under Muhammad Ayüb Khàn's

regime, however, had the effect of pushing the political parties

further and further into opposition against the policies of the

regime, and in favour of socialisation and nationalisation of large

industries, banks and insurance companies.

Mubammad Ayüb Khn's exposition of 'Islamic Socialism'

can be gleaned from Pakistan's Third Five-Year Plan.	 In its

content and spirit, the Third Five-Year Plan was no different from

the previous plans. 	 Islamic Socialism was no more than a term of

political rhetoric, but it did provide an opportunity for political
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activists with socialist leanings to propagate the need for social

justice.

The term 'Islamic Socialism' soon became a controversial

subject.	 A.K. Sumãr, an industrialist and vocal supporter of the

regime of Muhammad Aytib Khãn, said in the National Assembly that

[t]he concept and thinking of Islamic Socialism
is a dangerous concept in itself and is a fraud
with Islam.23

Sumãr's remarks provoked Muhammad Hanif Rãme to put the

case in favour of Islamic Socialism. 24 A large number of articles

appeared in the press which either praised 'Islamic Socialism' as

the embodiment of economic teachings of Islam, or denounced it as a

meaningless and absurd contradiction.

It is interesting to note that the term	 'Islamic

Socialism' also provoked strong opposition from the Marxists in

Pakistan as well as abroad. 25 They denounced the term because, in

their view, Islam is a capitalistic doctrine which gives the right

to individuals to own the means of production, even though it may

contain certain elements of primitive socialism.

Even though the debate over 'Islamic Socialism' continued

for more than five years, the subject was carried no further

forward than the stage which it had already reached in the writings

of Dr. Khaljfah 4Abdul Hakim.	 The so-called 'Islamic Socialists'

seemed to have been presenting 'Islamic Socialism'	 as an

alternative to Marxism, while the opponents of 'Islamic Socialism'

perceived it as a scarcely veiled camouflage for what was

essentially Marxism.
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6.1.i.(a) The 'Ula.mã's Response to the Debate on 'Socialism' 	 and

'Islamic Socialism'

JIP was the most articulate among the parties of the

'ulamä'in its denunciation of socialism. 	 It saw nothing compatible

between Islam and socialism. According to its spokesperson

1) Socialism is a complete ideology of society and
culture. All of its parts are integrated. It
does not permit partial reform.

2) Socialism is based on materialism and
indifference to religion, rather than on
opposition to religion.	 It is an alternative
to religion and cannot co-exist	 with
religion. 26

JIP condemned the term 'Islamic Socialism' with the same

force that it brought to its condemnation of socialism in general.

The Barelw.i 'ulamã by and large, were in line with JIP in their

denunciation of socialism. 	 The difference of opinion among the

'ulamä' stemmed from the stand as opted for by the Deobandls.	 The

JUIP leadership had a tradition of radicalism. 	 Mawlana'Ubaydulrah

Sindhi was a highly revered figure among the JUIP 'ulama:	 Islam Ká

Igtisadi Nizàm (The Economic System of Islam), written by Mawlàna

Hifzur Rahmãn Siyuhãrw was, for a long time, regarded as the most

authentic exposition of Islam as an economic system.	 After

comparing Islam and socialism, the author concluded as follows:

I dare to say, without any fear of public
accusation, that at present the former
(Islamic) concept cannot be put into practice,
while	 the latter (socialist) 	 concept	 is
practicable. 27

Mawlnã Ahinad 'All was the amir of JUIP during its early

phase. He was a reputed disciple of Mawlini iJbaydullãh Sindhi with

whom he had familial links. It was Mawlànà Ahmad i1 who spoke for
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the uplift of the peasants as early as 1949. 	 Addressing a public

meeting he asserted that

zarnindars have inflicted such a disgrace on the
impoverished tenants as Pharaoh had done to the
Bani Isrã'il. There are innumerable places
where chastity of tenant's wife, daughter or
sister is not secure. The zamindär sends for
anyone's wife, daughter or sister for sexual
enjoyment.	 No-one is there to listen to the
complaint of the oppressed. If a tenant
refuses to bow to the will of a zarnindär, he is
immediately evicted and no other zarnindár lets
him live in the village.28

Mawlãnã Ahmad 'Ali suggested the following remedy for

relieving their distress:

Only that amount of land must be retained by
za.mindars which they can cultivate by their own
hands for livelihood, and the remaining land be
taken from them and be distributed among
landless peasants.29

The JUIP leadership supported the policies of Jaiñl 'Aldun

Nsir of Egypt who was responsible for declaring socialism as the

guiding principle of the newly-established United Arab Republic

(UAR). 30 . The JUIP leaders from Pakistan used to be among the

prominent dignitaries who were present at conferences on Islamic

subjects held under the auspices of UAR government.

JUIP did not regard socialism as inimical to Islam.

According to it, the 'socialist concept of economic equality is

nearer to the Islamic idea of human equality' and

'socialism is neither a code of life nor a
social system; it is merely an economic formula
which signified the demise of capitalist
dominance' ,31
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Ahinad Husayn Kamál, the editor of Tariurnán-i-Islärn,

JUIP's weekly, had worked closely with political organisations,

conunitted to the aim of removing colonialism from South Asia, as

well as from other parts of the world. 32 He gave importance to

news items relating to such organisations and their leaders. The

news of the death of Dr. Ho Chi Minh (1892-1969), the Vietnamese

leader, was captioned as the 'greatest loss for the freedom lovers

of South East Asia'. 33 Likewise, too, the assumption of power by

Colonel Qazzáfi in Libya after the overthrow of the pro-American

regime led by Shah Idris was highly applauded.

JUIP unequivocally sided with the Pakistani parties of

the left - viz., NAP and PPP.	 It concluded an election alliance

with the Pakistan Labour Party (14 July 1969) which was founded by

Bashir Bakhtiyr, a trade unionist who had once belonged to CPI,

and enjoyed a not insignificant following among industrial workers

in large cities in West Pakistan.

6.1.1(b) The Markazi Jam'i yat-ul-'Ulamã-i-Islãm (NJUI)

The Deobandi 'ularnã' of Jill, once active during the

parliamentary era (1947-1958), criticised their fellow 'ulami' of

JUIP for the support that the latter gave to socialism and

socialist organisations. The JUl 'àlamI'set up a parallel political

organisation under the name of Harkazi Jarn'.iyat-ui4iiamã-i-Isiäm

(NJUI) (Karachi:	 22 August 1969). In order to differentiate the

newly established MJUI from JIJIP, both parties were identified by

reference to the prominent figures belonging to them. MJUI thus

became Deobandis' Thãnwi group (after Mawlãna Ihtishäm-ul-Haq, the
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organiser); and JUIP came to be known as the Hazrwi group (named

after Maw1ãn Ghulãm Ghaws Hazrwi, its strident leader).

6.1.1(c) The	 Failure of JUIP and NJUI to Reconcile Their

Differences

The friction among the Deobandi 'u1amâin West Pakistan

resulted in a division of the movement into pro- and anti-socialist

segments,	 with a small number of moderates who were,

characteristically, more interested in madrasah activities than in

day-to-day politics.	 Besides these moderates, the z1amã'from East

Pakistan (e.g., Mawlánã Athar 'All) suggested a reconciliation

between the two groups.	 A five-member committee 34 was set up to

effect a reconciliation between the two groups (Karachi: 	 1

September 1969).	 After listening to the views of both groups,

Mawlãnã Muhammad Yiisuf Binnawri, a member of the committee, noted

as follows:

One group is of the opinion that socialism is
the biggest curse of the world and it is the
forerunner of the annihilation of Islam.
Therefore, the larger part of this group's
energies are being used for the denunciation of
socialism. This group also considers western
capitalism to be a curse; but its expression of
hatred for capitalism is not of the same
intensity as its condemnation of socialism.
Capitalism is not being denounced in the same
manner.

The other group, however, considers capitalism
to be a curse and thinks that socialism has no
special attraction of its own because it is, in
fact, a reaction to capitalism. Socialism will
die a natural death once the problems created
by capitalism are solved in the light of
Islamic principles. This group utilises its
energies mainly in the condemnation of
capitalism and not socialism.35
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He also noted that Tarjuman-i-LsThm's (the official organ

of JUIP) advocacy of socialism had damaged JUIP's image.

The efforts to reconcile the two antagonistic groups made

no headway. Each went its own way.

6.1.2.	 The Six-Point Formula

The second issue which dominated the scene was Shaykh

Mujibur Rahnián's Six-Point Formula. In the beginning, this Formula

became the voice of the middle classes of East Pakistan, which had

been deprived of their due share of power by their counterparts in

West Pakistan.	 With the passage of time, political developments

favoured the adoption of the Six-Point Formula as a 'Freedom

Charter' for the mass of the people of East Pakistan in their

struggle against the Federal Government of Pakistan.

During the pre-1947 days, AIML had stood for greater

provincial autonomy. Paradoxically the independent homeland won by

AIML was placed under the political control of a strong Federal

Government.	 The root cause of East Pakistan's grievances lay in

the tight grip exercised by the Centre. 	 Underrepresentation of

East Pakistanis in the provincial and federal administrations36

aggravated the feelings of deprivation among the middle classes of

East Pakistan.	 The role of West Pakistani administrators,

appointed to serve in East Pakistan became so objectionable that

grumblings of discontent could be heard in CAP even as early as

February 1948. Begum Sha'istah Ikrãmullah said that

a feeling is growing among the East Pakistanis
that East Pakistan is being neglected and
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treated merely as a colony of West Pakistan.37

The Federal Government of Pakistan was so insensitive to the

popular aspirations of East Pakistan that it did not give due

importance to the demand that the Bengali language, along with

Urdu, should be given the status of a national language. This

demand was accepted only after rioting and bloodshed (1952).38

The economic disparity between East and West Pakistan

constituted the main factor which gave an edge to all other (e.g.,

cultural and political) grievances. The East Pakistanis caine to

believe that the West Pakistan-dominated Federal Government of

Pakistan deliberately pursued policies which resulted in the

economic disparity between the two halves of the country. 	 The

disparity was linked to a polarisation of interests between the

ruling and dominated classes. Economists from West Pakistan

attributed the disparity between it and East Pakistan to the

latter's economic backwardness at the time of independence and

continuous political unrest. 	 Needless to say, East Pakistani

economists were far from satisfied with such arguments.39

The 8-point programme of PD!'! has been discussed in

chapter 5. JIP, which had some stake in East Pakistan, became the

religious-political party most vocal in its denunciation of the

Six-Point Formula. JIP held the view that

East Pakistan's problems are a part of the
overall problems of Pakistan; and there are two
basic causes for these problems. First, the
people of Pakistan, from the very day of its
emergence until now, have not been given the
right to elect freely their representatives for
running the government. Second, no
God-fearing, pious and pro-people leadership
has come to power [which would have tried to
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solve the problems]. The power has been a
plaything in hands of opportunists and
self-seekers.

The Six-Point Formula was condemned on the basis that:

1) it divides Pakistan into two	 independent
states;

2) it suggests a separate fiscal system for East
Pakistan but does not provide a remedy for the
injustices, already done to East Pakistan, and
it closes the door to the use of the resources
of Pakistan as a whole for the removal of
disparities. 40

JIP leaders made comparisons with the past and the

existing economic growth of East Pakistan, but they could not make

the point that aspiring East Pakistanis were no longer satisfied

with the absolute rate at which the province had been developing

before and since 1947; they were more concerned with the relative

figures showing the contrasts between the opportunities available

for East and West Pakistanis after twenty years of independence.

-
6.2	 The Fatwa of the 113 Ulama'

Against a perspective of the two major issues referred to

above, the political parties could be said to fall into four

categories:

1) Those upholding the Islamic ideology in letter and

in spirit;

2) Those opposing the Islamic ideology and propagating

alien ideologies such as socialism;

3) Those	 propagating secularism	 and	 regional

nationalism; and
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4) Those upholding Islam but supporting the socialists

and regional nationalists.

A fatwi from 113 S2lamâ'appeared in the press (26 February

1970). 41	It was originally drafted by the Deobandi .z1aznã'who had

organised MJUI,	 after which the signatures of the Barelwi,
-r(

Ahl-i-Hadis and Sh.zah ularna were secured.

According to the fatwi, socialism was kufr, and

co-operation with socialists would constitute an act of favouring

kufr, which was therefore absolutely forbidden. 	 Similarly,

secularism and regional nationalism went against Islamic ideology.

The fatwa advised the laity to support the parties of the first

category, but not those belonging to the other three categories.

The fatwá did not name the parties to be supported or to

be opposed, but it tacitly argued in favour of parties such as JIP

and MJUI, and various factions of PML. Parties of the left, i.e.,

factions of NAP and PPP, nationalist secularist parties such as

APAL (Mujib group) and parties with socialists sympathies such as

JtJIP, were denounced.

6.3	 The New Political Forces

The onset of election fever was marked by mergers, splits

and realignments among the political parties. 	 It would be

appropriate at this stage to review the role played by the new

political parties in the events leading up to and following the

election of 1970.
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6.3.1	 The Pakistan Democratic Part y (PDP)

PDM resulted from an alliance of five parties.	 Three of

these, with prominent leaders and a modicum of followers - viz.,

NDF, APAL(Nasrullãh Khan group) and NIP - decided to merge. 	 They

believed that in order for parliamentary democracy to be successful

only a small number of powerful parties and not a large number of

small parties should fill the political arena. 42 	Air Marshal

(retired) Asghar Khãn's nascent 'Justice Party' (JP) also decided

to join this merger.	 The Pakistan Democratic Party (PDP) was thus

born (May 1969), with Nür-ul-Amin as President.

JP's draft manifesto (scheduled for submission for the

party's approval at its formal convention on 23 March 1969), was

published by Asghar Khãn only two days prior to the enforcement of

Martial Law by Muhammad Yahyâ Khãn. One of the declared aims of JP

was to 'work towards creating a society based on the true

principles of Islam'. 43	Asghar Khãn saw in the merger an

opportunity for raising his stature as national leader.

The three main parties which merged together represented

different political tendencies. NDF gave priority to parliamentary

democracy above all other values.	 The rank and file of NIP was

divided into two groups - one which was strong on religion and the

other which was liberal in its general political orientation. 	 The

APAL (Nasrullãh Khan group) was an unambiguously secular formation.

JP, which did not enjoy a large following, had no coherent policy;

its politics were largely shaped by the thinking of its maverick

founder.
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The second line leadership of NIP was not in favour of a

merger with secular parties (namely NDF and the APAL-Nasrullãh Khãn

group).	 The new party's membership was open to all Pakistanis,

irrespective of their religious affiliations.	 Though Chawdhari

Muhammad 'All, the former president of NIP, was among those who

supported the merger, a substantial following of NIP did not join

the new party.	 Disappointed by his failure to carry a majority

with him into the new party, Chawdhari Muhammad 'AiI decided to

retire from public life. 44 Subsequently, the religious element of

NIP joined the main religious political parties - viz., MJUI in

East Pakistan and JIP in West Pakistan.

6.3.2	 The Tahrik-i-Isti gläl (Movement for Consolidation)

During the period of PDP's gestation, 	 Air Marshal

(retired) Asghar Khãn (who had already written the manifesto of JP)

was made Chairman of its Manifesto Committee. 	 However, he failed

to obtain the post of President or General Secretary of PDP. 	 He

was elected as 'Junior Vice-president'.	 Asghar Khãn's suggestion

that the new party should adopt the name of Justice Party was

rejected by the leadership which preferred to retain the identity

of the alliance intact by calling it PDP. 	 Nür-ul-Amin, the aged

East Pakistani politician, was named President of PDP, and Nasim

Hassan,	 a not so prominent West Pakistani, became General

Secretary.	 Asghar Khn thus became dissatisfied with PDP's

seasoned politicians, 	 signalled his retirement from active

politics, and sought refuge in a new party by the name of

Tahrik-i-Istiqlal (TI).
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6.3.3	 The Pakistan Muslim League [PML (Qayyum rou)1

Towards the end of Muhammad Ayüb Khãn's regime, Khn

.bdul Qayyum Khãn, a prominent politician, re-entered politics

after an absence of almost a decade. 	 He had been President of PML

at the time of the 1958 coup d'etat. He had been imprisoned by the

Martial Law authorities though he was released soon afterwards

after he agreed to retire from active political life.

Khãn bdul Qayyüm Khãn announced at a press conference

(Peshawar: 20 March 1969) that he was about to form a new party.

He denounced both factions of PML [viz., PML (Councillors) and PML

(Convention)]. In his view, PML (Councillors) had lost all contact

with the masses and practically ceased to exist. PML (Convention),

discredited under Muhammad Ayüb Khn, had forfeited its right to be

the inheritor of the Qid-i-Aam Muhammad 'Ali Jinnãh' s political

legacy in the form of the Muslim League. Khãn bdul Qayyüm Khãn

claimed that the new party would be entirely based on Qã'id-i-Azam's

political principles and would thus acquire unquestioned

legitimacy. He suggested the name of the party as the Qa'id-i-A'zam

Muslim League.45

Sãhibzãdih Hasan Mahinüd, who was known for his penchant

for changing party platforms, was nominated chief organiser of the

party.	 He had once in the past shifted his loyalties from PML to

RP when the former was in opposition. He had been an advisor

behind the scenes when PML (Convention) was formed. 	 Though

disqualified under EBDO, he was given the responsibility of running

Muhammad Ayüb Khn's presidential campaign (1965).46
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KhãnAbdul Qayyüm Khãn had the support of politicians who

did not feel confident of their future either in PML (Councillors)

or in PML (Convention).	 A factional group of PML (Convention) led

by Aslain Jalwn merged with Qà'id-i-A'zam Muslim League.	 The new

party took the name of Pakistan Muslim League (PML), of which Khän

(
Abdul Qayyiiin Khãn and Abdus abür Khãn, an East Pakistani and

former member of Muhammad Ayüb Khn's cabinet, became President and

General Secretary respectively.

6.4	 Towards the General Election (1970)

Muhammad Yahya' Khãn made three promises when he took

power in the coup d'etat that led to Ayiib Khãn's removal:

1) Transfer of power to the elected representatives;

2) these representatives would be elected on the basis

of adult franchise; and,

3) a new constitution would be framed by the

representatives thus elected.

But, he insisted that the prerequisite to fulfilment of these

promises would have to be a 'sane and constructive political

life'. 47 It was therefore difficult to guess the time-scale that

Muhammad Yahy Khãn had in mind when he made his threefold promise.

After assuming office as President (31 March 1969),

Muhammad Yahyá Khãn issued the Provisional Constitution Order (4

April 1969) under which the country was to be governed as nearly as

possible in accordance with the 1962 Constitution, pending the

framing of a new Constitution.
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A federal government consisting of a ten-member civilian

Council of Ministers was sworn in, albeit under the shadow of the

military. 48 The new regime was, however, keen to appease the most

politicised urban elements (namely industrial workers and

students).	 It announced a new labour policy giving workers a

better deal. The Universit y Ordinance, 1962 was also amended. 	 In

an attempt to please the 'iziam'as a whole, as well as the various

religious political parties, the new regime was keen to put itself

forward as the upholder of Islamic ideology. 	 At the same time,

Muhammad Yahy Khãn sought to defuse Bengali nationalism in the

east by repeatedly declaring that East Pakistan's grievances

against the Federal Government of Pakistan were genuine and ought

to be dealt with in a proper manner. The Harvard Advisory Group

(HAG) had been bitterly attacked by East Pakistani political

leaders who blamed it for the dismal record of the Planning

Commission in the sphere of distribution of resources. HAG was

forced to leave Pakistan (30 June 197O). 4	The Fourth Five-Year

Plan (1970-1975),° contained the following commitment:

The development strategy of the 1970s has to
change fundamentally. While essentially
protecting the growth rate already achieved a
greater regional and social balance is being
attempted in its composition.51

52.5 per cent of the total amount of investment and

development expenditure envisaged in the Fourth Five Year Plan, was

to be allocated to East Pakistan.

The first step towards carrying out the promise of

general election was taken (28 July 1969) when an Election

Commission was constituted under the chairmanship of Justice A.

Sattr, an East Pakistani judge of the Supreme Court of Pakistan.
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It commenced its work with the preparation of fresh electoral

rolls.	 Four months later (28 November 1969), Muhammad Yahy Khãn

announced that full political activity, 	 subject to 'certain

guidelines', would be restored with effect from 1 January 1970, and

a general election would be held on 5 October 1970.

Simultaneously, however, he made two important decisions

which ran contrary to the spirit of his first speech in which he

had given a clear undertaking to the effect that issues of a

political nature would be left to the elected representatives to

resolve.	 First, the historical boundaries of the four provinces

in West Pakistan were restored by breaking up the One Unit scheme;

and, second, the principle of parity between East and West Pakistan

was abandoned.	 Did these not constitute major 'political' issues

that were meant to be solved by the representatives of the people?

Muhammad Yahyâ Khãn obviously believed that these two political

decisions were crucial to his election strategy.

The dissolution of the 'One Unit' in the West was a major

blow to NAP and minor regional parties, which relied for their

support primarily on ethnic solidarities rather than on class

identities stretching across regional and ethnic boundaries. 	 It

was in the nature of a pre-emptive strike against them.	 The

abolition of parity between East and West Pakistan was intended as

a political bait to APAL.

6.4.1	 The Legal Framework Order (LFO)

The guidelines for the elections and the principles which

Muhammad Yahy Khãn believed that a future National Assembly ought
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to keep in view while framing a constitution were set out in the

Legal Framework Order (LFO) (30 March 1970).52 LFO was explicit on

two important issues:	 Islamic ideology, and the disparity between

East and West Pakistan.	 The Islamic provisions of the 1962

Constitution would be retained and reinforced in any new

constitution.	 Provincial autonomy would be maximised within a

framework that would ensure that the Federal Government would

effectively 'discharge its responsibilities in relation to external

and internal affairs and ... 	 preserve the Independence and

territorial integrity of the country'.	 Economic disparity

between the different provinces and between different areas in the

same province would be 'removed by the adoption of statutory and

other measures'.

The National Assembly was required to draft a

Constitution Bill within 120 days of its first meeting. 	 The

Constitution Bill, when passed, would be subject to the approval of

the President.	 The National Assembly would be dissolved if it

failed to frame the Constitution Bill within the prescribed period

or if the 're idert i isecI to atove it.

LFO also delimited the National and Provincial Assembly

constituencies in accordance with the Census figures for 1961 (see

Table 6.1 for the number of National Assembly seats in each

province).

6.5	 The General Election (19701

The dynamic features of Pakistan's first general election

on the basis of adult franchise, 53 are described below against a
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Table 6.1

The Number of Seats in the National Assembly,
as Laid down in LFO (1970)

Seats
Province

General	 Women	 Total

East Pakistan	 162	 7	 169

The Punjab	 82	 3	 85

Sind	 27	 1	 28

Baluchistan	 4	 1	 5

NWFP	 18	 1	 19

Federal Administered	 7	 -	 7
Tribal Agencies (FATA)

	

300	 13	 313

[Source: 'The Legal Framework Order (1970)', in White Pa per on the
Crisis in East Pakistan (Islamabad: Ministry of Information and
National Affairs, 1971), pp.18-35]
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background describing the parties involved, their manifestos and

election campaigns.

6.5.1.	 Political Parties

From 1 January 1970 onwards,	 24 political parties

commenced their election activities. 	 12 of these, a few of which

represented religious minorities, smaller sub-sects of Islam and

regional groups, were only of minor importance; others were simply

remnants of the pre-independence era.

PNC was 'national' in name only. It was, in fact, the

main political organisation reflecting the interests of the Hindu

community of East Pakistan; it invariably sponsored Hindu

candidates.	 Pakistan Hasihi League represented the scattered

Christian community of West Pakistan. JAil was confined to a

section of Ahl-i-Hadis, and carried some political importance in

small pockets of districts of Qasur and Gujranwala in the Punjab.

The Sind United Front (SUF), the Baluchistan United Front (BUF),

Sind-Karachi Huhjar Punjabi Pathan Hutahiddah Mahz (SKMPPMN),

despite the prominent display of the word !lutahiddah (Urdu word

meaning 'United') in their titles, were merely parties led by

single individuals whose main aim was to stand for election in

their personal capacity under some general rubric. 	 KSP of East

Pakistan and Khãksar Tahrik (KT) of West Pakistan were the remnants

of organisations which had once enjoyed popular following; they had

survived in name only and their appeal depended almost entirely on

the reputation that their founders had enjoyed. Pakistan National

League (PNL) essentially consisted of the personal following

enjoyed by 'Atur Rahinãn, a former Chief Minister of East Pakistan.
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Jatiyä Gan Mukti .Dal (JGMD), Islamic Ganãtantrik .Dal (IGD) and

Pakistan Darodi Sangi..hä (PDS) were even less important than PNL.

On the eve of the election, the following parties seemed

capable of making an impact on the electorate: 	 APAL, PPP, PML

(Convention), PML (Councillors), PML (Qayyüm group), NAP (Bhashãni

group), NAP (Walt Khãn group), JIP, JUIP, MJIJI, JUP and PDP.

As we have already discussed these parties elsewhere,54

we shall not consider each of them here singly but in groups or as

a whole.	 As West Pakistani parties, neither PPP nor JUP had any

organisational base in East Pakistan. JUP was reorganised in a

Sunn.i conference (Toba Tek Singh: 13-14 July 1970) at which

Khawjah Qainar-ud-dln Siyãlwi was elected President.

APAL had never been strong in West Pakistan. 	 After the

split within its ranks over Shaykh Mujibur Rahmãn's Six-Point

Formula, it had. become a solely East Pakistani party. 	 Likewise,

NAP (Bhãshãnl group) also became an exclusively East Pakistani

political party after the 1967 split in NAP. 	 APAL and NAP

(âshãnI group) differed in two essential characteristics:

organisational structure and base of support. While APAL was a

fairly well organised political party, enjoying widespread support

among the Bengali intelligentsia, NAP (Bhãshànl group) was

organisationally weak and its base consisted essentially of the

following that Mawlãná Bhshãni enjoyed among the rural population.

Mawlnã Bãshni stood discredited among the Bengali middle classes

because he was not sufficiently critical of the Muhammad Ayüb Khãn

regime. Frequent defections from NAP (Bhãshãnl) weakened it

further. 55
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NAP (Wali Khãn) enjoyed a following confined to two small

provinces of West Pakistan - viz., NWFP and Baluchistan.	 In spite

of lofty declarations that it adhered to the principles of

scientific socialism, NAP (Wall Khãn) was not organised on the

basis of working-class solidarity but rather on the basis of ethnic

and regional loyalties. 	 Its leadership was thus derived from the

tribal sardãrs in Baluchistan, and from propertied khãns in NWFP.

The pro-India stance of NAP (and in particular the political

affiliation of Khn 'Abdul Ghaffr Khãn, Wali KhAn's father) acted

as a damper on NAP's popularity in the Punjab. Socialists, such as

Tufayl 'Abbãs (a labour leader of Karachi) and Major Ishq (a

peasant activist from NWFP) left the party after accusing its

leadership of giving refuge to capitalist and zamindãr interests.

PDP and the three factions of PML made one category.

They derived their political support from the big zamindãrs and

leaders of bardaris in West Pakistan, as well as the more opulent

segment of professional people in East Pakistan.	 The factionalism

within PML derived mainly from a conflict between personalities

rather than from differences over policies. With Muhammad Ayüb

Khn's downfall, PML (Convention) became totally discredited.

Several of its second-line leaders defected to PML (Councillors)

or PML (Qayyum group).	 Fazlul Qdir Chawdhari, an East Pakistani

who had previously occupied the posts of Minister of Information

and the Speaker of the National Assembly, assumed the leadership of

PML (Convention).

Among the religious-political parties, JIP was solidly

organised in both wings of the country, enjoying almost equal

influence among the educated middle classes with a religious
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background.	 MJUI and JUIP had their base of support among the

'ularnä' and the lower strata of society. 	 MJUI was based in East

Pakistan whilst JUIP was based in NWFP and in the Pushtu-speaking

region of Baluchistan.	 JUP, the fourth party led by the 'u1arnã

enjoyed the support of the Bareiwl section of the lower strata of

the population of the Punjab which were under the powerful

influence of the pirs.	 It was also supported in Sind by the

corresponding strata belonging to the muhijir community.

With the exception of PPP, all the political parties were

led by politicians drawn from the parliamentary era (1947-1958).

The highest echelons of the leadership of PPP, PML (Councillors),

PML (Qayyüm group), NAP (Wall Khãn group) and PDP belonging to West

Pakistan were zamindirs and owners of large property. 	 The

leadership of these parties in East Pakistan as well as of parties

which were exclusively East Pakistani in character [e.g., APAL and

NAP (Bhãshãni group)] belonged to the middle classes. 	 The social

background of the religious-political parties in both wings

followed a similar pattern.

6.5.2	 The Manifestos of the Political Parties

Irrespective of their orientation, all parties seemed to

agree on the importance of Islam, the uplift of the impoverished

masses, and the elimination of economic disparities between the two

wings of the country.

Even though it was the so-called 'Islam pasand' (Islam

loving) parties (viz., the three factions of PML, PDP and the

religious-political parties) that were expected to be vociferous in
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putting forward the claim of Islam as state ideology, apparently

socialist (viz., PPP) parties were not far behind in their

protestations of the commitment to Islam. Thus, PPP claimed that

tt]he substance and spirit of the Party's
programme, demands, and activities obey the
teachings of Islam. The Party will countenance
no laws repugnant to Islam and the Quran.5'

For its part, APAL declared that

Islam is the deeply cherished faith of the
overwhelming majority of the people ... a clear
guarantee shall be embodied in the Constitution
to the effect that no law repugnant to the
injunctions of Islam as laid down in the Holy
Qurãn and Sunnah shall be enacted or enforced
in Pakistan.57

NAP (Bhãshãni group) did not issue a manifesto, but in

his speeches Hawlãnã Bhãshãni clearly preferred a kind of socialism

which would be compatible with Islam.58

All the political parties agreed that in the situation

prevailing in Pakistan there was hardly any room for social or

economic justice.	 Wealth had been concentrated in the hands of a

few people. All the political parties were in agreement that heavy

industries, banks and insurance companies ought to be nationali.seâ.

Even JIP reluctantly conceded that under the concrete circumstances

prevailing in Pakistan a degree of nationalisation of the

commanding heights of the economy was needed.

We are opposed to the adoption of
Nationalization as a general principle and
basis of economy. But we are not opposed to
the running of those industries under the
government management, which are of basic
importance and occupy a key position in the
national economy or the working where of under
private control is detrimental to the public
interest.59
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The religious-political parties favoured changes in the

banking system that would lead to the elimination of interest

(usury).

There was no dispute among APAL, PPP, the three factions

of PML, PDP, JIP, JUIP and NAP, over the abolition of the zamindãri

system, over the introduction of a ceiling on land holding, and

over the distribution of land to landless peasants. 	 The question

of the fixation of a ceiling for landholding had aroused some

controversy among the 'ulamã'in the past, and their differences were

reflected in the manifestos of JIP, JUIP, JUP and MJUI. The latter

two parties did not recommend a ceiling. JUP gave a categorical

assurance that it would be opposed to the confiscation of any

property under the lawful ownership of an individual.60

JIP, however, expressed the general view that

the appropriate use of capital and land would
be to provide prosperity and progress for
mankind. We are not prepared to tolerate such
a system which continuously makes a few rich
people grow richer, and keeps innumerable
people deprived of basic human necessities.61

Even so, JIP failed to suggest a ceiling for land holding during

the campaign leading to provincial election of the Punjab Assembly

(1951). After nearly two decades, JIP felt compelled to review its

earlier stand. It caine forward with a suggestion that the land

ceiling should be fixed at a quantum of 100 to 200 acres, and

attempted to justify its stand by involving Islamic principles.

In abnormal circumstances, extraordinary
measures, not in conflict with the principles
of Islam can be adopted to restore normalcy.62
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JUP, JIP and MJUI suggested the regulation of share

cropping and of the relations between zamindIrs and the tenants,

strictly in accordance with the Sunni Hanafi school of

jurisprudence. In proposing a complete ban on share cropping, JUIP

showed itself a follower of the Sunnl Näliki and Shãfi schools of

jurisprudence, according to which the land owner was bound either

to cultivate the land himself or to give it on contract to someone

who would cultivate.63

All the political parties, without exception, declared

themselves in favour of better conditions and handsome wages for

industrial labour.	 Free housing, medical facilities and free

education for workers' children were also proposed.

The question of regional autonomy for the provinces

became a subject of heated controversy.	 On this question, the

parties divided into three broad categories.	 The two factions of

NAP as well as the minor parties confined to East Pakistan,

believed that the Federal Government should be concerned only with

defence, foreign affairs and currency. 	 APAL envisaged in Its

Six-Point Formula a weak Centre.	 The religious-political parties

and the so-called Is1.m pasand parties stood for a reasonably

strong Federal Government.	 JIP and PDP favoured a return to the

1956 Constitution. 	 PPP was the only party which did not take a

clear and unambiguous stand on the issue.

6.5.3	 The Campaign

The religious-political parties and their leaders (the

'ulamä') relied heavily on religious appeal and condemned other
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parties for betraying the religious cause.	 But, as a matter of

fact, all political parties claimed that they were committed to the

importance of Islam in the concrete context of Pakistani politics.

No party could afford to propound a complete separation between

religion and politics; and, it was partly due to the pressure

exerted by the 'iilamã'and their parties from 1947 onwards, that

Islam continued to remain in the forefront of politics in Pakistan.

In West Pakistan, PPP was the major target of JIP, JUP

and MJUI.	 These parties had been busy denouncing socialism since

the inception of PPP.	 But PPP put itself forward as a political

party second-to-none in its loyalty to Islam.	 Z.A. Bhutto, the

Chairman of PPP, propagated the view that Islam itself had 'given

birth to the principles and concepts of socialism'." From the

start of the election campaign, he put forward the thesis that

socialism was nothing but an English word for 'musäwãt' (equality).

Referring to PPP's political ethos, he declared as follows:

Our first and foremost principle for which we
will fight be Islam ... if there was any
conflict between Islam and socialism, I swear
that we would have rejected socialism.65

During the election campaign,	 PPP's socialism was

transmuted into the slogans 'musàwãt-i-Jlujiammadi' (equality as

preached by the Prophet Muhammad) and Islamic Socialism. In his

election broadcast (18 November 1970), Bhutto referred to the term

Islamic Socialism in eight places, treating it as synonymous with

the idea of social equity that was thought to have prevailed under

Khalifah 'bmar.

There was a time in the history of Islam when
the great Omar declared that if along the banks
of Euphrates a dog should die of starvation,
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the Khalifa of Islam would be answerable before
the Almighty Allah. Here in Pakistan - in the
largest Islamic State - men and women die of
starvation by the thousand. Our children sleep
on the streets without shelter. 	 Our toiling
masses live an appalling life. 	 This has to be
changed.66

APAL countered the attacks of the 'ulamä' in a similar

vein. Shaykh Mujibur Rahmãn repeatedly held out the assurance that

Islam would not be in danger on 'the sacred soil of Pakistan' •67

The cry of 'Islam in Danger', according to him was no more than a

'mere political stunt'. JIP and PDP were the only parties with any

potential	 for speaking effectively against APAL's Six-Point

Formula; therefore, both parties, (and JIP in particular) became

targets of APAL's political oratory.

APAL in East Pakistan and PPP in West Pakistan projected

themselves as militant political parties.	 Their workers broke up

meetings of rival parties whose offices were raided by their

followers.	 Shaykh Mujibur Rahmãn and Bhutto thundered their way

through the campaign with militant declamations about the political

future in store for Pakistan under the aegis of their parties.

PPP's election campaign was better organised and more

skilfully conducted than that of any other party in West

Pakistan. 68	 Z.A. Bhutto, the energetic leader of the party,

travelled throughout the length and breadth of West Pakistan,

addressing dozens of public meetings each day. The party attracted

devoted groups of workers from among socialists and Aimadis.

Despite their bitter criticism of socialism, 69 the latter flocked

to pPp because their position in relation to religious-political

parties such as JIP was vulnerable. 70 APAL's election campaign was
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more effective than that of any other party in East Pakistan.

6.5.4 The Election Result

The election confounded forecasters and analyses. 	 The

results bore no relation to the expectations of defeated and

winning parties alike.	 On the national level, 14 parties out of a

total of 24 were eliminated.	 Not even a single candidate on their

tickets was returned to the National Assembly. 	 Five out of these

14 parties hardly captured one or two seats in one or other of the

provincial assemblies. (See Table 6.2.)

APAL and PPP emerged as the two major parties, one

belonging to East Pakistan and the other to West Pakistan. Neither

of them planned to be 'national' parties.	 PPP did not put up a

single candidate in East Pakistan.	 APAL did put up eight

candidates outside East Pakistan (three in the Punjab, two in Sind,

two in NWFP, and one in Baluchistan) but failed to secure even one

of these seats. APAL candidates obtained a mere 21,937 valid votes

(.14 per cent of the total votes polled in West Pakistan).

APAL won all but two of the National Assembly seats from

East Pakistan. The two non-APAL winners were Nür-ul-Amin, PDP's

President and Rãjã Trideve Roy, a tribal leader of the Buddhist

community.

APAL fought the election on the basis of the Six-Point

Formula.	 Shaykh Mujibur Rahmãn personified the grievances of East

Pakistanis and their demand for regional autonomy. 	 His consistent

stand on the Six-Point Formula and the persecution he suffered at
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Table 6.2

The Seats Won by Political Parties in National Assembly
in the 1970 Election

	

West Pakistan	 East	 Total
Parties	 Pakistan

Punjab Sind NWFP Baluch- FATA
istan

APAL	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 160	 160

PPP	 62	 18	 1	 -	 -	 -	 81

NAP -
(Wali)	 -	 -	 3	 3	 -	 -	 6
Khãn)

PML(Coun-	 7	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 7
cillors)

PML(Con-	 2	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 2
vent ion)

PML	 1	 1	 7	 -	 -	 -	 9
(Qayyüin)

PDP -	-	 -	 -	 -	 1	 1

JIP	 1	 2	 1	 -	 -	 -	 4

JUIP	 -	 -	 6	 1	 -	 -	 7

JUP	 4	 3	 -	 -	 -	 -	 7

Inde-	 5	 3	 -	 -	 7	 1	 16
pendents

TOTAL	 82	 27	 18	 4	 7	 162	 300

(Source:	 Election Conuüssion, Report on the General Elections
Pakistan, 1970-71 (Karachi:	 The Manager of Publications, 1972),
Vol.11, pp.34-67.]
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the hands of the central government made him the hero of the

Bengali masses.	 NAP (Bhashani group) was APAL's only potential

rival, but its internal factionalism and its leader's support for

the regime led by Muhanunad Ayüb Khn had rendered it ineffective.

PPP was the largest political party in West Pakistan,

though its victory was less striking than that of APAL in East

Pakistan.	 It captured 81 out of 138 seats, and its percentage of

West Pakistan votes was 38.89, as against APAL's share of 75.11 per

cent of East Pakistan votes. PPP emerged as the strongest party in

the Punjab and Sind. PPP members of the National Assembly from the

Punjab and Sind represented two different social classes. 	 The

majority of the Punjabi MNAs caine from the (mainly professional)

middle classes, since PPP failed to attract the big zarnindãrs (with

the exception of a few such as the Qurayshis and the Khãkwãnis of

the Multan, the Khars of Muzaffargarh and a branch of the NUn

family of Sargodha).	 But, in Sind PPP relied heavily on the big

zamindärs to deliver the predominantly rural votes. 71	In the

process, PPP was forced to sacrifice five out of seven Karachi

seats and one out of the two Hyderabad seats where zamind.rs did

not have a base in view of the fact that Urdu-speakirig muhãjirs

constituted a large proportion of the population. 	 In the Punjab,

PPP was able to gain many votes among the working class, the

tenantry and the poor in the name of social justice.

The result in the Punjab was proof positive of the

electorate's rejection of old parties and personalities.	 Between

them, the three factions of PML secured only 18 seats. 	 The

majority of the big zamindärs and influential harädari leaders were

linked with one or other of the different PML factions. 	 PML's
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strategy of fighting the election on the basis of barädari networks

and of the za.rnindärs' hold over the tenants proved to be abortive.

By winning convincingly in the Punjab, PPP demonstrated that the

voter could be approached over the heads of traditional leaders.

Even so, ten big zam.indãrs72 from the Punjab did find their way

into the National Assembly.

The religious-political parties also received a serious

setback. Between them, JIP, JUIP, and JUP won a total of 18 seats.

'Islam in danger' did not work as a slogan intended to rally the

voters around the 'u1ama	 By repeatedly averring their devotion to

Islam, APAL and PPP were able to wean the electorate away from

religious-political parties.	 They emphasised that Islam could not

be in danger in a country in which 90 per cent of the population

were believers of the Islamic faith and almost all candidates were

Muslims. In actual fact, however, Islam, as political coinage, had

been subjected to such gross misuse under successive regimes that

the electorate was persuaded that not only parties such as (the

different factions of) PML and PDP (whose leaders had been in

power), but also the "u1am' represented forces intent on maintaining

the status quo at any cost.

The reverence shown to Islam by all political parties,

and the divisions among the religious-political parties on the

basis of sectarianism were the root causes for the 'ularnä's failure

to make Islam the sole issue in the 1970 election. 	 The religious

parties were so much at loggerheads that not only did they bitterly

criticise one another, but split the vote hopelessly in a number of

constituencies by putting up rival candidates. 	 The urban

constituency of Multan, where Z.A. Bhutto himself stood as the
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candidate of PPP, was one of the most outstanding examples of such

'	 -I.political behaviour on the part of the ulama in this respect.	 The

votes polled by the three major contestants in that constituency

were as follows:

Z.A. Bhutto (PPP)	 56,360

Mawlãnä Hãmid 'All Khãn (JUP)	 41,886

Feroz Din Ansãri (JUIP)	 29,547

The two candidates of the 'ulamã'were defeated, though

they jointly polled 15,073 more votes than the winner. 	 Similarly,

in six other constituencies, the i1amã' lost the seats to their

adversaries because they failed to merge their political and

theological differences (see Table 6.3).

The division within the izlamã'made it difficult for lay

voters to make a choice between different brands of Islam; at the

same time, their internal divisions made the 'uiamI as a whole,

vulnerable.	 If the 'ulamâ'had avoided internal clashes among

themselves, they would have emerged as a force stronger than that

represented by the actual number of seats that they gained in the

National Assembly.

Among the religious-political parties, JIP was the best

organised. Party discipline was of a very high order in all of its

echelons.	 Yet, it was able to capture only four seats out of the

150 that it contested in both wings of the country. It came out as

the second largest party in East Pakistan, securing six per cent of

the total votes polled. In respect of the votes polled by JIP, it

was as strong in East as in West Pakistan.
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Like other religious-political parties, JIP had little

experience of electioneering.	 It had previously contested

elections for the Punjab Provincial Assembly (1951) as well as the

Bahawalpur State Assembly (1951).	 It had secured 4.4 per cent of

the votes polled, winning one seat in the former. It did better in

Bahawalpur where it won two out of a total of four seats.

JIP focused its election canipaign in 1970 on clarifying

its role in the Pakistan movement, on denouncing socialism, and on

irrelevant debates concerning academic constitutional theories.

Its denunciation of socialism by implication was widely interpreted

as a defence of the status quo, against which the masses had shown

their resentment during the agitation of 1968-1969 against the Ayüb

Khän regime. The mass of the people ignored the scholarly lectures

of the JIP candidates on the finer points of parliamentary

democracy and on the appropriateness of the 1956 Constitution which

were beyond ordinary comprehension.	 The burning questions of the

eradication of poverty and of the application of social and

economic justice did not receive primary attention in the JIP

campaign.

JIP was condemned by successive PML regimes - from

Nawãbzãdah Liyqat li Khãn to Muhammad Ayüb Khãn - for its policy

of non-co-operation with AIML during the Pakistan Movement.	 JIP's

propaganda attempted to portray Mawlãnã Mawdüdi, its leader, as one

of the propagators of the two-nation theory, and even exaggerated

his role to the point of proclaiming him as one of the leaders who

struggled to liberate the Muslim community of undivided India.

JIP's attempt to portray Nawlãnã Nawdüdi in such a light was

unsuccessful. It raised more questions without removing any of the
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original suspicions about JIP's role in general and Mawlãnã

Mawdüdi's own political ideas on Pakistan in particular.

Like all the other parties JIP was, from the outset, a

party which reflected the aspirations of the middle classes.	 It

regarded the educated middle class as the backbone of society,

responsible for shaping public opinion. The masses in general were

not given prominence in JIP's scheme of things. 	 Mawlana Mawdudi,

JIP's founder and chief ideologue, believed that the masses were

'national Muslims', and also 'ignorant'. 73 For propagation of its

message, JIP relied mainly on its printed literature, written in a

language beyond the grasp of semi-literate people. 	 The votes

polled by JIP candidates ere therefore dra iu.aLaiy fro& the

middle classes in urban areas, and from the poor and lower-middle

classes in rural areas.	 In a policy speech delivered after JIP's

electoral defeat, Mawlãnã Mawdüdi revised his view of the masses,

and evolved a new line incorporating the lesson he had learnt about

the power of the masses.

In addition to keeping up our work among the
literate class, we ought to make contact with
the illiterate, impoverished and grief-stricken
masses in the villages and the slums. The
written word will not be of much use there.
Verbal communication, personal relationship,
practical sympathies and devoted service would
be needed.74

The percentage of votes secured by different parties in

the National Assembly election are shown in Table 6.4. 	 The three

religious-political parties, led by the 'ulamã polled 14 per cent

of the total votes throughout Pakistan. But, their representation

in the National Assembly extended only to a total of six per cent.

If we took the votes of East and West Pakistan separately, the
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Table 6.4

Percentage* of Votes Polled by the Ten Elected Political Parties
in the 1970 National Assembly Election

West Pakistan	 All	 East	 All
Parties

	

	 West Pakistan Pakistan
Punjab Sind NWFP Baluch- Pakistan

i stan

APAL	 .07	 .3	 .2	 1.1	 .14	 75.1	 39.2

PPP	 41.7 45.0 14.3	 2.3	 38.9	 -	 18.6

NAP
(Wali)	 -	 .4 18.5	 45.2	 2.8	 2.1	 2.4
Khan)

PML(Coun-	 12.7	 6.8 4.1	 11.0	 10.7	 1.6	 6.0
cillors)

PML(Con-	 5.1	 1.8	 .6	 -	 3.9	 2.8	 3.3
vention)

PML	 5.4 10.7 22.6	 11.0	 8.1	 1.1	 4.5
(Qayyüm)

PDP	 2.2	 .1	 .3	 .4	 1.6	 2.8	 2.2

J1P	 4.7 10.3 7.2	 1.2	 6.0	 6.1	 6.0

JU1P	 5.1	 4.9 25.4	 20.0	 7.3	 0.9	 4.0

JUP	 10.0	 7.0	 .02	 -	 8.2	 -	 4.0

Inde-	 11.7 11.1 6.0	 6.8	 10.9	 3.5	 7.0
pendents

* to the nearest decimal place

[Source:	 Election Commission, Report on the General Elections
Pakistan, 1970-71 (Karachi:	 The Manager of Publications, 1972),
Vol.1, pp.201-203]
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wastage of their votes would become clearer. These parties did not

win even one single seat in East Pakistan though they polled seven

per cent of the total votes. The total percentage of votes polled

by these parties in West Pakistan was 21.5, but they obtained only

15.5 per cent (18 out of 138) of the seats.

Out of the 18 MNAs belonging to JIP, JUIP and JUP, 11

were 'ularnã JUIP provided the largest group, all of its seven MNA5

being 'u1amâ	 Three out of seven MNAs belonging to JUP were 'ulamã

Sãhibzádah Safiu1lh was the only 'aiim who was returned to the

National Assembly on a JIP ticket.	 Mawlãnã Zafar Ahniad Ansâri,

elected as an Independent with the support of JIP, was also

regarded as an 'aiim. In regional terms, seven 'ziamä'were returned

to the National Assembly from NWFP, one from the Pushto-speaking

region of Baluchistan, one from the Punjab, and three from the

muhajir community of Sind.

The religious-political parties obtained successes only

in NWFP, the Pushtu-speaking region of Baluchistan, the districts

of Muzaffargarh, Jhang and Dera Ghazi Khan in the Punjab, and the

muhajir dominated cities of Karachi and Hyderabad in Sind.

Paradoxically, the 'uiamã' and their parties won votes from

some of the most backward and from the highly urbanised

constituencies.	 Dera Ghazi Khan in the Punjab is among the most

backward districts; the same can be said of Dir and Chitral, former

princely states, situated in NWFP. But, the constituency in

Karachi, which returned Mawlãnã Zafar Ahinad Ansãrl to the National

Assembly is perhaps one of the most developed urban localities
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consisting of a sizeable proportion of well-to--do and educated

people.

The Pashtün (Pathan) society of NWFP and Baluchistan is

stratified into a number of social groups. 	 Those of holy descent

(i.e., descendents of the Prophet and the süfls of the past),

zamindärs and the 'ularnã'make up the three groups at the top of the

social hierarchy. 75 	Since the zamindã.rs (i.e., the khàns and

sardárs) had a greater political say during the colonial era, they

often claim to belong to the most elevated social group. 	 But the

lower strata of society do not share this view.

NWFP is the home of Pushtu-speaking tribes, Hindko-

speakers and emigrants from the Punjab who settled in cities such

as Peshawar and Dera Ismail Khan. 	 The Hazara Division (with four

National Assembly constituencies) is largely Hindko-speaking. The

Pushtu-speaking tribes are divided into two main groups (i.e.,

YUsufza'is and KirThnis). The former are generally concentrated in

the districts of Peshawar, Nardan, and Dir, whilst the latter

inhabit the districts of Kohat, Banun, Dera Ismail Khan and FATA.

The Yüsufziis and the Kirlãnis speak the same language

with different dialectic elements and accent. They claim that they

are genealogically derived from different ancestors. The Yffsufz4is

trace their lineage to a Jewish tribe which migrated from Palestine

to Afghanistan and to this region of Pakistan. 	 The Kirlãnis trace

their descent to Alexander the Great. 	 Their social identity is

reflected in their daily life. If the YLJ5ufz.is like to appreciate

the poetry of Bàtia'Abdur Rahmãn, the Kirlãnis take pride in

Khushhã]. Khãn Khattak (1613-1690).
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The Yüsufzis benefited rather more from modern education

because they were favoured by the colonial power and also had a

long history of settled existence around Peshawar where modern

education was readily available. Therefore, they are socially more

modern and advanced than their Kirlani brethren. The latter have

always been more religiously inclined.

The NAP (Wall Khn group) was generally identified with

the Pathãns, but in fact its following was derived mainly from the

YüsuEzis, of whom Khãn Abdul Wall Khãn himself was one. The

Kir1änis preferred the 'ulamä'to NAP. The National Assembly seats

won by NAP were are all from Yüsufzdi areas. The defeat of NAP in

the Yüsufzai district of Dir stemmed from the role that it had

played in the politics of the area when Dir was a princely state.

Whilst inhabitants of the princely state of Dir favoured its

integration with NWFP as a means of getting rid of the unjust rule

of its ruler (nawãb), NAP took the side of the latter, ignoring

popular aspirations.	 Sãhibzãdah Safiull&h, a person of holy

descent with a religious background, easily won this seat.

The economic factor ought not to be overlooked. The NAP

and PMTJ (Qayyini group) candidates were, by and large, from the

zamindäri class. Among the khãns and sardärs of NAP and PML, the

mawlawis of JIJIP were somewhat closer to the mass of the people.

During the election campaign, the khäns and the sardärs ridiculed

the i1amä'for daring to challenge their authority and dismissed the

parliamentary aspirations of the mawlawis of masjids whose survival

depended on the charity of the zamindàri class. The answer, in the

view of the khàns and the sardãrs, was direct and simple: 'to make

whole Pakistan a masjid' (mosque).
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JUP's success in the districts of Jhang and Muzaffargarh

can be traced to the religious influence of its arnir, who hailed

from Jhang. The district of Jhang has a mixed population of Sunnis

and Shi'ahs, the latter being in a minority. The 'u1am'of JUP made

the conflict between the two sects into an election issue; and a

Shi'ah candidate in one constituency could not even save his

security deposit. The other factor entering JUP's success in these

districts was the unanimous support given by the 'ulamã'to the JUP

candidates.	 These were among a few constituencies where votes for

religious-political parties were not split.

Since long before the 1970 election,	 the muhãjir

population had been generally identified as JIP supporters. 	 JIP

did well in muhàjir-populated pockets in Bind.	 JUP's muhjir

leadership became JIP's rival, and the seats in Karachi were

divided between the two parties. PPP won two seats (out of a total

of seven) along Karachi's periphery, mainly inhabited by

Sindhi-speaking population. The muhãjir community voted in the

name of Islam because it sacrificed a great deal for the cause of

Pakistan, which it believed would safeguard and perpetrate the

practice of Sharieah.

6.6	 The Aftermath of the 1970 Election

Muhammad Yahyá Khãn and his military team were sure that

the outcome of the 1970 election would be a fragmented National

Assembly which would be fair game for wreckers of any ensuing

coalition government.	 But their dreams were shattered due to

APAL's 'unexpected' victory.76
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It became clear that the future of the Federation of

Pakistan, in whatever form, would be in the hands of the APAL

leadership which had won the election entirely on the basis of the

Six-Point Formula.	 The situation was naturally disturbing for

Muhammad Yahyâ Khãn, and the West Pakistan establishment. 	 The

impression prevailed that APAL's rule would mean the rapid

promotion of Bengali officials and accelerated recruitment from

East Pakistan into the military and civil administration in order

to give the eastern wing its due share of power and offices on the

basis of population, or at least on a principle of parity. 	 The

scene was equally gloomy for the politically ambitious u1fiqãr 'Ali

Bhutto because such a development would condemn him to the

Opposition benches for the entire duration of the newly elected

National Assembly.

He caine out with the theory of 'two majority parties'

(APAL from East Pakistan and PPP from West Pakistan), and suggested

a 'grand coalition' between them in view of what he regarded as the

'historical and geographical peciil.iaxities of Pakistan'.77 	 Bhutto

emphasised the need for a power-sharing scheme involving PPP and

APAL even before the new National Assembly was formally convened.

His objection to letting APAL take power unhindered was in line

with the thinking of the military and civil administration under

Muhammad Yahy Khãn.

Shaykh Mujibur Rahmãn realised that he would have to make

his stand on the Six-Point Formula more flexible, but not to an

extent that would begin to erode APAL's popularity in East

Pakistan.	 He also realised that any constitution unacceptable to

West Pakistan would be unworkable. He believed that the dilemma
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facing APAL would have to be solved within the National Assembly.

Otherwise, any flexibility shown by APAL in respect of its general

stand,	 outside the National Assembly would attract hostile

criticism from its own supporters.	 Shaykh Mujibur Rahmãn was

therefore extremely anxious that the National Assembly should be

convened without delay.

A series of bilateral talks was held (January 1971) -

between Muhammad Yahyã Khn and Shaykh Mujibur Rahniãn; between Z.A.

Biutto and Muhammad Yahy Khn; and, between Shaykh Mujibur Rahmãn

and Z.A. Bhutto. What was exchanged during these various talks was

riot made public, but the subsequent events clearly showed that

Shaykh Mujibur Rahmãn rejected jutto's theory of 'two majority

parties' and his demand for a 'grand coalition'.

PPP started criticising the Six-Point Formula as a

prelude to the separation of East Pakistan from the Federation,

even though it had kept silent on that particular issue throughout

the year during which the election cam'pa.g'r iot1 th it

conclusion.

Against this background, Mubammad Yahyâ Khän, who gave

the impression that he was anxious to secure a smooth passage to

civilian rule, announced (13 February 1971) that the National

Assembly would meet at Dacca (3 March 1971).	 Claiming to be the

sole spokesman of West Pakistan, Z.A. Bhutto ridiculed the other

parties as the 'defeated elements'.	 At the same time, he also

realised that PPP had virtually no influence in the two

strategically important provinces of NWFP and Baluchistan.	 This
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meant that he had perforce to maintain contacts with the

leaderships of NAP (Wali Khãn group) and JUIP.

Knowing how Muliaminad Yahy Khañ's mind worked, Z.A.

Butto set out to sabotage the projected National Assembly session

even before its date was announced. He met Mufti Mahinüd, the JUIP

leader (Peshawar: 12 February 1971) to whom he suggested that it

would be in his party's interest for him to refuse to attend the

session of the National Assembly because APAL had already drafted a

Constitution on the basis of the Six-Point Formula that would

certainly lead to the disintegration of Pakistan. But Mufti Mahxnüd

did not agree with this reading of the prevailing situation; he

expressed the view that the resolution of the political tensions

should be sought within the National Assembly. 78 Butto, for his

part, put forward his position categorically (Peshawar: 15

February 1971) to the effect that PPP would not attend the proposed

session of the National Assembly unless he received an assurance

from Shaykh Mujibur Rahmän that due consideration would be given to

its reasonable demands.79

In West Pakistan, those in favour of the National

Assembly convening according to schedule included JUIP, JIP, JUP,

NAP, PML (Councillors), PML (Convention) and some Independent MNAs.

This meant that at least 33 MNAs from West Pakistan would be

present at the opening session of the National Assembly. 	 Two

provinces (East Pakistan and Baluchistan) would be fully

represented; NWFP's representation would have been more than 50

per cent; and the Punjab and Sind would only have been represented

in a token manner.
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This was not at all acceptable to Z.A. Butto, who

vociferously demanded that the proposed National Assembly session

should be postponed. He threatened to launch a mass movement if

the session of the National Assembly was held without PPP

attending. Criticising politicians of West Pakistan who were in

favour of taking part in the session (some of whom had already

reached Dacca by then), Bhutto stated that

PPP expected the people of Pakistan to take
revenge from the people who had chosen to
attend the Assembly session, on their return
from Dacca. If the people failed to take
revenge, then PPP itself would take action
against them ... If any member of his party
attended the session the party workers would
liquidate him.8°

Yielding to Z.A. Bhutto's threat, Muhammad Yaiyá Khãn

postponed the National Assembly session scheduled for 3 March 1971

under the pretext that the largest party of West Pakistan had

categorically declared that it would not attend the session

(1 March 1971).	 Vice-Admiral S.M. Ahsan, the military governor of

East Pakistan, was removed from office since he had tendered advice

to the effect that postponing the proposed session would

precipitate a crisis. Apart from Muhammad Yahyá Khãn, Z.A. Biutto

saw in Ahsan 'always ... a pliable tool in the hands of the 'Awãmi

League' 81

6.6.1	 Bullet against Ballot

As was to be expected, the postponement of the scheduled

National Assembly session gave rise to a serious political storm in

East Pakistan.	 APAL responded to the postponement by calling a

province-wide strike which was successful to the extent that even
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government and semi-government offices remained completely closed.

APAL's hard core, which had regarded the party's landslide victory

on the basis of the Six-Point Formula as sufficient justification

for demanding political autonomy for East Pakistan beyond the

bounds of 'provincial autonomy', started to attack the lives and

property of West Pakistanis and Biharis 82 (i.e., Urdu-speaking

settlers who caine to live in East Pakistan after 1947).

From 2 March 1971 onwards, the concept of a united

Pakistan stood in imminent danger of disruption. 	 The writ of the

Federal Government ceased to run in East Pakistan; Shaykh Mujibur

Rahmãn, as the APAL leader, became virtually the de facto ruler of

East Pakistan. The East Pakistan judiciary refused to swear in Lt.

General Tikkã Khn as the Military Governor in succession to

Vice-Admiral Ahsan.

Facing severe resentment in East Pakistan, Muhammad Yahy

Khãn retreated (6 March 1971) from his new position by announcing

that the National Assembly would in fact meet on 25 March 1971. He

simultaneously drew attention to the role that the armed forces

would continue to play 'no matter what happens, [to3 ensure the

complete and absolute integrity of Pakistan'.83

On the following day, Shaykh Mujibur Rahmãn addressed a

mass meeting at which he threatened to boycott the newly scheduled

session unless the following four demands were accepted by the

regime:

1) the immediate withdrawal of Martial Law;

2) the return of troops to the barracks;
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3) the establishment of a commission of enquiry into

the atrocities committed by the armed forces in East

Pakistan during the week of 1-7 March 1971; and

4) the immediate transfer of power to the elected

representatives of the people.

He also signalled that APAL would be ready to engage in

further discussion on matters of a constitutional nature.84

The i1amã'and the parties which had favoured attending

the session of the National Assembly, once again made public their

stand on the deteriorating political situation.	 The leaders of

JIP, JUP, JUIP, PML (Councillors) and PML (Convention) endorsed, at

a joint meeting, APAL's four demands, and deplored the undemocratic

tactics employed to deprive the majority party (viz., APAL) of its

due rights. 85 The leaders of these parties were unanimous in their

condemnation of Z.A. Bhutto, whom they regarded as being primarily

responsible for the crisis.

Muhammad Yahyâ Khãn resumed talks with Shaykh Mujibur

Rahmãn (16 March 1971). 	 He was joined later by other politicians

from West Pakistan, including Z.A. Biutto.	 These talks continued

for ten days, but on no occasion were the leaders of all the

different parties brought together round the same table.	 APAL

rejected both the proposal that Mul?ammad Yahy Khãn should continue

to remain in effective control of the state and that it should

agree to take control of state power in a coalition with PPP. The

law and order situation rapidly deteriorated. Muhammad Yahyâ Khãn

made it an excuse to 'shoot his way through'. 86 He ordered the

army to put down what he described as an 'armed rebellion' 87 in
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East Pakistan	 (25 March 1971), but what in APAL's widely and

repeatedly publicised view was its rightful attempt to struggle in

order to achieve the political power with which a majority of the

people had endowed it.

APAL was outlawed, and a number of its leaders including

Shaykh Nujibur Rahmãn were arrested.	 All political activity was

banned.	 Z.A. Bhutto thanked God that 'Pakistan has at least been

saved' 88 presumably from the rule of APAL.

6.6.2	 Towards a Fragmented National Assembly

With the army crackdown, APAL's demand for autonomy

within the framework of a United Pakistan was abandoned in favour

of a demand for complete independence. A message, attributed to

Shaykh Mujibur Rahmãn, embodying the Declaration of Independence,

was transmitted by Chittagong Radio, shortly before his arrest (26

March 1971). General Tikkä Khãn's ruthless action made hundreds of

thousands of people, 89 particularly those belonging to the Hindu

community,	 flee to adjacent West Bengal in India, where a

Provisional Government of Bangladesh was formed (10 April 1971).

The situation in East Pakistan provided India with an opportunity

to weaken its traditional enemy by supporting the cause of the

secessionists.

By June 1971, open resistance of APMJ within East

Pakistan had been largely quelled. 	 Departing from LFO (1970),

Muhammad Yahy Khãn announced a new plan for constitution-making

and for the future political set-up in Pakistan (28 June 1971).9°

He made three points. According to it, the members of the National
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and Provincial Assemblies of East Pakistan, elected on the ticket

of the newly-defunct APAL, would retain their status in their

individual capacities, 	 but those who indulged in anti-state

activities would be disqualified from membership of these

assemblies.	 Secondly, a draft Constitution would be prepared by a

'group of experts' which would take into consideration its own

reading of the 'aspirations of the people of various regions of

Pakistan'. Once the draft Constitution was ready, a session of

the National Assembly would be convened for approving it. Muhammad

Yahya Khan indicated that the session would be held within four

months and envisaged that the by-elections would be completed

during the interval. Thirdly, he implored the citizens of Pakistan

who had crossed the border and had gone over to India, to return to

their homes and hearths.

After the announcement of this new policy, 79 out of 160

APAL members of the National Assembly and 194 out of its 288

members of the East Pakistan Provincial Assembly were disqualified.

In each case, the aim of the regime was to bring in a sufficient

number of members from different parties with the deliberate intent

of changing the complexion of the National Assembly as well as the

East Pakistan Provincial Assembly.

The parties of the left in East Pakistan (viz., the two

factions of NAP) joined the all-party consultative committee of

Provisional Government of Bangladesh. PDP and factions of PML, as

well as the S.ilamabelonging to MJUI and JIP, gave their support to

the administration led by Muhammad Yahyâ Khãn. To them, Shaykh

Mujibur Rahmán was a 'traitor' to Dr-u1-Is1äm (abode of Islam) and

it was their religious duty to stand by the army against the
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secessionists who enjoyed India's backing. 	 That is why these

parties, and particularly JIP, were instrumental in manning the

volunteer corps (viz., al-Shams and al-Badr) with the express

purpose of providing assistance to the military.91

Mawlãnã MawdUdi (of JIP) welcomed the new plan of

Muhammad Yahyá Khãn in the matter concerning constitution-making.92

JIP in particular and the ldamã'in East Pakistan were keen that the

task of drafting a Constitution should be entrusted to experts who

could be expected to adhere to Islamic political 	 ideals.

Ironically the person who was assigned this job was not an 'ilim,

nor for that matter even a Muslim, but one Mr. A.R. Cornelius, a

Roman Catholic who happened to be the Chief Justice of Pakistan.

The 'ilamã' did not object to the choice because Mr. A.R. Cornelius

had been outspoken in his acceptance of the doctrine of Shar h in

relation to Pakistan's legal system.

Lt. General Tikk Khãn, the Governor of East Pakistan,

was replaced by Dr. A.M. Mãlik, a civilian (17 September 1971),

partly in order to gain some support from the Bengali people and

partly in response to international pressure. A civilian

government was formed consisting of ministers drawn from JIP, MJTJI,

KSP, defunct APAL, PDP and PML (Convention). But, as a matter of

fact, Major-General Rao Farmän kli, the Military Adviser to the

Governor, played a prominent role behind the scenes.	 Thus, when

the issue of by-elections came to a head, it was Rao Farinãn ¶Ali who

got the parties opposed to PPP (viz., JIP, MJUI, PDP and the

factions of PML) to agree among themselves not to contest against

one another. 93	Members were returned unopposed to 58 out of a
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total of 79 seats in the by-elections.	 52 of these went to jIp,

MJUI, PDP and factions of PML; only six went PPP.

The seat which had been won by Shaykh Mujibur Rahmn in

the 1970 election was held in abeyance pending the outcome of his

trial on charges of treason.	 The remaining 20 seats were expected

to go to the same group of opposition parties in the polling that

had been scheduled for 23 December. However, these did not include

PPP which already enjoyed a validly elected majority in West

Pakistan.

Throughout the staging of thJ drama of by-electionz, NAP

(Wall Khãn group) and JUIP were conspicuous by their absence.

Muzaffar Ahmad, the General Secretary of NAP (Wall Khãn group), had

endorsed the Provisional Government of Bangladesh, whilst Khãn

bdul Wali Khãn himself had become a strong critic of Muhanunad

Yahyâ Khãn's policies.	 JUIP shared the views of NAP (Wall Khãn

group).	 Not surprisingly, NAP (Wall Khãn group) was also banned

(26 November 1971).

The government's scheme of creating a fragmented National

Assembly was deliberately pursued.	 The newly-concocted National

Assembly contained a large number of 'Independents' who were

susceptible to the government's manoeuvres. Now Muhammad Yahya

Khn was in a position to manipulate the government at will.

6.7	 The Break-up of Pakistan

Whilst Muhammad Yahy Khãn was busy moulding the National

Assembly according to his own political ends, the law and order
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situation in East Pakistan was fast deteriorating. 	 The personnel

of East Pakistan Rifles, Bengali regular soldiers, and Bengali

policemen who had deserted during the army crackdown of March-April

1971, organised themselves into a liberation army (Mukti Bähini).

Mukti Bãhini, with India's complete support in men and material,

started guerrilla warfare within East Pakistan.

The Indian troops made a major incursion into East

Pakistan on 17 November 1971; on the following day Muhammad Yahy

Khãn declared a State of Emergency throughout the country. The

u1amã'belonging to JIP, Jup and JUIP, irrespective of their view of

Muhammad Yahy Khãn, extended full support to the Emergency,

declaring that war against Inô.ian orc wam tntot t 31fe.9'

On 3 December 1971, full-scale war broke out between

India and Pakistan on both fronts. At the moment of crisis, a

civilian government was formed with Nür-ul-Amin as Prime Minister

(7 December 1971). India, with its superior navy, 	 blockaded East

Pakistan. The Pakistan Army, without any air cover, fought the

Indian forces and the Nukti Bãh.ini in East Pakistan.	 By

December 1971, Indian forces had entered Dacca, and, on the

following day, the Pakistan army made a formal surrender in East

Pakistan.	 The 147th state belonging to the community of nations,

was thus given birth with the appearance of Bangladesh. The moment

of its birth was also the moment at which the career of Muhammad

Yahyä Khân's administration was brought to an abrupt end.
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6.8	 Conclusion

Mubammad Yahy Khãn's regime was no more than an

extension of the previous regime under Mutiainmad Ayüb Khãn's

leadership. The economic policies pursued during the decade of

1958-1968, and the highly centralised style of rule of the

government had alienated East Pakistanis to such an extent that

nationalist feelings had taken root amongst the population of East

Pakistan.	 APAL's success in the 1970 election was indicative of

this trend. Muhammad Yahy Khãn's greed for power on the one hand,

and Zulfiqãr 'Au Bhutto's uncontainable ambition to share power on

the other, led to obstructions placed in the way of democratic rule

from both sides.	 The net result of not handing over power to the

majority party of the National Assembly took the form of civil

strife in East Pakistan that led to the creation of Bangladesh with

India's help.

The dismemberment of Pakistan clearly demonstrated that

inequity and inegalitarianism could not be justified indefinitely

on the basis of Islam. 	 The fact that both halves of the country

were united by a common faith was by no means sufficient to

guarantee their political integration so long as social injustices

became intensified.	 This did not mean that the 'Islam factor'

disappeared from the politics of either Pakistan or Bangladesh

after the events of 1971. Initially, however, Bangladesh declared

itself a secular state, and the religious-orientated political

parties were thrown out of politics partly on ideological grounds

and partly for the reason that they had collaborated with Pakistani

armed forces in the past.
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The 1970 election completely failed to resolve the Islam

issue.	 All the political parties, including PPP, the majority

party of West Pakistan (and Pakistan, after the establishment of

Bangladesh) were committed to Islam, as a distinguishing feature of

Pakistan's politics. 	 The u1amä' and their religious-political

parties did not exercise a strong voice in the National Assembly,

but their strength among the masses was by no means negligible.

These parties had secured 21.5 per cent of the total votes polled.

And, if the votes polled by the different factions of PML and PDP

could be included in the 'Islam factor', the percentage of support

for this political tendency would be much greater (45.8 per cent).

Though not totally ineffective, the barãdar.i affiliations received

a setback in the Punjab. At the same time, it might well have been

the case that the appeal of religious-political parties such as

JIP, which failed to attract the chiefs of barädaris, augmented the

general appeal of religion in politics.

The lesson of the 1970 election for the 'ulamã'was clear.

Only integration and unity among them could lead to a substantial

victory.	 They had to reconsider their policies and generate a

balance between long-cherished religious issues on the one hand,

and purely economic, political and social questions on the other.

They needed to persuade the mass of the people that within their

ranks there were experts on problems of foreign policy, economy and

defence.

PPP, the majority party of Pakistan, did well, but it was

over-represented in the National Assembly. It had 58.6 per cent of

seats in the National Assembly against a mere 38.9 per cent of the

popular vote that it was able to poll.
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CHAPTER 7

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN THE 'UL4HA'AND UTTO, THE 'ISLANIC SOCIALIST'

The events of 1971, resulting in the creation of

Bangladesh, left Muhammad Yahy Khän and his close military

associates completely discredited in the eyes of the middle classes

of Pakistani society. The middle-ranking officials in the military

felt uneasy with Muhammad Yahy Khän, sharing the pervading mood of

the segments of society to which they owed their origin. Under

m unting pressure from his 'constituency' (i.e. the military),

Muhammad Yahyá Khãn was compelled to hand over power to Zulfiqãr

k1i Bjiutto (the leader of West Pakistan's majority party in the

National Assembly) (20 December 1971).	 Bhutto thus became Chief

Martial Law Administrator (CHLA) and President of Pakistan.

Bhutto was the first head of government and state since

1947 to reach the highest political office in the country through

an election based on adult franchise. He had a solid support of 81

members in a single house National Assembly of 148. He hoped to

augment this support by making political concessions to like-minded

parties and individuals in the Assembly. 1 Bhutto thus enjoyed the

power needed to implement the PPP manifesto.

Bhutto had presented himself as a socialist, 2 and PPP

categorically included 'the attainment of a classless society',

'possible only through socialism' 3 among its objectives. PPP,

however, took care to justify its socialism as a part of the

political and social ethics of Islam.	 Faced with harsh criticism

from the 'ülamã'and such religious-political parties as JIP and JUP,
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Bhutto shifted his ideological ground away from 'socialism' in the

direction of 'Islamic Socialism' and Nusàwãt-i-Muharnmadi. 4	 Even

this change of direction was not enough to please Mawlâna Mawdüdi,

the leader of JIP. The latter said that

they [the socialists] found out that here
socialism cannot dance naked ... After
realising this they started calling socialism
'Islamic' ... If it is really based on the
Qurãn and the Sunnah then what is the need for
calling it socialism? ... Now when they can see
that this too does not work they have started
calling it Islamic equality (musãwãt) and
Muhammadi musãwãt. The object is the same pure
socialism. 5

Bhutto claimed that his version of 'socialism' was

entirely in conformity with Islam.

The range of socialism is as wide as
conceivable ... The socialism applicable to
Pakistan would be in conformity with its
ideology and remain democratic in nature ... If
there can be a Scandinavian form of socialism,
there is no reason why there cannot be a
Pakistani form of socialism, suitable to our
genius.6

Though Ehutto did not spell out clearly what such

socialism meant, he did discard communism outright. 7	Presumably,

his conception of socialism would become clear only after his

government's policies took effect. JIP, however, believed that

Bhutto's 'Islaiic socialism' was inspired by socialism as practised

in China.	 JUP thought similarly. Mawlãnã Shah Ahmnad Nürãni, its

leader, was one of the izlamá'who had signed the fatwi of the 113

'ulamã	 JUIP was the only religious-political party which did not

oppose Bhutto.	 Even though it could not evolve any working

alliance with PPP during the 1970 election, 	 iiutto made successful

overtures to NAP and JUIP as early as January 1970 by declaring

that PPP was committed to a working alliance with them.8
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In spite of Bhutto's loud claims that he was serving the

Islamic cause, it is well known that he was not a devout Muslim in

his own personal life. His orientation and outlook were thoroughly

secular.	 Shah Waliullãh, Muhammad B.	 dul Wahhab or Jainãl-ud-din

Afghani did not count among his heroes. 	 Napoleon Bonaparte

occupied a central place as a political role model in Bhutto's

life.

Napoleon was a giant.	 There was no man more
complete than him. His military brilliancy was
only one facet of his many-sided genius. His
Napoleonic Code remains the basic law of many
countries. Napoleon was an outstanding admini-
strator, a scholar and a romanticist .. .

Napoleon was the hero from whom Bhutto had 'imbibed the

politics of power'.1°

Among Muslim stalwarts, Blhutto's political hero was Kamãl

Atãturk, who had attempted to secularise and westernise Turkey.

Bhutto was also close to the Shah of Iran who had embarked on a

mission of developing Iran on the basis of secular political ideas.

In such a perspective, it is not surprising that the

1amã' feared that Bhutto was in reality committed to the ideals of

secularism and socialism.	 They expected him to enforce his

policies on the strength of the popular mandate that he had

received and the support that he enjoyed among socialist elements.

The future for the ji1amã' and their parties appeared to be filled

with gloom. At the same time, Bhutto decided to ignore the parties

that had suffered defeat in the 1970 election. Some of his

speeches and statements, made before coming to power or during his

regime, reflect his inclination to regard Islam as a dynamic force,
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a factor in the pace of bringing salvation,
enlightenment to the peasants,	 and ending
feudalism,	 allowing	 the	 forces	 of
egalitarianism to spread . .

The expression of such sentiments did not stem the tide

of the general feeling prevalent among many that he did not attach

any special importance to Islam with special reference to Pakistan,

and that Islam would fare no better there than in the other Muslim

countries.12

In the midst of a pervading sense of humiliation which

gripped Pakistan after the emergence of Bangladesh, the 'ulama'

emerged with fresh vigour.	 Why did the tragedy happen?, they

asked.	 The 'ula.mã"s answer to this question was simple and clear.

According to them, there was nothing in common between the two

wings of Pakistan except religion (i.e. Islam). Religion was never

applied in practice to the political and economic problems faced by

the two parts of the country. 	 The mere fact of the people sharing

a common religion on a personal level was by no means a sufficient

guarantee that the two ethnically and linguistically different

parts of the country could be held together.	 The situation in the

Pakistan of the '70s was similar to that which prevailed in

undivided Pakistan. Islam was the only factor which bound the four

provinces of Pakistan together. 13 The application of Sharih in

its entirety would remove the grievances; otherwise, the natural

differences (e.g., ethnicity, language and local culture) between

the different parts of the country could well lead to a further

dismemberment of it.14

The personal character of Bhutto's predecessors

(especially Muhammad Yahy Khãn) caine under attack. 15 Referring to
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his drunkenness, and applying it to the successors as well, a verse

from the Qurãn was repeatedly quoted at Friday sermons and public

meetings.	 It underlined the root cause of the defeat suffered by

Saul at the hands of his enemies who drank water from the stream

they had to cross in defiance of God's commandment. 16 If even the

drinking of plain water resulted in weakness, the deleterious

effects of wine, which is absolutely prohibited, can only be left

to the imagination.

The interaction between the 'ulamã' and iutto took place

in this perspective. 	 It went through three stages - first

conflict; then compromise; and, finally, open confrontation between

the two sides.	 The issues which emerged during Bhutto's rule

lasting five and a half years, included the vexed questions of the

Islamic Constitution and the status of Ahmadis in Pakistan.	 There

was also the issue relating to the recognition of Bangladesh.

In this chapter we shall discuss these issues against the

backcloth of Bhutto's method of approach to the 'ulamä	 We shall

conclude the chapter with an account of the 1977 election and its

aftermath which brought the brief spell of 'democratic' rule to an

abrupt end.

7.1	 JUIP's Privile ged Position

In the National Assembly, the three religious-political

parties (i.e. JIP, JUIP and JUP) had, between them only 18 seats.

But,	 in one respect, it was significant that this tiny group of

'ulamã'had a stronger voice in the Assembly than ever before.
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In the two smaller provinces of NWFP and Baluchistan, PPP

enjoyed very little support both inside and outside the National

Assembly as well as the respective Provincial Assemblies.	 JUIP

enjoyed a privileged position in both Provincial Assemblies because

of the way seats had been distributed between different political

parties.	 Table 7.1 shows the position of the various parties in

the Provincial Assemblies of NWFP and Baluchistan (as at 1970). In

the NWFP Assembly, NAP and PML (Qayyüm group) were in a position to

form a government with the support of minor parties (especially

JUIP) and independent members.	 In the Baluchistan Assembly, JUIP

enjoyed an even more privileged position.	 Aware of JUIP's

strategic position in the Assembly, Mufti Mahmüd (JUIP's General

Secretary) offered a formula for coalition with either of he

parties [i.e. NAP and PML (Qayyüm group)) which would accept it.

It contained two points.17

1) The coalescing party would support JUIP in its stand

on the process of constitution-framing; and

2) the provincial governments would abide by the

injunctions of the Shariah, to the extent permitted

by the limitations under which they functioned.

Both parties accepted the formula. 	 PML (Qayyüm group)

was closer to JUIP in respect of the Islamic ideology of Pakistan.

But JUIP chose to support NAP, perhaps for the following reasons:

1)	 Coalition with PML (Qayyüm group) would guarantee

sharing power only in NWFP, 	 as there was no

possibility of PML (Qayyüm group)	 forming a

government in Baluchistan;	 and
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Table 7.1

The Position of Different Political Parties in the Provincial
Assemblies of NWFP and Baluchistan, Elected in 1970

	

NWFP	 Baluchistan
Parties	 Assembly	 Assembly

Total number	 Total Number
of seats=40	 of seats=20

NAP	 13	 8

PML (Qayyüm group)	 10	 2

JUIP	 4	 3

PPP	 3	 -

PML (Convention)	 2	 -

JIP	 1	 -

PML (Councillors) 	 1	 -

Independents	 6	 6

Baluchistan	 -	 1
United Front

(Source:	 Election Commission,	 Report on General Elections,
Pakistan 1970-71 (Karachi:	 Manager of Publications, 1972), Vol.
II, pp.316-355]
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2)	 the NAP leadership was considered to be politically

more reliable than the PML (Qayyi3.m group) leadership

because of its long history of consistent political

struggle.

7.2	 NAP and JUIP versus Bhutto

NAP and PPP were closer to each other than either of them

was to any other party in the National Assembly. 	 Both parties had

employed socialist rhetoric in their manifestos and election

campaign, and co-operated with each other on seat adjustment in

certain constituencies against their adversaries. 	 NAP did not

perform well in its stronghold (i.e. NWFP) where it was able to

secure only three out of a total of 18 National Assembly seats for

the NWFP. Khãn Abdul Wali Khãn, the NAP leader, made the following

observation soon after the announcement of the election results:

The election results have made it clear that
the people's inclination is towards the right
in NWFP. The parties of the left should make
an alliance in order to change the prevailing
mood.	 I will welcome such an alliance of
progressive forces.18

Ehutto lifted the ban on NAP that had been imposed by

Muhammad Yahy Khän.	 His intention in doing so was to start 'with

a clean slate'. 19 But Bhutto took this step not just out of a

desire to make a clean start.	 It was also a step to seek the

support of a socialist ally in Pakistani politics.

Bhutto wasted no time in appointing his cabinet (24

December 1971) and selecting Governors of the four provinces.

Hayãt Muhammad Khn Sherpão and Ghaws Bakhsh Ra' isnI were
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respectively nominated as Governors of NWFP and Baluchistan.

Sherpão had been elected to the Provincial Assembly of NWFP,

against Khãn Abdul Qayyi:im Khan on a PPP ticket, 20 but his victory

was largely due to NAP's support.	 The first concerted action of

the Provincial Assemblies was expected to be the election of women

members.	 Two seats were reserved for women in the NWFP assembly

and one in the Baluchistan Assembly. NAP and JUIP were in a

position to get their women candidates elected. 	 The Governors of

the provinces not only campaigned for the women candidates

nominated by PPP, but also tried to persuade NAP and JUIP members

of the Assemblies to violate party discipline and vote for the

candidates of the Governor's choice. Although PPP was unable to

secure any of the women's seats, the incident left an unpleasant

impression on the minds of NAP and JUIP leaders, erasing some of

the earlier gestures of goodwill.

NAP and JUIP jointly asserted that they should be

consulted on the appointment of the Governors of NWFP and

Baluchistan. Bhutto did not like to give way to such demands. NAP

and JIJIP, however, had a powerful card up their sleeves. They made

a vehement demand for the withdrawal of Martial Law and for the

restoration of democracy.	 Ehutto, who himself had been a veteran

opponent of Martial Law for some time, was vulnerable to such

vociferous demands.	 Bhutto struck an accord with NAP and JUIP (6

March 1972),21 lest other parties of the Opposition should decoy

these parties away from him. According to a tripartite accord

between NAP, JUIP and PPP

1)	 an Interim Constitution, based on the Government of

India Act, 1935, would be framed.
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2)	 Martial Law would continue to be in force until 14

August 1972.

3) The Governors of NWFP and Baluchistan would be

nominated in consultation with NAP and JUIP.

4) NAP and JUIP would be entitled to form governments

in the provinces of NWFP and Baluchistan.

7.3	 The Interim Constitution

The Interim Constitution, consisting of 290 clauses and

seven schedules, was approved by the National Assembly (21 April

1972).	 It combined a presidential system of government at the

centre and a parliamentary system at the provincial level. 	 Bhutto

was accepted as President of Pakistan and as the President of the

National Assembly. He was given the same absolute powers as he had

been enjoying as CMLA since assuming power. All this was done, in

Bhutto's words,

to keep the driver's seat firmly in my hand and
it was easier in that way.22

The 'ulamã' and their parties criticised the Interim

Constitution as being devoid of Islamic spirit. The Opposition was

faced with a dilemma.	 The withdrawal of Martial Law was entailed

in the approval of the Interim Constitution.	 It was therefore

imperative that a highly centralised Constitution should be passed,

for otherwise, Martial Law would continue to prevail. 	 But it was

equally difficult to support the Interim Constitution in view of

the fact that it ran contrary to the cherished ideal of an Islamic
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Constitution which the 'ulamã'had entertained from the inception of

Pakistan.	 'Ulamã'such as Mufti Mahmüd and Shah Ahinad Nüráni, who

were the parliamentary leaders of their parties in the National

Assembly, condemned the Interim Constitution as un-Islamic.	 The

religious-political parties with like-minded MNAs abstained from

voting on the Interim Constitution. But, in the event, however, it

had a smooth passage through the National Assembly.

7.4	 NAP-JUIP Coalition Governments in NWFP and Baluchjstan

(29 April 1972 - 14 February 1973)

Under the provisions of the tripartite accord (between

NAP, JUIP and Ppp ), Pakistan was to be under Martial Law until

14 August 1972.	 PPP was insistent that NAP and JUIP should honour

the accord and not join forces with other opposition parties, which

demanded an	 immediate end to Martial Law.	 Conflict of

interpretation between the signatories of the accord in respect of

the article specifically relating to this point led to a rapid

deterioration of the relations between the leaders of the three

parties. Khân'Abdul Wali Khãn's statement that Governors appointed

after the conclusion of the accord would review all the decisions

taken by their predecessors exacerbated tensions even further.

Although Bhutto did withdraw Martial Law before the date

stipulated in the accord (14 April 1972), he sought to contain the

influence of NAP and JUIP by striking an alliance with PML (Qayytun

group).	 This alliance was ideologically quite untenable, but

practically useful to PPP.	 Despite his ideological affinity to

NAP, Bhutto favoured a strong centre, unlike the latter (and JUIP)

which advocated provincial autonomy within a loose framework of
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Centre-Province relationship. On this particular issue, PML

(Qayyüm group) and PPP shared the same approach. Khãn thdul Qayyüm

Khãn was taken into the cabinet as Minister for Home and Kashinir

Affairs (18 April 1972).

The deadlock that ensued over the formation of provincial

governments in NWFP and Baluchistan ended with fresh tripartite

negotiations between PPP, NAP and JUIP (22 April 1972). A week

later, Arbäb Sikandar Khãn Khalil and Ghaw Bukhsh Bazinjo were

nominated Governors of NWFP and Baluchistan respectively (29 April

1972). The stage was thus set for NAP-JUIP coalition governments

in both provinces. 'Atãullãh Khân Mengal in Baluchistan and Mufti

Nahxnüd in NWFP formed the provincial governments.

The NAP-JUIP coalition governments lasted until

14 February 1973. The Government of Baluchistan was dismissed by

the central government on the grounds that it had failed to work

according to the conditions set out by the latter at the time of

its installation. 24 The dismissal of a provincial government which

commanded the solid support of the majority in the Provincial

Assembly was seen by many as an undemocratic act on the part of the

central government and blatant interference in provincial affairs,

reminiscent of similar dismissals during the '50s. The NWFP

Government under Mufti Mahmüd resigned in protest against the

arbitrary dismissal of the Baluchistan Government.25

7.4.1	 Muftj Mahinüd and the Application of Sharih

In its election manifesto, JIJIP gave a pledge that it

would rule according to Sharih. Mufti Mahmud did take some
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practical steps in this direction. A ban on liquor consumption and

gambling was imposed.	 An ordinance was issued under which

reverence for the month of Ramazän was enjoined on commercial

establishments.	 Hotels and restaurants were ordered to close

during the daytime throughout the month of Ramazin.	 The NWFP

Assembly recommended to the National Assembly that Friday should be

made the weekly holiday instead of Sunday. An ordinance was issued

with the aim of curbing social problems caused by the highly

entrenched dowry system. 26	It placed restrictions on the

expenditure incurred in the marriage ceremony,	 and totally

prohibited the display of the dowry. 	 The spirit of this ordinance

moved the central government to enact a comprehensive Dowry and

Bridal Gifts (Restriction) Act, 1976.

In order to spread public awareness of Islamic teachings,

the Mufti administration introduced a prerequisite for Muslims

wishing to enrol in a degree college or university. 	 They should

demonstrate competence in the reading of the Qurän and their

knowledge of the meanings of the salät27 in their mother tongue.

In the economic sphere, the NWFP Government issued an

ordinance relating to acquisition of property or means of

production in the public interest. 	 In their election manifestos,

NAP and JUIP had suggested radical changes in the economy. 	 JIJIP

reacted sharply to the ordinance when it was made public (September

1972).	 The majl.is-i-shürä of the party organisation in NWFP

resolved that the ordinance should be withdrawn for the reason that

Islam gave the State no right to take over any property without

compensation. The ordinance had to be withdrawn.28
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The steps taken by the NAP-JUIP coalition government in

NWFP were not sufficiently radical to bring about visible changes

in society.	 Even so, the ban on the consumption of liquor was a

fairly important step, and it came in useful as an item of

political rhetoric.	 It was often said that by passing the

anti-liquor ordinance, Mufti Mahxnüd had effectively prevented

Biutto's entry into NWFP! The Mufti Mahmüd government's attempt to

restrict dowry represented another important step but it was clear

that it was an unenforceable ordinance.	 When the issue of the

acquisition of means of production actually came to the surface,

JUIP's attitude was no different from that of the other religious

parties. Nothing 'radical' happened.

Another significant change in government offices was the

use of traditional dress and of the Urdu language. 	 As

nationalists, Khan'Abdul Wall Khãn and Arbb Sikandar Khn Khalil

(the Governor of NWFP), always wore traditional dress. 	 So did

Mufti Mahmüd and his fellow 'ulamä	 The latter did not understand

the English language.	 The fact that political power was in the

hands of such leaders compelled the bureaucracy to shift emphasis

from English to Urdu in the NWFP and Baluchistan.

7.5	 The United Democratic Front (UDF)

The poor showing of the so-called Isl.im pasand (Islam

loving) parties in the 1970 election caused turmoil within the rank

and file of these parties. There was a strong feeling that the two

main reasons for their defeat were factionalism and the lack of

dynamism among the leaders of the parties. In the aftermath of the

election, the different factions of PML made attempts to merge into
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a single political form.	 In October 1972, a merger took plac...

between the Sind branches of PML (Qayyüm group) and PML

(Councillors).	 PML (Convention) united with PML (Councillors on

the All-Pakistan level.	 A new PML emerged under the leadership of

Pir Mardãn Shah (who was popularly known as Pir Pagãra), the

hereditary chief of Ijurs of Sind.	 Under his father's leadership

Hurs had fought against the British during the early '40s.29 The

present Pir Pagãrã is a big landowner in Sind and enjoys a p sition

of importance in Sind politics.

Leadership changed hands in JIP also. Mawlnã Mawdüdi

retired from the active leadership of the party on account of

failing health (31 October 1972).	 Miyãn Tufayi. Muhammad	 ' an

obviously well-meaning lawyer but without any pretensions

whatsoever to Islamic scholarship', 3 ° was his successor.

The JUP leadership also underwent a change. 	 Pir

Qamar-ud-din Siyãlwi, its aged amir, resigned from the leadership.

Shah Ahmad Nürãnl, the parliamentary leader of the party in the

National Assembly, was nominated as acting amir before being

confirmed in the same post (Khanewal:	 26-27 May 1973).	 With the

resignation of Pir Qaniar-ud-din Siyãlwi, a faction of JUP (under

Sähibzãdah Fayz-ul-Hasan's leadership) defected from the main body.

This resulted in the division of the JUP parliamentary party as

well.	 The Sãhibzádah Fayz-ul-Hasan faction gave its support to

PPP.

Similar divisions within JUIP also began to tak... zL-.

Mawlãnä Ghulam Ghaws Hazãrwi was inclined to forge closer lLriP

with PPP than with NAP.
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Opposition parties in the National Assembly spoke with

many voices. But events - such as the killing of Nazir Ahmad (June

1972), an outspoken MNA belonging to JIP, and Khawãjah Muhammad

Rafiq (20 December 1972), another prominent figure in the Punjab

politics; the arrest and alleged torture of Miyn Tufayl Muhammad

(19 February 1973), the new arnir of JIP; and, the regime's banning

of JIP's daily newspaper (Jasärat), as well as its attack against

the main body of the party itself - enabled the different

Opposition tendencies to come together, thus rendering it very

difficult for Bhutto to assert his control over the National

Assemby as a whole.

JIP realised that in order to survive politically, it

would have to forge links with other parties in opposition to PPP.

It stepped up its activity in the direction of uniting different

opposition parties both inside and outside the National Assembly.

Bhutto's iron hand treatment of PPP's erstwhile allies, and the

relentless campaign of insinuation to which they were subjected,

resulted in NAP and JUIP drawing closer to JIP.

A meeting (Islainabad: 12 March 1973) between

representatives of seven parties [viz., PML (Pagarã group), NAP,

JUIP, PDP, JIP, Khãksär Tahrik (KT), 31 All Jainmu and Kashmir Muslim

Conference (AJKNC) 32 ] and a few independent MNAs, resulted in the

formation of the United Democratic Front (UDF). Pir Mardãn Shah of

PML was elected as President of the alliance, and Professor 'bdul

Ghafiir Ahmad of JIP as Secretary-General. 	 UDF issued a 12-point

declaration covering a wide range of matters. It emphasised the

need for a joint struggle for a truly Islamic democratic and

parliamentary Constitution; the protection of basic rights and
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regional autonomy within the context of national integrity;	 the

restoration of the rights of students, workers and intellectuals;

and, resistance to fascism.33

The formation of UDF represented an important development

in post-1971 Pakistan.	 But, in its vagueness, UDF's Inaugural

Declaration was no different from similar documents produced in the

past (e.g., the declaration of UF in 1954, and of COP in 1965).

Its chief aim seemed to appeal to different shades of opinion. The

different parties constituting UDF did not see eye to eye on basic

socio-economic issues. The role of Islam was thus not something on

which NAP and JIP were in agreement.

UDF gathered under its umbrella the parties at the

extremes of the political spectrum, NAP and JIP. At the same time,

JUIP and JIP established links of mutual co-operation. 	 Mawlãnã

Ghulãiri Ghaws Hazãrwi, who was not totally identified with the JUIP

leadership on the issue of coalition with NAP, was further

alienated by the formation of UDF. 	 He was not happy with the JUIP

leadership which accepted JIP as an ally. 	 Mufti Maunüd tried to

clarify his position in the following words:

We have a political alliance with Jamt-i-
Islämi, but it does not affect our beliefs. We
have the same opinion about Mawdüdi and his
view as we had ever before. There is no change
in our opinion ... Co-operation is limited to
the extent of achieving the common objectives.
We belong to the Deoband.i 'u1amä

But such clarifications did not satisfy Mawlãnã Ghulãm

Ghaws Hazãrwi who gradually drifted away from the main body of the

party.	 In the end, he formed a party parallel to JUIP, known by

his name.
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7.6	 Recognition of Bangladesh

Amidst other issues, the nature of the relations that

should prevail between Pakistan and Bangladesh was the subject of

heated controversy. From the very day he came to power, Bhutto was

in no doubt that Bangladesh was a sovereign state like Pakistan;

but he did not like to concede this political reality for some time

for the following reasons:

1) His most important task was one of consolidating his

power and instilling a sense of confidence in the

people.

2) A considerable section of the intelligentsia and

parties opposed to Bhutto had accused him of playing

a dubious role in the East Pakistan crisis (1971),

because they believed that he stood no chance of

getting into power without the secession of East

Pakistan.

3) The solution of problems created by the 1971 war

between India and Pakistan was contingent upon the

recognition of Bangladesh. The pressing problems

related to this included the withdrawal of Indian

forces from occupied territories in Pakistan, the

repatriation of 91,498 prisoners of war (POWs),36

the guarantee of peace with India in the future,

and, of course, conciliation between Bangladesh and

Pakistan on the issues relating to assets and

liabilities.
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The only two non-4wämi Leaguers, elected from East

Pakistan to the National Assembly (1970), were included in the

government.	 The aim was to derive political benefit from their

peculiar position.	 One of them (Nür-ul-Ainin) was appointed

Vice-President of Pakistan and the other (Rájá Trideve Roy) was

given a place (Ministry of Minorities Affairs) in the central

cabinet.

Bhutto released Shaykh Mujibur Rahxnn (8 January 1972),

who had been in Pakistan's custody since his arrest during the

crisis engulfing East Pakistan. 	 Bhutto's decision had the backing

of the hands that were raised at a public meeting which he

addressed in Karachi. 	 He justified the release of Shaykh Mujibur

Rahmän on the rather specious grounds that 'whatever Karachi

thinks, the entire nation thinks'.37

Bhutto expected to have a meeting with Shaykh Mujibur

Rahmãn after the latter established himself in Bangladesh.38

Bhutto was anxious to enter into a dialogue with Shaykh Mujibur

Rahmãn, by-passing India. He made a gesture to this effect in the

form of an offer of 122,000 tons of rice to meet the food shortage

in Bangladesh (29 February 1972). Bhutto also invoked the Islamic

bond that united Pakistan and Bangladesh.

Mujibur Rahinán is our brother. We are Muslims.
We have lived in the same continent.39

Again

They [the People of East Pakistan] are the
majority of our land and I am fully convinced
that they want to remain with us. I appeal to
them not to forget us but to forgive us.
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Muslim Bengal will always be a part of
Pakistan. Muslim Bengal suffered more than any
other [part of the sub- continent] under Hindu
domination. Muslim Bengal's character will
always remain [Muslim] and we will see to it
that Muslim Bengal remains a part of Pakistan.

To rectify and make amends for our mistakes, I
seek an opportunity to meet the leaders of
Bengal ... We may arrive at a settlement [as]
between two brothers who have always lived
together and under certain conditions will
continue to live together for all times. It
can be a very loose arrangement but it must be
within the concept of Pakistan.4°

Bangladesh was a political reality and countries all over

the world had begun to recognise it. 	 Pakistan's initial response

was to break off diplomatic relations with those countries which

extended recognition to the new state of Bangladesh. 	 But this

policy soon proved abortive. 	 When the Soviet Union extended its

official recognition to Bangladesh, Bhutto plainly said that he

could not break off diplomatic ties with Moscow, and diplomatic

relations were resumed with all other countries that had already

recognised Bangladesh.

The Interim Constitution upheld the unity of East and

West Pakistan. 41 The pressing problems created by the war could

not be left unattended for long. After preliminary negotiations at

the ministerial level, Bhutto left for Simla, (June 1972) for talks

with the Indian Prime Minister.	 He would have liked to take

advantage of the occasion to announce Pakistan's formal recognition

of the sovereign state of Bangladesh. Bhutto tried to use the same

instant populist plebiscitary card which he had effectively played

at the time of Shaykh Mujibur Rahmãn's release.	 He asked the

gathering, present at the Lahore airport to give him a send-off,

whether the state of Bangladesh should be formally recognised. The
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Punjabi crowd's response could not have been more different to that

of the crowd at Karachi in 1971. 	 The Punjab had been severely

affected by the war.	 The Punjabi soldiery had borne the brunt of

the war and Punjabis had suffered loss of property.	 A loud 'no'

from the crowd gathered at the airport compelled Bhutto to promise

that he would not ever talk about the question of recognition of

Bangladesh when he was on Indian soil.

Pakistan and India signed the Simla A greement (2 July

1972)	 which contained no reference to the recognition of

Bangladesh.	 But the Indian press was full of speculation based on

the impression given by Ehutto that Pakistan would recognise

Bangladesh before August (1972).42 On his return from Simla,

Bhutto persistently denied that he was contemplating the

recognition of Bangladesh, 43 , even though the subject was given

great importance in the speeches of the ministers and PPP leaders.

In the course of the debate in the National Assembly on the Simla

Agreement, this question was raised in the House, though nothing

concrete was said about it. 	 The religious-political parties (i.e.

JIP, JUP and JUIP) and other like-minded parties made known their

opposition to the recognition of Bangladesh.

In the meantime, Bangladesh applied for membership of the

United Nations.	 It would prove embarrassing to Pakistan if

Bangladesh were to succeed in gaining admission into the United

Nations before Pakistan's formal recognition of the new state. The

resolution calling for UN membership for Bangladesh was vetoed by

the People's Republic of China (25 August 1972), a close ally of

Pakistan.
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JIP and JUP were most vocal in opposing the recognition.

Bhutto met Mawlãnä Mawdüdi (Lahore: 	 5 September 1972) to whom he

complained that JIP's stand on the recognition of Bangladesh was

very rigid. 44 He could not convert Mawlãnâ Mawdüdi to his view,

and the anti-recognition campaign was intensif led.

JIP and other right-wing parties had co-operated with the

military during the crisis of 1971, welcomed the ban on APAL,

participated in by-elections, and gave support to the military

through volunteer organisations [viz., al-Badr and al-Shams],

recruited mostly from the student wing of JIP. 	 JIP and other

supporters of the military establishment believed that the

recognition of Bangladesh would be the ultimate blow to their

prestige.	 Their voice in the National Assembly being muted by

their low numbers, these parties resorted to the streets with their

student wings organising voluble protest rallies in the big cities.

Bhutto and his supporters advocated the recognition of

Bangladesh on the following grounds:

1) The solution of immediate problems (e.g.,	 the

repatriation of POWs, the settlement of foreign

debts,	 and the resumption of trade with

Bangladesh) was contingent upon it.

2) The pro-Pakistan element in Bangladesh would feel

confident and hopeful if diplomatic ties were

restored between the two countries.
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3) Any prospect of Bangladesh becoming reunited with

Pakistan would be jeopardised as long as the former

was under India's influence. Any delay on

Pakistan's part in the restoration of normal

diplomatic ties with Bangladesh would provide India

with an opportunity to increase its influence on the

latter.

4) Bangladesh was a fait accompli. It had already been

recognised by a number of countries, including the

super-powers.

5) Pakistan lacked the military might that would be

needed to force Bangladesh to become reunited with

it.

The	 anti-recognition lobby's arguments were best

presented by Mawlãnã Nawdüdi in his speeches, statements and

interviews with the press. They were:45

1) Pakistan's	 recognition of Bangladesh	 would

legitimise India's aggression against Pakistan.

2) Other states (such as Israel, East Germany and

Taiwan), which were no less real than Bangladesh,

were not recognised by the states from which they

had seceded.

3) The recognition of Bangladesh would result in

Pakistan engaging in political relations with its
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pro-India secular rulers and not with their 'East

Pakistani brothers'.

4) India's 25-year agreement of friendship with

Bangladesh had minimised the prospects of trade

between Pakistan and Bangladesh. Raw material

needed by India would never find its way to

Pakistan; and the products which India could

provide, would never be imported from Pakistan.

5) Recognition would discourage the pro-Pakistan

elements in Bangladesh, aspiring for its reunion

with Pakistan.

The	 protest rallies in the Punjab and	 the

anti-recognition campaign based on emotional appeals prevented

Bhutto making any progress in the matter of Pakistan's formal

recognition of the state of Bangladesh. 	 The anti-recognition mood

was so strong that Bhutto was compelled to shout, along with the

audience, the slogan of 'Bangladesh - Nã-manzür' ('Bangladesh:	 No

recognition') at public meetings. 46 On the one hand, he failed to

take the people with him over the recognition issue, and, on the

other, pressure from the families of POWs in favour of a rapid

settlement of outstanding issues was mounting. 	 The delay in the

repatriation of POWs was blamed on Bhutto's vacillation. Caught in

a tangle of opposing political forces, Bhutto pursued a policy

which appeared to be contradictory - appearing in totally different

guises within and outside Pakistan. 	 At home he took the line that

recognition would facilitate the release of POWs. Abroad, he made
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vigorous diplomatic efforts to divorce the question of POWs from

the recognition issue.

Under the Simla Agreement, the withdrawal of troops was

completed (20 December 1972). A week later, Pakistan unilaterally

announced the release of all the 700 Indian POWs held in Pakistan.

India responded to this gesture by releasing Pakistani POWs

captured on the western sector. As regards POWs captured in

erstwhile East Pakistan, the Indian authorities held that as they

had surrendered to a joint command of the Indian forces and Nukti

Bähini, their release could not be effected without Bangladesh's

prior consent.

Meanwhile, the permanent Constitution of Pakistan was on

the anvil. Bangladesh's recognition was one of the issues that had

to be	 settled in the process of writing Pakistan's new

Constitution.	 Article 1(3) of the 1973 Constitution provided that

appropriate amendments would be made in order to

enable the people of the Province of East
Pakistan, as and when foreign aggression in
that Province and its effects are eliminated,
to be represented in the affairs of the
Federation.47

On the question of POWs, humanitarian factors were

involved and pressure was brought to bear on India from different

parts of the world. 	 India's attitude to POWs was modified during

the talks that were held between the Foreign Ministers of India and

Bangladesh.	 A joint declaration issued by the two sides (17 April

1973), included a provision under which Pakistani POWs might be

released (with the exception of those required by Bangladesh for

trial on criminal charges) simultaneously with the release of
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Bengalis stranded in Pakistan. 	 Although this new development held

out some hope for the release of thousands of POWs, Pakistan did

not like the idea of any of its POWs facing trial in Bangladesh.

Accordingly, it warned Bangladesh that the 'point of no return'48

would be reached if any of the POWs were tried, and that a number

of Bengalis, detained in Pakistan, would be tried on charges of

high treason.	 Pakistan also filed a petition with the

International Court of Justice (11. May 1973) requesting it to issue

an order forbidding India from handing over to Bangladesh 195

Pakistani POWs required for trial on alleged charges of war crimes.

A.bandoning his campaign of convincing the mass of the

Pakistani people, Bhutto caine out with a proposal that the National

Assembly should pass a resolution empowering the Prime Minister

(with the promulgation of the 1973 Constitution, Bhutto had assumed

the office of Prime Minister) to recognise Bangladesh formally,

when recognition was, in the government's judgment, in the best

interests of the nation.

The anti-recognition lobby objected on the grounds that

the National Assembly had no right to discard a part of the

country. 49 In order to counter the likely opposition of the 'ulamã'

and their parties, Bhutto referred the matter to the Supreme Court

of Pakistan. The Court was of the opinion that there was no 'legal

bar to the National Assembly considering or adopting a

resolution' 5 ° as required by circumstances. This caine as a setback

to the anti-recognition lobby and took the wind out of its sails.

Speaking against the opinion of the Supreme Court of Pakistan was

liable to be treated as contempt of court.	 JIP, as the strongest
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voice of the anti-recognition lobby, was a well-known upholder of

the sanctity of the courts, because it owed its political

resuscitation to a judicial decision passed against the order of

the government banning it (1964).

The National Assembly passed a resolution (10 July 1973)

recognising Bangladesh. JIP, JUP, JUIP and like-minded parties and

individuals boycotted the proceedings of the National Assembly.

NAP, once fully in line with PPP on the issue of recognition, had

changed its position on this occasion and stood by JIP and others.

The change in NAP's stand was due to its animosity towards PPP

following the dissolution of the Provincial Governments of NWFP and

Baluchistan.	 Furthermore, NAP felt itself bound to obey the

overall policy of UDF, of which it was a part.

Bhutto's	 tactics had a crippling effect on the

anti-recognition lobby in Pakistan. 	 They also resulted in the

decisions of India and Bangladesh to suspend the trial of 195

Pakistani POWs.	 His pro-Islam diplomacy prevented most of the

Middle Eastern countries (including Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Kuwait,

Syria, Iraq and the Arab Emirates) frot recgctisinç aq2e.h.

Bangladesh failed to get enthusiastic support from the Muslim world

as a whole.	 At the Islamic Summit Conference (Lahore:	 22-24

February 1974), in which Shaykh Mujibur Rahinãn took part, the way

was cleared for the recognition of Bangladesh, and for the

subsequent repatriation of POWs.	 Article 1(3) of the 1973

Constitution was duly deleted by an amendment (23 April 1974).
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7.7	 The 1973 Constitution

Alongside the controversy over the question of the

recognition of Bangladesh, the debate on the Constitution was

revived.	 Soon after the promulgation of the Interim Constitution

(21 April 1972), a committee of the National Assembly consisting of

the parliamentary leaders of all political parties, was constituted

with a mandate to submit a draft Constitution before 1 August 1972.

The task of framing a Constitution true to the principles

of Islam, socialism and democracy must have come as a formidable

political challenge to PPP. 	 There seemed to be a consensus among

all political parties	 that Pakistan should establish a

parliamentary form of government.	 Indeed, this was one of the two

demands which they were able to extract at the Round Table

Conference with Muhammad Ayüb Khãn (March 1969).51 PPP had not

participated in these discussions, but it was committed to

'parliamentary government' under a 'progressive constitution',52

despite Bhutto's personal preference for a presidential form of

government.

Disagreement within the leadership of PPP over the

question of the form of government emerged when Mamüd 'Ali Qasüri,

the Minister of Law and Parliamentary Affairs, openly declared that

Pakistan's new Constitution would revolve round a popularly elected

President who would be responsible to the lower house of a

bi-cameral legislature. 54 . This flew in the face of PPP's Election

Manifesto.	 Bhutto himself drew attention (15 September 1972) to

the need for a powerful head of state.
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We cannot have the model of the British
Parliament. In any case, the British
Parliamentary model is deteriorating with the
passage of time ... It should be Parliamentary
system appropriate to our conditions, a system
with which we can live, with which we can go
ahead successfully.55

The disagreements within PPP slowed down progress in the

preparation of the draft Constitution. At the same time, there

were also differences between members of the committee belonging to

other parties and those belonging to PPP. In the meantime, Mahmüd

'All Qasüri, in spite of his earlier statement in favour of a

presidential form of government, resigned (August 1972) after

accusing Bhutto of seeking dictatorial powers under the pretext of

favouring a democratic form of government. 	 The resignation of

Mahind A11 Qasürl precipitated a minor crisis. 	 Bhutto hurriedly

reached an agreement with the parliamentary leaders of the parties

in the National Assembly (20 October 1972)	 favouring the

establishment of a parliamentary form of government.

A draft Constitution was prepared by the committee to

which nearly all the opposition parties, including the religious

ones (i.e. jI p , jijp and JUIP) appended notes of dissent. It was

submitted to the National Assembly (31 December 1972); and its

reading was scheduled from 17 February 1973 onwards.

The maj1is-i-shür of JIP put forward proposals for

incorporation in the Constitution. 	 These were in line with the

changes argued for in the notes of dissent to the draft

Constitution produced by JIP. JUP and JUIP. The proposals put

forward by JIP were as follows:
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1) The Quran and the Sunnah will be the first and
foremost source of the country's law. Any law,
repugnant to the Qurãn and the Sunnah will be
considered null and void; and all others will
be changed in conformity with the Qurän and the
Sunnah.

2) The consumption of intoxicants, gambling,
prostitution and nba etc. will be prohibited;
and it will be the responsibility of the State
to enable Muslim citizens to live individually
and socially in accordance with the tenets of
Is lani.

3) All the provinces and [tribal] areas including
East Pakistan shall be declared integral parts
of Pakistan

4) ... Basic human rights shall be guaranteed
without exception. In Islamic teachings no one
has the right to deprive a person of his basic
rights without lodging a specific charge and
giving the accused a chance to defend himself
in a court of law.

5) The State shall be responsible for providing
the basic necessities (i.e. food, clothing,
lodging, medical facilities and education) for
all its citizens.

6) ... the judicial system ... shall be separated
from the executive and it shall be completely
independent.

7) The federal parliamentary form of government
shall be effective in the Centre as well as in
the provinces.

8) Wealth and property acquired through illegal
and impermissible ways shall be confiscated.
The income and expenditure [of the people]
shall be regularised according to the Shari ah;
and arrangements shall be made for the
equitable distribution of wealth.

9) A system of separate electorate shall be
introduced in which every non-Muslim minority
shall be given representation [in Assemblies]
in proportion to its strength in the population
or through a system of proportional
representation

10) Muiamniad Yay Khän ... and his close
associates shall be tried on charges of illegal
usurpation of power and of creating the East
Pakistan debacle; and those found guilty shall
be punished under the law.

11) Civil servants will enjoy security of service.
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12) The party in power shall not use government
machinery and resources for its own publicity.

13) Upon the dissolution of the National Assembly,
a national government consisting of parties
represented in the National Assembly shall be
formed for the purpose of conducting a general
election.

14) No Assembly (National/Provincial) shall be
dissolved during the period when a resolution
of no confidence against either the President,
Prime Minister or Chief Minister is under
consideration.

15) A general election siafl be e1t at t*n tm o
the promulgation of the Constitution.56

PPP rejected all proposals directed at curtailing the

executive powers of the state. The 'ulamä'and their parties, within

UDF or outside, did not enjoy sufficient strength in the National

Assembly to exert pressure on PPP.	 Opposition parties protested

against the government's coercive policy by boycotting the session

of the National Assembly at which the draft Constitution was to be

debated.

PPP was in a position to get the Constitution passed by

brute majority. Ironically, however, the circumstances surrounding

the adoption of the 1973 Constitution differed little, at this

stage, from those under which the 1962 Constition was passed. 	 On

both occasions, the views of the Opposition were left out of

account.	 A Constitution passed with the entire Opposition

boycotting the Assembly did not represent a happy augury even to

the 'all powerful' Bhutto. He, therefore, attempted a last minute

'damage limitation'	 exercise by meeting the leaders of the

opposition parties (4 April 1973). This effort on his part did not

bear fruit.
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In an effort to break the deadlock in the National

Assembly, Mawlãnã Zafar Ahinad Ansãri offered his services as a

mediator between the opposition parties and Bhutto. 57 	The

Opposition (and especially the religious parties) was able to

extract a few concessions as a prelude to joining the proceedings

of the National Assembly (10 April 1973).

The Islamic provisions of the ConstIttiots f 2.9 	 an

1962 were written into the 1973 Constitution. 	 The Ob j ectiv s

Resolution became its preamble as usual. 	 An Islamic Council,

similar to the Advisory Council of Islamic Ideology (Acli) under

the 1962 Constitution was envisaged in this Constitution. 	 Its

principles of policy were more or less identical with those

enshrined in the 1956 and 1962 documents.

Under Article I, the country was declared to be the

Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 	 Under Article 41(2), only a Muslim

could be the President of Pakistan. Article 91(2) provided that

[a]fter the election of the Speaker and the
Deputy Speaker, the National Assembly shall, to
the exclusion of any other business, proceed to
elect without debate one of its Muslim members
to be the Prime Minister.58

At the insistence of the 'ulamã', the details of the faith

of a Muslim were spelled out in the text of the oaths of the

President and the Prime Minister.	 The relevant text of the oath,

runs as follows:

I am a Muslim and believe in the Unity and
Oneness of Almighty Allah, the Books of Allah,
the Holy Quran being the last of them, the
Prophethood of Muhammad (Peace be upon him) as
the last of the Prophets and that there can be
no Prophet after him, the Day of Judgment and
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all the requirements and teachings of the Holy
Quran and Sunnah.59

The details concerning a Muslim's belief were meant to

prevent an Ahmadi becoming President or Prime Minister. 	 It

represented an eloquent refutation of the oft-quoted statement of

Justice Muhaimnad Munir to the effect that no two 'ulainã' were in

agreement on the definition of a Muslim. 60 The definition of a

Muslim's belief was given in the National Assembly by Mawlãnãbdul

Haq of Akora Khattak (17 April 1973),61 a Deobandi 'aiim.	 He was

duly supported by the Bareiwi z1amãof JUP.	 Outside the National

Assembly, Ahi-.i-Hadis gave its approval.62

Article 227 of the Constitution (cf. Article 198 of the

1962 Constitution) laid down that

[a]ll existing laws shall be brought in
conformity with the injunctions of Islam as
laid down in the Holy Quran and Sunnah ... and
no law shall be enacted which is repugnant to
injunctions of Islam.63

Under Article 31(2), the State declared its intention to

make the teaching of the Holy Qurãn and Islamic studies compulsory

for Muslim pupils at school level, and to encourage and facilitate

the learning of Arabic (the language of the Qurãn and of Muslims'

daily obligatory prayers). 	 Correct and exact printing and

publishing of the Qurãn would be ensured.	 Aothough this latter

undertaking entailed no more than the elimination of mistakes in

proof-reading, it was subsequently publicised as one of the great

services of PPP to Islam.

Under the 1973 Constitution Islam was made 'The State

religion of Pakistan'. 64 None of the previous Constitutions or
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draft documents included such a provision.

Despite the emphasis laid by PPP on 'Islamic Socialism'

during its election campaign in 1970, the term itself did not find

a place in the Constitution as it was adopted by the National

Assembly.	 It was dropped in order to appease the religious

sentiments of JIP, JUP and other like-minded organisations. 	 The

left wing of PPP was satisfied with the following assurance

contained in the Constitution.

The State shall ensure the elimination of all
forms of exploitation and the gradual
fulfilment of the fundamental principle, from
each according to his ability, to each
according to his work.65

The 1973 Constitution, as a whole,	 represented an

adaptation of the 1956 Constitution with the exception of a few

provisions.	 So far as its Islamic provisions were concerned, all

the 'promises' of the 1956 and 1962 Constitutions were incorporated

in the new Constitution. 	 The most notable characteristic of the

1973 Constitution, however, was its approval by a consensus of the

National Assembly. 66

The 1973 Constitution provided for a parliamentary system

in which the Prime Minister was to be in complete control of the

Executive. Article 48 of the 1973 Constitution stipulated that the

President would be bound by the advice of the Prime Minister, and

every ordinance promulgated by the President must be countersigned

by the Prime Minister, otherwise presidential ordinances would

have no legal sanction.
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Apart from making the Prime Minister 'all-powerful',

special care had been taken to keep the procedure for amending the

Constitution simple.	 Constitutional amendments would require a

two-thirds majority of the total membership of the National

Assembly, and a simple majority of the members of the Senate.

7.8	 The Question of the Status of the Ahmad.is

The A4zmadis had a feeling, albeit highly inflated, that

PPP owed its victory in the 1970 election mainly to their

support. 67	They were more confident than they had ever been

before, but their close relationship with the ruling party was

resented even by those 1am'who had not been actively engaged in

politics. 68 The Ahmadis received their first blow from the

Assembly of Azãd Janimu and Kashmir, which resolved that they should

be declared a non-Muslim community, and that a ban should be

imposed on the preaching of 'Ahinadism' in Azàd Jainmu and Kashmir

(25 April 1973).69

The echo of this resolution was heard in the National

Assembly of Pakistan and the Provincial Assemblies. Mawlana 'Abdul

Haq of Akora Khattak served notice on the Speaker of the National

Assembly that he was going to present a similar resolution in the

House. The Speaker turned his notice down under the pretext that

it was not in accordance with the procedural rules of the House.70

Notices of similar resolutions were rejected in the Provincial

Assemblies of the Punjab and Sind.71

The Ahmadis regarded the resolution of the Assembly of

Azád Jarninu and Kashinir as a threat to their position.	 But they
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expressed their confidence in the 'wisdom of the President' [of

Pakistan] along with several others who were 'nice, gentle,

kind-hearted and justice-loving'.72

The i1amã'intensified their campaign against the Ainadis

not only in Pakistan but also in the Arab countries.	 They

approached thier counterparts in Saudi Arabia and obtained fatwas

declaring that the Ahmadis should be regarded as non-Muslims. Such

fatw.s were widely circulated through the media and organisations

such as the Muslim World League. 73 As far as the Arab Muslims were

concerned, Ahinadis were non-Muslims; and, worse still, they were

regarded as agents of Israel.	 They had run a mission in Haifa.

Once the Ahmadls had reported, while highlighting the activities of

the Haifa mission, as follows:

Another small incident which would give readers
some idea of the position our mission in Israel
occupies, is that in 1956 when our missionary,
Chaudhry Muhammad Sharif returned to the
Headquarters of the movement in Pakistan, the
President of Israel sent word that he [our
missionary] should see him before embarking on
the journey back.74

The 'ulamã' revived the ant i-Ahrnadi spirit among the masses

by drawing attention to the beliefs and activities of the A2rnadi

community.	 Tension was thus aggravated and a chain of events

rendered the situation volatile. It was disclosed that Ahrnad.is had

manoeuvred to get some residential plots, adjacent to one another

in a development scheme, close to the Pakistan Military Academy

(Kakul, Abbotabad).	 How could it be that all the plots in a

particular area went to the persons belonging to the same community

which had no roots in that area? When the presence of Ahmadis in

the area became a point of tussle between the local population and
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the authorities, the NWFP government intervened to stop the

construction work on the site. 75 After Mufti Mahniüd resigned as

Chief Minister of NWFP, the Abmadis were able to get the previous

order annulled. The 'ulamã defeated in the legal game, appealed to

the masses not to 'let the agents of colonialism and enemies of the

Prophet [i.e. Qadiyãnls)' 76 succeed in their designs.

In such a tense situation, a group of students from

Nishtar Medical College Multan, on their way to Peshawar on a

recreation trip, came across Ahmadi workers at Rabwa railway

station.	 After an exchange between the two sides, the students

shouted slogans against the Ahmadis. Contrary to their claim of

being tolerant or forbearing under provocation, the Alimadis planned

to teach the students a lesson. 	 On their return journey, the

students were dragged from their compartment at Rabwa and severely

beaten (29 May 1974). 	 The news of the mishap had reached Lyalipur

before the train approached the station.	 The leaders of

Kajlis-i-Tahaffuz-i-Khatm-i-Nabuwwat were present at the railway

station.	 On the following day there was a complete strike in

Laylipur.	 This incident heralded a new phase of anti-A madi

agitation.

A number of 'ulama' representing different schools of

thought met (Lahore: 30 May 1974) to chalk out a plan to continue

the anti-Ahmadi campaign. The first step in this direction was to

seek a broader alliance of religious political organisations.	 A

larger and more representative meeting was called (Rawalpindi:

3 June 1974).	 While the 'ulamã'were busy pooling their strength,

the government took the view that it was merely a problem of law

and order.	 An enquiry commission, under the chairmanship of Mr.
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Justice K.M.A. Saindãni, the Chief Justice of the Punjab High Court,

was appointed to probe into matters relating to the Rabwa incident.

The purpose of the government in appointing the commission seemed

to be to pacify the masses.

Remembering the experience of the abortive anti-Ahmadi

agitation of 1953, the 'ulaznã'were particularly keen to keep the

movement within constitutional limits. Public oratory was meant to

mobilise the masses, but not to incite them to kill their opponents

or to set fire to their property. 	 Incidents of arson and murder

were not as widespread as they were in 1953. 	 The religious

organisations presented their case to the enquiry commission and

also took it to the National Assembly.

At a joint meeting of eight religious-political parties

(i.e. JIP, JUIP, JUP, JAB, APMAI, KT, PDP and PML) and a

newly-formed organisation, the Qadiyãnl Nuhä shah Committee

(Exposition of Qadiyanism Committee) the government was criticised

for ignoring the aspirations of the mass of the people.	 At the

joint meeting (Rawalpindi: 3 June 1974) the following demands were

raised:

1) The leader of the Qadiyanl community,
Mirzã Näsir Aimad, should be arrested,
because he was responsible for the
disorder.

2) Qadlyanis should be declared non-'1uslims.

3) All the organisations of Qadlyanis (e.g.,
Furqãn Force, Khuddãm-ul-Ahmadiyyah, etc.)
should be declared illegal. Their
headquarters must be searched and the arms
belonging to these organisations must be
confiscated by the state.

4) Qadiyãnls should be removed from key posts
of the government.
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5) Rabwa should be made an open city.
Non- Qad.i yänis should also enjoy the right
to settle there; and government officials
in Rabwa should all be Muslims.

6) Press censorship should be withdrawn in
order that people might be better
informed.

7) Those belonging to the anti-Ahmadi
movement who had been detained should be
released forthwith.77

A rnajlis-i-'arnal (working committee) consisting of the

parties and organisations engaged in the anti-Ahmadi agitation was

formed under the Chairmanship of Mawlãnä Muhammad Yflsuf Binnawri

(9 June 1974).	 A country-wide strike was observed in response to

an appeal from the maj1is-i-ina1 (14 June 1974).	 In an address to

the nation, Bhutto announced his categorical personal belief in the

finality of the prophethood of Muhammad, while remaining silent on

the Rabwa mishap which had fanned an otherwise smouldering

controversy into a conflagration.

By means of public meetings,	 processions and

demonstrations, the 'z1amã'were able to keep up the tempo of the

agitation.	 A resolution was moved by 37 MNAs of the opposition

parties in the National Assembly (30 June 1974), demanding the

excommunication of the Ahmadis (i.e., the followers of Mirz Ghulãm

Ahmad of Qadian).	 The sponsors of the resolution also suggested

that the leaders of the Ahmadi community should be invited to

present their viewpoint before the National Assembly. The 'ulamá'

were confident that the presence of the Ahinadi leaders in the

National Assembly would not harm their interests. Subsequently the

Ahinadis and the 'z1amã'presented their different viewpoints before

the National Assembly. 78 The Ahinadi viewpoint was theologically

not as persuasive as the 'ulajnã"s point of view.	 They accused the
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'j1amä' of intolerance and unscrupulous behaviour because they were

prepared to brand a section of the Muslim community as 'kafir'.	 A

long list of such fatwas was produced, Sunnis calling ShThhs

non-Muslims	 and vice versa.	 Similar accusations were also

prevalent among the sub-sects of Sunnis as well as Shihs.

Apart from their theological stance, the "ulamã' also

historically traced the role played by the Ahmad.is as agents of the

colonial power.	 They developed themselves into a community

parallel to the Muslims.	 Muslim intellectuals in South Asia had

been demanding for a long time that these 'traitors to Islam'79

should be declared non-Muslims.	 The Ahinadi leaders were

interrogated at a special session of the National Assembly.

After a campaign lasting 100 days (29 May 1974 -

7 September 1974), the damã'and their religious organisations won

a victory in the National Assembly which passed the Second

Amendment in the 1973 Constitution under which a new clause was

added to Article 260.

A person who does not believe in the absolute
and unqualified finality of the Prophethood of
Muhammad (peace be upon him) the last of the
Prophets or claims to be a prophet, in any
sense of the word or of any description
whatsoever, after Muhammad (peace be upon him),
or recognises such a claimant as a Prophet or a
religious reformer, is not a Muslim for the
purposes of the Constitution or law.80

Subsequently,	 Article 106 which pertained to the

representation of non-Muslim minorities in Provincial Assemblies,

was also suitably amended.
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It is interesting to note that whilst the 'ularnä' had

failed in their anti-Ahmadi campaign when the government was headed

by a devout Muslim (Khawjah Nzim-ud-din), they were successful

during the regime of Bhutto, a head of government more secular in

his political approach than any of his predecessors. 	 This was

probably due to the following factors:

1) The 'ulamã'succeeded in keeping the issue alive to

the degree that enabled an accident to spark off

country-wide agitation.

2) The u1amä' had a stronger voice in the National

Assembly in 1974 than in 1953.

3) Despite a personal aversion to such religiosity and

his awareness of the Ahmadis' support to PPP in the

1970 election, Bhutto was after all an elected

leader who was dependent on the people for a renewal

of his mandate to govern.	 He could foresee the

results of a future election if his actions flew in

the face of popular sentiments.

4) Bhutto was the master of his own house. He had no

bureaucrat at his elbow (as Nãzim-ud-dln had

Iskandar Mirzã) who was in a position to suggest

that he should curb popular agitation by force.

Noreover, unlike Nãzim-ud-din, Bhutto was not a

weak person and fully believed that politicians

should control administration and must never allow

the latter to control the form.
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7.9	 Changes in the Political Character of PPP

From the outset, PPP consisted of a conglomeration of

conflicting interests. Within the short period of three years, it

had emerged as the largest party from West Pakistan in the National

Assembly.	 Its apparent left-wing sympathies in the 1970 election

was largely due to the influence of socialists within the

leadership.	 They saw in Bhutto a person with a tremendous mass

appeal, and believed that his charisma could act as a springboard

for progressive elements to capture positions of power. Democratic

elements, with their origins in the middle (i.e. professional)

classes - were satisfied with Bhutto's paternalistic attitude

during the early stages (1967-71). 	 They hoped that PPP would be

democratically organised after the political agitations of the '60s

ebbed away. The big zamindãrs did not feel threatened by socialist

slogans because they knew that Bhutto himself was a powerful member

of their class.81

When his rule began, Bhutto was keen to strike a balance

between the left-oriented elements within the party and the more

conservative element which favoured the status quo. Both views

were represented in his first cabinet (formed on 24 December 1971).

In the Punjab and Sind where PPP was in a majority in the

Provincial Assemblies, the balance between the right- and left-wing

elements did have an air of reality. GhuThm Mustaf oar, a big

zamindär, was appointed as Governor of the Punjab, whilst Hanf

Rine, an idealogue of 'Islamic Socialism', was nominated as Chief

Minister. In Sind, the office of Governor went to Rasül Bakhsh

Tãlpur, a zamlndär of socialist leanings, and the office of Chief

Minister went to Mumtäz Bhutto, Bhutto's 'talented cousin'. 82 But
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real power rested in the hands of za.mindãrs.	 Thus, whilst in the

Punjab, the Governor was the real power, in Sind it was the Chief

Minister who wielded real authority.

Some steps were taken to bring about economic change.

The tycoons who had 'taken Pakistan's blood from this poor

country' 83 were under some threat. 	 Labour leaders, detained for

their trade union activities by previous regimes, were released.

The government took over the management of 32 large private firms

(January 1972).	 A new labour policy, giving fresh privileges and

benefits to workers was announced (10 February 1972); and, labour

laws were duly amended (12 October - 4 November 1972). Land reform

was also introduced (1 March 1972).4

All these steps were taken in order to fulfil election

promises and keep the left within PPP happy.	 But these reforms

fell far short of the expectations that had been raised by election

rhetoric. As the government's policy towards business magnates

adversely affected industrial production, restrictions had to be

withdrawn, and the business community was given assurances that its

interests would not be jeopardised.85

The much publicised nationalisation of industries did not

in fact amount to 'nationalisation' in its true sense, because the

ownership of the industries taken over was left intact whilst only

their management changed hands.	 Furthermore, only 18 per cent of

the total industrial capital of the country was thus taken over.86

The left elements soon became disillusioned with the PPP

government's policy of half-hearted 'nationalisation'. Moreover,

the government resorted to the use of brute force to curb the
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labour unrest that had erupted in Karachi (October-November 1972).

Over 40 of the striking workers were shot dead; hundreds were

wounded; and several hundred were jailed in the name of restoring

industrial peace. 	 Bhutto blamed the communists for misleading the

workers. 8 '	 Labour unrest continued throughout 1973 and 1974.

Several trade unionists, including Abdur Rahmãn, a well-known

labour leader of Lahore, were killed.

The socialist elements within PPP were alienated by the

government's role in relation to labour, Bhutto's role in the

process of constitution-making (i.e., his political efforts to

maximise his personal power), his readiness to sacrifice the

principle of 'Islamic Socialism' in favour of Islamic provisions

which had the backing of the 'ularnã, and the zamindãr-dominated

politics of the Punjab and Sind governments. 	 At the same time,

rightists within ppp became more and more openly anti-left in their

political utterances and demands.	 A new cabinet was sworn 	 in

(October 1974).	 A number of leftists were removed from key

positions in government.	 This development marked the end of

'management by the PPP-left'

The policies of PPP were now tilted in favour of the

maintenance of status quo.	 Not only did Bhutto rely on the

rightist section of the party, but he also tried to use the

religious parties against the socialists.	 He met Mawlãnä Mawdüdl

of JIP and other z1amã'before whom he pleaded that the communists

were pressing him hard to adopt an extreme path, and that JIP's

anti-communist stand would help him overcome political obstacles.

Bhutto was unable to win Mawlãnã Nawdüdi over because the latter

did not believe that he was sincere.	 However,	 Mawlãnã
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Ihtishãm-ul-aq Thãnwi, another renowned 'aiim and a bitter critic

of PPP's socialist stand in 1970, was won over by Bhutto.

In 1974, all of a sudden I was called by the
Prime Minister (Bhutto) in Islaniabad. ... lie
told me:	 'I am not a socialist, 	 not a
communist.	 I just want to make the living
conditions of the workers and peasants better.
I want to get rid of these people	 (the
socialists)	 who are dragging me towards
irreligiosity' 89

Mawlãn Thãnwi became a member of the Council of Islamic

Ideology (CII), and campaigned against socialism once again.

7.10	 Bhutto: 'The Servant of Islam'

The formation of a Ministry of Religious Affairs under

Mawlánã Kawsar Niyãzi, a leading right winger, represented a

significant polical development. 	 Though the scholarly credentials

of Mawlãnä Kawsar Niyãzi were never accepted by the iiamã he was

well known in religious circles. 	 The politically activated 'uiamä'

responded to his appointment by condemning the establishment of a

special ministry for religious affairs. 	 Their objection was based

on the contention that as the whole of the life of the Muslim

people was governed by Islam, there was no need for a special

ministry of religious affairs. 	 There was no division between the

sacred and the secular in Islam. Each and every ministry was bound

to regulate state activities in accordance with the principles of

Islam. 9 ° This criticism was also inspired by the fear that the

government might take over the management of the madrasahs from the

'uiamã'1 91 in spite of clear assurances to the contrary dating back

to 1972.
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The fear of the 'ularnã'was, however, not entirely without

foundation.	 Their timely resentment did have the effect	 f

preventing the government taking any steps in that direction. 	 The

Ministry of Religious Affairs regulated only some of the religious

activities. Imãms of Holy Ka'abah and Nasjid-i-Nabawi were invited

to visit Pakistan (1976).	 They toured the	 country,	 led

congregational prayers and addressed large gatherings. 	 They spoke

on Islamic themes in general, and on the Islamic character of the

relations between Saudi Arabia and Pakistan in particular. 	 The

Ministry of Religious Affairs widely circulated copies of the

Qurän, in particular, it placed copies of the Qurãn in 'all

first-class hotels in the country'.92

The Hinistry of Religious Affairs became a channel for

making contact with the 'ulamã' and for involving them in

government-sponsored activities of various kinds. 	 Si rat

Conferences were convened annually to celebrate the birthday of the

Prophet.	 An International Sirat Congress (3-15 March 1976) was

attended by about 150 prominent Islamic scholars from all over the

world.	 The Congress held its sessions in six big cities (viz.,

Islamabad, Karachi, Lahore, Peshawar, Quetta and Mirpur).

Apart from the central Ministry of Religious Affairs, the

Awqif Departments of Sind and the Punjab governments also took part

in religious activities.	 Golden doors were installed at the

shrines of Lal Shah - baz Qalandar and Dãtà Sãhib two highly

venerated süfis.

These activities were expected to generate goodwill for

the government both among the 'ula.rnã'and the masses at large. But
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the government embarrassed itself by mismanaging some of the

programmes.	 For instance, on the occasion of the International

Sirat Congress, overseas delegates expressed a desire to meet

religious scholars of JIP and JUIP such as Nawlãnã Mawdüdi. 	 But

this was not in the interest of the government which virtually

pr vented them from visiting the Mawlänã. 	 Some of them, however,

did get their own way.

The 'ulama' and their parties were,	 on the whole,

dissatisfied with the activities of the Ministry of Religious

Affairs. They stood for the complete application of Shar.iah in all

spheres of society.	 As usual, JIP campaigned through public

meetings, posters and the press.	 Mass meetings were continuously

reminded that nothing had been achieved in respect of the

transformation of existing laws in conformity with the Qurän and

the Sunnah;	 and, they maintained that this was beyond the

government's power to achieve when the rulers themselves were not

practising Shar.i'ah in their daily lives.93

7.11	 Bhutto's Style of Government

Bhutto was generally regarded as 'a man of vast ambition,

acute personal sensitivity, great pride, even vanity'. 94 At the

same time, he was also thought of as a highly skilled politician.95

The philosophy of his ruling style was best reflected in his

interview with Oriana Fallaci when he talked about the art of

politics. Oriana Fallaci recorded his view:

Look, you don't go into politics just for
the fun of it. You go into it to take power in
your hands and keep it. Anyone who says the
opposite is a liar.	 Politicians are always
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trying to make you believe that they are good,
moral, consistent. Don't ever fall in their
trap. There is no such thing as a good, moral,
consistent politician...	 Have you ever seen a
bird sitting on the eggs in the nest? Well, a
politician must have fairly light,	 fairly
flexible fingers, to insinuate them under the
bird and take away the eggs. 	 One by one.
Without the bird realizing jt.96

During his years in government,	 butto remained so

absorbed	 in the pursuit of power that his rule almost became

'personalized'	 and ceased to be democratic. 	 Underlying his

insatiable desire for power was his feudal orientation (which was

reinforced by the experience that he had gained as a member of

Nuiainmad Ayüb Khãn's cabinet). 	 On the other hand, the fact that

he belonged to Sind raised as a matter for conjecture how long the

Punjab-dominated civil administration and military would continue

to support him.

In his pursuit of power, he was conscious of the need to

put himself forward as a 'great' leader.	 He was labelled

'Qa1d-i-4wãjn' (Leader of the People), a title strongly reminiscent

of the 'Qã'id- j -A'zarn'.	 Bhutto visited India with a view to seeking

a settlement of the issues to which the 1971 war had given rise.

The venue of the negotiations was shifted from Delhi to Simla in

order to please him. 	 This move was calculated to equate him with

Jinnãh, whose role in the Simla Conference (1945) had paved the way

to the realization of Pakistan. Ehutto's role in 1972, was

likewise presumed to be one of breathing new life into Pakistan

after a successful meeting at Simla (1972). On the occasion of the

centenary of Pakistan's founder, books, pamphlets and articles were

produced in 1976 which presented Jinnãh and Bhutto as Pakistan's

two great benefactors.
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By temperantent, Bhutto was averse to sharing power with

others, within the ruling party as well as in the state machinery.

When democrats (e.g. Rão Khurshid 'All Khãn, 'Abdul Hainid Jatol,

bdul Khãliq Khãn, and Mahntüd 'Ali Qasurl) within PPP spoke out in

favour of organising the party democratically, rough treatment was

meted out to them.	 No elections took place within PPP during

utto's rule.	 From the Secretary-General down to the district

1 vel, all the office bearers were nominated. Bhutto ran PPP with

an iron fist and did not tolerate opposition. The undemocratic

manner of running the party led to bitter and violent personal

fights, but it was not checked because all the warring factions in

the party were loud in expressing their loyalty to Bhutto. Bhutto

remained the 'unchallenged' leader within PPP, but PPP itself as a

political organisation was emasculated in the eyes of the masses.

At the level of the provincial government, NAP and JUIP

(in spite of the fact that they enjoyed majority support in the

provincial assemblies of Baluchistan and NWFP), could not continue

to govern because of federal political intervention. 	 NAP was

declared illegal, 97 and its top leadership as tried on charges of

treason. The opposition parties were subjected to coercion,

intimidation and repression. 98 Even though Martial Law was lifted

in April 1972, the state of emergency imposed by Muhammad Yahy

Khãn during the 1971 war with India continued to remain in force.

The Federal Security Force (FSF) was freely used to disrupt public

meetings called by opposition parties and to eliminate the critics

of the regime.	 The press was gagged, 99 and television and radio

remained under the thumb of the ruling party as in the past.
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The 1973 Constitution envisaged a Prime Minister who

could neither be controlled by the President nor be seriously

challenged by the National Assembly. But it would appear that

Bhutto was not satisfied with the powers of the Prime Minister even

under such a disp nsation.	 He tried to augment the power of the

executive by curtailing the judicial power of the courts by means

of amendments to the Constitution. Within three years of the

pr mulgation of the Constitution, five amendments were passed. All

but one (regarding the status of the Ahrnadis) were introduced into

parliament in the teeth of bitter criticism from the opposition

parties. Legislation by ordinance became the order of the day. As

many as 219 ordinances were enacted during the five and a half

years of Bhutto's rule - an average of one ordinance every ten

days.10°

7.12	 Bhutto and the Civil Administration

The civil administration of Pakistan	 developed

essentially along the pattern evolved during the colonial period.

In the administrative structure of Pakistan two distinct cadres

constituted the superior services of the central government:

1) All-Pakistan services which served both the

federal and provincial governments; and

2) The federal functional services (such as Audit

and Accounts Service, Taxation Service and

Customs and Excise Service, etc.) which were

related only to the Federal Government.
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The CSP and Police Service of Pakistan (PSP) were the two

All-Pakistan services. 	 CSP officers were generally entrusted with

administrative posts in the federal secretariat or in the

administrative districts and divisions where they acted as

representatives of governmental authority. It was 'the pivotal

service around which the entire administrative edifice 1 central and

provincial, is (was] organised'.10'

The provincial services function exclusively under the

control of the respective provincial governments and were (and

indeed are) quite separate from the Central Superior Services.

Since	 1953,	 the	 reconstruction of	 the	 civil

administration had been the subject of frequent scrutiny by social

scientists as well as government-appointed commissions and

committees.	 The most debated among these was the Report of the

Pay and Services Commission, 1959-1962. The Ayüb Khãn regime under

the strong influence of the CSP, simply shelved it.

The recommendations contained in the various reports

released to the public were almost identical.	 They advocated that

the near-monopoly of the top cadre of the civil administration

ought to be curtailed. 	 The reports were thus bound not to be well

received by CSP. Thus, for example, the two CSP members of the Pay

and Services Commission filed a note of dissent to the majority

report. Defending the CSP, they noted that

[tihe present system, which has stood the
test of time, not only during the British
regime but also during the tumultuous and
important years since independence, should be
permitted to continue with such change as
experience has shown to be necessary.102
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It was	 not	 surprising,	 therefore,	 that	 the

recommendations contained in this and various other reports were

shelved.	 Successive governments relied heavily on the civil

administrators; therefore, the power to implement or reject the

recommendations lay in the hands of the very people whose special

position was endangered by these reports.	 The Constitutions of

1956 and 1962 contained provisions guaranteeing security of service

to the members of the civil administration.103

The civil administrators enjoyed complete autonomy during

the Ayüb Khãn regime (1958-4969), but they could not save Muhammad

Ayüb Khân from fall.	 During the agitation against the Ayüb Khàn

regime, the role played by the civil administrators became a target

of criticism.

After taking power from Muhammad Ayüb Khän, MuI)ammad

Yahyâ Khãn moved against the civil administration by suspending 303

Class I officers (later their number rose to 311) on charges of

misuse of office. Muhammad Yahy Khän's action was partly intended

to legitimise his own rule. 	 The Report of the Pay and Services

Commission, once confidential, was published, and a Services

Reorganisation Committee was formed.

The CSP officers,	 apparently faced with a crisis,

organised an Association of their own in order to put their case to

the government as well as to the public at large.	 Their point of

view was thoroughly represented in a Memorandum Submitted to the

Service Reorganisation Committee b y the CSP Association. 	 They

suggested that the solution to the problems of responsiveness,

accountability, and responsibility did not lie in a 'weakening of
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the bureaucratic	 system but in the intensification and

strengthening of the representative institutions'.104

The conflict between the two sides Continued for some

time, but there was no viable scheme of reorganisation of services

that Muhammad Yay Khãn could put into effect. 	 It was left to

Zulfiqär 'All	 utto to take concrete steps in this direction. 	 He

was able to tell the civil administrators, who were 'still working

in the traditions and concepts of the British' that they must be

'at the service of the people'. 105 More than 1300 government

servants were prematurely retired (12 March 1972) and a scheme of

reforms was introduced (August 1972).

The old structure was changed. 	 All the federal services

and cadres were integrated into a single unified service and

divided into functional groups (e.g., the Foreign Service Group,

Federal Revenues, Commerce, etc.).	 Provisions were made for

lateral entry, with the ostensible aim of attracting talented and

qualified individuals from the private sector. Bhutto's aim was to

hold the administration responsible for implementing the policies

of the ruling party.	 He was determined to dissociate the civil

service completely from the making of policy. 	 Under the 1973

Constitution,	 the	 civil administrators no	 longer	 enjoyed

constitutional guarantees. 	 The Civil Services Act, 1973 ensured

that civil servants could hold office only at the pleasure of the

President.

Although Bhutto's reforms were coloured by his own

political ambitions to a certain degree, they were received well
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both within the country and abroad.	 Satish Kumãr, an Indian

observer, made the following comment:

By a stroke of the pen he [Bhutto] brought
about a revolutionary change by unifying into
one cadre, a multitude of services, cadres,
classes and grades, which constituted the
administrative structure of Pakistan ... [The
reforms] revolutionised the administrative
structure overnight, in a manner in which no
country in the subcontinent had been able
to.106

Bhutto's administrative shake-up 'changed the structure

but not the men holding strategic positions'.	 The elite cadres of

CSP and PSP were 'renamed the All-Pakistan Unified Grade while the

other services were renamed the Federal Unified Grades'.107

7.13	 Bhutto and the Armed Forces

Bhutto regarded the armed forces as a potential rival to

his civilian regime.	 On account of the role played by the armed

forces during the '5Os and '60s, and for the reason that armed

forces dominated by Punjabs might not be loyal to a President

(later Prime Minister) who was a Sindhi, Bhutto was anxious to

establish control over them. 	 In order to contain the political

ambitions of the generals utto employed a policy which combined

striking a blow against the army when it was vulnerable and

rewarding loyalty.	 On the day of his assumption of office, he

sacked seven senior generals, and appointed Lt. General Gul Hassan

and Air Marshal Rahlm Khãn the Commander-in-Chief of the Army and

Chief of the Pakistan Air Force (PAP) respectively. 	 Though they

were as responsible for the sad events of 1971 as their colleagues,

they were apparently rewarded for their role in facilitating the

transfer of power from Muhammad Yahy Khãn to Ehutto. Within three
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months of their elevation, they were summarily replaced in the

'interest of the country and in the interest of Armed Forces of

Pakistan', 108 because 'their behaviour pattern was unfortunately

too conditioned by the past'. 109 Along with these two 'Chiefs',

Bhutto also dismissed six other ranking officers in order 'to

prevent the professional soldiers from becoming professional

politicians'.

With a view to curtailing the power of the generals, the

position of the all-powerful Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces

was dispensed with, and the posts of 'Chiefs of Staff' for the

three wings of the armed forces were placed on a fixed tenure

basis.	 The Head of State became the Commander-in-Chief of the

Armed forces. Not only did utto introduce checks and balances in

the structure of power with a view to limiting the power of the

armed forces, but he also undermined and discredited the armed

forces by repeatedly harping on the theme that they should take the

entire blame for the East Pakistan debacle.'10

Ehutto was keen to choose for the posts of Chiefs of

Staff (especially for the Army and Air Force) persons on whom he

thought he could rely for support. The Army, and to a lesser

degree the Air Force, played a crucial role in political changes

that took place in 1971. The Navy, being confined to Karachi which

was far away from the capital, did not become involved in politics

in any big way.	 Furthermore,	 the nomination of the

Commander-in-Chief was a prerogative which the army jealously

monopolised. General Gui Hassan was replaced by General Tikkã Khãn

(best known for his suppression of the Baluch revolt during

Muhammad Ay'üb Khän's regime and for his ruthless campaign against
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the Bangladesh nationalist struggle in 1971). 	 It turned out to be

an inept choice in view of the fact that Tikk Khän was bound to

become a thorn in Butto's side in the latter's negotiations with

India over the repatriation of POWs and the return of the Indian

Forces from Pakistani-occupied areas during the 1971 war.	 In

Bhutto's astute calculation, however, the disadvantage on the

negotiating table with India was offset by the impact that the

appointment of Tikkã RhAn as the new Chief of Staff would have on

the army scene.

Tikka Khan was a soldier doing a soldier's job.
He went to East Pakistan with precise orders
and came back by precise orders. He did what
he was ordered to do, though he was not always
in agreement, and I picked him because I know
he'll follow my orders with the same
discipline. And he won't try to stick his nose
in politics.111

By the same token, Air Marshal Radm Khãn was replaced by

Zafar A. Chawdhari, an officer belonging to the minority sect of

the Ahmadis.

In the succession to General Tikk Khn, Bhutto chose

Lieutenant General Muhammad Ziy-ul-Haq, who was a relatively

junior officer.	 Ziy-ul-Haq was made Chief of Staff of the Army,

superseding about six generals with greater seniority.	 Why did

Bjutto choose Ziyã-ul-Haq? It was surmised that his promotion was

a reward for the role he had played as the Presiding Officer of the

Court in the trial of the officers involved in the Attock

Conspiracy Case (March 1973). It is ironic that the Chief of Staff

of the Army personally chosen by Butto was also the person who

subsequently overthrew his regime.
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Article 6 of the 1973 Constitution was strengthened

specifically with the aim of discouraging generals entering

politics.	 According to it, attempts to abrogate or 'subvert the

Constitution by use of force or by other unconstitutional means' or

'aiding and abetting' the same would constitute an offence of 'high

treason' 112

Bhutto also knew the art of using the 'carrot' to win

support from influential segments of Pakistani society. 	 His land

reform scheme thus included a provision specifically exempting

members of the armed forces (who were described as 'defenders of

the soil') from the structure that land over and above an area of

100 acres acquired by a gojernmerit serarit .wnet!neI &riiig The

tenure of his office or after retirement) would stand 'confiscated

to the state'.113

At the same time it should be indicated that the defence

budget under Ehutto was never drastically curtailed.

7.14	 The General Election of 1977

In the political atmosphere described above, Bhutto

decided to call an election, almost 18 months before it was due

(i.e., 14 August 1978) under the Constitution.

From April 1976 onwards, Bhutto had already started to

take steps with a fresh general election in view. His first aim

was to mobilise the administration at the district level as the

main electoral instrument of the ruling party. 1 ' 4 Starting from 1

October 1976, a series of much publicised celebrations of workers,
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peasants, women and youth were observed over a period of one week.

The achievements of the PPP government and its forthcoming policies

were highlighted.	 In December 1976,	 there was a dramatic

disclosure of rich oil deposits in the Punjab; this was presented

as an achievement resulting from PPP's extraordinary leadership.115

In January 1977, some more land reforms were announced.

The ceilings, fixed in 1972, were further reduced and the peasants

were asked to believe that a new era was about to dawn in

Pakistan's land system.	 Along with the land reform, there were

also proposals to increase the pensions of retired government

servants.	 Friday was declared the official weekly holiday instead

of Sunday (with effect from the fiscal year starting 1 July 1977).

A White Paper, cataloguing Bhutto's consistent stand on the Kashmir

dispute and his struggle for the self-determination of Kashmiris,

was issued.

After taking such steps, Bhutto requested Chawdhari Fazal

Iláhl, the President, to dissolve the National Assembly and

Provincial Assemblies, and announce the dates for general election.

Subsequently 7 March and 10 March 1977 were fixed as polling dates

for the National and Provincial Assemblies respectively.

7.14.1	 The Pakistan National Alliance (PNA)

Seven parties of the Opposition had already forged a

working alliance in the form of tJDF. 	 JIP was the most articulate

anti-PPP and anti-secular constituent of UDF. 	 The humiliating

defeat of JIP in the 1970 election was still fresh in the memory of

its leaders. They were eager to include other parties within UDF's
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fold with the aim of defeating PPP in the polls. Outside UDF, JUP

was expected to emerge as a formidable force in the muhäjir

constituencies of Sind.	 The muhãjir leadership of JIP from Sind

was particularly concerned to strike an alliance with JtJP, because

the former realised that in a direct confrontation with the latter,

their chances of being returned to the Assemblies would indeed be

bleak, and PPP would be the net beneficiary of three-cornered

struggles in muhãjir constituencies. But JTJP was linked to TI, of

which Air Marshal Aghar Khãn was the leader. 'Abdul Ghafür Ahmad,

the Secretary-General of UDF (who had also been the JIP

parliamentary leader), met the leaders of JUP and TI whom he was

able to convince that it was essential that an alliance even

broader than UDF should be brought together. SUP and TI were given

promises of a sufficient number of election tickets; and JUP was

also given an assurance to the effect that its nominee would be

given the post of Secretary-General of the new alliance.

The seven constituents of UDF (i.e. JIP, JUIP, PML, PDP,

KT, AJKML and NDP 116 ) and the two newcomers (JUP and TI) struck an

alliance (11 January 1977) - the Pakistan National Alliance (PNA).

Mawlãnã Mufti Mahinüd, the leader of JUIP, was elected as head of

PNA,	 whilst Rafiq Ahinad Bãjwah, the JUP nominee, was made

Secretary-General. 	 PNA announced that it would contest the

election under a joint manifesto with the plough as a common

symbol.	 With the formation of PNA, the Opposition had 'seemingly

achieved the impossible: unity'.117

Among the nine constituents of PNA, three (i.e. JIP, JUIP

and JUP) were religious parties which stood for the enforcement of

Sharih.	 PML and PDP were Islamist modernists. 	 NDP's rank and
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file was secular and inclined to socialism.	 KT118 and AJKMC fell

somewhere between the religious parties and the Islamist modernist

elements. TI was a secular party for all practical purposes.

On the basis of the results of the 1970 election as an

indicator of the relative popularity of different parties, PDP and

KT were practically wiped out of existence in West Pakistan as it

then was. Even though TI did not take part in the 1970 election as

a party, its chief (Asghar Khn) had been badly defeated in

Rawalpindi city by a much less well-known PPP candidate. 	 AJKMC

carried very little popular appeal in Pakistan. 	 The parties which

really mattered, i.e. which commanded support either in specific

regions or across the country as a whole, were JIP, JUIP, JUP, PHL

and NDP.	 Each of these had its own identity and approach to

socio-economic issues. 	 As a matter of fact, they were bound

together by their common opposition to the ruling PPP rather than

by shared ideology. 	 Ehutto sarcastically commented that PNA was a

'heterogeneous band of political gypsies'.119

7,14.2	 Contesting Parties in the 1977 Election

PPP and PNA were the main contestants in the election.

There were also, in addition, PML (Qayyüm group), the group under

Mawlãnã Ghulãm Ghaws Hazãrwi's leadership that had defected from

the mainstream JUIP, and six other parties with very little

following, in the field. PML (Qayyum group) hal enjoyed a worIing

relationship with PPP for five years which broke down because the

two parties differed on how the seats should be divided between

them in NWFP which was Khan 'Abdul Qayyüm Khãn's electoral
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stronghold.	 Table 7.2 shows the number of National Assembly

candidates fielded by the different parties by province.

Out of the ten parties, seven contested a total of only

21 seats, three of these being merely 'personal'.' 2 °	 PML (Qayyüm

group) fielded 37 candidates. Apart from 'Independents', the

election consisted of a straight fight between PPP and PNA in three

provinces (i.e. Punjab, Sind and NWFP); PNA boycotted the election

in Baluchistan on the grounds that it was opposed to the military

action against the Baluch tribal insurgency which had erupted after

the NAP-JUIP provincial government was undemocratically dismissed

by the federal government.

7.14.3 The Social Background of PPP and PNA Candidates

Most of the PPP candidates were drawn from among

zamind.irs, chiefs of barãdaris, and well-to-do families. 	 In the

province of Sind the strategy adopted during the 1970 elections was

repeated, but the selection of candidates from the Punjab was based

on criteria that differed substantially from those used in 1970.

After 1974, PPP and the old zamindãr families in the Punjab reached

a general accommodation accord. Many of those who had been opposed

to PPP were well accommodated. Muhammad Hayät Khãn Taminan, a

'cultivated experienced' 121 zamindãr, became a political advisor to

Bhutto. 19 of the PPP candidates for the National Assembly from

the Punjab had contested in the 1970 election against the PPP! Ten

of these had won, whilst the remaining nine had been defeated by

less well-known candidates of lower-middle-class origin. 	 Why did

PPP rely so heavily on the zamlndärs and bardari chiefs in the

Punjab?	 'A good note' 122 on 'Election Prospects in the Punjab',
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Table 7.2

The Number of Candidates for the National Assembly
Election (1977) by Province and by Party

Number of Seats

Punjab Sind	 NWFP/	 Baluchistan	 Total

Parties	 FATA

	

116	 43	 28+8	 7	 200

ppp	 116	 28+15*	 25	 3+4*	 191

PNA	 115	 27	 26	 -	 168

PML (Qayyum	 17	 1	 17	 2	 37
group)

NAP (Pakhtün	 -	 -	 -	 3	 3
khãh)

JUIP (Hazrwi	 4	 2	 2	 1	 9
group)

Pakistan	 1	 2	 -	 -	 3
Workers Party

Pakistan	 3	 -	 -	 -	 3
Inqilã.bi
Nahãz 1

Pakistan	 1	 -	 -	 -	 1
Socialist
Party

Taiaffuz-i-	 1	 -	 -	 -	 1
Islam Party2

Jam'iyat-.i-	 1	 -	 -	 -	 1
'Aliyah
Nujãhi din3

Independents	 133	 33	 155	 3	 324

Total	 392	 108	 225	 16	 741

* Elected unopposed
1 Pakistan Revolutionary Front
2 Defence of Islam Party
Supreme Association of the Holy Warriors

(Source: al-Mujahid, Sharif, 'The 1977 ElectionS', in Manzooruddin
Abmad (ed.), Contem porary Pakistan: Politics, Economy and S ciety
(Karachi: Royal Book Company, 1982), p.73]
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submitted by the Special Secretary to the Prime Minister (4 May

1976), throws some light on the situation. The following quotation

from it is self-explanatory:

a) At the last election, the PPP revolutionary
programme cau ght like prairie fire. 	 In the
Punjab it all but obliterated the traditional
Baradari system. It has to be admitted that
the magic of the PPP programme has been
c nsiderably diluted and therefore the Baradar.i
loyalties would reassert themselves in the
elections.

b) Th PPP slogan of 'roti, Kapra and makan [food,
clothing	and	 lodging ]	 cut	 across	 all
traditional	 loyalties	 to	 families	 and
personages who had been winning successive
elections in their areas of influence. 	 The
electorate voted for the PPP programme.	 The
candidates	 in most cases,	 were unknown
quantities, and no-one made too much fuss about
their individual merit. This has all changed,
primarily because the conduct of PPP MNAs and
MPA5 has been generally poor, es pecially their
moneymaking spree. Merit of the individual
candidate shall be material consideration this
time. 123 (emphasis as in text)

In his marginal comments on the note, Bhutto expressed

complete agreement with the Special Secretary. 124 He noted that

there had been a 'reversal of the political process to the old

pattern' 125 since 1970 when PPP had shown itself to be capable of

curtailing drastically the influence of the zamindãrs in the

Punjab.	 There was an irreconcilable divergence between the

practice of giving tickets to zamindärs and the rhetoric of PPP:

The friend of the poor is my friend and my
brother.	 The enemy of the poor is my mortal
enemy.	 This is my sole and imperishable
criterion and yardstick.126

On	 the other hand,	 the PNA candidates (and,	 in

particular, those belonging to the religious-political parties)

were, by and large, of middle-class origin, and included a large
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proportion of professional persons (e.g., 	 doctors,	 lawyers,

teachers, ex-student leaders, and the 'ulamã).	 This did not mean

that PNA fielded no candidates from the zamindãr class. After all,

Pir Pagãrã and Sherbãz Mazãri were big zamindãrs, and they

dispensed tickets to other zamindãrs.

7.14.4	 The Manifestos of PPP and PNA

Unlike PPP's 1970 manifesto,	 its 1977	 counterpart

contained no radical flourishes. It merely promised to consolidate

the reforms that had been introduced during the previous five and a

half years.	 In his 'Foreward' to the manifesto, Chairman	 utto

pledged 'to carry forward the task' 'of building a more prosperous

and glorious Pakistan'.	 He believed that a second term in office

for PPP would enable Pakistan to meet 'the challenge of the

future'. 127	The PPP manifesto was conspicuous by its silence on

basic human rights, freedom of the press, independence of the

judiciary, and civil liberties.

The PNA manifesto focused attention on the dismal record

of Bhutto's rule in the sphere of human liberties, his dictatorial

policies, distortion of the 1973 constitution through amendments,

the curtailment of the powers of the judiciary under the PPP

regime,	 government curb on the press,	 the failure of the

government's socio-economic reforms, its bureaucratic red tape, and

rising inflation against wages that remained more or	 le s

stationary. The main plank of the PNA manifesto was its commitment

to the application of Sharifh.	 Fraternity among ethnic groups,

restoration of democracy, security for civil liberties, 	 and
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eradication of socio-economic injustice would, in PNA's view,

directly result from the application of Sharih.128

7.14.5	 The Election Campaign

Even though all the constituent parties of PNA were not

equally emphatic on the issue of application of Sharia'h, the 'ularnä'

of JUI?, 313? and 31? were vocal in their support for SharThb. it

had been their stand, since the inception of Pakistan in the name

of religion.	 And, in 1977, they made the point that neither

capitalism nor socialism had been successful in solving Pakistan's

problems, and therefore Islam remained the only way out. The ulamã'

strongly believed that Islam would deliver the blessings of Allah

in this life and in the life hereafter.

Ehutto was personally criticised for his alcoholic habits

and for violating the norms of Islamic society. 	 His opponents

asserted that as his 'Islamicity' was in question, he was unfit to

be the head of the government. 	 They repeatedly challenged him to

recite the verses of the obligatory prayer.

The constituents of PNA, other than the religious

parties,	 chose	 to concentrate on Bhutto's	 repressive	 and

authoritarian rule rather than on the application of Sharih.	 The

arbitrary dismissal of the Baluchistan government, the banning of

NAP, the disruption of Opposition meetings, and the high-handed

treatment meted out to PPP dissidents, were among the themes on

which the TI and NDP leadership focused attention. No doubt, the

'iilamä'also harped on these issues as well.
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The PPP campaign was along the lines of its published

manifesto. Fearing the 'ulamä's criticism, the term 'socialism' was

completely dropped in favour of 'musãwãt-i-Huhammadi'. 	 Bhutto's

tactic was to sell his policies, in big things as in small matters,

in the name of religion. Kawsar Niyázi, the Minister of Religious

Affairs, wrote a biography of Bhutto - .Didahwar129 (Man of Vision),

which was widely circulated during the period January-March 1977,

in which the latter was depicted not only as a staunch Muslim, but

also as a well-read person in the field of Islamic

PPP drew attention to PNA's weak points. 	 It repeatedly

criticised the fragile unity of the nine parties of heterogeneous

character which joined together for the sole purpose of opposing

PPP.	 The differences between the religious parties and the rest

were specifically focused upon. For instance, Kawsar Niyãzi issued

a challenge to the effect that Mawlãn Shah Ahznad Thirãni, the

leader of JUP, would never join an obligatory congregational prayer

led by Mufti Mahmüd of JUIP.	 This challenge was not without

foundation because extremist Bareiwi blamä'did regard Deobandis as

käfirs. 131 Well aware of its weakness, PNA made special efforts to

prove that its leaders were capable of joining the congregational

prayers. Mufti Mahinüd joined the prayer on an occasion when it was

led by Mawlãnã Nirani, the JUP leader.132

PPP made the best use of those 'ulamä'who had defected

from JUIP and JUP. They were provided with funds to organise their

propaganda activities in PPP's favour, 133 but these people did not

enjoy much following and were unable to dent the influence of the

mainstream si1a:
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7.14.6	 The Result of the National Assembl y Election

(7 March 1977)

The PNA leaders were sceptical in the extreme that the

election would be free and fair. During the campaign they referred

to the past record of by-elections won by the ruling party (i.e.,

PPP) through administrative interference, leaving no choice for the

Opposition but to boycott.134

19 January 1977 was the last date for National Assembly

candidates to file their nomination papers.	 Nobody submitted

nomination papers against Bhutto, the Prime Minister, who was taken

as elected.	 But PNA accused the government of kidnapping Mawlãnã

Jn Muhammad 'Abbãsi, Bjiutto's rival candidate, who failed to

present his nomination papers in person. The PPP camp must have

believed that the 'Q'id-i-'4wãrn' should not be opposed even by an

unworthy opponent such as Mawlãnã Jan Muiammad ¶AbbãSi. 135	Like

Biutto, 18 other PPP candidates (14 from Sind and four from

Baluchistan) to the National Assembly and 66 candidates to the

Provincial Assemblies, were returned unopposed.136

Long lists of the unopposed winners defied credulity in

view of the tense situation. 	 Was PNA so incompetent that it could

find no one to contest the election against the Prime Minister and

the Chief Ministers of the provinces? The situation in 1977

contrasted sharply with the 1970 election in which only one seat

was left uncontested. 	 Elaborating on the gloomy political

situation, PNA demanded that the polls should be held under the

supervision of the armed forces and the judiciary. This demand was

rejected out of hand.	 A week before polling day, Air Marshal
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Asghar Khãn told a press conference that the government had devised

a method of rigging the polls. He disclosed the details of the

alleged plan.137

Against such a background of speculation and severe

tension, 138 an election for the National Assembly was held.	 Table

7.3 shows the result of the election.

7.15	 The Aftermath of the 7 March Election

PNA refused to accept the election result of 7 March and

accused the government of rigging the election. 	 It announced a

boycott of the election to the Provincial Assemblies due on 10

March,	 and appealed to the people to observe a peaceful

country-wide strike on 11 March 1977. 	 PML (Qayyüm group) also

joined PNA and decided not to take part in the provincial

elections. Taking into account the poor turnout of voters on 10

March and the positive public response in all the major cities and

several towns to the strike on 11 March, PNA formulated its demands

and strategy for agitation. It demanded that

1) Bhutto should resign forthwith;

2) the Chief Election Commissioner should be replaced

because he had failed to conduct fair and impartial

elections;

3) fresh elections should be held under the supervision

of the armed forces and the judiciary; and

4) a caretaker government, including PNA's nominees,

should be formed in the meantime.
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Table 7.3

The Result of the National Assembly Election (7 Harch 1977)

Number of Seats by Province

Parties	 Punjab	 Sind	 NWFP/	 Baluchistan	 Total
FATA

	

116	 43	 26+8	 7	 200

PPP	 108	 32*	 8	 7X	 155

PNA	 8	 11	 17	 -	 36

PML (Qayyum	 -	 -	 1	 -	 1

group)

Independents	 -	 -	 8	 -	 8

+ The result relates only to the first part of the poll.	 It is

taken from the press

* 15 of these were elected unopposed

X Four of these were elected unopposed
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The government refused to meet these demands. PITh

started an agitation from 14 March 1977 onwards which continued

until Bhutto agreed to hold a direct dialogue with PNA leaders

(3 June 1977).	 The seven-week agitation protest was marked by

marches, defiance of Section 144, the use of tear gas and baton

charges by the police and armed forces, firing in the air by the

police, and brick throwing over police squads followed by the

arrests of PNA workers.	 Major cities (e.g. 1 Karachi 1 Lahore. acd

Multan) T.ere placed under curfew.

How did pe pie come to believe the charges of PHA

levelled against the PPP government and why did they take part in

the agitation? The answer to these questions may be explored in

the events which took place during and after the elections.

First, mammoth gatherings and PNA-organised processions

(extending	 to several miles in certain cases) 	 were clear

indications of PNA's impending victory or at least a strong

performance in any election that might be held.	 In some quarters

it was predicted that PNA might win as many as 70 seats. 139 	Th..

results of the election held. on 7 March were received with

incredulity by observers.

Second, PPP's performance in the 1970 eletion in hi 1-i

it won 81 out of 138 s ats (primarily in the Punjab and Sind) had

been owed to a proliferation of political parties taking par

Despite its popularity in the height of ele tion fever and its

built-in advantage of being beyond criticism because it had n ver

before wielded power, PPP was hardly ble to secure 38.9 p r cent

of the total votes cast. 140 This being so, how could PPP poll 58
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per cent of the total votes cast in 1977 when it was not as popular

as in 1970, and was faced with united Opposition?

Third, PNA was able to highlight certain malpra tices in

the conduct of the 1977 elections. 	 Even though it was not able to

provide conclusive proof of rigging on a massive scale, PNA was

able to point to glaring irregularities in a numb r of

constituenci s which led to a widespread belief among the people

that rigging had indeed occurred.141

Fourth, an enquiry conducted by the Election Commission,

did confirm that maipractices had in fact occurred in certain

cases.	 Th y had been perpetrated either by the PPP candidates or

on their behalf.	 Mr. Justice SaJiJad Aunad Jan, the Election

Commissioner, however, dismissed PNA's demand that he should be

sacked, on the grounds that the Election Commission was compelled

to function under severe limitations. If

malpractices had taken place, ... whatever
their extent, they were beyond the control of
the Commission, as the Commission for that
purpose could only depend on the good
conscience of the electorate and the Government
officials ... who were put in charge of the
conduct of the polls.142

Under mounting public pressure and at the request of the

Chief Election Commissioner, the Election Commission was

subsequently empowered (with effect from 21 March 1977) to declare

a poll null and void after a summary enquiry if grave

irregularities were found to have taken place. 	 Under its nely

vested powers, the Election Commission started to probe complaints

in respect of the poll results in certain constituencies. 	 The

election of two former Ministers (Hafizullãh Chimah and Miyán
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tãu11ah) and three others was declared null and void. 	 According

to the Chief Election Commissioner, 'hair-raising malpractices'143

had c me to light in the course of these investigations.

The case of Yahy Bakhtiyr,	 the Attorney General

(declared elected for Constituency Quetta-Il) was also among those

that were brought under investigation.	 According to the official

announcement of the result, the voting was as follows.144

Yamya Bakhtiyãr (PPP)	 18,264

Mahxnüd Khãn (NAP - Pakhtunkhäh)	 16,775

'Abdul Wahid	 8,068

MalIlc GiuThm Nuiammad	 1,151

Invalid votes
	

10,993

Nearly one-fifth of the total votes cast were invalid in

this constituency, whilst only 702 invalid votes were supposed to

have been cast in the adjacent constituency of Quetta-I out of a

total of 38,934 votes (i.e., only 1.8 per cent). Mahmud Khan, the

NAP-Pakhtünkhãh candidate for Quetta-Il claimed that votes cast in

his favour had been deliberately spoiled in order that Yahyá

Bakhtiyár might be declared the winner.

When this case was about to be decided, the new powers

conferred on the Election Commission were withdrawn by the

government in order to save itself the embarrassment of an adverse

finding.	 The government's action added fresh impetus to the

charges of rigging.
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Fifth, in the course of the conflict between PNA and PPP,

Dr. Mubashshar Hasan, the Secretary-General of PPP, resigned (28

March 1977). Seven MNAs145 elected on PPP tickets also resigned.

Sixth, the agitation, started in response to alleged

rigging of the election, became intensified into a movement for

Nizäm-i-Hustafa (Order of the Prophet, i.e. Sharih).	 The PNA

manifesto basically rested on its religious appeal. 	 Even in its

original version it permitted an interpretation that could have

been legitimately regarded as congruent with the aims of an Islamic

political order.	 Mawlãn Mufti Mahinüd, an 'aiim, who led PNA, was

m re influential than its secularist leaders (such as Asghar Khãn

and Sherbz Mazãri). 	 He enjoyed the support of JIP and JUP, at

least n the issue of Sharih.	 The organisation and publicity for

the mov ment spearheaded by PNA was provided by JIP's rank and

file.	 After the arrest of the top leadership of PNA (until 25

March 1977), imäms continued the agitation from the mosques of

Pakistan.

7.15.1	 The PNA-led Agitation and the Ulama

Apart from leading and participating in public

processions, the ¶iiamä'arranged 19 processions of their own between

March and July 1977 (12 in the Punjab; three in NWFP; and four in

Sind). 146	The mosques became the nerve centre of the agitation

where Bhutto's personal character as well as his lip service to

Islam was denounced. People were exhorted to struggle for a return

to the golden age of the Prophet in order that all their

socio-economjc problems might be solved; and to wipe out any

resistance they encountered along the way. The appeal of the 'uiamä'
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supporting PNA was so powerful that the salaried 'ularnaT of the Awqäf

Department were unable to persuade laymen coming to their mosques

not to take part in the agitation. Even the mosques controlled by

the Arqäf Department became centres of PNA agitation. The salari d

'ularnã' of Awqãf D partment were linked to the mainstreai 'ulamã'

through a student-teacher or pir-murld relationship. They were

therefore under onstant pressure from the PNA ¶ilamã'to desist from

activities opposing the PNA agitation. At the saire time, because

no Muslim could be pre y nted from entering a mosque, the House of

Allah, PNA activists were able to gain free access to the mosques

manag d by the Awqif Department.

Under persistent instructions from the AwqIf Department,

some of the salaried 'ulajnä did try to speak out against the PNA

agitation, but to no avail. For instance, the khatib of Dãtâ Sahib

mosque (Lahore) exhorted a gathering at the Friday prayer (18 March

1977) th t the mosques, being places of ritual worship, must not be

made the venue of political agitation. This speech angered the

audience and the poor khat.Lb could only pacify them by producing a

letter from the Awqif Department addressed to him which contained

explicit instructions to the effect that he should make such

exhortations to the faithful.147

The agitation against the PPP government on poll rigging

was transformed into a movement for NizaTrn-i-Nustafa' by the 'uiamã

especially by the Barelwi tüamä'who issued fatwàs according it the

status of a jlhäd. 148 At a gathering of the 'ulamä'(Muslim masjid,

Lahore:	 31 March 1977) they were made custodians of the m vement.

They defied orders prohibiting their going out in procession. 	 In

the baton-charge that followed, many were injured.149
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The participation of the 'ulamà'in the movement made an

impact on the government.	 In one of his letters, Bhutto wrote to

Kawar Niyãzl, the Minister of Religious Affairs, as follows:

The pulpit is playing an important role in the
PNA agitation and the maul viz including those
employed by Awqaf, by and large, are its
mainstay. It is time that a counter force of
the maul viz is mobilised in favour of the
government starting with weaning away from the
PNA of the maul viz employed by the Awqaf
Department. Some of the important maul viz and
religious leaders who supported us during the
elections have faded into the background. They
should be brought back on the scene and
encouraged to give us the same support which
they gave us during the elections.'5°

The Ministry of Religious Affairs managed to gather the

salaried 'ulam'and the mashãikh together in a convention (Lahore:

7 April 1977) at which PNA was advised to enter into negotiation

with the government with a view to solving the crisis.	 The

convention could not openly support PPP or the government.

A similar statement, coupled with certain demands, was

issued by Mawlãnã Hawdiidi, the founder and ex-amir of uP, who

suggested that, in an effort to create a congenial atmosphere for a

dialogue with PNA, the government should lift the state of

emergency and release all those detained during the agitation.

This suggestion was rejected by PNA (including JIP) as it was not

in conformity with its demands. 	 But Mawdüdi's suggestion gave

Bhutto some idea of the difference in outlook between the most

learned idealogue of JIP and the PNA leaders. Unexpectedly, Bhutto

paid a visit to Mawlãnã Mawdüdi (15 April 1977). The details of

the meeting were never released. According to one source, however,

Bhutto tried to convince Mawlnã Mawdüdi of his sincerity towards

Sharih, and was reported to have said that he was ready to give a
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blank cheque to Mawlãnã Nawdüdi if he would use his good offices to

persuade PNA to bring the agitation to an end. 	 The meeting proved

infructuous as Nawlãn NawdUdi suggested that instead of placing

his signature on a blank paper, Bhutto should write a letter of

resignation. 151

Two days after his meeting with Mawlãn Mawdüdi, Bhutto

condemned him in strong language, and announced a ban on liquor,

gambling and night life. 	 He further promised to take steps in

order to bring existing laws into conformity with Sharih within a

period of six months.	 CII, the constitutional body originally

entrusted with this task,	 was reconstituted (4 June 1977),

including Mawlân Nawdüdi, Mufti Mahmüd and Shah Ahmad Nürãn as

members.	 Bhutto's aim was to show that PNA was not really

interested in the application of Sharih because its leaders did

not co-operate with him in achieving this objective.	 Why was

there such a hue and cry when Bhutto enforced some injunctions of

Sharia'h and committed himself to doing more in the near future?

The whole exercise did not work.	 Bhutto's meeting with Mawlãnã

Mawdüdi was seen as a sign of weakness, that he seemed to have lost

control over events. He was unable to establish his credibility in

respect of the application of Sharih because his political

approach as a whole during the five years he had been in power was

deeply distrusted.

7.15.2	 The PNA-PPP Negotiations and the Denouement

When the agitation began, Bhutto was confident that he

could curb it.
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If the Opposition now decides to take the law
into its own hands, to unleash the forces of
anarchy, to subvert the constitution, to invite
people on the streets and to create agitation,
then we are quite competent to deal with these
things.152

Apart from the administrative agencies backing it up, the

government believed it had good reason not to give in to the

demands of PNA.

1) The agitation could not be sustained for a long

period of time in the face of a government policy of

stiff suppression.

2) The government believed that soitre of the top Pi

leaders could be manipulated.153

3) The military was believed to be on the government's

side.

The success of the strike called on 11 March 1977

compelled Bhutto to play his political card.	 He invited PNA to a

dialogue (12 March 1977), but PNA's response was 'not to enter in a

dialogue, the terms of which [were] not clear'. 154	The civil

administration was unable to curb the agitation without calling in

the army [first in Karachi (19 March 1977), and then in Lahore and

Multan (25 March)].

PPP, as a political party, appeared to have taken a back

seat.	 PPP failed to take advantage of the opportunity provided by

the government's decision to lift section 144 (14 April). 	 It was

unable to show its strength by taking out huge public processions.
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The way was thus paved for a partial imposition of Martial Law in

Karachi, Hyderabad and Lahore (22 April 1977).

When the situation went out of his control, Bhutto

accused PNA of being a tool of a 'massive and colossal' foreign

intervention (28 April 1977).	 But the mass of the people

dismissed Bhutto's levelling of such vague charges against PNA as

yet another tactic to divert attention from the political demands

of PNA.

It would be appropriate to focus attention on the

involvement of the military in the suppression of the agitation.

The 1973 Constitution was explicit on the issue of Martial Law, but

Bhutto amended it in order that he might make expedient use of a

partial Martial Law.	 The imposition of Martial Law was declared

unconstitutional by the Lahore High Court (2 June 1977), a decision

which was confirmed by the Supreme Court. 	 Throughout PNA's

agitation, Bhutto was in touch with the Generals, with whom he held

regular meetings.	 At one such meeting, he realised that the

Generals had reached the end of the road and he could no longer

count on their support. 156 He knew that there was no alternative

to starting a dialogue with PNA.

The PNA leaders were persuaded to start a dialogue with

Bhutto through the good offices of other Muslim countries (e.g.,

Libya, UAE, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia). After an agitation lasting 77

days, PNA and ppp sat down together to sort out a solution to the

crisis (3 June j.977)..157 Protracted negotiations lasting a month

resulted in an agreement on basic issues (such as the holding of

fresh elections to National and Provincial Assemblies in October
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1977, the appointment of new Governors of the provinces in

consultation with PNA, the formation of a Supervisory Council

comprising equal numbers of PPP and PNA representatives to

supervise the implementation of the accord).

Both parties acted in a spirit of give and take in order

to accommodate each other's point of view. 	 PNA abandoned its

demand for Bhutto's resiqnation.	 riutto, or 1ns part, acceaeô. to

the demand for fresh elections, the reconstitution of the Election

Commission, and the release of detainees.	 The PNA team failed to

get the draft accord ratified by its Council, consisting of the

heads of its seven constituent parties.	 Sherbãz Mazãri and Begum

Nasim Wall Khãn, NDP's prominent figure, who were interested in a

deal with Bhutto to secure the release of Khãn bdul Wall Khn and

his detained friends, were not happy with the accord. 	 Air Marshal

Asghar Khãn distrusted Bhutto so much that he could see no other

way out except a proclamation of Martial Law by military Generals.

He had already addressed a letter to the Generals in which he

demanded that they should perform their 'duty'. 158 The PNA team

wanted further discussion on the draft accord so that it could get

it ratified by the Council. But before the accord could be amended

and signed, the Generals struck (5 July 1977).

7.16	 Conclusion

Bhutto emerged as the leader of the majority party in the

1970 election to the National Assembly (West Pakistan). He enjoyed

two great advantages.	 He was the first head of state and

government (and, after the promulgation of the 1973 Constitution,

head of government) who came to power through popular support. He
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had a political support base, especially in the two provinces of

the Punjab and Sind.	 His party (i.e. PPP) also had the potential

to further widen its base, particularly among the poor and the

lower-middle classes, by implementing the promises contained in its

election manifesto.

The j1amã'were defeated but not eradicated as a political

force. The issue of Islam in politics remained unresolved. During

Bhutto's five and a half years in power, the ¶.tlama'vigorously put

their point of view on constitutional issues, 	 on the recognition

of Bangladesh, on the position of Abinadis in a Muslim state and

society.	 They successfully extracted concessions 	 from the

'secular' Bhutto who popularised his policy through the slogan of

'Islam is our religion' and was anxious not to let the 'ulamá' use

the Islam card against PPP.

Despite the concessions that he made to the 'u1arnä by

virtue of his temperament and also as a matter of strategy, Bhutto

developed a political culture in which there was no place for a

genuinely democratic opposition (either within his own party or in

Pakistan's national politics as a whole). 	 The repressive and

intimidating means adopted by the government to curb the Opposition

was a negation of the slogan 'Democracy is our Polity'. 	 The

judiciary, which remained the only hope for the upholding of basic

rights such as free speech, was brought under the thumb of the

executive.	 The press was prevented from reflecting the free will

of the masses.	 Undemocratic policies resulted in Bhutto's

aloofness from his own party, thus alienating him from its original

political mass base.	 The economic reforms introduced by him fell

short of expectations. 	 A large section of the working class,
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particularly from the Punjab, which had gathered around him during

the late '60s, was bitterly disappointed. 	 Furthermore, they were

unable to convey their aspirations to Bhutto who was surrounded by

bureaucrats.

The youth of the late '60s, which had helped Bhutto to

carry his message to the masses, gradually turned against PPP after

it caine to power. 	 The disillusioned youth,	 experienced in

political activism, was once again in the forefront of opposition

to the established regime, even though it was led by their

erstwhile political hero.	 The youth was now in the forefront of

the PNA movement.

The call of Nizam-i-Hustafá', from the religious wing of

PNA, was as much a call for a change in political leadership as it

was for a fundainental transformation of the socio-economic order.

Bhutto's efforts to use the Sharih card failed because he lacked

credibility as a good practising Muslim. He had openly admitted in

Lahore that he drank liquor, and this admission on his part was

persistently propagated from the mosques as a negative mark against

his leadership.

Bhutto was keen to depoliticise the military which had

twice before taken over the running of the government in Pakistan.

He made adjustments in the military hierarchy which resulted in

Muhammad Ziy-ul-Haq, ostensibly an unambitious and safe general in

his view, being placed at the head of the army. But administrative

interference in the 1977 election, followed by the PNA agitation,

and Bhutto's delay in coming to terms with PNA, paved the way for
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the military Generals once again to interfere in Pakistanis

politics.

During Bhutto's rule, the 'i1amã'gradua1ly drew divergent

elements opposed to butto together, and successfully used the

appeal of Islam against	 utto's secular politics. 	 Once again the

'ulamã' proved themselves to be a force even in their temporary

unity.
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NOTES

1. For example he secured 108 votes for his candidature as
Prime Minister (14 August 1973) after the promulgation of
the 1973 Constitution.

2. In one of his many statements, ulfiqãr 'All Bhutto said:

I am a believer in socialism, that is
why, leaving my class and the government,
I have come back to workers, peasants,
students, and poor people. What can I
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I am the follower of socialism because I
know that only in this economic system
lies	 the salvation,	 progress and
well-being of the people. 	 No power on
earth can prevent the establishment of
this system of truth and justice,
equality and human dignity in Pakistan.
This is the call of time and history.
Come and see. Bearing the great
revolutionary flag of socialism, r have
come in the field to serve the people. I
have no greed or lust for gain. I am a
socialist and as an honest socialist I
would fight for the revolution of the
poor till my last breath.

[Bhutto, Z.A., Let the People Jud ge (Lahore:	 Pakistan
People's Party, 1969), p.28.]

3. Pakistan People's Party,	 Election Manifesto of the
Pakistan	 People's	 Party :	 1970	 (Karachi:	 Vision
Publications Limited, 1970), p.13.

4. See Chapter 6 of this work, pp.491-492.

5. The Criterion, 5 (July-August 1970): 4, pp.62-63.

6. Bhutto, Zulfikar Au, Political Situation in Pakistan
(Delhi: Veshasher Prakashan, n.d.), pp.10-il.

7. Bhutto said in an interview (1 February 1969) that

We are advocating socialism, 	 not
communism

[Ahmad, Mushtaq, Government and Politics in Pakistan
(Karachi: Space Publishers, 1970), Appendix 3, p.1.]

After the 1970 election, he told an P.merican newsman that
he had 'stopped the tide of communism by introducing
Islamic socialism in this country'. The Times, 12
December 1970 (quoted in Sayeed, Khalid B., Politics in
Pakistan:	 The Nature and Direction of Chan ge (New York:
Praeger, 1980), p.88.]
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9. Bhutto, Zulfikar Au, If I am Assassinated (Delhi: Vikas
Publishing House, 1979), pp.122-123.

10. Ibid., p.224.

11. Bhutto's interview cited in Satish, Kumar, The Ne
Pakistan	 (Delhi:	 Vikas Publishing House,	 1978),
pp.364-365.

12. Bhutto observed as follows in his last work, published in
the form of a book:

Pakistan has been created in the name of
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not exist in Pakistan alone. Islam is
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whole world and not only to the people of
Pakistan.

[Bhutto, Z.A., If I am Assassinated, op.cit., p.120.1

13. This view is also shared by a considerable section of the
intelligentsia. Dr. Waheed-uz-Zamãn, a leading Pakistani
historian and educationalist, wrote thus:

If we [the Pakistanis] let go the
ideology of Islam, we cannot hold
together as a nation by any other means

If the Arabs, the Turks, the
Iranians, God forbid, give up Islam, the
Arabs yet remain Arabs, the Turks remain
Turks, the Iranians remain Iranians, but
what do we remain if we give up Islam?

[Zainan, Waheed-uz (ed.), Editor's Note in The Quest for
Identity (Islamabad: University of Islamabad, 1973),
p.4.]

14. Azam,	 Ghulãin,	 Nawã-yi-Dard:	 Mashri gi Pakistan Ke

l'fusalmän Awr Bangladesh (Lahore:	 Idãrah-i-Afkãr-i-Naw,

1972), p.28.

15. Afghani,	 shams-ul-Haq, 'Suqüt-i-Dhakah', al-Ha g,	 6

(January- February, 1972): 4-5, pp.7-il.

16. al-Bagarah: 250

'And when Saul went forth with the hosts
he said, 'God will try you with a river,
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so tastes it not, he is of me, saving him
who scoops up with his hand.' But they
drank of it, except a few of them; and
when he crossed it, and those who
believed with him, they said, 'We have no
power against Goliath and his hosts'
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University Press, 1964), p.36.]
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CHAPTER 8

-q
THE SHARIA4H UNDER THE MILITARY REGIME

General Muiammad Ziyã-ul-Hag's 'Operation Fair-Play'1

ostensibly carried out as a prelude to the holding of 'free and

fair' election 'within 90 days', became, in the event, yet another

prolonged interlude of dictatorship in the history of Pakistan

which was ended eleven years later when the chief architect of the

coup was assassinated along with 34 others (17 August 1988). The

third military regime in Pakistan, under Ziyã-ul-Hag, lasted longer

than the previous ones under Muhammad Ayüb Khãn (1958-1962) and

Muhammad Yahy Khän (1969-1971). It shared the main

characteristics of the previous military regimes; all of them had

as their aim the perpetuation of the hegemony of the military as a

major shareholder in the power structure. Ziyä-ul-Haq's regime,

however, substantially differed from the previous military as well

as civil regimes, in the matter of accordance of high priority to

the application of Shar1h. The 'ulamã who had been instrumental

in demanding the application of Shariah since the emergence of

Pakistan, became the natural allies of the regime. However, during

the 11 years of the Ziyã-ul-Haq regime, the attitude of the 'ulamä'

changed from wholehearted support to open criticism.

In this chapter the attitude of the 'ularnã' and their

political parties towards the Ziyã-ul-Haq regime is analysed. Why

did they support a military dictator? What did they achieve by

co-operating with such an unrepresentative and singularly

undemocratic regime? What were the changes that occurred in

Pakistani society under a regime which continuously legitimised
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itself by proclaiming that it was devoted to the application of

Shari 'a

8.1	 Why did the Regime Apply Sharih?

The popular agitation (1977) under PNA's leadership was

bound to influence the course of any future government. The demand

of Niáth-i-Mustafawas so loud that it gave rise to mass religious

fury even in the face of police bullets, whilst at the same time

forcing ulfiqãr Au Bhutto to pacify the aroused masses by

imposing a ban on drinking, gambling and nightlife. 	 Bhutto's

belated and half-hearted reform failed to appease the masses, but

it set the tone for the policies that any future regime would

follow.	 Had Bhutto survived the crisis, he would have followed

policies calculated to appeal to the religious sentiments of the

people.	 His successor was of a different ilk both in his social

and in his intellectual orientation.	 Ziy-ul-Haq was	 of

middle-class origin.	 He belonged to an East Punjab (now in India)

arä'in family. He was known as an unambitious General with a

religious bent.	 It was his lack of political ambition which gave

him an edge over other generals when Bhutto decided to appoint a

new Chief of Staff of the Army (March 1976).	 He represented the

military officials with an urban middle- or lower-middle-class

background. The rank and file of the religious political parties

also belonged mostly to these classes.	 The change in social

composition of the officer class in the military started sometime

during the '60s with the expansion of specialised services such as

the medical corps, the engineering corps and the education corps to

which the professional and educated urban middle class were

recruited in large numbers.
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The religious fervour of PNA's agitation, together with

Ziy-ul-Haq's own religious orientation constituted a powerful

stimulus for the application of Shari.h by the new military regime.

In his first speech after seizing power, Ziyã-ul-Haq praised 	 the

spirit of Islam' that inspired the PNA agitation.

[it] proves that Pakistan, which was created in
the name of Islam, will continue to survive
only if it sticks to Islam. That is why I
consider the introduction of Islamic system as
an essential prerequisite for the country.2

8.2	 PNA's Response to Ziyã-ul-Hag's Coup d'Etat

Ziy-ul-Haq acted with greater caution than his military

predecessors (i.e. Muhammad Ayüb Khãn and Muhammad Yahyá Khãn). He

did not abrogate the 1973 Constitution, but held it in abeyance.

President Fazal Ilahi Chawdhari continued to hold office, although

he was bound to act in accordance with the advice of Muhammad

Ziyã-ul-Haq, the Chief Martial Law Administrator. 3 The assemblies

that were elected in March 1977 as well as the Senate were

dissolved.	 The new regime announced that a fresh general election

would be held on 8 October 1977.

Even though Ziyá-ul-Haq's coup d'etat was directed as

much against PNA as against the toppled government of Bhutto, the

leadership of the Alliance, and especially the secular parties

(viz., TI and NDP) in it heralded it as a positive political

development.	 Air Marshal Asghar Khãn, the TI leader who made no

effort to conceal his military connection, had been critical of his

colleagues who trusted Bhutto enough to enter into negotiations

with him.	 He had advised the PNA team to wait for Martial Law to
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be declared and not to enter into any political settlement with

Bhutto.	 NDP, the other secular component of PNA, was pleased with

the failure of the negotiations with Bhutto.	 It hoped to strike a

deal with the military generals on the Hyderabad Conspiracy Case.4

The religious parties consoled themselves that any new leader at

the helm of affairs would not prove as harmful as jutto;

Ziy-u1-Haq being a practising Muslim, the change of regime would

be beneficial.

The PNA agitation did give rise to problems of law and

order, but it had by no means succeeded in totally eliminating

Bhutto's	 base of support.	 His charismatic appeal to 	 the

downtrodden and the poor did continue to persist. 	 It was also

clear that, sooner or later, a heterogeneous alliance such as PNA

was bound to disintegrate.	 Not surprisingly, PNA was riven by

internal strife not long after the coup d'etat (5 July 1977).	 Air

Marshal Asghar Khãn believed that PNA should be dissolved, since it

had achieved the fundamental goal of toppling the 	 utto regime.

The other components of PNA believed otherwise. 	 They wanted the

alliance to continue at least until the general election scheduled

to take place in October 1977.

It was the strong desire to fight against PPP in power

that had persuaded all the nine constituents of PNA, irrespective

of their size and influence, to the view that all political

decisions of the alliance should be taken unanimously. 	 With the

overthrow of the PPP government, PNA's internal cohesion suffered a

setback. The principle of unanimous agreement among the

constituents of PNA was dropped in favour of majority agreement.

The distribution of party tickets for the October 1977 elections
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provided the first major occasion for dissatisfaction within PNA.

JUP became disgruntled 5 as a result and drew closer to TI's

position.

Whilst preparations for the October general election were

under way, Ziyã-ul-Iaq realised that, with the disintegration of

PNA, Bhutto would once again emerge as the most powerful politician

through the process of election. The election scheduled for 8

October 1977 was duly postponed. A strict ban on political

activity was imposed.	 It was announced that the election would

take place after cases against politicians charged with misconduct,

including Bhutto, were decided by the Disqualification Tribunals.6

PNA's internal strife was further intensified with the

confirmation of Mufti Mahmüd and Professor Abdul Ghafür Ahmad in

their official positions (21 December 1977). 	 TI and JUP stood

aside from the rest of the alliance. 7 In the meantime, PML, one of

the components of PNA, decided to join the Federal Cabinet (5 July

1978).	 After a month, PNA as a whole, followed suit (24 August

1978). JUP, NDP and TI declined to follow PNA's decision. They

demanded instead that the election should be held without delay.

The decision of a majority of the constituents of PNA to join the

Federal Cabinet, under the hegemony of the military, resulted in

the demise of the alliance in its original form.

PML, JIP, JUIP and PDP were given representation in the

Federal Cabinet. Far more surprising than PML's participation in

the government was the tulamä"s. PML represented the strata of

society which liked to be close to the corridors of power. 	 But,

why did the 'i1amã' support such an unrepresentative regime? An
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explanation of the phenomenon can be sought in the policies of

Ziyã-ul-Haq, and especially his commitment to the application of

Sharih.	 The 'ulamä' had always cherished the ideal of putting into

practice the political, economic and social aspects of Sharih.

The religious-political parties were thus faced with the dilemma of

whether they should support an undemocratic regime in the cause of

the Sharih.	 There were divisions within each of the religious

parties (i.e. JIP, JUP and JUIP) on this question. JUIP ultimately

split into two factions of which the major one decided to support

the policies of the new regime. 	 JUP did not experience an overt

split, but suffered heavy defections from its rank and file.	 JIP

remained divided, but, thanks to its tight organisation and high

discipline, splits and factionalism were averted. 	 By and large,

the majority of the 'ulamä'either wholeheartedly supported the

policy of the application of Sharih or refrained from opposing it.

JIP was the religious party most closely identified with

Ziyã-ul-Haq, even though its literature was clear on the question

of the democratic 8 character of the Islamic state and of the

democratic process by which it ought to emerge. 	 Political

expediency led it to support an unrepresentative regime contrary to

its declared political ideology. 	 Had JIP started a policy of

confrontation against the regime, who would have been the

beneficiary in the end? 	 If a democratic government caine to power

as a result of change, JIP would have been no more than a minor

party in the National Assembly,	 exercising little political

influence.	 And, if as a consequence of confrontation another coup

d'etat were to take place, who could predict that the new General

would have been more desirable from the Shari sh angle than

Ziy-ul-Haq? JIP believed that the chances that Sharih would be
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applied were greater under the existing military regime, under a

practising Muslim.	 Any struggle to come to power by a democratic

process would be futile. 9 The leadership of JIP justified its

stand on the grounds that whatever was right, must be supported.'°

8.3	 Towards the Application of Sharih

The 1973 Constitution envisaged that CII would be given

the task of making recommendations aimed at bringing prevailing

laws into conformity with the Quran and the Sunnah.	 CII was

reconstituted (November 1977) and given the remit of proposing a

blueprint for the application of Shariah.	 In the light of a

mounting work load, the total membership of CII was increased from

15 to 20 (30 November 1978). Special care was taken that CII had a

chairman who enjoyed the 'ulamä's respect.' 1 Justice Muhammad Afal

Chimah was first nominated to chair CII; Dr. Tanzilur Rahniãn was

nominated as his successor (27 May 1980). It was the first time

that Cli's advisory role was taken seriously by the 'uiamä who

increasingly dominated it.

Along with the 'vanguard' role of CII, new institutions

were also established.	 A permanent Law Commission, headed by the

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, was constituted. 	 Its function

was to review the legal code with a view to bringing it into accord

with the practical needs of social justice, and in particular to

suggest ways and means of simplifying the judicial procedure for

ensuring speedy and fair justice.

SharThh Benches of the High Courts and Supreme Court were

established (2 December 1978). These benches, comprising the
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Muslim judges of the respective courts, were empowered to exanüne

existing and future laws, with the exception of the Constitution,

MFLO, any law relating to the procedure of any court or tribunal,

any fiscal law or any law relating to the collection of taxes and

fees, banking or insurance practice and procedure.	 In subsequent

years,	 Shari'ah Benches in High Courts were replaced with the

establishment of a fully fledged Federal Shar.i'at Court (FSC) (27

May 1980).

In addition to CII, the Law Conunission, and FSC, several

committees were formed from time to time to deal with specific

issues.

8.3.1	 The First Step in the Shar.i'ah Process

The first question facing the regime was how to apply

Sharih?	 A section of the intelligentsia believed that an

Ordinance from above would be sufficient. This view was not shared

by the institutions empowered to suggest ways and means of applying

SharIh.	 For instance, what would be the shape of the banking

system under Sharih if the existing system, entirely based on the

concept of nba (interest), ceased to function? Due to such

practical difficulties, CII suggested applying Sharish gradually,

and this was entirely in accordance with the approach advocated by

Mawln Mawdüdi as early as 1948.12

By and large, CII and the z1amã'agreed that there were

basically four fields in which steps towards the application of

Shariah were urgently required. These four broad fields were

social, economic, educational and punitive.13
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The regime opted to apply the Shariah in four broad

fields in gradual stages.	 The next question arose as to where the

start should be made? It was safe to select those injunctions of

Sharih over the interpretat*n of which there was a minimum of

controversy and a large measure of general agreement.

8.3.2	 From Promise to Practice

In a statement made on 10 February 1979, Ziyá-ul-Haq

expre sed the view that

[Un the short period of one and a half year so
much work has been done that I am today
formally announcing the introduction of the
Islamic system in the country.14

Five ordinances embodying punishment for the offences of

theft, gang robbery and dacoity, adultery, false accusation of

adultery against women, and consumption of intoxicants were

promulgated.	 The fixed punishments (hudüd), prescribed by the

Qurän and the Sunnah for these offences, were considered to be

relatively beyond controversy.	 In the case of theft, 	 the

amputation of the right hand of the offender from the wrist joint

was prescribed.	 A man or woman found guilty of adultery would be

flogged - each with 100 stripes if unmarried; and, if they were

married, they would be stoned to death.	 False accusation of

adultery against a woman was made punishable with 80 stripes. Tl

offence of wine-drinking also carried a punishment of 80 stripes.

All these punishments were g nerally in line with Sunni

jurisprudence.
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These punishments were to be implemented either on the

confession of the offenders or if they were proved to be guilty

through a process of legal investigation in which the evidence of

the persons who witnessed the accused committing a crime was

crucial.	 Therefore an Evidence Act, based on Islamic law, was

necessary.	 The new Evidence Act, promulgated in October 1984,

differed little from the Evidence Act, 1872. 	 In the new Act one

major issue that remained unresolved concerned the evidence of

women.	 In the classical interpretation, the evidence of a woman

was regarded as equal to half that of a man - with the possible

exception of midwives attesting the maternity of a child, and wives

denying the accusation of adultery by taking an oath (which

prevailed over the oath of accusing husbands).

Along with the application of hudüd, the socio-economic

aspects of Shariah were also highlighted. Ziyá-ul-Haq gave details

of how zaJcät and ¶ishr would be collected and distributed for the

welfare of the poor.	 With respect to the elimination of nba from

the economy, an announcement was made to the effect that the House

Building Finance Corporation (HBFC) would 'provide financial

assistance on the basis of sharing of income accruing from rent'.15

The National Investment Trust and Investment Corporation of

Pakistan would operate on an equity basis instead of interest. 	 A

draft order on zakãt and 'ushr was issued, though it took more than

a year for the scheme to be put into effect.

The major steps taken towards the application of Shari'ah

in the social, economic, judicial and economic fields during th

Ziya-ul-Haq regime are outlined below.
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8.3.3	 Socio-economic Steps

Among the most significant steps taken by the Ziyã-ul-Haq

regime to introduce Sharih in the socio-economic field was the

promulgation of the Zakãt and 'Ushr Ordinance (20 June 1980).	 It

empowered the government to deduct zakât at source at the rate of

2.5 per cent from savings accounts and fixed deposits held by

Muslims in banks.	 Similarly, zakat	 to b	 tt 1-tom s'naies

held in companies in which a majority of the shares were owned by

Muslims.	 The amount so recovered was to be deposited in the Zakat

Fund, for distribution among the poor and the needy through a

country-wide network of Zakãt Committees.

As soon as the Zakãt and lJshr Ordinance was issued, it

became a subject of controversy and was not perceived,	 as

Ziyã-ul-Haq did, as a simple application of the principles of

Sharih. 16 The ShIh 'izlamã'objected to it on the grounds that the

Ordinance was based on the Sunni interpretation of Sharih.

According to the Shih 'ulanià zakät was levied on visible wealth

which did not include paper money. 17 The ShIh 'ulamä' therefore

demanded, in a convention (Islamabad: 4-5 July 1977), that zakãt

should not be deducted from bank accounts and shares in companies

held by ShJ.hs.	 The government conceded to the demand of the

Shihs by amending the Ordinance (29 October 1980). 	 Even so, a

section of the Shish ?ilamã' which was under the spell of the Iranian

Revolution (1979) continued to resist Ziyã-ul-Haq's policy)-8

The provisions of the Zakät and 'Ushr Ordinance relating

to the recovery of 'ushr was not enforced until almost three years

after its passage (15 March 1983).
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In the economic sphere, prime importance was given to the

elimination of nba (interest). As an initial step, the state-run

HBFC started to grant loans for house building purposes on the

basis of sharing of income accruing from rent (1 July 1979).

Gradually all the Pakistani banks, within the country, turned their

interest-based accounts into profit and loss sharing accounts. The

new banking regulations did not, however, apply to foreign loans

which continued to be governed by the terms under which they were

originally made.

8.3.4	 Educational Reform

The	 application of Shanih to legal and judicial

institutions was next to impossible without capable lawyers and

judges.	 Intellectuals with a thorough knowledge of Shanih, as

well as modern law were few and far between.	 The judges and

magistrates responsible for running the judicial system were modern

educated and competent in their field; hst their 	 &e

Shari ah and Islamic juristic literature was almost entirely based

upon translations of some of the juristic texts.	 On the other

hand, the 'ulamã'were well versed in classical juristic literature

but they lacked the understanding of modern legal literature.

In this context, a Shani.h Faculty was inaugurated at the

Qà'id-i-A'zarn University, Islamabad (8 October 1979) where special

arrangements were made for imparting education in Shanih and

modern law at postgraduate level.	 This Shani'ah Faculty was

transferred	 to an Islamic University (Islainabad) which was

established a year later (November 1980). Since then, the Islamic

University has been imparting instruction in Shaniah and law,
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economics, Islamic studies, and Arabic language and literature at

undergraduate and postgraduate levels. 	 The Islamic University

tried to enrol students both from madrasahs and from modern

colleges.

The training of graduates who would be equally at home in

Shari.h and the modern legal system is bound to take some time. It

would take some time for the impact of such an institution to be

felt. Even so, some concrete steps needed to be taken in the short

term in order that judiciary on the basis of Shari'ah might be

securely established. 	 Accordingly, arrangements were made by the

Islamic University to undertake in-service training of public

prosecutors, police officers and magistrates according to Sharih.

Apart from the establishment of the Islamic University, a

new education policy, intended to breed a new generation wedded to

the Islamic ideology of Pakistan was also launched. Textbooks were

revised. Islamic Studies and Pakistan Studies were made compulsory

subjects in undergraduate education for all Muslim students.

Islamic Studies also became a compulsory subject in the Federal

Public Service Commission's scheme of examinations. English-medium

schools switched over to the national language [i.e., Urdu) as the

medium of instruction. Efforts were made to reform the traditional

madrasah education, 19 and the degrees of the madrasahs were

recognised by the government.

8.3.5	 The Propagation of Islamic Practices

The observance of the obligatory congregational prayers

according to explicit injunctions of the Qur.n and the Sunnah, is a
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desideratum for the creation of a God-fearing society. The Sharih

state has as one of its main objectives the creation of conditions

for the observance of salãt (obligatory prayers).

Instructions were issued with this perspective in mind,

for the observance of salät (and noon-day prayer in particular) in

government offices and educational institutions. 	 Senior officers

were advised to lead or at least attend the prayer. 	 An elaborate

scheme was subsequently introduced with the aim of persuading

people to observe congregational prayers strictly (14 August 1984).

Provisions were made for the appointment of a nãz.im-i-salãt

(organiser of prayers) in each and every village and urban

locality.

An ordinance was passed requiring the observance of the

month of fasting in a strict fashion.

8.4	 Political Manoeuvres in Pre paration for Election

The Ziyã-ul-Haq regime undoubtedly took much more

seriously than any of its predecessors the constitutional

commitment to enable the Muslims of Pakistan 'to order their lives

in the individual and collective spheres in accordance with the

teachings and requirements of Islam'. 2 ° 	 But the regime was

handicapped because it lacked popular mandate. 	 Ziyã-ul-Iaq,

throughout his 11-year rule, was in search of political legitimacy

for military intervention.

Ziyä-ul-Haq's foremost promise was to hold an election

for which 8 October 1977 had been the date originally fixed. 	 He
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subsequently postponed it saying that 'national problems' would

become	 'further complicated' 21 if an election was held 	 as

scheduled.	 The PNA leadership shared Ziyã-ul-Haq's view because

they too wished to see Bhutto excluded from the political arena.

Bhutto had already been arrested on a charge of murdering Nawãb

Muhammad Ahmad Khãn, the father of Ahmad Razã Qasüri, his political

opponent.

In the meantime,	 the Supreme Court of Pakistan

legitimised the coup d'etat of 5 July 1977 as an	 'extra-

constitutional step' under the doctrine of necessity in a judgment

delivered on the case of Nusrat Bhutto vs. Chief of Staff of the

Army and Federation of Pakistan (10 November 1977).22 The counsel

for the Federation of Pakistan explicitly told the court that

election would be definitely held and the reins of government would

be handed over to the elected representatives of the nation.

Consequently 17 November 1979 was fixed as the new date for the

general election.

Bhutto was duly executed (4 April 1979). 	 A few days

later PNA ministers resigned from the Federal Cabinet (15 April

1979), complaining that they did not enjoy adequate power.

8.4.1	 Changes in Electoral Rules

Despite his decision to postpone the October 1977

election, Ziya-ul-Haq continued to reiterate his pledge to hold it.

He became President of Pakistan on 16 September 1978 when Fazal

Ilähi Chawdhar relinquished the office upon completing his

five-year term. Occupying simultaneously as he did the two offices
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of CMLA and President of Pakistan, Ziyã-ul-Hag emphasised in his

speeches and interviews the importance of the constitutional

amendments that were aimed at (a) carving out a role for the armed

forces in the political structure; (b) creating a balance between

the powers of the President and the Prime Minister in the 1973

Constitution;	 and	 (c) amending the electoral 	 rules.	 The

introduction of electoral changes was of immediate and paramount

importance.

The first significant change in this sphere related to

establishment of a system of separate electorate whereby Muslims

and non-Muslims would elect their representatives separately.	 The

issue of separate electorate had been prominent in the political

game of South Asia since before independence.	 Indeed, it was the

fulcrum	 round which Pakistan itself	 was	 conceived.23

Religious-political parties such as JIP struggled hard to uphold

this principle after 1947.	 The modernist and secularist rulers of

Pakistan succeeded in discarding separate electorates in favour of

a joint electorate. 24 After the landslide victory of APAL in East

Pakistan in the 1970 election, the religious parties and the 'ularnä'

once again pointed out the deficiencies in the system of a joint

electorate.	 According to them 1 en bloc votes of the Hindu

community had been partly responsible for the scale of APAL's

victory in the 1970 election. The introduction of the separate

electorate continued to be relevant in 1978 because the religious

parties were the least possible choice of the minorities.

Furthermore, a presidential order was brought into force

(13 September 1979) envisaging proportional representation as the

basis of all future elections. Under its provisions, the political
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parties would be required to put up their candidates in all the

National Assembly and Provincial Assemblies 	 constituencies.

Candidates securing the highest number of votes in their respective

constituencies would,	 however, not be automatically declared

elected.	 Instead, the number of seats given to different parties

in each assembly would be calculated in accordance with the total

number of votes polled by the candidates belonging to each party

securing five per cent or more of the total number of votes polled

in the National Assembly election.

The notion of proportional representation accorded well

with the manifestos of JIP, JUIP and even PPP [as at the 1970

election].	 Adherence to the idea of proportional representation

was to the advantage of parties which were unable to secure clear

superiority on a constituency basis because their support happened

to be thinly spread throughout the country. 	 Whilst JIP and JUIP

continued to subscribe to proportional representation as proper

electoral procedure during the late '70s, PPP which had become a

strong party on a constituency basis was no longer prepared to

adhere to the scheme. 25

It is appropriate to point out that 'registration of

political parties with the Election Commission' had already been

made compulsory (30 August 1979).	 Each political party was

required to give an undertaking that it was committed to the

ideology of Pakistan, to the holding of annual party elections, and

bind itself to submitting annual financial statements. 	 Failure to

comply with any of these provisions, as indeed the 'propagation of

any opinion against the Islamic ideology or against the judiciary

or the armed forces would serve to disqualify a party from
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registration	 and	 subsequently from the participation of

elections' 26

Neither PNA nor any of the other parties (with the

exception of JIP, PML, JUIP) was willing to register.	 The two

religious political parties and PML registered in order to

forestall a cancellation of the election by the regime under a

plausible pretext.

8.4.2	 The Local Government Election

In the midst of the controversy over the registration of

politi al parties with the Election Commission, the military regime

announced a plan for holding election to local bodies as a prelude

to the general election. 	 PNA called for a boycott of the local

election, and announced that if it came to power after the general

election, it would promptly declare the election to local bodies

under the military regime null and void. Defying PNA on this issue,

JIP took part in the local election (September 1979).	 JIP's pleas

to take part in this election were based on its understanding of

social forces in different constituencies. Because the local

election was expected to involve local issues and barãdari

loyalties, the boycott was not going to work; and a failure of the

boycott would prejudice PNA's image.

The result of the local election held on a non-party

basis,	 indicated that "awäm dost'	 ('people's friend') 	 and

'be-nazlr' ('matchless', coded after the name of Bhutto's daughter)

candidates won a large number of seats. 	 The military regime was

thus able to gauge the political mood of the country. 	 Fearing a
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revival of the fortunes of PPP, the military regime called off the

general election (16 October 1979). Ziyi-ul-Haq gave the following

reason for yet another postponement of the much-promised election:

I have been emphasising in my speeches and
press statements that the main need of this
country is an Islamic, democratic and stable
Government for which elections for the sake of
elections have no meaning. The election must
yield positive results and from positive
results, I meant that the country should get a
Government which, while adhering to the
ideology of Pakistan, should be able to
guarantee stability at least for some time so
that the country can be put on the road to
progress. 27

8.4.3	 The Quest for an Islamic Form of Government

Ziy-ul-Haq was pessimistic about controlling the reins

of state power in his hands through a parliamentary system of

government as envisaged in the 1973 Constitution. 	 The Political

Parties Act, 1962 and the 1973 Constitution were amended, but even

so they could not be bent to his desire. Even though the iz1amä'and

their parties as a whole had accepted - in theory as well as in

practice - the norms of the parliamentary democratic system, a tiny

group believed that Islam did not recognise any sort of democracy.

According to them, the head of a SharLh state (am.r) had unbridled

powers.	 He was obliged to listen to the advice of the Advisory

Council (maj1is-i-shür), appointed by him, but had the power to

overrule it. It was up to the amlr to accept or reject the opinion

of the majority of the Advisory Council. 	 Individuals were free to

differ with the amlr, but nobody was allowed to divide the Muslim

community into groups and parties. Therefore, there was no place

for political parties in a Shari .ah state.
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With the establishment of SharLh Benches, Mr. B.Z.

Kaykãus, a retired justice of the Supreme Court, submitted a

petition [to the Shari ah Bench of Lahore High Court (September

1979)] in which he maintained that the prevailing political system

in Pakistan was repugnant to Islam. 28 He quoted in defence of his

-,
view the contention of this minority group of the ulama.	 The

petition, however, was not taken up by the courts which decided

that it was bey nd their (i.e., Sharih Bench or FSC) jurisdiction.

8.4.4	 The Federal Council (FC)

In this context, Ziya-ul-Haq let it be known that he

wanted to introduce a new Islamic political system in the country,

and several bodies were to be involved in the task of formulating

recommendations in respect of the establishment of a Shar.ih state

structure.

A Provisional Constitutional Order was promulgated (24

March 1981) giving Ziyá-ul-Haq, the President, absolute power to

amend the 1973 Constitution at will, requiring the judges of the

Supreme Court and the High Courts to take a new oath of office

under this Order. 29 The Provisional Constitutional Order declared

that democracy and representative institutions would be restored as

soon as possible 'in conformity with the principles of Islam',3°

but a Federal Council (FC) would be nominated. 	 According to

Article 4 of the Order

1) There shall be a Federal Council
(Najlis-e-Shürà) consisting of such persons as
the President may, by Order, determine.
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2)	 The Federal Council (Majlis-e-Shifrà) 	 shall
perform such functions as may be specified in
an Order by the President.

A Federal Council consisting of hand-picked members was

formed (24 December 1981). Inaugurating it, Ziyã-ul-Haq observed

(11 January 1982) that one of the main tasks facing FC would be the

design of a formal system of government from an Islamic point of

view.

During a span of two and a half years (11 January 1982 -

10 July 1984), FC met ten times. How far was it effective? Once a

Budget Sessi n was hurriedly called then terminated after the

budget statement was read out.	 A member angrily expostulated

whether the budget was presented before the members of PC, or they

were presented before the budget!31

Nevertheless, FC constituted a Special Committee (12

February 1983) with a remit to make recommendations on the question

of an Islamic form of government.

8.4.5	 The Ansãri Commission

A few months prior to the inauguration of PC, Ziyã-ul-Haq

formally requested CII (22 June 1981) to prepare a draft of an

Islamic system of government. At a press conference (Karachi: 	 12

August 1981), he disclosed that five other bodies, apart from CII,

were studying the issue 'as to which system of government was

compatible with the tenets of Islam'. 32	Ziyã-ul-Iaq neither

disclosed the names of the 'five other bodies' responsible for
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proposing an Islamic system of government, nor made public any

recommendations they might have made.

The Special Committee of FC and CII submitted their

reports	 in due course.	 They were subsequently published.

Ziy-ul-Haq was not satisfied with any of the reports. 	 A

sub-committee of the Cabinet also submitted a report. 	 All three

reports were handed over to a Commission under the chairmanship of

Mawlänã Zafar Ahmad Ansãri (10 July 1983).	 The Commission was

asked to submit to the President 'viable proposa.2.5' for the

establishment of a system of government, 'keeping in view the

conditions of the country and the interests of the Nillat so that

he could present to the nation ... the framework of the future

political setup of the country'.33

There was an overlap in the composition of the three

bodies (i.e.	 Special Committee of FC, CII, and the Ansãri

Commission). 34	Particular care was taken to represent diverse

viewpoints and sections of society.	 The 'ularnã'- from the three

sub-sects of SunnIs (i.e. Deobandis, Barelwis and Ahl-i-Hadis) as

well as Shihs - were represented along with Islamic modernists.

Nevertheless, the 'ulamã'were a less dominant force on the Special

Committee of FC than on the other two bodies.

Questions pertaining to the form of the government,

qualities	 of the head of state,	 extent of suffrage,	 and

compatibility of political parties with Islam dominated their

deliberations.	 The Special Committee of FC was explicit on the

issue of the form of government:
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Islam had neither prescribed nor did it insist
on any specific form of government, political
system or framework. It had left it for the
state to run the administration according to
the political framework which suited the
peculiar conditions, aspirations and genius of
the people, provided that it fitted into
broad definition of an Islamic State and was
run on the principle of

The Special Committee of FC took the view that a perusal

of the history of constitution-making efforts in Pakistan would

clearly indicate a consensus in favour of a parliamentary form of

government.	 The 1973 Constitution reflected this consensus and

'ensured the preservation and promotion of Islamic order in the

country'. 36 The Special Committee of FC did, however, point out

that the 1973 Constitution was vitiated by an imbalance between the

powers given to the President and the Prime Minister.

The distribution of powers between the
President and the Prime Minister was very
heavily weighted in favour of the latter. The
absolute power, conferred by the Constitution
on the Prime Minister, rendered the office of
the Head of State a mere nonentity and bereft
of any independent decision-making.37

On the existence of political parties in an Islamic

polity, the Special Committee of FC has this to say:

There is no clear-cut injunction in the Shariah
that political parties or a political system
based thereupon, are un-Islamic.38

Conditions such as the requirement to register political

parties, a commitment to the Islamic ideology of Pakistan, the

holding of regular elections could be laid down, but parties as

such would be needed in order to 'ensure [that] checks and balances

[operated]	 against the excesses and high-handedness of	 the

Government in power'.39
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It was proposed that the candidates for membership of

legislatures should be practising Muslims with a basic knowledge of

the Quran and the Sunnah.

The CII report was in a form of Constitution, 'pointwise'

but 'without any explanation and elucidation'. 4 ° It observed that

a presidential form of government would be nearer to the Islamic

concept, but added that

the President shall have no power to dissolve
the majlis-i-shura ... The President shall be
bound to act in accordance with the decisions
taken by majlis-i-shura. In case he does not
agree with any of shura's decisions, he may
refer it back to shura for reconsideration, the
President shall be bound either to accept the
same or to resign his office.41

On the issue of political parties, the majority of CII

expressed the view that 'in the light of the Qurãn and the Sunnah

electi ns on political parties' basis are not valid'. 42 Three out

of 15 members dissented from this mainstream opinion, whilst the

Chairman of CII reserved his opinion. 	 According to those who

dissented, elections on a party basis were lawful.'3

The right to vote was restricted to citizens who were

'literate to the extent of being able to read the name of the

candidate. '

Neither the Report of the Special Committee of FC nor

that of CII suggested unbridled powers for the President. Instead,

they suggested checks and balances. 	 It was not possible to throw

the 'unwanted elements' from the political arena by adopting the

suggestions of the Reports. Ziyã-ul-Haq's cabinet proposed its own
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recommendations.	 The only way of getting rid of the Reports of FC

and CII would be by establishing another body. 	 Such thinking lay

behind the genesis of the Ansãri Commission.

According to Mawlãn Zafar Ahmad Ansri, its Chairman,

the Commission attached primary importance to the consideration

that the structure recommended 'should be such as would facilitate

a definite progress in the direction of evolution of an Islamic

democratic system in the country'.45

In the proposed Islamic democratic system, also termed

'Consultative System of Government', 46 the role of the Head of

State	 (arnir)	 was regarded as the 'most pivotal 	 in	 the

establishment, consolidation and realisation of the objectives of

an Islamic State'. 47 He would be the head of government as well,

but

[t)he Amir shall not have any power to suspend
the constitution either wholly or in part.

The Amir shall not have any power to dissolve
the Majlis-i-Shura in any case whatsoever.

The Amir shall not have any powers to issue
any administrative or legal order, proclamation
or directive which is in conflict with any
injunction of the Quran or the Sunnah, and any
such order, ordinance, proclamation or
directive shall be liable to be declared void
by a court. The Amir shall be bound by the
decisions of the Central Hajlis-i--Shura.
However, if he does not agree with any decision
of the Shura, he may return it to the Shura
within 15 days of the receipt of such decision,
pointing out the reasons for his disagreement
with the decision of the Shura. But if the
FIajlis-i-Shura upholds its earlier decision by
a two-thirds majority of its total membership,
the Arnir shall be bound to accept it or
alternatively to resign from his office.48
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The Commission discussed the issue of elections on a

party as well as a non-party basis. 	 The starting point of the

deliberations is cited below:

The system of elections on party basis is based
on political concepts that have come to us from
the West, specially under the influence of
Britain. In the whole history of Islam never
has it been considered tolerable, let alone
desirable, that groups of Muslims band together
and freely engage in taunting, reviling and
slandering each other, and feel no qualms in
resorting to even violence, murder and wanton
destruction in their bid for power.49

The deliberations resulted in the following recommendation 50 that

elections on the basis of political parties
are highly harmful for Pakistan, and hence
general elections at every level should be held
on non-party basis.51

The Commission was opposed to a system of proportional

representation and suggested that all the members of the assemblies

should be directly elected.	 For a Muslim member of the

legislatures,	 the following qualifications relating to 	 his

commitment to Islam were suggested.

1) He ... should not be commonly known as one who

openly disregards Islamic injunctions.

2) He should practise what is obligatory in Islam and

should not indulge in the major sins.

3) He should have adequate knowledge of Islamic

teachings. 52

The Ansri Commission recommended that its suggestions

should be incorporated in the 1973 Constitution in the form of

necessary amendments. 	 The Commission was of the view that its
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recommendations were so interdependent and complementary that if

they were 'adopted piecemeal the concept of Islamic State in its

totality might be impaired'.53

8.5	 Towards the 'Civilianisation' of the Militar y Regime

None of the reports submitted by different bodies on the

establishment of a political system based on the principles of

Sharia'h was given effect as a whole for the simple reason that they

would not have helped Ziyã-ul-Haq retain power as a constitutional

autocrat.

Addressing the 7th session of FC (12 August 1983),

Ziy-ul-Haq announced his plan for a transition from military to

civilian rule.	 He described the achievements of his government in

the sphere of the application of Sharih. In his words:

[t]here is hardly any walk of life where a
beginning has not been made for its [country's]
progress and reconstruction. The most
important change that has taken place during
this period of six years is that the Qibla [the
direction] has been set right. The process of
the march towards an Islamic way of life which
had been deliberately neglected some time back
is now once again in evidence. People no
longer feel ashamed of identifying themselves
as Muslims and Pakistanis. They take pride in
praying to God Almighty, and mosques now
overflow with devotees. Now religious
scholars, divines and thinkers of Islam are
accorded a respect in our society.54

In his plan for the transition from military to civilian

power, the President would remain all-powerful. On the completion

of the general election on a non-party basis (23 March 1985), the

President would appoint a Prime Minister, and the Prime Minister

would seek a vote of confidence in the National Assembly within a
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period of two months. 	 If the President felt that the Prime

Minister had lost the confidence of the National Assembly, he would

dissolve the National Assembly and hold a general election within a

period of 90 days.	 The 1973 Constitution would be restored after

some changes were incorporated.

Ziyä-ul-Haq abandoned his repeatedly expressed views on

the question of the political role of the military and on

proportional representation.

But, a Presidential Order called The Referendum Order,

1984 was promulgated before the intended date for the general

election.	 The question to be answered by either YES or NO related

to

'[w]hether the people of Pakistan endorse the
process initiated by General Muhammad
Ziya-ul-Haq, the President of Pakistan, for
bringing laws in Pakistan in conformity with
injunctions of Islam as laid down in the Holy
Quran and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (Peace be
upon him) and for the preservation of the
ideology of Pakistan, for the continuation and
consolidation of that process and for the
smooth and orderly transfer of power to the
elected representative of the people'.55

According to the Presidential Order, if the majority of

the votes were in the affirmative, the verdict would be taken as

signifying that the people of Pakistan had elected iyä-ul-Iaq as

President for a five-year term from the day of the first meeting of

the joint session of the National Assembly and Senate.

The referendum was held (19 December 1984).	 The

estimates of the turnout varied from the official figure of 62.2

per cent 56 to non-partisan estimates at about 20 to 30 per cent.
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8.5.1	 The General Election

Following the referendum,	 elections to a bicameral

parliament and to four provincial assemblies were held (February

1985).	 But none of the political parties was allowed to put up

candidates, or to campaign for them. 	 JUP, and the Movement for

Restoration of Democracy (MRD), 57 an alliance of opposition

parties, made a mass appeal for a boycott of the elections. In the

event, however, lack of organisation and party discipline within

the political parties stood in the way of a successful boycott.

The middle and lower-ranking leadership of the boycotting parties

did take part in the elections. 58 JUIP (Darkhawasti group), SIP

and PML did allow their affiliates to contest these party-less

ele tions.	 The impartial estimate of a 53 per cent electoral

attendance (of registered voters) at the polls 59 indicated that the

boycott had indeed failed to bite.

The newly-elected National Assembly and Senate, as well

as the four Provincial Assemblies constituted a motley collection

of new faces drawn from segments of Pakistani society which

traditionally controlled social and political power (i.e. the

zamindärs, barädari chiefs and the rich). 60 	JIP enjoyed the

following of 10 out of a total of 237 MNAs. 	 The 'u1am' of the

Deohandi, Bareiwi and Ahl-i-Hadis religious-political parties were

represented by a total of 10 more MNAs. 20 seats had been reserved

for the 'ulamä technocrats and professionals in the Senate. Two

'iilamã' belonging to JUIP (Darkhawastl group) were elected to the

Senate, and three JIP senators entered the House.
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8.6	 Muhammad Rhan Junejo's Prime Ministership (1985-1988)

The second phase of Ziyã-ul--Haq's regime began with the

1985 elections. Muhammad Khãn Junejo, a Sindhi MNA, was nominated

as Prime Minister by the President.	 Junejo began his political

career in 1964 as Railway Minister under Muliammad Ayüb Khãn. 	 He

had been a member of Ziyã-ul-Haq's cabinet for a brief period

(1978-1979).	 Following the passage of the 8th Constitutional

Pn ndment Act, Martial Law was lifted (30 December l985).6t

In spite of Ziy-ul-Haq's personal as well as some

intellectuals' dislike of political parties which they believed ran

contrary to the spirit of the Islamic teachings of unity, the

newly-elected National Assembly (as under Muhammad Ayb Khãn's

regime) 62 became the spawning ground for the emergence of a

political system based on parties. Ironically, a National Assembly

voted on the basis of a party-less election soon became an arena

for political competition between rival parties. 	 On 18 January

1986 PML was reconstituted with Muhammad Khãn Junejo as President.

A majority of MNAs and MPAs soon flocked to PML which became the

ruling party at the Centre as well as in all the four provinces.

Muhammad Khn Junejo led a government of limited

democratic character, under the overall supervision of the armed

forces.	 He assumed office amid much publicised observances

prescribed in Sharih. The 'ulami within the National Assembly and

Senate and without, were anxious to speed up the process of

application of Sharih. But, unlike Ziyá-ul-Haq himself, the PML

government did not share their enthusiasm for the introduction of

SharThh.	 Once again the conflict between 'modernists' on the one
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hand and the 'ulamã'on the other caine to a head. The emphasis given

to the application of Shari.h was now sought to be removed in

favour of a more secular and modernist approach, even though

Muhammad Khãn Junejo did not dare countermand the initiatives,

already taken under Shari'ah, partly for fear of losing popularity

and partly for the reason that he was sharing power with

Ziyã-ul-1aq, who was a devout Muslim.

8.7	 The Shari.t Bill

The u1amä became gradually disillusioned with the actual

policy pursued by Ziyá-ul-Haq in respect of the application of

Shari'ah. They began to voice the view that the policy of applying

Shar.ih piecemeal had failed to achieve any tangible results, and

therefore SharIh should be systematically applied to all aspects

of socio-political life at once. 	 Mawlnã Samiul-Haq and Qãzi

bdul Latif, the two JUIP senators, introduced a Sharist Bill in

Senate (13 July 1985).

Before discussing the controversy generated by the

Shari.t Bill, it would be appropriate to consider the attitude of

the 'ulamã' to the Ziy-ul-Haq regime and Ziyã-ul-Haq's policy

towards the 'ulamã

-.
8.7.1	 The Ziya-ul-Hag Regime and the Ulama

The military regime, as has already been pointed out,

enjoyed PNA (including the religious parties) support. 	 But the

original support, which the religious-political parties gave the

regime unanimously, evaporated with the passage of time.	 The
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leaderships of JUP and JUIP (Faziur Rahmãn group) were critical of

the regime. However, JIP continued to be a consistent supporter of

the military regime.

In this perspective, Ziy-ul-Haq was in need of the

'ulamä 's support for his approach to the application of Shariah.

Conventions of the 'ulamã' and mashã'.ikh were called under the

auspices of the Ministry of Religious Affairs. 	 At the Convention

of the 'Ulamã'(Islantabad: 21-22 August 1980), Ziyã-ul-Haq promised

that his administration would take major steps to enhance the

status of the 'u1amã and revive their honour and dignity in society.

He offered them representation in the Federal and Provincial

Councils. He demonstrated his personal regard for the i1ama'by the

announcement that, until an elected National Assembly came into

existence, the 'ulamã'would serve as his majlis-i-shürã.63

The 'ulamà on the other hand, applauded his sincere

efforts to apply Sharih but expressed their dissatisfaction with

the slow rate of progress of the programme. 	 They blamed the

secular bureaucratic establishment for its unwillingness to apply

Shari ah at the state level. The 'ulamã'recominended the replacement

of existing secular education system by 'an Islamic system of

education', the establishment of separate universities for women,

the inclusion of the 'ulamã'on the courts competent to try cases

relating to hudüd Laws, and the appointment of 'ularnã' to SharThh

Benches. 64	Ziyã-ul-Haq assured them that the process would be

speeded up with the help of the u1amä	 The further steps included

a new education policy, an Islamic university and establishment of

qäzi courts.
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Following the Convention of 'Ulamã a separate Convention

of	 Mashikh was called (Islamabad:	 22	 September 1980).

Interestingly, a number of Ziyä-ul-Haq's supporters amongst the

1	 -,
ularna who had taken part in the earlier Convention, were also

present at this Convention.	 Ahl-i-Hadis, in general, do not

believe in the doctrines of sufism; but, Miyán Fazl-i-Haq, their

representative, not only participated in the Convention but also

delivered a speech. The tone of the speeches from both sides, the

mash.'ikh as well as Ziy-ul-Haq, was similar to that of the

Convention of the U1amã

Ziyã-ul-Haq was able to demonstrate successfully that JUP

and JUIP were not the sole representatives of the Barelwl and

Deobandi 'ulamã, or at least that they had failed to establish

strict control over the 'ulamã. Both conventions pointed to support

for his brand of application of Sharih among the 'ulaniã:

Ziy ul-Haq fulfilled some of his promises. 	 The 'ulamä'

were given representation in the Federal Council. Three 'ulamã'were

appointed judges of the FSC. But, on the whole, however, the gap

between the promises and the actions of the regime grew wider with

(	 -,the passage of time.	 Several of the ulama were disappointed and

became critics of the regime. Even JIP, the most committed ally of

the regime, tried to step back a little from its close proximity to

the regime.	 The 'u1amã's changing attitude towards the government

was evident in the number of persons attending the Second

Convention of the 'Ulamã'(Islamabad: 4-5 January 1984), and the

content and tone of the speeches delivered there.	 Although a

larger number attended, prominent ulama, who had previously been

supporters of the regime, were conspicuous by their absence. Those
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among the 'ulamä' who had been affiliated with institutions

responsible for speeding up the process of the application of

Sharih attended the Convention; but they were bitterly critical of

the slowness of the process.	 The establishment of separate

universities for women, formation of qãzi courts, evolution of

interest-free banking, and realisation of speedy and fair justice,

were still no more than splendid promises.65

The 'ulaniã' were satisfied with the theoretical work of

CII.	 They demanded that Cli's recommendations should be published

so that the people of the country would be made aware of the

efforts of the 'u1amã	 The establishment of qãzi courts had a

direct implication for the 1a.mä because the latter would become

qãzis on account of their knowledge of SharThh. Therefore, the

'ularnä' were keen that the scheme should be enforced. 	 Ziyä-ul-Haq

categorically told the 'ularnã' that this idea was resisted by

practising lawyers, but even so he was committed to putting it into

practi e.	 The only hurdle in the way was the lack of financial

resour es.	 When Dr. Tanzilur Rahmãn, Chairman of CII, presented

his report highlighting the theoretical research work done by CII

and implicitly making the regime responsible for the failure to

take practical steps, Ziya-ul-Haq became enraged. He said:

I know that the recommendations have their own
utility and importance, but enforcement of
recommendations also has implications. The
person who is at the helm of affairs is more
aware of the difficulties and limitations he
faces than others. As the responsibility of
government is on my shoulders, I know the
extent of the practical difficulties involved.
If the responsibility had been vested with Dr.
Sahib [Tanzilur Ratunan], he would have
experienced the difference between making
recommendations and enforcing them.66
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The	 ularna did not refrain from ventilating their

dissatisfaction with the process of Sharih application, in which

'modernist' and secular civil administration were given the basic

role.	 The 'ularnã' were no longer satisfied with the policy of

gradual application of Sharih in selected areas of the economy,

polity and education. They demanded that Sharih should be applied

in its entirety within the briefest possible time.

After the completion of the referendum (19 December

1984), the Third Convention of the '(llama' was convened. Ziya-ul-iaq

had secured a mandate to remain President of the country for a

further period of five years, and the general election was in the

offing. In the expectation that a new political support base would

emerge in the near future, Ziyã-ul-Haq felt that he no longer

needed the support of the 'ulamä'for his particular policy of

application of Sharl'ah.	 He was not prepared to appear subservient

or extra-reverential to the 'ulamâ	 He came out to chastise them

that 36,000 of the ',lamã'were semi-literate and 11,000 were quite

illiterate. 67 The Chairman of CII who persistently complained that

the government had always set aside his recommendations, became a

target of Ziya-ul-Haq's harsh criticism to the effect that he was

unaware of statecraft.	 Ziya-ul-Haq made a sporting offer to hand

over the administration of the government to the Chairman of CII

for a period of ten days, 	 in order that he might have the

opportunity to put his 'valuable recommendations' into practice.68

8.7.2	 The Political Context of the Sharit Bill

According to the Sharit Bill, as tabled on 13 July 1985,

the Quran and the Sunnah were the basic sources of Shari'ah; and all
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such decrees as had been compiled by the exercise of ijmã' and

ijtihãd according to renowned jurists, in the light of the Qurãn

and the Sunnah, would be considered as constituting the injunctions

of Shari'ah.	 The only valid interpretation of the Qurân and the

Sunnah would be that which was in conformity with the views of

Ahl-i-Bayt, sa4thbah (companions of the Prophet), and renowned

jurists, as well as in accordance with the established principles

of exegesis and 4adis.

No legislature had the authority to pass a resolution, or

enact a law repugnant to the injunctions of Shar.ih.	 Any such

resolution or law passed by a legislature could be challenged in

FSC.

The courts would be bound to decide all cases in

accordance with Shariah. FSC's jurisdiction would cover all cases

without exception.	 Experienced and learned 'ulamã' would be

appointed as judges and jurist-consultants in all courts.69

The Shari'at Bill was sent to the Senate's Standing

Committee on legal and parliamentary affairs. 	 It did not report

for more than three months, after which the Bill was handed over to

a Select Committee which produced a revised version of it. 	 The

original Shari 'at Bill had already been referred to CII whose

recommendations were submitted in June 1986.

In the meantime, the 'ulamá' formed the Nutahiddah Sharit

!lahäz (United Sharih Front) (MSM) with a view to putting pressure

on the government both within and outwith the parliament. 70 MSM

gathered together 22 organisations of a purely religious nature,
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including the two religious-political parties - JIP and JUIP

(Darkhawasti group).

The Sharit Bill was opposed by the modernists, women's

organisations and a section of the 'ulamä	 The modernists were

against giving overall jurisprudential supremacy to the u1arnä' in

the sphere of politics.	 The responsibility for the application of

Shari'ah, in the Shariat Bill, rested with the courts.	 The job of

the courts, according to the modernists, was not to legislate, but

to interpret laws already legislated, and to clarify ambiguities in

their application.	 Sharih was not compiled in the conventional

form of articles.	 Different and sometimes contradictory decrees

were in existence, therefore it would be very difficult for the

judges to take decisions.	 The application of Sharih, modernists

believed,	 ought to be through the medium of parliamentary

legislation.

Women's organisations believed that the Sharit Bill, if

passed, would become an instrument for taking away their hard won

rights guaranteed in the form of MFLO. 	 They based their view on

the opposition of the 'u1amà' to MFLO at the time of	 its

promulgation. 71	JUP as well as a faction of JUIP, under the

leadership of Mawlãnã Fazlur Ra1imän, were opposed to the

Ziyã-ul-Haq regime. They had boycotted the 1984 referendum and the

1985 party-less elections.	 They expressed the view that the

parliament which had resulted from Ziyá-ul-Haq's 'unconstitutional

referendum' had no legal or constitutional status. The introduction

of the 3harit Bill in such a parliament was unacceptable. 72 Even

so, these organisations were, by and large, not opposed to the

content and spirit of the Shariat Bill.
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In April 1986, when MSM launched a country-wide signature

campaign in favour of the Sharit Bill73 Markazi Jamã'at-i-

Ahl-i--Sunnat74 (MJAS), a Bareiwi organisation voiced its opposition

to the Sharit Bill. It organised a Long March from Karachi to

Islamabad (9 July - 10 August 1986) in order to attract publicity,

at the end of which the General Secretary expressed the following

objection:

We know full well that the Shari 'at Bill is
presented with the tacit approval of the
government. Its aim is to make a tiny sect the
sole spokesman of Islam. 	 But, as a matter of
fact,	 an overwhelming majority of this
country's population belongs to Ahl-i-Sunnat.

We demand the immediate enforcement of
Nizãjn-i-Mutaf1. The objective of the Sharit
Bill is to enforce a version of Islam, that
could be appropriately termed Mawdudism, but
not true Islam. We would not allow the passage
of a Bill knowing that it would open wide the
door of .ijtihãd in such a way that every Muslim
would be in a position to impose an Islam of
his own choice, justifying it in the name of a
new mujtahid ... Nothing is acceptable to us
except Hanafi jurisprudence.75

MJAS's opposition was clearly based on sectarian

considerations and an intolerance of ijtihãd.

8.8	 The Ninth Amendment to the 1973 Constitution

In the midst of such campaigns for and against the

Sharit Bill, the Senate Select Committee presented an altered

version of the Sharit Bill which was unanimously passed as the

Ninth Amendment to the Constitution (8 July 1986).

The Ninth Amendment was aimed at altering the scope and

purpose of Articles 2 and 203 of the Constitution. 	 Article 2
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('Islam shall be the State religion of Pakistan') was elaborated to

read that Islam, as envisaged in the Qurän and the Sunnah, would be

the supreme law. 	 The government, in its policy-making role and in

the legislatures would seek guidance, in the process of enacting

laws, from the 'supreme law'. The provision contained in Article

203 on FSC's jurisdiction was so amended as to empower it to

declare any law repugnant to Shari fh except that the laws

pertaining to financial system of the country (i.e. banking and

insurance) would be kept out of its jurisdiction.

The passage of the Ninth Amendment in the Senate

represented, if not from the 'ulamä"s point of view then from the

government's point of view, a step forward in the implementation of

the Shariah process.	 Of the two issues which enjoyed

constitutional protection since the formation of FSC, MFLO was

brought under the jurisdiction of FSC. The other, namely financial

practices, was extended further protection. There was no guarantee

that the 'ulamä' would be admitted to the courts as judges and

juris-consultants. It was up to FSC to decide whether or not a law

was repugnant to Islam.	 The other courts would adjudicate in

accordance with the existing penal code.	 The senators who upheld

the cause of MSM supported the Ninth Amendment on the grounds that

something was better than nothing, but they did not abandon the

Sharit Bill. They continued to rally support from all sections of

the 'i1amã'outside Parliament, and, in order to placate critics,

they amended the original Sharit Bill. The amendments, made at a

well-attended Convention of the 'ulamã' (Lahore:	 26 October 1986),

were presented to Senate by the initiators of the Shari'at Bill.76
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The National Assembly was dissolved by Ziy-ul-Hag, the

President, before it could pass the Ninth Amendment.

8.9	 The Change in JIP's Policy

Even though JIP gave general support to the regime, there

was some disagreement within its leadership. 	 Professor 'Abdul

Ghafür Ahinad, the nàb-amir, believed that the entire process of

application of Sharih was engineered as a part of the military

regime's strategy for survival. Professor 'Abdul GhafUr Alimad's

views were shared by IsThmI Jamiyat-i-Talabah (IJT), the student

wing of JIP, which proved to be anything but a tame organisation as

far as the regime was concerned. 	 In the first instance, the

government attempted to counter the activities of IJT by promoting

the Muslim Students' Federation; but, when this policy failed, a

ban was imposed on students' unions (9 February 1984). 	 It caused

disenchantment within JIP because the majority of the students'

unions, especially in the Punjab and muhãjir pockets of Sind, were

controlled by IJT.

During the Prime Ministership of Muhammad Khãn Junejo,

JIP upheld the cause of the Sharit Bill at a big cost.	 Karachi,

where the municipal corporation was under JIP's control, was widely

thought to be its main stronghold.	 The Karachi corporation was

dissolved by Ordinance in 1986.	 It controlled the trade union of

PIA, and exercised considerable influence on the railway union in

the Karachi region. Both the PIA trade union and the railway union

were banned. Hundreds of PIA employees were made redundant and JIP

was in no position to give them political support. 	 The students

belonging to IJT suffered a great deal.
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JIP became demoralised under intimidation by the regime.

In the meantime, at the top level of the organisation, Miyãn Tufayl

Muhammad was replaced by Qãzi Husayn Ahinad as amlr (October 1987).

The new amir was not as negatively disposed towards PPP as Miyan

Tufayl Muhammad had been.	 He openly praised Bhutto's talents and

saw no harm in negotiating with the PPP leadership.77

In a similar vein, the JUIP (Darkhawasti group) leaders

and rank and file as well as the Sjlamã'who upheld the cause of the

Sharit Bill were disappointed with the Junejo government and its

military master.78

8.10	 The Afghanistan Factor in the Politics of the 'Ulama'

In spite of the disappointment of the 'ulamä' with

Ziy-ul-Haq, they did not take to the streets with the aim of

toppling the regime. This was mainly due, among other factors, to

the Afghanistan factor as it affected Pakistani politics. With the

intervention of Soviet armed forces in Afghanistan (20 December

1979), a resistance movement was organised in Afghanistan with the

aim of overthrowing the administration of Afghanistan which enjoyed

the Soviet Union's political support. 	 The resistance movement

emerged mainly from religious groups which had links with the

organisations of the 'ulamä' in Pakistan.	 The leading 'ulamã' in the

resistance movement in Afghanistan were educated in madrasahs of

NWFP, particularly in Där-ul-'Ulüm Haqqäniyyah Akora-Khattack.

The Islamic leadership which emerged during the early

'70s among the students of Kabul University was inspired by the

writings of Sayyid Abul A']. Mawdüdi of JIP.	 The university-
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educated leadership of the resistance groups was ideologically

close to JIP.	 The ideological (as well as the student-teacher)

relationship prevailing between the Afghan leaders of the

resistance groups with JIP and JUIP formed the basis of the support

that the Afghan movement enjoyed among these organisations in

Pakistan.	 Moreover, the leadership of the Afghan resistance

movement claimed that its aim was not only to liberate Afghanistan

from Soviet influence, but also to establish a Shari h state there.

JIP and JUIP naturally felt that it would be a disservice to Islam

to destabilise a government headed by Ziya-ul--Haq who was deeply

committed to giving support to the Afghanistan resistance movement.

8.11	 The Dismissal of Muhammad Khãn June j o's Ministry

Muhammad Khãn Junejo did not give way to the tulamä; he

did enjoy the support of a majority of MNAs. 	 To the surprise of

observers, President Muliammad Ziyá-ul-Hag took the decision (29 May

1987) to dissolve the National and Provincial Assemblies, and to

terminate the services of the ministries at the Centre as well as

in the Provinces.	 Ziyã-ul-Haq made a statement to the effect that

the deterioration of law and order, the poor state of the economy,

corruption, and lack of interest in the application of Sharih were

the main factors underlying his decision to sack the Junejo

ministry.	 Even though these charges did carry a semblance of

truth, the step taken by the President was contrary to democratic

norms.

The charges of corruption and incompetence soon lost

their weight when a caretaker government was formed at the Centre.

The federal cabinet of 17 ministers and one minister of state
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included eight ministers from the Junejo government.	 14 belonged

to PLM, the former ruling party, whilst three were drawn from the

former parliamentary opposition.	 Ziyá-ul-Haq could hardly be

expected to achieve radically different policies from a cabinet

consisting of a large number of ministers who had worked in the

'corrupt' government of Prime Minister Junejo.	 There was some

feeling that the removal of Junejo from power was motivated by

reasons other than those given to the public.

Ziyã-ul-Haq's aim of cultivating Junejo as a protege was

frustrated because, within a year of being appointed Prime

Minister, Junejo developed enough confidence to be able to assert

his own identity.	 Ziyá-ul-Haq regarded foreign affairs as falling

within his sphere even while pretending to 'share' power with

Junejo.	 But, Junejo gradually ignored him.	 First, the Prime

Minister issued an order to the effect that the files of the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs should be put up to him. 	 He exercised

his discretion in appointments and transfers of ambassadors and

secretaries.	 Sähibzãdah Yaeqüb Khän, the Foreign Minister, was

replaced by Zayn Nürãni (November 1987). 	 Junejo's approach on the

issue of Afghanistan differed from Ziyã-ul-IIag's. 	 The latter did

not like to recognise PPP and MRD, but Junejo convened a conference

of the leaders of all national political parties (4-5 March 1985)

to consider Pakistan's position on the Afghanistan issue.

In addition to making contacts with political forces,

Junejo also worked to strengthen PML by enrolling influential

zarn.indãrs and barãdarl leaders.	 Junejo was busy fortifying his

position within PML so that he could retain the position of

President of the party.
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It seemed that,	 despite internal opposition from

pro-Ziyá-ul-Haq elements, Junejo held a dominant position within

PML.	 There was reason to believe that Junejo would emerge an even

stronger leader in the next general election due in 1990, as long

as PPP, the main opposition party, remained outside the political

arena.	 A confident and independent Junejo would not suit

Ziyã-ul-Haq. His services were therefore abruptly terminated.

8.12	 The Enforcement of the Sharih Ordinance (15 June 1988)

Ziya-ul-Haq's arbitrary act of dissolving the assemblies

and terminating the ministries was not only condemned by PML's

deposed leadership, but also disliked by the opposition parties,

including the constituents of MRD which had refused to accept the

party-less election of 1985 as legitimate. 	 After the dissolution

of the assemblies, Ziyã-ul-Haq was constitutionally bound to hold a

fresh election.	 His election strategy seemed to be based on

provoking a split within PML and carving off those elements which

would be prepared to accept his supremacy. 	 He hoped that it would

lead to the removal of Junejo's political influence and to

appeasing the lobby of the ulama by blaming Junejo for his refusal

to apply Shariàh.	 The existing electoral laws were sufficient to

keep 'undesirable' elements out of the political arena.

Ziyä-ul-Haq once again tried to demonstrate his

commitment to the application of SharThh, by promulgating the

Sharih Ordinance (15 June 1988).

The time is not far off when Pakistan will
become in the true sense a cradle of Islam, the
craze of un-Islamic values will peter out; the
atmosphere of suspense and misgivings will
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wither away, anti-Islam forces will become
weaker and ascendancy of Shariat-i-Nuhammadi
will permeate every nook and corner of the dear
motherland.

The main feature of the Enforcement of Sharih Ordinance,

1958,80 are given below:

1) Shari.h (i.e., the Quran and the Sunnab) is 'the

supreme source of laws' of the land.

2) The introduction of Sharih will not affect the

personal laws of non-Muslims.

3) Every High Court shall have the authority to take

cognizance of all financial and family laws.

4) Experienced and qualified 'z1amã'wi1l be appointed as

muftis to assist and guide the higher courts in the

interpretation of Sharih.

5) '(llama' could be appointed as judges in the

subordinate courts, while courts could invite 'ularnã'

for help in interpretation of Sharih.

6) Two separate Commissions will be constituted, within

a month of the promulgation of the Ordinance, to

make recommendations in order to mould the economy

and the educational system in accordance with

Sharih.	 The Commissions will function on a

permanent basis to oversee the implementation of

their recommendations.

7) Appropriate measures will be taken so that the mass

media promote Islamic values.

8) Any investment of a person under any Government

scheme would be protected.	 The Government would
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honour its commitments and make payments to those to

whom they are due under the old laws.

9)	 Similarly, agreements with foreign countries or

outside agencies would not be affected.

MSM's agitation pressing for the passage of the Sharit

Bill presented by the 'uia,nä died down with the dissolution of the

National Assembly.	 It made no response as a body to the

Enforcement of Sharih Ordinance.	 The parties and the individuals

belonging to MSM,	 however, responded in their particular

capacities. Mawlnã Qãzi bdul Latif, one of the initiators of the

Shariat Bill, and Mufti Muhammad Husayn Naimi, a Bareiwi 'aiim,

welcomed the Enforcement of Shari'ah Ordinance.	 They based their

response on the fact that MSM failed to exert sufficient pressure

on the government. 81 In such a situation, the 'z1amã'should accept

any step taken towards the application of Sharih.

JIP, which was the most articulate component of MSM,

however, totally rejected the Ordinance. In its view Sharih was

not declared 'the Supreme Law', and rendered as 'the supreme source

of laws' (i.e., among other sources). Some provision was made for

an examination of conformity or otherwise of the laws extant with

Shari ah but there was no mechanism for examining or challenging the

government's policies, executive actions or orders. 	 The Ordinance

provided no guidance on the issue of interpretation of Sharih. It

had failed to stipulate that the interpretation of the Qurän and

the Sunnah would be according to the accepted principles of Islamic

jurisprudence.

Moreover, the Constitution and procedural laws had been
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kept outside the jurisdiction of the courts. 	 The Ordinance had a

built-in mechanism for encouraging delays and deviations. 	 In the

name of fulfilling the government's existing financial obligations,

nba (interest) was sanctified. 	 Appointment of muftis to help the

higher courts was a good idea, but the matter was left entirely to

the President's tender mercy and goodwill. The two Commissions,

envisaged in the Ordinance, had no executive power and would have

no power to stop the violation of Sharih.82

JIP became the latest addition to the political forces

arranged against Ziyã-ul-I-laq. In contrast to his predecessor Miyn

Tufayl Muhammad, Qäzi Husayn Ahmad, the new amir of JIP, had

publicly praised Bhutto, and especially his contribution to the

foreign policy of Pakistan.	 It was intended as a gesture of

goodwill to PPP.	 Both parties started negotiations aimed at

creating the condition for a working alliance between them.

In this atmosphere, after he had lost his former allies

(i.e. PML, JIP, JUIP-Darkhawasti group and a considerable section

of the 'ularnã), Ziyã-ul-Haq announced that elections to the National

and Provincial Assemblies would be held on 16th and 19th November

respectively.	 The elections would be on a non-party basis even

though political parties would not be banned.	 The political

parties resisted Ziyã-ul-Haq's plan, but it was not clear what

shape political events would assume.	 In this situation of

uncertainty, the main figure on the political stage of Pakistan was

killed in an air crash (August 1988).
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8.13	 Conclusion

Under the military regime of Ziyã-ul-Haq, particularly

during the period 1978-1984, the revivalist approach of the tula.mã'

became more dominant than the modernist approach of Islam; and the

regime did more for the application of Sharih than any previous

government. The application of Sharrah served a valuable political

function by distracting the attention of the masses from the

failure of the regime to hold a general election as a means of

imparting legitimacy to what was still only a military take-over.

Even though the 'u1amãdominated CII played a pivotal role

on the theological level of the application of Shar.ih, Cli's role

remained advisory in nature in conformity with the 1973

Constitution.	 It was largely up to the civil administration (i.e.

Ministry of Religious Affairs and Ministry of Law) and the Federal

Cabinet	 to decide which of the reconunendations should be

implemented and to what extent.	 The whole process of the

application of Sharih was a copy of the politics of kings and

sultans of the past, who adhered to the practice of holding the

centres of power firmly in their grasp whilst applying Sharih on

the religious periphery. Ziyã-ul-Haq amended the 1973 Constitution

in the name of achieving a balance between the powers of President

and Prime Minister.	 As a result, the balance was shifted in the

former's favour.	 The amendments permitted him to hold dual

responsibility as President and Chief of Army Staff.

With the process of the application of Shari.h, the 'ulamâ

came close to the corridors of power but they continued to remain

disunited.	 As against JIP and a JUIP faction which supported the
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process, there were JUP and the Faziur Rahmán faction of JUIP which

were opposed to it with equal fervour.

The application of Shari.h rested more on the judgments

of the established Hanafl juristic school of thought, than on the

basic sources (viz., the Quràn and the Sunnah). It was this aspect

of SharThh that the Shari'at Bill sought to introduce into the

political life of Pakistan. 	 It also formed the basis of the

criticisms levelled against the Enforcement of Sharih Ordinance by

the 'ularnã.	 Ijtihãd was not practised, and the process degenerated

into sectarianism.	 The Shihs refused to accept any of the

judgments of FSC since no Shih judge was appointed to the court.

Thus, the lofty and much publicised objectives of the

application of Sharih - the elimination of poverty, provision of

speedy and cheap justice, and revival of piety in society, could

not be achieved.	 Poverty could not be eliminated merely by

imposing zakit and 'ushr, and by reforming banking practice.	 It

needed radical economic measures which were inhibited by the

prevailing norms of tenancy and propertyship as well as the

abandonment of ijtihäd in practice.	 The parallel functioning of

the three judicial systems of the civil court, Sharih court and

Martial Law summary court was bound to sow confusion and hinder the

process of rendering real justice. Above all, the application of

Sharih depended on the state bureaucracy and law enforcement

agencies, which were definitely not orientated on the basis of the

concepts enshrined in Sharih.

In spite of the clamour for Shari tah, the 'ulamã' were

unable to achieve an improvement of the degree of popular support
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that they enjoyed.	 Thus, despite the fact that MRD, the major

opposition alliance, opted to remain outside the political arena in

the 1985 election, the 'ulaniã'scarcely improved their position.

Herein lay their major political weakness which the modernist PML

was able to exploit to its advantage. No wonder then that PML paid

no heed to the Sharit Bill.

The 'ulamä'were, however, able to achieve the general aim

of diverting Pakistan's politics from a secularist and Islamic

modernist mode to an Islamic mode tinged with revivalism. It would

appear that any future ruler, whichever political plumage he/she

might don, could ill afford to be secular in the true sense of the

word.
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CHAPTER 9

AN OVERALL VIEW

The urge to mould Muslim society in accordance with

Sharih has persisted since the last century when almost the entire

Muslim world was under colonial rule. This phenomenon can be

viewed as a response to the impact of Westerriisation which, in the

South Asian political context, ranged from .Jamãl-ud-din Afghãni's

Pan-Islainism to Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khãn's 'Islamic modernism' on the

one hand, and to the revivalism of the Deobandi 'ulamã'on the other.

The writings of leading Muslim intellectuals of all shades of

opinion reflected a spirit of romanticism hankering back to the

early age of Islam. In the context of South Asia, not only the

'ulama' of Deoband and Nadwat-ul-'Ulamã but also such modernists as

Sayyid Ainir li were equally concerned to arouse a sense of pride

among the people in the historical past of the Muslim umrnah.

In contrast to certain parts of the Muslim world (e.g.,

Turkey) where a secular political ideology was able to take root,

in most Muslim societies of South Asia political identity assumed a

religious character.	 Secularism failed to attract the Muslim

peoples of South Asia. Secular parties and movements such as

communism did not attract mass support in Muslim communities.

Nonetheless there was internal division among South Asian Muslims

stemming not only from a diversity of sects, but also from

contrasting interpretation of the injunctions of Islam within the

same sect. Whilst the English-educated Muslim elite adhered to Sir

Sayyid Abmad Khãn's modernism, the mass of the South Asian Muslim
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people were guided by the Siiamã their religious leaders, in the

sphere of the interpretation of Islam.

Pakistan was carved out of India as a homeland for the

Muslims as a consequence of the emergence of a strong sense of

religious identity among them.	 All the successive governments of

Pakistan to date have proclaimed their commitment to enabling the

people to shape their lives in accordance with the injunctions of

the Qurmn and the Sunnah.

Historically speaking, the 'uiamã, despite their influence

on the mass of the Muslims through the institutions of mosques and

madrasahs, had never been at the helm of political decision-making

in South Asia.	 However, they did play a significant role in

resisting colonial rule and in keeping the religious identity of

the community alive, even though the explicitly political content

of their role was secondary to its revivalist purport.	 The

political leadership of the Muslims was in the hands of the

English-educated modernists who eventually inherited power from the

colonial regime at the time of partition.

During the first seven years of Pakistan's existence

(1947-1954), politics was undergoing a transition. 	 Even though

Pakistan had no history as a concrete political face prior to 1947,

its institutional structure after it was brought into existence

was, by and large, adapted from the colonial period. 	 Thus, the

government of Pakistan functioned under the Government of India

Act, 1935 with minor changes to take account of the withdrawal of

the colonial power. 	 The party which took credit for the creation

of Pakistan split and new forces surfaced to fill the gap. 	 No
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general elections to the central legislature were held. 	 The weak

political leadership became a pawn in the hands of the bureaucracy

and the military.

With the dissolution of CAP and the formation of a

'cabinet of talents', the transformation of the power-structure was

completed.	 Reflecting the interests of the zamindãrs and barãdari

leaders, the political parties, the civil administration and the

military became the three pillars of Pakistan's power structure.

During the latter half of the '60s, a nascent entrepreneurial class

emerged (in part from the zamindär class). A common orientation of

'Islamic modernism' towards the interpretation of the Qurãn and the

Sunnah was shared by those in control of all the major institutions

in the power structure.	 The ulama and the government were

inevitably drawn into a political conflict.

This study has shown that the major political parties,

along with religiously oriented organisations, have expressed their

belief in the importance of the role of Islam in Pakistan's polity.

An almost identical commitment to the enforcement of Shari..h was

written into the three Constitutions of Pakistan (1956, 1962 and

1973).	 The Objectives Resolution, 1949 was written into all of

them as the preamble.	 It was explicitly laid down that all the

laws repugnant to Islam would be brought into conformity with the

injunctions of the Qurãn and the Sunnah. Institutions specifically

meant to achieve this aim were envisaged in all three

Constitutions.	 In practice, however, institutions created for the

purpose of bringing the laws of Pakistan into alignment with the

injunctions of the Qurän and the Sunnah floundered on the rock of
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the controversy dividing the modernists and the 'ulama:	 Little was

achieved in real terms in this direction.

The modernists, holding the reins of power, continued to

be dominant.	 The 'u1amã for their part, failed to assert

themselves as a cohesive political force.	 Pakistan's successive

governments took care not to enact legislation on the basis of an

explicitly modernist approach of Islam, because they were aware of

the resistance and criticism that such laws would provoke among the

'ularaã' and their following.	 Thus, changes in Muslim family laws

were brought about not through legislation but through an ordinance

under the Martial Law (1961); not surprisingly, MFLO was subject to

acute controversy from the moment of its promulgation. 	 In this

context, the modernists were inclined to favour the maintenance of

the status quo and not the introduction of changes along the lines

of 'modernist' thinking.

The Siiamã'were unable to influence the modernist power

structure in any concrete sense until the coup d'etat of 1977.

During the preceding 30 years, the only glaring concession which

the 'ularnä' had succeeded in gaining through public agitation

consisted of the declaration that Ahmadjs were not a Muslim

community.	 The anti-Ahmadi agitation, fuelled by the 'ulamã was

mobilised on the basis of the Prophet's person as an explicit

symbol which added to the impact of other social forces ranged

against the Ahmad.z's.	 The common Muslim was told that the founder

of the Ahmad.iyyah movement had projected himself as an equal of the

Prophet Muhammad; and, that such a claim constituted a challenge to

the sanctity of the Prophet's person.	 When the anti-Bhutto
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agitation reached its crescendo, the love for the Prophet's person

was once again expressed through the Nizärn-i-Hustafl movement.

The modernists conceded the demands of the 'ulamã which

in their view would not affect the overall economic, social and

political aims of the government. Even these concessions were made

only when law and order were threatened.

The 'x1amä' made systematic efforts to publicise their

viewpoint through the institutions of mosques, madrasahs, the

political platform and the press; and, on the institutional level,

they made significant inroads within educational institutions, the

lower levels of the civil administration, and the military.	 They

gradually increased their influence in these spheres. The

systematic and continuous failure of the modernist power structure

to deliver the goods, as perceived by the mass of the people, gave

the 'ulamá' the opportunity to come to the political forefront. 	 But

they failed to bridge the political and ideological gap that was

opened each time a regime was overthrown. The beneficiary of the

hiatus between the 'Islamic modernist' ideologues and the 'ularnä'was

the military, which was able to perpetuate and reproduce a system

of rule totally alien to any kind of democratic politics.

There is no doubt that the 'ulamã'exercise a pervasive

influence on the lives of the mass of the people. Equally true is

the fact that the 'divisive' characteristics of the 'izlarnã'act as

factors contributing to a fragmentation and an undermining of the

crystallisation of that influence. The Sunni origin of the

religious-political parties of the 'ulamã' resulted in a total

alienation of the Shih minority. Because there was no chance that
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Sh.ih candidates could be elected on the basis of a sectarian

appeal, they were automatically inclined to oppose the religious

parties.	 Divided among themselves, the 'izlamã'united to achieve

'negative' ends (e.g., topple a government), but could not unite to

accomplish even the most fundamental among their positive goals

(viz., the application of Sharih). In the brief history of

Pakistan, the role played by the 'ulamà'has been one of creating

obstruction and promoting dissension, rather than of creating a

climate favourable to change.

The electoral performance of the 'ulamã' and their

political parties has been uniforatLy poor. ¶ ro-potca1

parties failed to enlist the support of influential barädarl

leaders and big zamindãrs, who control large numbers of votes (and

especially rural votes) in almost every constituency. 	 The support

of the 'iiiamã'is thinly spread all over the country, thus denying

the 'ularnã' clear superiority on a constituency basis. 	 They have

never so far proved able to raise their vote in a sufficient number

of constituencies to a level above the critical minimum needed to

make the necessary difference to the number of seats won. 	 Thus,

despite securing 21.5 per cent of total votes polled in the 1970

election, the representation of religious-political parties in the

National Assembly was a mere 15.5 per cent. 	 The lack of unity

among the 'i1amà' belonging to different parties has also contributed

to their poor performance. 	 This phenomenon persisted except

perhaps during the PNA-led agitation against the Bhutto regime and

the subsequent controversial election of March 1977.	 In the 1985

election, held in accordance with Ziyã-ul-Haq's strategy of a

contest on a non-party basis, the parties and groups of the u1ar,(a'

were clearly divided on the issue of whether or not they should
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take part in the election. 	 In the recent general election

(November 1988), the 'ulamä'were at loggerheads with one another,

with the result that their performance was no better than in the

1970 election.

After the dissolution of National and Provincial

Assemblies (1988), Ziyã-ul-Hag announced a timetable for a fresh

election.	 He planned to hold an election on the pattern of the

1985 election at which no political party was allowed to field

candidates.	 Irrespective of their ideology and attitude to the

Ziyã-ul-Haq regime during the previous 11 years, political parties

were unanimous in demanding elections on a party basis. A broad

alliance of different political forces against	 iyá-ul-Iaq's

election plans was in the offing.	 In the meantime, Ziyã-ul-}1aq's

death in an air crash signified a profound change of scene to

follow.	 Ghul.ni Ishãq Khãn, the Chairman of the Senate, became the

acting President of the country. The military generals promised to

go ahead with the election already scheduled by the late dictator.

The Supreme Court of Pakistan cleared the way for the political

parties to take part in the election.	 MRD, the alliance of the

opposition parties, had, long before, debated whether it should

turn itself into an electoral alliance.	 PPP, the largest and the

most popular constituent of MRD, refused to enter any electoral

alliance, whilst the smaller parties saw the advantages of their

being a part of an electoral alliance including PPP. MRD could not

turn itself into an electoral alliance. Nevertheless, as a gesture

of goodwill, PPP decided not to put up its candidates against the

more important leaders of the other constituents of MRD.
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Soon after the dissolution of the Assemblies, PML split

into two factions.	 One faction was led by Muhammad Khãn Junejo,

the dismissed Prime Minister, and the other by Fidã MuI?ammad Khãn

(NWFP).	 The latter faction had allied itself with Ziyã-ul-Haq and

its stalwarts were given charge of caretaker governments at the

Centre as well as in the Provinces.

The religious parties were already divided. 	 One of

JUIP's two factions, under Mawlãnã Faziur Rahmãn's leadership, was

a part of MRD, whilst the other (known as the Darkhawãsti group)

was part of MSM. JUP did not join either of these.

Prior to the 1988 election, new alliances were formed.

PML (Junejo group), TI and JUP formed the Pakistan 'Awãmi Ittiãd

(Pakistan People's Alliance) (PAl).	 PML (Fidã Mutiammad Khãn

group), National People's Party, JUIP (Darkhawãsti group), JIP and

four other minor groups (Hizb-i-Jihãd,	 Jam'iyat-i-Nasha'ikh-i-

Pakistan, a faction of Jam'iyat-i-Ah1-i--Hadi and a group of

independent MNAs from the 1985 National Assembly) struck up an

alliance called Islàrnj Jamhürl Ittihãd (Islamic Democratic Alliance)

(IJI).	 Even as both alliances were in the process of deliberating

their election strategy and the basis on which party tickets should

be distributed among their constituents, the two PML groups

resolved their differences.	 The PML (Junejo group) left PAl and

joined IJI.	 Along with the countrywide PAl and IJI, a third

alliance - Baluchistan National Alliance (BNA) - was formed in

Baluchistan. It was more a platform which enabled some influential

individuals to contest the election than an alliance of political

parties or groups.
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The religious-political parties failed to forge a common

platform.	 The personality clash between the leadership of the two

factions of JUIP proved too strong to permit a merging of their

differences.	 JUP did not like to collaborate with the

religious-political parties (i.e. JIP and the groups of JUIP) but

chose instead to work with TI, a party at the opposite end of the

secular-religious political spectrum.	 It remained a matter of

speculation how the two parties (i.e. TI and JUP) might have worked

together, while TI was committed to secularism and JUP had been the

champion of Nizâm-i-Mu.tafá. The change in the ideologica2

position of JIP and JUIP (Darkhawasti group) was equally

interesting. They had previously launched an agitation against PML

for its refusal to give support to the Sharia't Bill, but now they

seemed to be satisfied with assurances that Shar1h would be

implemented with the help of the PML leadership.

Apart from the three alliances mentioned above, 27 other

parties and a large number1 of independents contested the

elections. But, during the election campaign, it became clear that

the contest would be between PPP and IJI in the Punjab and Sind.

In the two big cities of Karachi and Hyderabad,	 however,

independent candidates of Muhjir Qawrni [National] Movement (MQM),

a newly emerged group, did attract mammoth crowds. 	 In Baluchistan

the main contest was expected to be between IJI, JUIP (Faziur

Rahnian group), BNA and Pakistan National Party. NWFP was going to

be the battlefield between IJI, ANP, PPP and JUIP (Falur Ral?män

group).

1 Exact figures for these have not yet been officially published
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So far as the rhetoric of the election campaign was

concerned, IJI emphasised the application of Sharih as its major

goal.	 In this context, the IJI leadership (and especially its PML

component) openly identified itself with Ziyã-ul-Haq's policies.

PPP, on the other hand, claimed to be the political antithesis of

the repressive and undemocratic tradition signified by the

Ziyã-ul-Haq regime. 	 It pledged to carry on the work done by

Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto during his regime (1971-1977). 	 Apart from

accusations against each other, the two sides did not significantly

differ on their approach to the economic, social and political

problems facing Pakistan during the '90s.

As an alliance of the parties which were represented in

the National Assembly (elected in 1985), IJI bestowed most of its

tickets on the candidates who had served as MNAs when Junejo was

Prime Minister.	 They had co-operated, against the appeals of PPP,

with the system introduced by Muhammad Ziya-ul-Haq. 	 Even so, PPP

was prepared to adopt some of them as its candidates for reasons of

political expediency. 	 PPP t s strategy was thus to give first

refusal to the MNA's-elect of the 1985 Assembly in the selection of

candidates and only then to approach the candidates defeated by

them.	 10 MNAs-elect of the 1985 National Assembly accepted PPP

tickets in this way.	 19 of those candidates who failed to secure

seats in 1985 but had put up a tough fight were also given PPP

tickets.

There was not much of a difference between the social

background of the candidates put up by IJI and PPP. A majority of

them came from the zamnjndärs and barãdari leaders and the rich. In
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addition, 131 had to sponsor some of the 'u1am'because JIP and JUIP

(Darkhawãst group) were among its vocal components.

Table 9.1 shows the result of the 1988 election to the

general (i.e., unreserved) seats of the National Assembly. No party

obtained an absolute majority, but PPP emerged as the largest

single party (securing 94 out of a total of 205 seats). IJI stood

second.	 PPP overwhelmingly won in the province of Sind where it

secured 32 out of a total of 46 seats. Out of these 32 seats, two

were from Karachi. 	 The rest of Karachi's eleven seats as well as

two seats in Hyderabad were won by Independents supported by NON

representing the interests of muhãjirs. MON emerged as a political

force during the regime of Ziyá-ul-Haq when ethnic tensions between

the muhãjir and Sindhi-speaking groups on one hand, and between

rnuhãjir and the settlers from the Punjab and NWFP in Karachi on the

other were exacerbated.

PPP received a setback in the Punjab which had once been

the most important bastion of its power. 	 By comparison with the

1970 election, PPP did better in NWFP in 1988.

IJI's success came chiefly from the Punjab.	 It secured

the same number of seats in NWFP as PPP. It was totally routed in

Sind where its stalwarts such as GhuTh.m Mustafá Jatdi (President),

Professor 'Abdul Ghafür Ahmad (Secretary-General) and Muhammad Khãn

Junejo were defeated.

Among the parties other than PPP and IJI, JUIP (Fazlur

Rahmãn group) was the largest party in the National Assembly. It
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Table 9.1

The Result of the Election to the General Seats of
the National Assembly (16 November 1988)*

Number of Seats by Province

Federal Punjab Sind NWFP Baluchi- Total
and	 stan

Parties	 Area	 FATA

1	 115	 46	 26^8=34	 11	 207

ANP	 -	 -	 -	 2	 -	 2

BNA -	-	 -	 -	 2	 2

IJI	 -	 45	 -	 8	 2	 55

JUIP (Dhark-	 -	 -	 -	 1	 -	 1
hãwasti group)

JUIP (Fazlur	 -	 -	 -	 3	 4	 7
Rahmãn group

NPP	 -	 2	 -	 -	 -	 2

PAl1-	4	 -	 -	 -	 4

PDP	 -	 1	 -	 -	 -	 1

PPP	 1	 52	 32	 8	 1	 94

Independents	 -	 10	 14	 11	 2	 37

TOTAL	 1	 114	 46	 33	 11	 205

* These results are taken from the press. Elections in two
constituencies [i.e. NA-21 Swat and NA-62 (Faisalabad)] were
postponed due to the death of one of the candidates in each
constituency.

1 Alliance of TI and JUP. all the four seats went to JUP
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secured seven seats - three from NWFP and four from Baluchistan.

In Baluchistan it secured more seats than any other party.

The performance of the religious-political parties in

1988 as a whole was no better than in 1970.	 They secured a total

of only 22 seats [JIP - 7; JUIP (Darkhawãsti group) - 4; JIJIP

(Faziur Raimãn group) - 7; and JUP - 4]. 	 The two factions of JUIP

secured all their seats from NWFP and Baluchistan.	 JUP won all

its four seats from the Punjab, whilst JIP won two seats from NWFP

and the remaining five from the Punjab. 	 JUP and JIP suffered

losses in the muhäji.r-dominated constituencies of Karachi and

Hyderabad.

The presence of the 'ulainà' in the present National

Assembly is once again not strong enough to enable them to assert

themselves politically in a decisive manner.	 They will have to

continue to use their influence outside the Assembly in order to

get any of their desired objectives accepted by the Assembly.

This work began with the observation that, when Pakistan

was created, the political role of the 'i1amä'was disproportionately

weak by comparison with the firmness of their conviction. Over the

last four decades, despite their very small numbers in the elected

organs of the state, the 'ularnã' have succeeded in mobilising

considerable support for their basic religious aims among the

populace at large.	 At the present stage of the political process

under way in Pakistan, the '.z1amã' seem to be a political force of

increasing gravity, better able than ever before to close the gap

between their mass popularity and their electoral appeal. Even so,

it would be folly to ignore the very real strength of the dominant
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forces in the institutional structure of Pakistan for the

foreseeable future, during which it would be in their interest to

keep the iziama'politically marginalised.
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APPEND ICE S



I

APPENDIX 1

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ISLP11IC STATE

The Constitution of an Islamic State should comprehend the

following Basic principles:-

1. Ultimate Sovereignty over all Nature and all Law vests in

Allah, the Lord of the universe, alone.

2. The law of the land shall be based on the Quran and the

Sunnah,	 and no law shall be enacted nor any

administrative order issued, in contravention of the

Qurãn and the Sunnah.

Explanatory Note:

If there be any laws in force in the country which

are in conflict with the Qurãn or the Sunnah, it

would be necessary to lay down (in the Constitution)

that such laws shall be gradually, within a

specified period, repealed or amended in conformity

with the Islamic Law.

3. The State shall be based not on geographical, racial,

linguistic or any other materialistic concepts, but on

the principles and ideals of Islamic ideology.

4. It shall be incumbent upon the State to uphold and

establish the Right (Na'rüf) and to suppress and

eradicate the Wrong (Nunkar) as presented in the Qurãn

and the Sunnah, to take all necessary measures for the
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revival and advancement of the cultural pattern of Islam,

and to make provision for Islamic education in accordance

with the requirements of the various recognised schools

of Islamic thought.

5. It shall be incumbent upon the State to strengthen the

bonds of unity and brotherhood among the Muslims of the

world and to inhibit the growth of all prejudicial

tendencies based on distinctions of race or language or

territory or any other materialistic consideration and to

preserve and strengthen the unity of the Ilillat

al-Islãmiah.

6. It shall be the responsibility of the Government to

guarantee the basic necessities of life, i.e., food,

clothing, housing, medical relief and education to all

citizens without distinction of race or religion, who

might temporarily or permanently be incapable of earning

their livelihood due to unemployment, sickness, or other

reason.

CITIZENS' RIGHTS

7. The citizens shall be entitled to all the rights

conferred upon them by the Islamic Law i.e., they shall

be assured within the limits of the law, of full security

of life, property and honour, freedom of religion and

belief, freedom of worship, freedom of person, freedom of

expression, freedom of movement, freedom of association,

freedom of occupation, equality of opportunity and the
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right to benefit from public services.

8. No citizen shall, at any time, be deprived of these

rights, except under the law and none shall be awarded

any punishment of any charge without being given full

opportunity of defence and without the decision of a

court of law.

9. The recognized Muslim schools of thought shall have,

within the limits of the law, complete religious freedom.

They shall have the right to impart religious instruction

to their adherents and the freedom to propagate their

views. Matters coming under the purview of Personal Law

shall be administered in accordance with their respective

codes of jurisprudence (fiqh), and it will be desirable

to make provision for the administration of such matters

by judges (Qãdls) belonging to their respective schools

of thought.

10. The non-Muslim citizens of the State shall have, within

the limits of the law, complete freedom of religion and

worship, mode of life, culture and religious education.

They shall be entitled to have all their matters

concerning Personal Law administered in accordance with

their own religious code, usages and customs.

11. All obligations assumed by the State, within the limits

of the Sharih, towards the non-Muslim citizens shall be

fully honoured.	 They shall be entitled equally with the

Muslim citizens to the rights of citizenship as
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enunciated in paragraph 7 above.

12. The Head of the State shall always be a male Muslim in

whose piety, learning and soundness of judgment the

people or their elected representatives have confidence.

13. The responsibility for the administration of the State

shall primarily vest in the Head of the State although he

may delegate any part of his powers to any individual or

body.

GOVERNANCE OF THE STATE

14. The Head of the State shall function not in an autocratic

but in a consultative (Shurà'i) manner, i.e., he will

discharge his duties in consultation with persons holding

responsible positions in the Government and with the

elected representatives of the people.

15. The Head of the State shall have no right to suspend the

Constitution wholly or partly or to run the

administration without a Shürà.

16. The body empowered to elect the Head of the State shall

also have the power to remove him by a majority of votes.

17. In respect of civic rights, the Head of the State shall

be on the level of equality with other Muslims and shall

not be above the law.
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18. All citizens, whether members of the Government,

officials or private persons, shall be subject to the

same laws and jurisdiction of the same courts.

19. The Judiciary shall be separate from and independent of

the Executive, so that it may not be influenced by the

Executive in the discharge of its duties.

20. The propagation and publicity of such views and

ideologies as are calculated to undermine the basic

principles and ideals on which the Islamic State rests,

shall be prohibited.

21. The various zones or regions of the country shall be

considered administrative units of a single State. 	 They

shall not be racial, linguistic or tribal units but only

administrative areas which may be given such powers under

the supremacy of the Centre as may be necessary for

administrative convenience. 	 They shall not have the

right to secede.

22. No interpretation of the Constitution which is in

conflict with the provisions of the Quran or the Sunnah

shall be valid.
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APPENDIX 2

(Fatwä* of the 113 'ulamã'issued during

the election campaign of 1970)

Question:

What do the 'ulamã'say on the following matter:

At the present m ment, the Muslim world in general, and Pakistan in

p rticular, is in the grip of the atheistic 'isms', with which no

kn wledg ble pers n is unfamiliar. The political parties active

P k' tan fall into four categories:

1.	 A few parties stand for the enforcement of true

Islam (and) Islamic law. Their manifestos are explicit

on the point that government should be conducted

according to the Qurãn and the Sunnah.	 The general

direction of their activities is also in accordance with

Islamic principles.

2.	 The	 objectives of certain	 parties	 (such	 as

Communist Party) are based on godlessness, disbelief of

Prophethood and of the life hereafter. 	 Since the time

when the government (of Pakistan) banned the Communist

movement, its workers joined several socialist parties

functioning under different names.	 These people neither

adhere to the ideology of Pakistan - i.e., Islam, the

Qurän and the Sunnah - nor do their manifestos touch on

* Author's translation from the Urdu text
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this issue.	 Practically everything is permissible to

them, because of their self-made 'ism'.

3. One of the parties, which has nothing to do with the

Islamic ideology of Pakistan - the Quran and the Sunnah -

propagates nationalism based on territory. On the basis

of language it would prefer to cultivate the culture and

aspirations of the Hindu literature in preference to

Islamic culture and literature. They prefer the Hindus

of their region to the Muslims, who are outwith their

region. They desire to enforce secularism instead of the

Islamic law and constitution.

4. Some parties, which include the 'u1amã co-operate with

nationalist and socialist parties in spite of their

adherence in their manifestos to the Quràn and the

Sunnah.

What is the decree of Sharih in respect of the co-operation (in

the form of financial support and the casting of votes) with them?

Please explain and be rewarded [by God].

Answer:

At the present time, there is no greater danger to Islam and

Pakistan than socialism.	 The struggle against socialism is an

obligation that every Muslim ought to assume according to his own

capacity.	 Socialist elements had integrated their strengtn in

spite of mutual differences, but it is a sad fact that Islamic
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parties are divided on account of their sectarian differences, and

that none of them, on its own strength, could combat this opposing

force.	 The survival of Islam in Pakistan, and, above it, the

survival of Pakistan itself, would depend on the joint struggle of

all the Muslims, committed to the Islamic system, and whose votes

would be divided. The theological differences, that might exist in

specialized circles of education as well as in decrees, should not

obstruct such a common objective. Muslims should join together in

order to get elected such candidates who would work for the

enforcement of Islamic law and for the Islamic constitution and

setting up of a complete Islamic political system throughout the

country.	 These representatives would endeavour, on one hand, to

eliminate the characteristics of capitalism (i.e., usury, gambling,

hoarding, economic exploitation of the poor, drinking, obscenity,

etc.) and, on the other, positively exert their energies in order

to set the economic balance right. At the same time, they would

not be duped by Islamic popular slogans aimed at propagating the

fundamentals of socialism, spreading class hatred, canvassing for

looting, opposing the right to property of individuals, and

propagating nationalization by force.	 Consequently,	 these

representatives would not tolerate such persons, because all these

tendencies amount to a betrayal of Islam and of the Qurän. The

application of the principle of socialism (viz., that there is no

right of private property) means that half of the Qurän would

remain	 outside the realm of practice.	 The rejection of the

principle of owning private property does, in fact, stem from the

rejection of the Qurãn. Parties, busy rejecting both socialism and

capitalism, and working towards the purpose of enforcement of

Sharih, are really carrying out jihãd in defence of Islam, in

order to save it from grave danger. Support to such parties in the
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achievement of their ends, financially or through casting votes in

their favour, fell under the scope of jihãd for the cause of

Sharih, and every Muslim of course knew the blessings of jihãd.

The second category of parties openly refuted the

existence of God or challenged the practicability of the Qurän

until the day of resurrection, or indeed set aside the traditions

of the Prophet being a legal authority, or considered private

property an injustice and believed it to be permissible to snatch

by force the wealth and property of others. 	 Such parties are,

undoubtedly, rebels from outwith Islam, the Qurãn and the Sunnah.

Whether such people recited Kalamah, offered daily prayers, or kept

the fast, they are not at all Muslims.	 Co-operation in any form

with such people was like the destruction of Islam. To give them

support, to vote for them or to tender any assistance to them would

be tantamount to supporting the kufr, and that was completely i?aràm

(forbidden).

The third category consists of those parties, mentioned

in the issue, which do not submit to the principles of the Quràn

and the Sunnah.	 Nevertheless, these parties do not explicitly

denounce such principles.	 Such people intend to enforce

nationalism and secularism in Pakistan, in addition to the fact

that, contrary to the ideology of Pakistan, they would prefer the

Hindus of their region to the Muslims not from their region. 	 They

showed intense regard for the Hindu poets and men of letters, and

encouraged the Hindu culture. There is no doubt that they are also

the opponents of the ideology of Pakistan who had gone astray. Any

co-operation with them, in the form of donations, or voting in

their favour, was like the destruction of Pakistan.	 It was
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therefore impermissible and a sin.

The fourth category to which the Question has drawn

attention, consists of those parties which, in their election

manifestos, claim to stand for the enforcement of Islamic order on

the basis of the Qurän and the Sunnah. But, running parallel with

this declaration of intent, they are also known to have sought an

alliance with socialists whose anti-Islamic activities in the past

were well-known. Even today, the socialists' manifesto regards the

economic system according to Islam to be incorrect and

insufficient, in contrast to socialism which offers a solution of

the economic problems faced by Pakistan. As the organized force of

the socialists assumed threatening proportions in relation to Islam

and Pakistan, it is evident that joining forces with them would

only contribute to a strengthening of their false ideas, and would

result in the imposition of socialism. The co-operation of the

ularna with such people would weaken the hatred of the Muslims

against the system of kufr, and it would help the socialists to sow

the seeds of disintegration among the Muslim masses as a whole and

to ensnare lay people in its fold. Those co-operating with

socialists may be pious and may indeed possess sincerity to the

utmost degree, but all their sincerity would be of no avail to

avert the adverse consequences flowing from the relentless logic of

their actions. Therefore, the benefits of such co-operation on the

part of those who co-operate with the socialists would go entirely

to the latter. To vote in favour of such an alliance or to make

donations to such parties would be tantamount to voting for the

socialists.

Allah knows better.
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APPENDIX 3

Sharit Bill*

[The final form of the Shari9t Bill as amended and approved

by the 'U1am'Convention (Lahore: 30 August 1986)]

Whereas the Objectives Resolution which gives 3harit supremacy,

has been made an operative part of the Constitution of the Islamic

Republic of Pakistan, 1973;

And whereas it is essential in pursuance of the intent of the

Objectives Resolution that the application of Shariat be made a

reality with immediate effect,

Therefore the following law is hereby enacted:

Clause 1: Short Title, extent and commencement

(a) This Act may be called 'Application of Sharfat Act,

1986'.

(b) It extends to the whole of Pakistan.

(c) No part of this Act will apply to the personal law of the

non-Muslims.

(d) It shall come into force with immediate effect.

Clause 2: Definitions

Unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or content

of this Act

* Author's translation from the Urdu text
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(a) The meaning of the 'Objectives Resolution' will be as

given in Article 2-a of the Constitution of the Islamic

Republic of Pakistan 1973.

(b) 'Prescribed' means 'prescribed rules' under this Act.

(c) 'Shari'at' means the Qurãn and the Sunnah.

Explanation:	 While interpreting the Qurán and the Sunnah,

guidance will be sought from the following sources:

(a) The traditions of Khulafã-yi-Rash.idin.

(b) The practices of Ahl-i-Bayt and of companions of the

Prophet.

(c) The consensus of Ummah.

(d) Interpretations of recognized Muslim jurists.

Clause 3; Supremacy of Sharit over all other laws

Shari.t, as the supreme law of Pakistan, shall have effect

notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in any

other law or custom or usage or transaction or dealing between

any parties.

Clause 4: Courts shall ad judicate in accordance with Sharit

All the courts of the country shall be bound to adjudicate all

cases, including cases involving financial matters etc., in

accordance with Sharit. Any decision contrary to Sharit

shall be legally ineffective.	 If a question of the validity

of any law or decision, being contrary to Sharifat is raised,

it shall be referred to the Federal Sharit Court.
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Clause 5: The j urisdiction of the Federal Sharit Court

The Federal Shar.it Court shall be empowered to exercise

jurisdiction on all matters without exception.

(Note:	 This clause must be retained even though Article

203-b would need to be amended in order to make Clause 5

of this Act effective.)

Clause 6: Restriction[sl on issuing Orders contrary to Sharit

No person, representing the executive, including the President

and the Prime Minister, shall have the power to issue an Order

contrary to Sharit; and if any such order were issued, it

would be legally ineffective.	 Such an order could be

challenged in the Federal Sharih Court, in the absence of

other legal remedies.

Clause 7: Judicial process and accountability

No one, representing the executive, including the President

and the Prime Minister, shall be exempted from accountability

as envisaged in the Islamic principles of justice.

(Note: No change or amendment is necessary in respect of

this clause, even though Article 248 and other relevant

Articles would need appropriate amentments.)

Clause 8: Matters relating to the personal law of recognized Muslim

Sects shall be settled according to their own juristic schools

of thought.
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Clause 9: The freedom of religious propagation of non-Muslims

Non-Muslim citizens of the country shall enjoy freedom of

religious propagation among themselves. They shall also have

the right to get their cases heard according to their own

personal law.

Clause 10: Appointment of the 'ulamã'as judges

Experienced and qualified ii1ainà' shall be appointed as judges

and assistants of the courts wherever necessary.

Clause 11: Arrangements for training of judges

Arrangements for education in Sharit and Islamic law, and

for the training of judges shall be made in order that, in

future, judges with adequate knowledge of Islamic law and

Sharit will be available.

(Note: This clause is more recommendatory than mandatory

in nature.	 For the approval of the training of judges,

appropriate legal points would have to be inserted in the

relevant	 laws.	 Moreover,	 legislation	 for	 the

establishment of qãzi courts should be made, and the

procedure for the appointment of qãzis should be set in

motion without delay.

This clause may be deleted from the Shariat Bill).

Clause 12: Procedure for the interpretation of the Qurän and the

Sunnah

The interpretation of the Qurän and the Sunnah will be

authentic as long as it is in accordance with the recognized

principles of tafsir (exegesis), of i?adis and of fiqh.
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Clause 13: Obli gation of government servants to practise Sharit

Members of the legislature, judiciary and executive would be

bound to practise the obligations of Shari.t and to abstain

from unlawful acts.

(For the effective enforcement of this clause, it would

be appropriate to stipulate some sort of punishment.

Therefore it will be necessary to add the following

phrase to the above clause:

One who violates this clause shall be liable to
punishment, if such a violation does not amount to a
crime under any other law. (Some sort of punishment
be	 proposed).*

Clause 14: Cleansin g of the media

Media progranunes contrary to the norms of Sharit and

propagation of obscenity shall be prohibited. 	 Violation of

this clause would lead to punishment [mention of the

prescribed punishment, for instance, two years' rigorous

imprisonment and fine where appropriate] if it is not already

a crime under any other law.

Clause 16: Protection of basic rights

No order shall be issued against the basic rights given by

Shariat to the citizens.

In compliance with the requirements of this clause, an

amendment shall be necessary to the Articles of the

Constitution pertaining to basic rights. 	 The following

amendment to the 1973 Constitution is proposed:

* The precise nature of punishment to be accorded to infraction of
Shari at has been left as a matter for democratic consultation.
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'All the basic rights of the citizens, given by Sharit,

shall be effective in every condition, notwithstanding

anything contrary to the basic rights contained in Part

II, Chapter One of the Constitution or basic rights

pertaining to relevant subjects other than those

contained in the Constitution.

Clause 17: Authority of legislation

The federal government shall have the authority to legislate

necessary regulations in order to achieve the objectives of

the Act through the enforcement of Shar.it. These regulations

shall be operative with effect from the date of their

publication in the Gazette.
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ahl-i- tariqah

ahmadi

ahmadiyyah/ahmadiyya t

'11 im

All ãh

arà'in

GLOSSARY

'ãdah

afzal

ahl-i -bayt

ahi -i -had.is

ahl-i-ki tab

usage

the most worthy

people of the [Prophet's] house; the
descendents of the Prophet Muhammad

people of hadis; Sunni Muslims who
claim to follow hadis, and do not
strictly adhere to any specific
juristic school of thought

people of the Book; Jews and
Christians

ahl-i-Qurãn	 people of the Qurãn; those who take
the Qurän as the sole source of
Sharih,	 and reject the hadi
literature

ahl -i -sunna t/ahl -i -sunnah/
ahi - us-sunnah/sunni s

amir

amir-i -shari t

people of the Sunnah; Muslims who
claim to follow the Sunnah of the
Prophet

people of slifi discipline

a person who professes to believe in
Mirzã Ghulãm Ahmad Qádiyãni as his
religious leader

the religious movement started by
Mirzä Ghulãm Alunad Qãdiyãni

a man of Islamic learning, a scholar

God

an agriculturalist tribe of the
Pun jab

one who gives amr (command); a
commander, a leader, a president, a
person of rank or distinction

one responsible for the application
of Sharih

ännã	 1/16th of Pakistan rupee,	 the
currency unit; this fraction has been
obsolete since the adoption of the
metric system (1961)
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I-

awam

'awãm-dost

-
a wam.z

awqf

Iya tullãh

ansãr followers, friends; the Muslims of
Madinah who granted Prophet Muhammad
refuge after the hijrah; Muslim
weavers of UP refer to themselves by
this name

ashräf
	

plural of sharif (noble); upper-class
Muslims of South Asia

'ishürah the 10th of Nu1arrarn when Shiah
Muslims commemorate the martyrdom of
Husayn, the grandson of the Prophet
Muhammad

people

people's friend

people' s

plural of waqf

sign of Allah; title of the high
ranking Shih 'ularnã'

baridari kinship group; social grouping based
on a real or legendary common
ancestor

bareiwi a Sunni Muslim of South Asia who
adheres to the practices of Islam
evolved in local context; a follower
of the Islamic interpretation, given
by Mawlãnã Ahmad Razã Khän Bareiwi

barakah/baraka t

bhadrãl ok

bidh/bidt

bohrah

-' I•
da 1

dã-i -mutlaq'

dars-i -nizàmi

dãr- ul -harb

dãr-ul-iftã'

där- ul -Isi am

blessing, auspicious occasion

upper-class Hindu Bengalis

innovation; deviation from the Sunnah

-;
a sub-sect of Isma.zli Shiah Muslims

a missionary

the supreme missionary

curriculum of religious education
originally drawn up by Nizãm-ud-din
Sihãlwi

territory of war

department responsible for the
issuance of juristic rulings on
specific issues

territory of Islam
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dãr- ul -z1 urn

darwesh

dasahrã/dusse t ta

deobandi

din

din-i -ilãhi

dunyà

frài z

frã'izi

farrnãn

fasäd fil arz

fatàwa'

fatwà'

fäzi 1

fi qh

fitrah

ganesh

place	 of knowledge;	 religious
seminary

a mendicant

a Hindu festival lasting 10 days

a follower of the revivalist 'ularna of
dãr- ul -'ul urn Deoband

faith, religion

the divine faith; a self-made
religion introduced by Jaläl-ud-din
Akbar, the Mughal emperor

world; worldly things

plural	 of	 frizah;	 obligatory
practices

a	 movement started	 by	 Hãji

Shariatullah

a decree, a directive from Agha Khan
to his followers

disorder on earth

plural of fatwi; see fatwä

religious ruling

a graduate, a scholar

Islamic jurisprudence

alms, given at the end of the month
of Rarnazãn

the elephant-headed Hindu God of
success and wisdom

ghayr muqqalid	 non-adherents; see ah1-i-hadi

ghulãt	 the extremists of the Shi'ah Muslims

hadd	 boundary,	 limit;	 punishments
contained in Shariah

hadis	 actions and sayings of the Prophet
Muhammad;	 the traditions of the

Prophet

hàji
	

one who performed hajj

hajj
	

annual pilgrimage to Makkah in the
12th month of Islamic calendar
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harlin

han

ház.ir

hijrah/hijra t

hindütv

bun

tlsãb

jima'

ii tihad

im

imarn

halàl	 permitted, lawful

hanaff a Sunni Muslim, adhering to the
juristic opinions of AbÜ Hanifah's
school of thought

haràbah robbery with the threat or use of
violence

prohibited, unlawful

a peasant, a farmer

present

migration; migration of the Prophet
from Makkat to Madinah in 622 A.D.

essence of being Hindu; hinduness

free persona	 freedom lover;	 a
follower of Pir Pagár of Sind

'Id	 Muslim festival of rejoicing. 	 There
are two such festivals, one at the
end of month of fasting, i.e.
id-ul-fitr (festival of breaking the
fast), and the other on the 10th of
zu1-aIjjah, a day after the
performance of hajj, i.e. 'id-u1-azha'
(festival of sacrifice)

d-u1-ghadir	 festival observed by Sh1h Muslims to
commemorate 'Au B. 	 AbI Tãlib'
designation by the Prophet as his
successor

imamah/imarna t

imãin-bãrah

accountability

consensus

juristic analysis

to know, knowledge

a leader, one who leads prayer in a
mosque; a religious leader of the
community in ShIh theology

the concept of the institution of
.imam

place where practices related to the
commemoration of the martyrdom of
Husayn are performed
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imãm-i -gh'ib

im.rniyyah

imkán-i -nazir

inshà' Allah

Isi ãrn-pasand

.i smil iyyah

inã shari

istihsän

ist.iftä'

jagir

jalsah-i -dartarbandi

jarlht

janià tkhãnah

jämiah

-
jarn.zya t

ja t

jazira t- Ui -f4rab

jihàd

kabh

kãfir

kaiám

karàma t

kisãn

khal ifah

the hidden imuin; the 12th imàm who,
according to the imàzniyyah,
disappeared and is expected to
reappear before the day of judgment

a sub-sect of Shih Muslims who
believe in 12 imàms, the last one of
them being im.irni-gha'ib

possibility of the existence of an
equivalent of Prophet Muhammad

God willing

Islam loving

a sub-sect of Shih Muslims

the twelvers; see imämiyyah

to prefer,	 to consider a thing
commendable, preference for better

questionnaire

a land grant from the government

convocation ceremony

a party, a society, a congregation

a gathering place of Aghã Khãnis

a university, a madrasah

an association, a society

a South Asian tribe of local origin
in the North Western part of the
sub-continent

the Arabian Peninsula

armed struggle of the followers of
Islam, in defence of the faith; holy
war

venerated house of Allah

infidel, unbeliever

scholastic theology

a miracle, an action against the laws
of nature

a peasant, a farmer

successor, deputy, caliph
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khãn a title, sometimes given by the
state; surname to denote high social
status

khänqäh

kha tib

kha tm-i -nabuwwa t

khilãfah/khi lãfa t

khulafã'

khul afã-ur-rashi diin/
khalafã-yi -rashidin

khutbah

kufr

madrasah

mafziil

mahzar

majlis

majl.zs-.z-amal

maj1is-i-shür

mak tab

mäl

a hospice, an establishment for sufis

one who delivers a khutbah,	 see
khutbah

finality of the prophethood of
Muhammad

caliphate

plural of khalifah; caliphs

the rightly-guided caliphs of which
there were four according to the
Sunni trandition:

AbÜ Bakr	 (623-634)
'Umar	 (634-644)
'Usmãn	 (644-656)
'All	 (656-661)

a sermon, an address

infidelity

a religious school, seminary

outworthied

a document drawn up by an assembly

a committee, a council

action committee, working committee

consultative council

an	 elementary school,	 usually
attached to a mosque

wealth

ma1ãikah	 angels

malik	 aristocrat; surname denoting higher
social status

marja'-i - taqild
	

source of emulation

mashä'ikh
	

stifis, mystics

inas
	

Messiah, Jesus

masih-.z -mawud
	

the promised Jesus
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masil -i -masih

masiya t-i -Kuhn

masjid

masi ahah

mawàiãt

mawiawi

mawiawi fãzii

ma'yr-i -haqq

miiãd

iniliat

mi'rãj

-
rnuamlat

mufti

muhaddis

muhãjir

muharram

muhtasib

mujtahid

mukti bahini

muilã

mul ükiyya t

munshi fãzii

murld

musäwãt

musãwã t - i -Muhamrnadi

replica of Jesus

the greater sin

a place of Muslim worship; mosque

public interest

friendship, co-operation

a title for an 'aiim

a certificate in Arabic language and
literature

the real criterion

a celebration of	 the Prophet's
birthday

community, nation

the ascention of Prophet Muhammad

human relationships, dealings

one who issues a fatwa

scholar of had.is

a migrant, an immigrant

the first month of Islamic calendar

one who supervises religious and
moral conduct

one who exerts his mental qualities;
a jurist qualified to derive legal
norms from the basic sources of
Sharih

the liberation army (in Bangladesh)

a preacher, a derogatory expression
for an 'aiim in contemporary South
Asia

monarchy

a certificate in Persian language and
literature

a follower or disciple of a süfi

equality

equality as preached by Muhammad
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mutafaqqah

mutahiddah

muzzaki r

n'ib

nazar

nechari

ni zàm

nizäm-i -Hustafa'

pardah

pir

•	 (
qa.zd-i -azam

q.diyãn1

qwwi1 I-

qazaf

qãzl

qãzl- ul -quzä t

qiyas

quran

quraysh

qurrã'

rafa- ul -yadayn

rakü'

nba

unanimous

united

one who reminds the people of their
obligation

a deputy, an assistant

vow, votive offering

one who thinks that the Qurãn must be
interpreted in accordance with the
laws of nature; a follower of Sir
Sayyid Ahinad Khãn

order, system

system of the Prophet

veil; in South Asian context woman's
veil, covering face and hair in the
presence of men except in the case of
those not permitted to marry her

an old man, a spiritual preceptor

the great leader

see ahmadi

ecstatic singing with instruments

false accusation of adultery

a judge who administers Shanih laws

the chief qãzi

jurisitc reasoning by analogy

the book revealed to	 Prophet
Muhammad

the Prophet's tribe

plural of qãni; reciters of the Qurãn

practice of raising hands to the ears
before and after every prostration in
salät

act of bowing down whilst performing
salãt

bank interest, usury
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sharshari.h/sharTh t

shaykh

shaykh- ul -Isi am

shaykh- ui-Hind

shih

rarnazän the 9th month of Islamic calendar, in
which fasting is obligatory for every
adult, healthy and sane Muslim

sadr-i -am.in	 a rank in judiciary during the East
India Company rule

saiib	 companion, a suffix used with a name
of a person in order to show respect

sahäbah plural of sãib, companions; the term
is usually used to refer to the
companions of the Prophet

sajjädah-nashin

salat

sarnãj

sangahan

sardãr

sarparas t

one who sits on the prayer rug, the
successor of a pir

obligatory prayer

society

binding together

leader, tribal chief, a title showing
higer social status

guardian, rector

sarrishtandãr	 person in charge of a department

sati	 practice of widow-burning in Hindu
society

sa win
	

fasting from dawn to dusk

sayyid	 lord;	 title applied to a male
descendent of the Prophet

shahädah witness, confession of faith; 'There
is no god but Allah, and, of course,
Muhammad is His slave and messenger'

the road to watering place, the clear
path to be followed; the code of
conduct as envisaged in the Qurän and
the Sunnah

an old man, elder, pivotal figure in
a khänqah, a religious teacher

the head of the Department of
Religious Affairs in the Ottoman
Empire

a title used for Deobandi "aiim,
Mahmüd Hasan

partisan; a Muslim sect which is
divided into several sub-sects
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sh ürà'

sikh

silsilah

sira t

sifi

sultan

sunnah

sunni

swarãj

swadeshi

tabligh

tafsir

tahrik

talãq

talimã t-i-Islàrniyyah

tanzim

taqild

tasarruf

tasawwuf

tawhid

ta'wli

tazkirah

'	 -,ulama

shirk association, attribution of specific
characteristics of Allah to others,
polytheism

shuddhi
	

reconversion of a non-Hindu to
Hinduism

consultation

a follower of Guru Nãnak

chain; a süf.1 order

biography; biography of the Prophet

a follower of Islamic mystic path

ruler

tradition; tradition of the Prophet

see ahl-i-sunnah

self-rule

local, use of local goods and boycott
of foreign ones

propagation, preaching

Quranic exegesis

movement

divorce

Islamic teachings

organisation

adherence to a specific school of
jurisprudence, emmulation of a
muj tahid

control

Islamic mysticism

one-ness of Allah, monotheism

interpretation

hagiography

plural of 'álim; men of Islamic
learning
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'ulamã-yi-bãtin	 scholars who propagate esoteric
meaning of revelation, internalists

'ularnâ-yi-zãhir	 scholars who propagate the meaning of
revelation	 in a literal	 sense,
externalists'

ummah	 Muslim community

umm- ul -mominin

urf

'ushr

usül-i-fiqh

usül -i -hadis

vedan tã

vedãs

wahhäbi

wahi

waqf

wasi-yi -rasül

zakãt

zainindãr

zaydi

zina

zuim

mother of the believers; term used to
refer to Prophet's wives

custom

tax on agricultural produce

roots	 (principles)	 of	 Islamic
jurisprudence

roots (principles) of the science of
hadis

Hindu	 philosophical school	 of
non-duality

sacred books of Hinduism

a follower of Muhammad B. 'Abdul
Wahhäb

Quranic revelation

pious endowment

designate of the Prophet

obligatory annual alms tax

landowner

a sub-sect of Shiih Muslims

adultery

oppression, sin
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